
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4180189    11/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1466272]
NOVOZYMES A/S

Krogshøjvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER

PATENT TRADE MARK ATTORNEYS, D-1/5 DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGON - 122 002, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Enzymes for use in the production of biofuels.

9111



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4261923    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481054]
GRINTEC MAGOTTEAUX CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

NO.18 MINHE ROAD SIBAOSHAN SUBDISTRICT HIGH-TECH ZONE ZIBO 100121 SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Aluminium oxide; silicates; ceramic compositions for sintering [granules and powders]; compositions for the manufacture 
of technical ceramics; industrial chemicals; ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media.

9112



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4272837    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482983]
Novozymes A/S

Krogshoejvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsvaerd Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Enzyme preparations for industrial purposes.

9113



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4275834    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484182]
JIANGSU BREE OPTRONICS CO., LTD.

BUILDING 5, NO.69, LIQUAN ROAD, MOLING STREET, JIANGNING, NANJING 211103 JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Size (chemical preparations); enamel and glass-staining chemicals; glass-staining chemicals; brightening chemical 
preparations for industrial purposes (pigments); phosphor powder.

9114



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 4020190102415 ;Republic of Korea 

4277081    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483296]
SAMYANG CORPORATION

31, Jongro 33-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephthalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

9115



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 4020190102408 ;Republic of Korea 

4277083    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483313]
SAMYANG CORPORATION

31, Jongro 33-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephthalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

9116



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4296541    08/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486412]
Lankem Ltd

Charles Street Dukinfield, Cheshire SK16 4SD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Industrial chemicals.

9117



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4299092    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487198]
TESSENDERLO GROUP, NV

Troonstraat 130 B-1050 Brussel

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; sulfates; fertilizers; fertilizing 
preparations.

9118



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 2 
 

 

4263824    08/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1480937]
Sun Chemical Corporation

35 Waterview Blvd. Parsippany CA 07054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Printing inks.

9119



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/02/2019; Application No. : 018019723 ;European Union 

4282151    02/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484462]
Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.

Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paints; coatings; varnishes; lacquers; thinners, coloring matters all being additives for paints, coatings, varnishes or 
lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming preparations (in the nature of paints); 
wood stains.

9120



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 2 
 

 

4294139    23/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486852]
Jinjiang Jiaboyuan New Materials Co.,Ltd

B1301B, Block 3, Jinjiang Wanda Plaza Commercial Complex, No. 888 Century Avenue Meiling Street, Jinjiang City, Quanzhou City 
Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paint; coatings (paint); varnish; primer; pigments; dyes; paints in powder form; paint; anti-rust oil; fire retardant paint.

9121



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/09/2018; Application No. : 725296 ;Switzerland 

4184897    12/02/2019

[International Registration No. : 1466696]
HFC PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS SWITZERLAND SÀRL

Chemin Louis Hubert 1-3 CH-1213 Petit-Lancy Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair lotions, preparations for cleaning, care, treatment and embellishment of the scalp and hair, styling products, 
preparations for tinting, bleaching, dyeing and hair coloring;

9122



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/05/2019; Application No. : 2010507 ;Australia 

4261238    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481369]
GSBM Pty Ltd

813 Springvale Road MULGRAVE VIC 3170 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic kits; sunscreen preparations; perfumes; hair care products; non-medicated creams for personal care; body care 
products (non-medicated); body deodorants; dry shampoos (non-medicated); essential oils; massage candles for 
cosmetic purposes; aromatherapy preparations; cosmetic masks; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations; cosmetics; skin 
care products (cosmetic); make-up; make-up preparations; preparations for removing make-up.

9123



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4262184    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481236]
YANGZHOU PESITRO HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

ROAD WEST OF TONGZHOU, HANGJI INDUSTRIAL PARK, GUANGLING DISTRICT, YANGZHOU CITY 225111 JIANGSU 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; preparations for cleaning dentures; breath freshening sprays; shampoos; cakes 
of toilet soap; dentifrices; dental bleaching gels; bath foam.

9124



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/05/2019; Application No. : 2010506 ;Australia 

4265174    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481346]
GSBM Pty Ltd

813 Springvale Road MULGRAVE VIC 3170 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic kits; sunscreen preparations; perfumes; hair care products; non-medicated creams for personal care; body care 
products (non-medicated); body deodorants; dry shampoos (non-medicated); essential oils; massage candles for 
cosmetic purposes; cosmetic masks; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations; cosmetics; skin care products (cosmetic); 
make-up; make-up preparations; preparations for removing make-up.

9125



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4268899    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483146]
Wuhan Yitianmei Trading Co., Ltd.

No. 01, 19th Floor, Block C1, Baolijin International Plaza, Hualou Street, Jianghan District, Wuhan 430021 Hubei China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Liquid dishwasher detergents; polishing wax; abrasive paste; essential oils; dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals; 
hair oil; hair conditioners.

9126



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4270503    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483007]
Xiamen Safercare Toiletries Co., Ltd.

Floor 3, 4&5, Building No. 6, Huli Industrial Park, Meixi Road, Tong An, Xiamen Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Shampoo; perfumery; cosmetics; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing preparations; anti-wrinkle creams; 
mouthwashes, not for medical purposes.

9127



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4271882    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482705]
ZHEJIANG ZHANGHUA HEALTH & BEAUTY HAIR INDUSTRY CO.,LTD.

NO 16 LONGPU ROAD, DONGCHENG DEVELOPMENT ZONE, HUANGYAN DISTRICT, TAIZHOU CITY ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair dyes; hair conditioners; hair treatment cream; hair waving preparations; shampoos; hair creams; hair mousse; 
cosmetics; hand soap; perfumes.

9128



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4280476    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484491]
18.21 Man Made, LLC

3501 S Highway 157 Unit 117 Euless TX 76040 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair pomades; hair shampoo; styling clay for hair; styling paste for hair.

9129



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 4533344 ;France 

4284244    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484789]
L'OREAL

14 Rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Make-up.

9130



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/02/2019; Application No. : 4528855 ;France 

4284249    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484763]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Make-up products.

9131



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 4564017 ;France 

4286607    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485497]
de Sousa José Marques

6 chemin de la Folie F-28260 Boncourt France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumes; eau de toilette; eau de parfum; eau de Cologne; cosmetics; make-up products; scented body lotions and 
creams; hair lotions; soaps for cosmetic use; bath gels; shower gels

9132



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 733380 ;Switzerland 

4286758    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485938]
HFC Prestige International Operations Switzerland Sàrl

Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3 CH-1213 Petit-Lancy Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair Lotions, cosmetic preparations for cleansing, care and treatment of the skin, scalp and hair, hair styling products, 
cosmetic preparations for hair bleaching, dyeing and coloring; lip balms; hair and body fragrances.

9133



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4286893    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485387]
José Marques DE SOUSA

6 chemin de la Folie F-28260 Boncourt France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumes; cosmetics; hair lotions; lipstick; beauty masks.

9134



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4293463    25/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486260]
Chrome Hearts LLC

915 N. Mansfield Hollywood CA 90038 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fragrances; namely, perfume, eau de parfum, cologne, eau de toilette, bath gel and body lotion; and, cosmetics; namely, 
eye make-up and lipstick.

9135



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4293475    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1330171]
SUNSMILE INC.

Roppongi Yamada Bldg. 3F, 3-5-27, Roppongi, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-0032 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Antistatic preparations for household purposes; degreasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing 
preparations; stain removing benzine; laundry fabric softeners; laundry bleach; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; 
cosmetics and toiletries; perfumery, fragrances and incense.

9136



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4296555    08/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486567]
The S&L Agency Ltd

2 Dryburgh Gardens LONDON NW9 9TS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Aftershave; aftershave creams; aftershave lotions; aftershave gels; aftershave balms; aftershave moisturising cream; 
aftershave preparations; aftershave emulsions; bath and shower foam; bath and shower gel; bath and shower 
preparations; bath and shower oils [non-medicated]; cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; bath oils; beauty masks; 
facial beauty masks; beauty serums; beauty serums with anti-ageing properties; body cream; face and body creams; 
scented body creams; body mask powder; face and body masks; body oil; body oil spray; body and facial oils; body 
massage oils; cleansing foam; skin cleansing foams; body cleansing foams; cleansing gels; combing oil; body scrub; 
cosmetic body scrubs; facial scrubs [cosmetic]; exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; hand scrubs; foot scrubs; face 
scrub; exfoliating body scrub; cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes; cosmetic hair 
lotions; cosmetic hand creams; cosmetic kits; cosmetic oils; cosmetic sun oils; skin care oils [cosmetic]; cosmetic 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; cosmetic suntan preparations; cosmetic 
hair care preparations; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; cosmetic hair dressing preparations; cosmetic preparations 
against sunburn; sun blocking preparations [cosmetics]; skin care (cosmetic preparations for -); cosmetic preparations for 
skin renewal; cosmetic preparations for body care; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic 
preparations for the hair and scalp; make-up preparations for the face and body; facial peel preparations for cosmetic use; 
after-sun preparations for cosmetic use; sun care preparations for cosmetic use; cosmetic products for the shower; 

9137



cosmetics; day creams; eau de parfum; eaux de toilette; eau de cologne; perfume; perfumery; perfumed powder; solid 
perfumes; perfumed soaps; perfumery and fragrances; body deodorants; deodorants for personal use; exfoliating scrubs 
for the body; exfoliating scrubs for the face; exfoliating scrubs for the feet; exfoliating scrubs for the hands; facial 
cleansers; facial cleansers [cosmetic]; hair balm; hair care masks; hair care preparations; hair care preparations, not for 
medical purposes; hair conditioners; conditioners for treating the hair; hair cosmetics; hair dressings for men; hair fixing 
oil; hair moisturisers; hair oil; oils for hair conditioning; hair serums; hairstyling serums; hair care serums; hair spray; hair 
styling spray; hand oils (non-medicated -); lip balm; lip conditioners; lip cosmetics; moisturising skin creams [cosmetic]; 
moustache wax; natural oils for cosmetic purposes; natural perfumery; oils for cosmetic purposes; natural essential oils; 
oils for perfumes and scents; pre-shaving preparations; shaving preparations; preparations for use before shaving; 
preparations for use after shaving; hair removal and shaving preparations; refill packs for cosmetics dispensers; refill 
packs for shampoo dispensers; refill packs for hand soap dispensers; refill packs for hair fixer dispensers; refill packs for 
shower gel dispensers; refill packs for body cleansing product dispensers; refill packs for skin care cream dispensers; 
scented oils; shaving gel; toiletries; antiperspirants [toiletries]; deodorants for body care; skin care oils [non-medicated]; 
hand gels; hand cleansers; hand cleaning preparations; hair styling preparations; hair styling gel; hair styling waxes; 
styling paste for hair; styling sprays for the hair; beard balm; beard oil; shampoos; conditioners for use on the hair; 
conditioners in the form of sprays for the scalp; face masks.

9138



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 018010222 ;European Union 

4296562    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486582]
XERJOFF GROUP S.p.A.

Via Tenivelli 29 I-10024 Moncalieri Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils and aromatic extracts; scented oils used to produce aromas when heated; perfume oils for the manufacture 
of cosmetic preparations; perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; hair care lotions; 
perfumery and fragrances.

9139



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 018010224 ;European Union 

4296563    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486583]
XERJOFF GROUP S.p.A.

Via Tenivelli 29 I-10024 Moncalieri Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils and aromatic extracts; scented oils used to produce aromas when heated; perfume oils for the manufacture 
of cosmetic preparations; perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; hair care lotions; 
perfumery and fragrances.

9140



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 018010226 ;European Union 

4296565    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486584]
XERJOFF GROUP S.p.A.

Via Tenivelli 29 I-10024 Moncalieri Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils and aromatic extracts; scented oils used to produce aromas when heated; perfume oils for the manufacture 
of cosmetic preparations; perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; hair care lotions; 
perfumery and fragrances.

9141



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 018010229 ;European Union 

4297031    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486585]
XERJOFF GROUP S.p.A.

Via Tenivelli 29 I-10024 Moncalieri Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils and aromatic extracts; scented oils used to produce aromas when heated; perfume oils for the manufacture 
of cosmetic preparations; perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; hair care lotions; 
perfumery and fragrances.

9142



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 4 
 

 

4295819    24/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486370]
Chrome Hearts LLC

915 N. Mansfield Hollywood CA 90038 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Candles and perfumed candles.

9143



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003367689 ;United Kingdom 

4267787    02/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481426]
Diurnal Limited

Cardiff Medicentre, Heath Park Cardiff CF14 4UJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use.

9144



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4268896    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483167]
TIICO PAPER (CHINA) CO., LTD

9A, Agricultural Bank of China Building, Quanzhou Fujian China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Sanitary tampons; sanitary towels; sanitary towels; food for babies; medicines for human purposes; diapers for 
incontinence; pants, absorbent, for incontinence; babies' diapers; babies' diaper-pants; tissues impregnated with 
pharmaceutical lotions.

9145



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 000 559 ;Germany 

4269281    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483077]
Merck KGaA

Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

9146



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 000 561 ;Germany 

4269286    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483076]
Merck KGaA

Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

9147



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 000 557 ;Germany 

4269287    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483075]
Merck KGaA

Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

9148



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 000 577 ;Germany 

4269295    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483074]
Merck KGaA

Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

9149



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 000 563 ;Germany 

4269299    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483073]
Merck KGaA

Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

9150



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4270498    05/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482066]
Flavour Creations Pty Ltd

17 Curzon Street TENNYSON QLD 4105 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Nutritional products (for medical use); dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition; nutritional formulas (for medical use); 
dietetic preparations and substances adapted for medical use; dietary food supplements; food supplements for medical 
purposes; infants' foods; invalids' foods; dietetic substances for babies and infants; dietetic substances for invalids 
(medical foods).

9151



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4271332    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482217]
Needed, LLC

11693 San Vicente Blvd. 383 Los Angeles CA 90049 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary and nutritional supplements.

9152



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4271378    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482307]
BONFUL NEW MATERIAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.,FOSHAN

NO.10, ROAD 8, WEST DISTRICT, LUOCUN UNION INDUSTRIAL ROAD, SHISHAN, NANHAI,FOSHAN, 528000 GUANGDONG 
China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Babies' diaper-pants; babies' diapers; diapers for incontinence; disinfectant wipes; pants, absorbent, for incontinence; 
incontinence garments; sanitary panties; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; sanitary tampons; sanitary 
pads.

9153



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4271899    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482734]
Jinjiangshi Laojun Chemical Co., Ltd

NO. 16 Fengling Road Economic Development Zone Of Jinjiang, Quanzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Insect repellent incense; insect repellents; insecticides; deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; 
deodorants for clothing and textiles; mothproof paper; rat poison; cedar wood for use as an insect repellent; pyrethrum 
powder; depuratives.

9154



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 88260647 ;United States of America 

4280691    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485174]
Agenus Inc.

3 Forbes Road Lexington MA 02421 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical agents for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune 
disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant 
rejections, and inflammatory diseases; biological preparations, namely, antibodies for the treatment of cancer, infectious 
diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases.

9155



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 88260664 ;United States of America 

4282181    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485261]
Agenus Inc.

3 Forbes Road Lexington MA 02421 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical agents for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune 
disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant 
rejections, and inflammatory diseases; biological preparations, namely, antibodies for the treatment of cancer, infectious 
diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases.

9156



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 88260701 ;United States of America 

4282279    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485328]
Agenus Inc.

3 Forbes Road Lexington MA 02421 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical agents for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune 
disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant 
rejections, and inflammatory diseases; biological preparations, namely, antibodies for the treatment of cancer, infectious 
diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases.

9157



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 88260718 ;United States of America 

4282280    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485330]
Agenus Inc.

3 Forbes Road Lexington MA 02421 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical agents for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune 
disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical, therapeutic and biopharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant 
rejections, and inflammatory diseases; biological preparations, namely, antibodies for the treatment of cancer, infectious 
diseases, autoimmune disorders, transplant rejections, and inflammatory diseases.

9158



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4283248    10/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484556]
QUINCY BIOSCIENCE, LLC

726 Heartland Trail Madison WI 53717 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements.

9159



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4289666    29/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486042]
LIVESPO GLOBAL JOINT STOCK COMPANY

A1, No 4 Dinh Cong new urban area, Dinh Cong Ward, Hoang Mai District Hanoi City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals; dietetic foods adapted for medical use; bio-products for medical purposes.

9160



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 1392871 ;Benelux 

4294166    08/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486895]
Orffa International Holding B.V.

Vierlinghstraat 51 NL-4251 LC Werkendam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Enzymes, sugars, vitamins and vitamin preparations for veterinary applications; food supplements for animals, including 
vitamin preparations and mineral preparations, amino acids, antioxidant preparations, algae extracts, plant extracts, oils 
and fats of animal or vegetable origin, trace elements, protein supplements, albumin preparations, enzyme preparations, 
carbohydrate preparations and carotene preparations; probiotic, prebiotic and neutraceutical supplements.

9161



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4294363    10/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486747]
PROBIOTICAL S.P.A.

Via Mattei, 3 I-28100 NOVARA (NO) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, in particular pharmaceuticals for the treatment of atopy, allergies and dermatitis; supplements, in 
particular dietetic and nutritional supplements; food supplements and dietetic substances for medical use, in particular for 
topical and oral use; supplements including microorganisms, in particular for the treatment of the skin, for topical and oral 
use; supplements containing in particular probiotic microorganisms cultures, probiotic lactic ferments.

9162



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4261810    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481994]
WUXI HUANAWELL METAL MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD

NO.11 EAST YANYU ROAD, QIANZHOU STREET, HUISHAN DISTRICT, WUXI 214181 JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Greenhouse frames of metal; safes [strong boxes]; metal food cabinet; safety cashboxes; tin cans; chests of metal; 
containers of metal for storing acids; safes, electronic.

9163



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2018; Application No. : 88005727 ;United States of America 

4183098    13/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1467033]
CONTROL COMPONENTS INC.

22591 Avenida Empresa Rancho Santa Margarita CA 92688 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL

K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dampeners for use in machines; pulsation dampeners for industrial purposes; pressure reducers; pressure regulators and 
reducers for stabilizing suction and dampening pulsation in machines; pressure controllers; pressure reducers; silencers; 
sound absorbers being parts of machines; silencers and sound absorbers being parts of machines for use in industrial 
processes and purposes; sound absorbers for use in pumps and or machines; exhaust silencers; parts and fittings for all 
the aforesaid goods.

9164



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4261072    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481689]
CHONGQING HONGJIANG MACHINERY CO., LTD.

404 Tanhua Road, Yongchuan District Chongqing China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; turbines, other than for land vehicles; taps [parts of machines, 
engines or motors]; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; 
gasoline engines, other than for land vehicles; igniting devices for internal combustion engines.

9165



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4261962    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481159]
ZHEJIANG KEMA ENGINE & MACHINERY CO., LTD.

TANGSHANG VILLAGE, JINQING TOWN, LUQIAO DISTRICT, TAIZHOU ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Wrapping machines; diesel engines, not for land vehicles; gasoline engines, not for land vehicles; wind-powered 
electricity generators; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; dynamos; driving motors, other than for land vehicles; 
pumps [machines]; compressed air machines; washing apparatus.

9166



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4265177    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481404]
BASA (NANJING) TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY CO., LTD

ROOM 501, BUILDING NO.09-2, LAOHUTOU NO.27, QINHUAI DISTRICT, NANJING CITY 100055 JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Embossing machines; superheaters; vulcanization apparatus; machines for processing plastics.

9167



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4269453    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482430]
GUANGZHOU SUNSHINE ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

ROOM 303, NO.61 YANJIANG WEST RD., LIWAN DIST., GUANGZHOU GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soldering apparatus, electric; soldering apparatus, gas-operated / welding apparatus, gas-operated; soldering irons, gas-
operated; electric welding apparatus; soldering irons, electric; welding machines, electric.

9168



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4269455    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482431]
ZHEJIANG PUMEIKE INTELLIGENT EMBROIDERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

NO. 35, WENZHONG ROAD, TAOZHU STREET, ZHUJI, SHAOXING CITY, ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Agricultural machines; machines for making pins; computer engraving machines; tambours for embroidery machines; 
spinning machines; dyeing machines; embossing machines; dynamos; sewing machines.

9169



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4271337    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482248]
SUZHOU SCHNEIDER ELEVATOR CO.,LTD

Building 1,NO. 8 JianyeRoad, Changshu Economic Development Zone, Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Elevators; lifting and hoisting apparatus; roller bridges; conveyors (machines); lift belts; jacks (machines); moving 
pavements (sidewalks); hoist tackle; elevating apparatus; moving staircases (escalators).

9170



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4271338    05/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482251]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Robotic vacuum cleaners; dish washing machines for household purposes; electric washing machines for household 
purposes; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner bags.

9171



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4275835    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484183]
GJJ USA LLC

344 S PENNSYLVANIA AVE., GLENDORA CA 91741 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Elevating work platforms; lifting installations for the transport of persons and goods; cranes; derricks; hoists; elevators 
being lifts; conveyors; front end loaders; earth moving machines, namely, loaders; bulldozers; agitators for circulating 
liquid media; concrete mixers; power shovels; road making machines; machines for use in construction, namely, rams; 
ploughs.

9172



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-083623 ;Japan 

4286867    27/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485363]
KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO., LTD.

2-1, Itsukaichikou 2-chome, Saeki-ku, Hiroshima-shi Hiroshima 731-5161 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; agitators for chemical processing; filtering machines 
for chemical processing; oil centrifuges; presses for chemical processing; blending machines for chemical processing; 
dust collecting machines for chemical processing; dust separators; sintering machines for chemical processing; sorting 
machines for chemical processing; granulating machines for chemical processing; extracting machines for chemical 
processing; electromechanical machines for chemical industry; separating machines for chemical processing; grinding 
mills for chemical processing; kneading machines for chemical processing; construction machines and apparatus; power 
shovels; hydraulic excavators; excavating machines; loading and unloading machines; cranes [lifting and hoisting 
apparatus]; mobile cranes; waste compacting machines and apparatus; waste crushing machines and apparatus; engines 
not for land vehicles; filters for motors and engines; mufflers for motors and engines; fans for motors and engines; air 
suction machines.

9173



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 018029003 ;European Union 

4286923    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485429]
UpNano GmbH

Modecenterstraße 22, Top. Nr. D 36 A-1030 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
3d printers; stereolithographic printing machines.

9174



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 302018000042502 ;Italy 

4289663    30/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486007]
PWG S.R.L.

Via Mattei 8 CASTELLO D'ARGILE (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machine tools; cylinders for motors and engines; cylinders for machines; pistons for cylinders; mechanically operated 
hand-held crimpers; collets for power tools; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; shock absorber plungers [parts of 
machines]; pistons for machines; pistons for compressors; automatic inlet control valves for reciprocating air 
compressors; pistons for engines; pumps [machines]; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic engines and motors; cylinder heads for 
engines; compressed air engines; electric motors for machines; joysticks being parts of machines, other than for game 
machines; filters being parts of machines or engines; filters for machines; filters for motors and engines; fuel filters; oil 
filters; air cleaners [parts of engines]; filtering machines; belts for motors and engines; compressors [machines]; 
compressors for machines; machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; joints [parts of 
engines]; couplings other than for land vehicles; universal joints [cardan joints]; shaft couplings [machines]; cylinders 
being parts of machines; pistons for cylinders; cylinder head gaskets; gas actuated rams; pistons [parts of machines or 
engines]; pistons [internal combustion engine parts]; piston rings [internal combustion engine parts]; generators; current 
generators.

9175



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4294035    28/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486926]
SHIJIAZHUANG ZHENGSHENG AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

XIWAIHUAN ROAD, XINGTANG COUNTY, SHIJIAZHUANG CITY HEBEI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Batteries engine (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
electricty core machine (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); attach sole tool (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); accumulator industry (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); roll line machine (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

9176



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 733338 ;Switzerland 

4294601    08/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486478]
Heule Werkzeug AG

Wegenstrasse 11 CH-9436 Balgach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tools for cutting, drilling, correcting, grinding, milling and treating surfaces [parts of machines]; deburring tools [parts of 
machines]; milling tools [parts of machines]; laminating tool [parts of machines]; drilling bits (parts of machines); drilling 
machines and corresponding parts; wrenches [machine tools]; bits for machines; drilling machines; drilling heads [parts 
of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; cutting tools in the nature of bits [machines]; tool tips [parts of machines]; 
deburring machines; machines for cutting, drilling, correcting, grinding, milling and treating surfaces and surface 
treatment apparatus; mills for milling machines; knives [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of machines]; automated 
textile ironing machines; holding devices for machine tools; machines, namely not for metal milling; machine tools; tools 
[parts of machines] for the milling of metal.

9177



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2017; Application No. : 87381939 ;United States of America 

4295494    01/05/2017

[International Registration No. : 1486336]
Agilent Technologies, Inc.

5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard Santa Clara CA 95051 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Vacuum pumps; turbomolecular pumps; ion pumps; rotary vane pumps; scroll pumps; diffusion pumps; vacuum valves.

9178



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4296633    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486645]
Roborock International B.V.

Strawinskylaan 3127, 8e verdieping NL-1077 ZX Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; machine tools; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; 
machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; cleaning appliances 
utilizing steam; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; 
vacuum cleaners; self-propelled road sweeping machines; electric sweepers; robotic cleaning [vacuuming] machines for 
floors; floor mopping robots; robotic cleaning machines; robots [machines]; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, 
in particular for use in fields of interior maintenance of households and commercial buildings; speed governors for 
machines, engines and motors; starters for motors and engines; hydraulic engines and motors; motors, electric, other 
than for land vehicles.

9179



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4296854    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486742]
Roborock International B.V.

Strawinskylaan 3127, 8e verdieping NL-1077 ZX Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; machine tools; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; 
machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; cleaning appliances 
utilizing steam; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; 
vacuum cleaners; self-propelled road sweeping machines; electric sweepers; robotic cleaning [vacuuming] machines for 
floors; floor mopping robots; robotic cleaning machines; robots [machines]; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, 
in particular for use in fields of interior maintenance of households and commercial buildings; wheels for rechargeable 
sweepers [parts of machines].

9180



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2014; Application No. : 86423284 ;United States of America 

3048136    03/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1249991]
OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

4275 Burton Drive Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for processing digital images and video.

9181



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-076835 ;Japan 

3211009    10/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266667]
Sony Corporation

1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Editing machines [for movie films]; digital audio players and recorders for use in the field of professional broadcasting, 
editing and content creation; digital video players and recorders for use in the field of professional broadcasting, editing 
and content creation; downloadable computer software for importing, exporting, viewing and editing contents namely 
movies, images and music files for use in the field of professional broadcasting, editing and content creation recorded 
computer software for importing, exporting, viewing and editing contents namely movies, images and music files, for use 
in the field of professional broadcasting, editing and content creation; computer server for use in the field of professional 
broadcasting, editing and content creation.

9182



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/08/2018; Application No. : 4020180109983 ;Republic of Korea 

4183087    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466284]
Spigen Korea Co., Ltd.

446, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cases for PDAs; cases for laptops; liquid crystal protective film adapted for smartphones, computer screens and other 
electronic display screens; protective covers and cases for tablet computer; stand for tablet PC; protective cases for MP3 
players; cases for portable media players; cases for radios; cases for storing electric audio and visual apparatus and 
instruments; clear protective covers adapted for mobile telephones; covers for mobile telephones; cases for mobile 
phones; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective cases for smartphones; clear protective covers 
adapted for smartphones; flip covers for smart phones; cases for smartphones in the shape of a watch; smartphone 
mounts; cell phone cases; protective films adapted for smartphones; liquid crystal display protect film for navigation 
systems; cellphone cases made of leather; holders for mobile telephones; docking stations for mobile telephones; 
reinforced glass specially adapted for use as smartphone screens; smart phone stand for automobiles; camera cases; 
USB chargers; wireless charging devices; charging data cables; battery charge devices; cases for batteries; battery packs; 
electrical cells and batteries; auxiliary battery packs.

9183



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 37182081 ;China 

4262198    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481270]
ShenZhen HeQiang Electronics Limited

Room L, 9/F, Building B, Fortune Plaza, No. 7002, Shennan Rd, Xiangmihu Rd., Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transmitters of electronic signals; transponders; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of signals; locks, electric; smoke detectors; fire alarms; wearable activity trackers; baby 
monitors; theft prevention installations, electric; electric door bells; remote control apparatus; transmitters 
[telecommunication]; rods for water diviners; electric plugs; inductors [electricity]; infrared detectors; anti-theft warning 
apparatus; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; audio- and video-receivers; cabinets for 
loudspeakers.

9184



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4269485    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482443]
ZHEJIANG NEW FOLINN ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.

NO. 2, JINGHUAN ROAD, CHENGBEI STREET, 317500 WENLING, TAIZHOU, ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Variable-frequency drive.

9185



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4270468    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482549]
GUANGZHOU HAVIT TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED

RMS. 1307, Poly World Trade Center, Phase 2, No 1000 Xingang Dong Road, Haizhu District Guangzhou City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Portable media players; virtual reality headsets; covers for smartphones; camcorders; smartwatches [data processing]; 
wearable activity trackers; computer peripheral devices; protective films adapted for mobile phone screens; cell phone 
straps; cabinets for loudspeakers; earphones; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; couplers [data processing equipment]; 
audio- and video-receivers; microphones.

9186



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4273990    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483501]
CAMPFIRE AUDIO LLC

2400 SE Ankeny Portland OR 97214 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ear phones.

9187



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4275774    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484101]
SHENZHEN AONI ELECTRONIC CO., LTD

NO.5 Bldg., Honghui Industrial Park, 2nd Liuxian Road, Baoan District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software applications for mobile phones, downloadable; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; face recognition 
devices; smartphones; mobile telephones; audio- and video-receivers; cabinets for loudspeakers; horns for loudspeakers; 
webcams; virtual reality headsets; head-mounted video displays; headphones; radios; apparatus for wireless transmission 
of acoustic information; in-ear headphones; microphones; megaphones; event recorders; earphones; portable media 
players; security surveillance robots; power switches; electric sockets; sensor; digital door locks; theft prevention 
installations, electric; electric door bells; alarms; wireless chargers; solar powered charger; cameras.

9188



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4275799    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484130]
SHENZHEN AONI ELECTRONIC CO., LTD

NO.5 Bldg., Honghui Industrial Park, 2nd Liuxian Road, Baoan District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software applications for mobile phones, downloadable; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; face recognition 
device; smartphones; mobile telephones; audio- and video- receivers; cabinets for loudspeakers; horns for loudspeakers; 
webcams; virtual reality headsets; head-mounted video displays; headphones; radios; apparatus for wireless transmission 
of acoustic information; in-ear headphones; microphones; megaphones; event recorders; earphones; portable media 
players; security surveillance robots; power switches; electric sockets; sensor; digital door locks; theft prevention 
installations, electric; electric door bells; alarms; wireless chargers; solar powered charger; cameras.

9189



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4280768    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484868]
SHENZHEN AONI ELECTRONIC CO., LTD

NO.5 Bldg., Honghui Industrial Park, 2nd Liuxian Road, Baoan District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software applications for mobile phones, downloadable; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; face recognition 
devices; smartphones; mobile telephones; audio- and video-receivers; cabinets for loudspeakers; horns for loudspeakers; 
webcams; virtual reality headsets; head-mounted video displays; headphones; radios; apparatus for wireless transmission 
of acoustic information; in-ear headphones; microphones; megaphones; event recorders; earphones; portable media 
players; security surveillance robots; power switches; electric sockets; sensor; digital door locks; theft prevention 
installations, electric; electric door bells; alarms; wireless chargers; solar powered charger; cameras.

9190



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 88286534 ;United States of America 

4282141    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484459]
KOMBEA CORPORATION

3400 North Ashton Bvld. Suite 470 Lehi UT 84043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for process adherence, call security and call center compliance.

9191



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2019; Application No. : 1396260 ;Benelux 

4286565    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485635]
NXP B.V.

High Tech Campus 60 NL-5656 AG Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Semiconductors; semiconductor processors; semiconductor processor chips; integrated circuits; integrated circuit chips; 
circuit boards; microcomputers; microcontrollers; microprocessors; applications processors; programmable 
microprocessors; multicore processors; application-specific integrated circuits (asics); integrated circuits embedded with 
software; software; software systems; network processors used in network equipment smart cards; integrated circuits for 
smart cards; rfid chips and tags; hardware and software for facilitating network processing applications; downloadable 
computer security software; computer software for security solutions; computer software and programs for wireless 
device management; computer software for device on-boarding; computer software applications for managing processes; 
computer software applications for lifecycle management processes; artificial intelligence software applications; machine 
learning software applications; software and devices to develop software; computer system and software for connecting 
and provisioning iot applications; computer systems to collect, store, and process data from different sensors and iot 
devices; cloud computing software; cloud computing software systems; software for cloud infrastructure; cloud 
computing platform software; multi-cloud computing software, application software for multi-cloud computing software; 
cloud computing software, application software for cloud computing services; hybrid cloud computing software, 
application software for hybrid cloud computing services.

9192



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 4537179 ;France 

4286623    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485975]
MARIUS MOREL FRANCE

117 route des Buclets F-39400 MORBIER France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical apparatus and instruments; optical goods; spectacles (optics); spectacle frames; frames for sunglasses; spectacle 
lenses; correcting lenses (optics); treated spectacle lenses; lenses for sunglasses; tinted spectacle lenses; light-sensitive 
spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; sunglasses; goggles for sports; 3D spectacles; smart glasses; spectacle cases; 
cases for sunglasses; contact lenses; ophthalmic lenses (non-implantable); containers for contact lenses; cords, chains 
and small chains for spectacles; binoculars; magnifiers (optics); blanks for spectacle lenses.

9193



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 1387601 ;Benelux 

4293346    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487079]
Antoine Poppe

Wijnbergenstraat 23 B-3010 Kessel-Lo

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software and registered software on carrier or downloadable via computer networks; application software, in particular 
application software downloadable via computer networks including software and software applications for smartphones 
and tablets; downloadable digital data files; diagnostic test software and application software; software and application 
software for smartphones, tablets and smartwatches for monitoring body values, in particular heart, temperature and 
activity values.

9194



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2018; Application No. : 732140 ;Switzerland 

4295713    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486937]
Endress+Hauser Flowtec AG

Kägenstrasse 7 CH-4153 Reinach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flow meters with the calorimetric measuring principle; flow detectors with the calorimetric measuring principle.

9195



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003348137 ;United Kingdom 

4295727    18/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486534]
Marshall Amplification Plc

Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; receivers (audio-- and video--); juke boxes [musical]; sound 
recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; record players; sound transmitting 
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; megaphones; electrical and electronic apparatus 
and instruments, all for audio amplification, for the graphic equalisation of sound signal frequencies, for mixing sound 
tones, altering sound tones, or effecting echo, delay and other effects; sound recording carriers; audio speakers for 
automobiles; mobile phone speakers; sound amplifiers; microphones, headphones; loudspeakers; horn-type speakers, 
loudspeaker cabinets; cases for loudspeakers; amplifiers for sound reproducing equipment and for use with musical 
instruments; amplifiers complete with loudspeakers and cabinets; valve and digital guitar amplifiers; sound reverberation 
units; sound mixing, processing and synthesizing apparatus; sound mixers; sound-mixer units; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; megaphones; acoustic pickup; loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; time delay reverberator; radios; 
wireless transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; MP3 players; record players; 
portable media players; portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting and 
processing audio, data and video files; personal stereos; docking stations; stands for MP3 players; stereo amplifier and 
speaker base stations; stereos; car stereos; vehicle stereos; DVD players; CD, DVD and MP3 cases; computer games; 
interactive DVD games (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); computer game programs; computer software for recording sound; computer software, recorded; electronic 
tuners; amplifier tuners; apparatus for controlling amplifiers; regulating apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus; 
computer software; computer software for tuning instruments; computer software for controlling amplifiers; computer 
software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; interactive computer 
software; audio playback software; application software; application software for sound recording, manipulating, 
amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], recorded; audio processing apparatus; data processing 
apparatus; speakers; speakers [audio equipment]; audio speakers; loud speakers; monitor speakers; audio speakers for 
home; speakers for record players; speaker enclosures; audio speaker enclosures; cabinets for loudspeakers; speaker 
switches; switches, electric; record players; software to control and improve audio equipment and sound quality; 
firmware; computer firmware; computer hardware; apparatus for the processing of sounds; downloadable musical sound 
recordings; sound data file; downloadable music files; data transmitting apparatus; software for remote diagnostics; 
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; telecommunications devices; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; 
hand-held computers; laptop computers; computer cases; bags adapted for laptops; mobile phones; mobile telephones; 
mobile phone cases; telephone sheath; mobile phone accessories; computer software for communicating with users of 
hand-held computers; sunglasses; eyeglasses; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; spectacle cases; 
spectacles [optics]; spectacle glasses; mouse mats; mouse pad; magnets, refrigerator magnets; magnets; calculators; 
pocket calculators; wireless telephones; wireless communication apparatus; wireless telephony apparatus; wireless 
headsets for smartphones; wireless transmitters and receivers; two-way wireless communication systems; wireless high 
frequency transmission instruments; cordless telephones; radiotelephony sets; radios; radios (vehicle---); software to 
control and improve audio equipment and sound quality; audio playback software; interactive computer software; 
computer software for communication with users of hand-held computers; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, 
amplifying or distorting sound; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with 
musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; foot switches and 
effects pedals for use with musical instruments, sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic 
effects pedals for use with musical instruments; sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic 
effects pedals for use with musical instruments; music cassettes; music tapes; music recordings; musical recordings; 
downloadable digital music; prerecorded music videos; portable music players; music-composition software; digital music 
players; downloadable music files; musical video recordings; musical sound recordings; prerecorded music audio tapes; 
prerecorded music compact discs; optical discs featuring music; compact discs featuring music; audio tapes featuring 
music; phonograph records featuring music; prerecorded non-musical videotapes; downloadable musical sound 
recordings; covers for music storage devices; cases for music storage devices; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; 

9196



downloadable video recordings featuring music; prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; pre-recorded DVDs 
featuring music; prerecorded video tapes featuring music; series of musical sound recordings; prerecorded non-musical 
audio tapes; carrying cases for digital music players; carrying cases for portable music players; digital music 
downloadable from the Internet (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); docking stations for digital music players; digital music downloadable provided from the internet (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); computer programs for 
processing digital music files; laser discs for use in storing music; computer software for processing digital music files; 
musical recordings in the form of discs; digital music downloadable provided from MP3 internet websites (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); computer software for 
creating and editing music and sounds; digital music downloadable provided from MP3 internet web sites (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); downloadable digital music 
provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; digital 
music downloadable provided from a computer database or the internet; machine readable computer programs for use in 
the reproduction of music; integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments; electronic 
publications; downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; audio apparatus; audio 
books; audio compact discs; binders for CDs; cases adapted for CD players; cases adapted for DVD players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases for compact discs; cases for MP3 players; cases for spectacles; cases for smartphones; 
cases for mobile phones; cases for sunglasses; cases for telephones; CD storage wallets; cleaning apparatus for sound 
recording discs; compact discs; compact discs [audio-video]; computer software for mobile phones; covers for MP3 
players; downloadable image files; downloadable movies; DVD cases; portable media players; recording apparatus; 
recording discs; tape recorders; tape players; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods.

9197



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 88/264,243 ;United States of America 

4295768    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486565]
Hoerbiger Wien GmbH

Seestadtstraße 25 A-1220 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Detectors for detecting explosion events in a vessel, room or ductwork, in particular pressure sensors; electronic data 
processing apparatuses; explosion detection systems sold as a unit comprising a pressure sensor and a data processing 
apparatus for processing the pressure sensor signals; computer software for operating explosion detection systems, in 
particular for programming explosion detection systems and for downloading, investigating and analysing data from 
explosion detection systems.

9198



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4295823    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486376]
SHENZHEN LENKENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

3F & 4F West, Jinguangxia Culture & Tech Park, 3 Guangxia Road, Shangmeilin, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; remote controllers for home use; 
TV remote controllers; air conditioner remote controllers; chips [integrated circuits]; wireless speakers; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; digital voice signal processors; laptop computers; personal headsets for voice transmission equipment 
use; speaker signal processors; audio transmitters; audio amplifiers; portable media players; alarms; computer peripheral 
devices; computer programs, downloadable; digital photo frames; smartwatches.

9199



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/05/2015; Application No. : 014053912 ;European Union 

3252521    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274199]
TECHNOFLEX

Zone Artisanale F-64210 Bidart France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Articles for medical use, namely: flexible containers for medical use; medical devices, namely, medical devices such as 
intravenous sets and sterile transfer caps; flexible bags and containers for collecting and preserving biological culture 
media; medical, surgical, veterinary apparatus and instruments; products for dialysis, infusion, bladder irrigation, 
particularly tubing, connectors, caps, tips, spike ports; nutrition bags for medical use, bags for solutions for infusion, 
nutrition, irrigation, particularly bladder irrigation; flexible containers and bags for medical use for collecting and storing 
blood and blood cell components; flexible containers and bags for collecting and preserving biological culture media for 
laboratories; medical blood treatment apparatus; parts and accessories for the aforesaid products, namely, tubing sets, 
tubes, containers, packaging and disposable materials for medical and pharmaceutical use; pumps (medical devices) for 
the volumetric filling of pharmaceutical and medical products and for the filling of intravenous bags, infusion devices and 
syringes, namely, devices for automatic transfer of pharmaceutical liquids; packaging of injectable medical solutions; 
medical connectors and devices used for infusion, blood transfusion, urology, medicinal reconstitution, dialysis and/or 
biotechnology and cryopreservation.

9200



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 88274587 ;United States of America 

4259900    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479978]
Moulton, Steven L

4801 South Dahlia Street Cherry Hills Village CO 80121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drainage appliances for surgical procedures.

9201



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4263936    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481557]
JIANGXI LANGHE MEDICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,LTD.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDUSTRIAL PARK, YONG FENG COUNTY, JI’AN CITY 510030 JIANGXI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Suture needles; knives for surgical purposes; castrating pincers; surgical apparatus and instruments; urological 
apparatus and instruments; urethral probes; urethral syringes; clips, surgical; suture materials; medical apparatus and 
instruments.

9202



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4272789    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482845]
Smith & Nephew, Inc.

1450 Brooks Road Memphis TN 38116 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Orthopaedic surgical apparatus for the implantation of tibial and femoral nails, namely, a surgical guidance probe.

9203



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4293397    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487110]
pro med instruments GmbH Herstellung und Vertrieb medizinisch-technischer Ausrüstung

Bötzinger Strasse 38 79111 Freiburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments, in particular invasive and non-invasive holders for surgical purposes, 
accessory parts for operating tables, retractors for holding open a surgical access, operating implements, stereotactic 
instruments, implants, instruments for electrosurgery and neurosurgery, all of the aforesaid goods excluding audiological 
apparatus and instruments or parts and components therefor, not included in other classes.

9204



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

 

4294011    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486793]
Shenzhen Enmind Technology Co., Ltd.

Romm 201, Block A, No.1, Qianhai Road 1, QianhaishenPort Cooperative District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thermometers for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; pumps for medical purposes; medical 
apparatus and instruments; syringes for medical purposes; anaesthetic apparatus; stents; electrocardiographs; hearing 
aids.

9205



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4294620    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486493]
DESSINTEY

Parc Technologique Métrotech, 6 route de Bonnefonds F-42650 Saint-Jean-Bonnefonds France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Physical rehabilitation apparatus for medical use; brain stimulators; medical apparatus; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
use; radiological apparatus for medical use; traction apparatus for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; medical 
apparatus and instruments; phototherapy apparatus for medical use; diagnostic apparatus for medical use; radiographic 
apparatus for medical use; electronic muscle stimulators for medical use; beds specially made for medical purposes; 
medical patient treatment chairs; patient treatment tables; radiology screens for medical use; diagnostic imaging 
apparatus used in nuclear medicine; physical exercise apparatus for medical use; therapeutic and assistance devices 
designed for people with disabilities; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and 
instruments, especially for the rehabilitation of neurological, orthopedic and trauma illnesses, for measuring, recording 
and analyzing brain activity and neurophysiological and physiological parameters, for the capture of member movements 
(arms, hands, legs, knees, fingers, feet, ankles), for the rehabilitation of the sensory-motor system, for corporal exercises, 
for neurostimulation for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments for measuring, monitoring and recording 
performances, postures, movements and balancing of the body; medical apparatus for measuring forces and movements 
and assisted corporal exercises for the rehabilitation of the human body and especially: hands, fingers, wrists, arms, legs, 
knees, feet and ankles; apparatus for medical rehabilitation by modified visual feedback, visuomotor rehabilitation 
apparatus; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments namely systems for recording and processing brain signals.

9206



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 11 
 

4277067    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483254]
SUNRUI MARINE ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

149-1 ZHUZHOU ROAD, LAOSHAN DISTRICT, QINGDAO SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ventilation hoods; air deodorizing apparatus; air filtering installations; chimney flues; gas scrubbing apparatus; air 
purifying apparatus and machines; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; ionization apparatus for the 
treatment of air or water.

9207



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 11 
 

4295817    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486357]
GUANGZHOU UNITED A/C&R CO.,LTD.

No.1 Guoyuan 4th Road, the Northern Part of the Eastern Section of Guangzhou Economic & Technological Development District, 
Guangzhou 510000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating apparatus; filters for air conditioning; air conditioning 
installations; air reheaters; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerating appliances and installations; cooling 
appliances and installations; dampers [heating]; hot air apparatus.

9208



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 01/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-073331 ;Japan 

3077122    12/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253512]
KATAYAMA KOGYO CO., LTD.

1005-1, Nishiebara-cho, Ibara-shi Okayama 715-8502 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles; wheels for bicycles; tires for bicycles; spokes for bicycles; baskets adapted for bicycles; luggage carriers for 
bicycles; frames for bicycles; direction indicators for bicycles; bicycle bells; rims for wheels of bicycles; stands for 
bicycles; chains for bicycles; brakes for bicycles; handle bars for bicycles; inner tubes for bicycles; panniers adapted for 
bicycles; pumps for bicycles; saddles for bicycles; saddle covers for bicycles; saddlebags adapted for bicycles; trolleys; 
shopping trolleys; two-wheeled trolleys; handling carts; wheelchairs; baby carriages; covers for baby carriages.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3538116.

9209



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 12 
 

3354709    07/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298353]
Polestar Holding AB

Assar Gabrielssons väg 9 SE-405 31 GÖTEBORG SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles, vehicles, parts and accessories thereof included in this class.

9210



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 12 
 

4261236    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481370]
QINGDAO LONGCHEN RUBBER CO., LTD.

ROOM 1518, NO. 658 JINGGANGSHAN ROAD, HUANGDAO DISTRICT, QINGDAO CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric vehicles; bicycles; automobiles; tyres for vehicle wheels; safety seats for children, for vehicles; automobile tyres; 
pneumatic tyres; bicycle tyres; solid tyres for vehicle wheels; spikes for tyres.

9211



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 855.3 ;Germany 

4283259    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484827]
Goldhofer AG

Donaustr. 95 87700 Memmingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pneumatic tyres; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; tyre grips; valves for vehicle tyres; tire liners; inner 
tubes for pneumatic tyres; covers for tyres; tyre treads; tire protection chains; tyre repair outfits; retreaded tyres; 
pneumatic tyres; anti-skid tyre chains; tyres for vehicle wheels; spikes for tyres; tyres for commercial vehicles; tyres for 
two-wheeled vehicles; tyre mousse inserts; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; patching materials for inner 
tubes; tyres for aircraft; tyres for motorcycles; automobile tyres.

9212



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 14 
 

4271463    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482377]
CHEN HAIHUI

NO. 9, AREA C, ZHENGJIA VILLAGE, ZEGUO TOWN, WENLING CITY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry charms; necklaces; jewelry; clocks; wristwatches; straps for wristwatches; watch chains; watch cases [parts of 
watches]; presentation boxes for watches; watch pocket (cover).

9213



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 727294 ;Switzerland 

4283202    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485135]
Cartier International AG

Hinterbergstrasse 22 Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; precious stones; precious metals and their alloys; pearls (jewelry); cuff links; tie clips; rings (jewelry); bracelets 
(jewelry); earrings; necklaces (jewelry); brooches (jewelry); charms; key rings of precious metal; works of art of precious 
metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; timepieces and chronometric 
instruments; watches; chronometers; wall clocks; small clocks; watch cases; watch bands; watch chains, springs and 
glasses; cases and presentation cases for timepieces; movements for timepieces; dials (clock and watch making).

9214



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 10/01/2019; Application No. : 018008726 ;European Union 

4286596    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485594]
LUXWI ApS

Vodroffsvej 26, st. tv. DK-1900 Frederiksberg C Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewels; key rings and key chains, and charms therefor; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; gemstones, pearls and precious 
metals, and imitations thereof; time instruments; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or 
stones, or imitations thereof; cases [fitted] for horological articles; cases for watches and clocks; presentation cases for 
horological articles; jewelry boxes not of metal; watch pouches; presentation boxes for watches; presentation boxes for 
jewelry; cases [fitted] for clocks; watch cases; anchors [clock- and watchmaking]; wristwatches; cases for watches 
[presentation]; parts and fittings for chronometric instruments; locks for wristwatches; locks for watches; parts and 
fittings for horological instruments; barrels [clock- and watchmaking]; clockworks; escapements; chronometric apparatus 
and instruments; pocket watches; oscillators for clocks; pendulums [clock- and watchmaking]; travel clocks; watchstraps; 
small clocks; watch clasps; buckles for watchstraps; silver watches; fittings for watches; metal expanding watch 
bracelets; parts for clocks; clocks; watches; watches made of precious metals; clocks and parts therefor; watch springs; 
watch crystals; watch crowns; watch fobs; bracelets for watches; watch locks; horological articles; watchstraps made of 
leather; metal watch bands; watch straps of nylon; watch straps of plastic; watch straps of polyvinyl chloride; watch 
straps of synthetic material; non-leather watch straps; dials for clock and watch making; watch dials; clock hands; watch 
winders; clockworks; pendants for watch chains; pendant watches; watch hands; clock and watch hands; alarm clocks; 
watch locks of metal; locks for watches (of metal); locks for wristwatches (of metal).

9215



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 15 
 

4271506    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482623]
PRAXIS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INC.

1850 W COLLINS AVE ORANGE CA 92867 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Acoustic guitars; electric guitars; guitars.

9216



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 15 
 

 

4286539    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485670]
Feldman, Emmanuel Simon

1611 Commonwealth Avenue Newton MA 02465 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Musical instrument accessories, namely, supports for stringed instruments in the nature of musical instrument stands; 
musical instrument accessories, namely, supports for stringed instruments in the nature of end pins.

9217



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 15 
 

Priority claimed from 08/05/2019; Application No. : 7020190000538 ;Republic of Korea 

4293283    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487142]
DABELL CO.,LTD

338, Seunggicheon-ro, Namdong-gu, Incheon Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tuning apparatus for musical instruments; guitars; drums [musical instruments]; recorders [musical instruments]; 
melodion; violins; Korean musical instruments/drums (Buk); saxophones; cymbals; instruments for court music; musical 
instruments; keyboards for musical instruments; mouthpieces for musical instruments; oboes; ocarinas; electric guitars; 
electric organs; cellos; tambourines; flutes; pianos; harmonicas; stringed musical instruments.

9218



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 2019-016147 ;Japan 

4295408    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486693]
YUPO CORPORATION

4-3, Kanda-Surugadai, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0062 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper and cardboard; offset paper; digital printing paper;laminated paper; laser print paper; drawing paper; printed 
advertising boards of paper; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; semi-processed paper; synthetic papers and 
laminated papers in the form of roll or cut sheet for use in sheeting, die cutting, printing, pressure sensitive converting,and 
laminating; printing paper; converted paper; synthetic paper; stationery; albums; seals [stationery]; sketch books;note 
papers; memo pads; label paper; loose-leaf pads; office paper stationery; office stationery; photo albums; adhesive note 
paper; writing paper pads; adhesive tapes for stationery purposes; adhesive tapes for household purposes; artists' 
materials; note books; stickers [stationery]; labels of paper or cardboard; drawing pads; tracing paper; pads 
[stationery];printed matter; printed calendars; calendars; food wrapping plastic film for household use; banners of paper; 
paper bunting;shipping labels of paper; photographs; photograph stands.

9219



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 18 
 

4183127    13/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466666]
Individual entrepreneur Gorbatova Anna Yuryevna

ul. Aviatsionnaya, d. 66, kv. 249 RU-123182 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alpenstocks; slings for carrying infants; luggage tags; wallets; business card cases; reins; reins for guiding children; 
sling bags for carrying infants; harness fittings; credit card cases [wallets]; parts of rubber for stirrups; chamois leather, 
other than for cleaning purposes; umbrellas; parasols; saddlery; frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; card 
holders [wallets]; cases of leather or leatherboard; valves of leather; whips; saddlecloths for horses; imitation leather; 
leather, unworked or semi-worked; leatherboard; casings, of leather, for springs; umbrella rings; leather hat boxes; boxes 
of leather or leatherboard; boxes of vulcanized fiber; chain mesh purses; fastenings for saddles; butts [parts of hides]; 
saddle trees; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; moleskin [imitation of leather]; travelling sets 
[leatherware]; knee-pads for horses; muzzles; halters; vanity cases, not fitted; furniture coverings of leather; clothing for 
pets; blankets for animals; trimmings of leather for furniture; collars for animals; walking sticks; conference folders; music 
cases; goldbeaters' skin; cat o' nine tails; leather leashes; pads for horse saddles; horseshoes; girths of leather; horse 
blankets; purses; briefcases [leather goods]; traces [harness]; fur; randsels [Japanese school satchels]; satchels; leather 
straps; straps for soldiers' equipment; harness straps; straps for skates; straps of leather [saddlery]; chin straps, of 
leather; stirrup leathers; umbrella handles; handles for walking sticks; suitcase handles; grips for holding shopping bags; 
backpacks; handbags; riding saddles; net bags for shopping; umbrella or parasol ribs; stirrups; bags; bags for climbers; 
garment bags for travel; tool bags, empty; beach bags; saddlebags; compression cubes adapted for luggage; sports bags; 
bags for campers; shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; school bags; pouch baby carriers; travelling trunks; nose 
bags [feed bags]; bridoons; umbrella sticks; walking stick seats; tefillin [phylacteries]; bits for animals [harness]; bridles 
[harness]; harness for animals; key cases; horse collars; suitcases; motorized suitcases; suitcases with wheels; valises; 
attaché cases; covers for horse saddles; umbrella covers; kid; curried skins; animal skins; cattle skins; leather cord; 
blinkers [harness]; labels of leather; game bags [hunting accessories].

9220



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 18 
 

 

4273973    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483448]
FOSHAN FRESHORE COMPANY LIMITED

NO. 3 OF RM 201 OF BO’AN BLDG., NO. 15 XINGHUA EAST ROAD, RONGGUI, SHUNDE FOSHAN 528303 GUANGDONG 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Imitation leather; bags for campers; canvas shopping bags; furniture coverings of leather; leatherboard; leather 
straps; umbrellas; mountaineering sticks; clothing for pets. 

9221



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 18 
 

Priority claimed from 08/03/2019; Application No. : 4532179 ;France 

4284358    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485120]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL

24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Handbags, rucksacks, traveling bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, card cases (notecases), key cases (leatherware), 
traveling sets (empty), pouches intended to hold toilet products (empty), pouches (evening handbags), leather pouches.

9222



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 21/01/2019; Application No. : 1982634 ;Australia 

4270431    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482507]
Fiona Michelle Whelan

93 Rutland Ave Mt Eliza VIC 3930 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Step stools (furniture).

9223



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 20 
 

4296860    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486437]
MAX DIVANI SRL

Largo Epitaffio 1 I-70022 Altamura Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Sofas, seats, armchairs and beds.

9224



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 21 
 

 

4261950    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481129]
ANQING ZHONGHAN TRADING CO., LTD.

ROOM 5-2, 4TH FLOOR, ZHONGYI HUAYUAN COMPLEX BUILDING, HUXINBEI ROAD, ANQING DEVELOPMENT ZONE 
246000 ANHUI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brushes; drinking vessels; cups of paper or plastic; glasses [receptacles]; cups; lunch boxes; mops; gloves for household 
purposes; brooms.

9225



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 21 
 

4262196    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481261]
YANGZHOU PESITRO HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

ROAD WEST OF TONGZHOU, HANGJI INDUSTRIAL PARK, GUANGLING DISTRICT, YANGZHOU CITY 225111 JIANGSU 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toothbrushes, electric; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; toothpicks; toothpick holders; toothbrushes; floss 
for dental purposes.

9226



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 21 
 

4269466    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482442]
ZHEJIANG YIMEI PLASTIC CO., LTD.

SHILIPU VILLAGE, NANCHENG, HUANGYAN, TAIZHOU 318020 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Kitchen containers; daily used enamel plastic wares (including basins, bowls, plates, pots, cups); fitted picnic baskets, 
including dishes; daily use glassware (including cups, plates, pots, crocks); drinking vessels; brushes; cosmetic utensils; 
portable cool boxes, non-electric; griddles [cooking utensils]; trash cans.

9227



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 24 
 

Priority claimed from 17/03/2014; Application No. : 2014-020296 ;Japan 

2887279    25/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224407]
FAST RETAILING CO., LTD.

717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City, Yamaguchi 754-0894 (Japan)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felts; non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; 
rubberized cloth; fabric of imitation animal skins; filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; towels 
of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; mosquito nets; bedsheets; futon quilts; quilts; futon ticks (unstuffed futon covers); 
pillowcases; blankets; seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper.

9228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 24 
 

4261944    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481110]
ANQING GOLDEN DRILL HOME TEXTILE CO., LTD.

NO. 20 GUANGCAI WEST FIRST STREET, GUANGCAI MARKET PHASE III, ANQING DEVELOPMENT ZONE 246000 ANHUI 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cotton fabrics; towels of textile; bed blankets; silk [cloth]; bed covers.

9229



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 88496635 ;United States of America 

4261231    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481380]
Skechers U.S.A., Inc. II

228 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Manhattan Beach CA 90266 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.

9230



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 88262820 ;United States of America 

4261894    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480882]
The End of Music, LLC

c/o David Byrnes, ZIFFREN BRITTENHAM LLP 1801 Century Park West Los Angeles CA 900676406 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tops as clothing; bottoms as clothing; scarves; gloves; mittens; neck warmers; belts; socks; underwear; footwear; 
headwear.

9231



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 25 
 

4265245    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481820]
HANGZHOU DIKOU SILK CO., LTD.

ROOM 607, BLDG. 2, NO. 1702, NANHUAN ROAD, CHANGHE SUBDIST., BINJIANG DIST., HANGZHOU, ZHEJIANG 310000 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; layettes [clothing]; raincoats; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; wedding dress; girdles.

9232



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 25 
 

4267788    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481967]
ZHANG Xiaolv

Huanzhen Road, Shangcun Village, Xincheng Town, Rui'an City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear; sports shoes; boots; fittings of metal for footwear; clothing; ready-made clothing; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; 
scarfs.

9233



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 25 
 

4295407    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486771]
Qingdao Yifang Garments Co., Ltd.

Wangjiajie Village, Pudong Town, Jimo City, Qingdao City Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; down clothing; layettes [clothing]; hats (headwear); hosiery; gloves (clothing); scarfs; belts.

9234



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 28 
 

 

4272785    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482841]
GUANGZHOU LETAO ANIMATION DESIGN CO., LTD.

ROOM 204-206, BUILDING 4, NO. 24 XINYI ROAD, LIWAN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY, 510000 GUANGDONG PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for games; toys; dolls; electric action toys; smart toys; dumb-bells; scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; chess; 
bladders of balls for games.

9235



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 28 
 

4296935    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486833]
FUJIAN WEIZHIXING SPORTS GOODS CO.,LTD

BINJIANG INDUSTRIAL PARK, XIAMEI TOWN, NAN’AN CITY 362302 FUJIAN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys; exercise equipment; targets; machines for physical exercises; fitness gym jump platform; boxing gloves; fitness 
sandbag; plastic race track; waist protectors; chest protectors.

9236



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 29 
 

4271508    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482628]
B.M.A. USA INC.

7923 Gloria Ave. Van Nuys CA 91406 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oils and fats for food.

9237



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 37189984 ;China 

4272763    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482791]
Shenzhen Amos Food Marketing Co., Ltd.

6/F AREA B¿D, XINRUIKE BUILDING, FUTIAN FREE TRADE ZONE, FUBAO STREET, FUTIAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; sugar; fondants [confectionery]; candy; pizzas; peppermint sweets; chewing gum; biscuits; puddings; cereal-based 
snack food.

9238



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 31 
 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 733169 ;Switzerland 

4271348    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482280]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Foodstuffs for animals.

9239



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 31 
 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 733236 ;Switzerland 

4271370    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482301]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Foodstuffs for animals.

9240



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 31 
 

 

4296861    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486460]
SHANDONG HUAXIAWEIKANG AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

1601, LONGAOJINZUO BUILDING 3, NO. 8000 JINGSHI EAST ROAD, HIGH-TECH ZONE, JINAN 250101 SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Trees; malt for brewing and distilling; hay; grains [cereals]; fodder; plants; poultry, live; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; 
plant seeds.

9241



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2019; Application No. : 4020190060082 ;Republic of Korea 

4293998    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486286]
W-HAT Co., Ltd.

1302, 626, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral and aerated waters; drinkable spring water; non-aerated water; mineral waters; mineral water, not for medical 
purposes; bottled water, not for medical purposes; mineral water containing vitamin; glacial water; waters [beverages]; 
drinking waters; table waters; table mineral waters; water pumped from underground; mineral water [beverages]; spring 
water [beverages]; drinking water [beverages]; water pumped from underground for making beverages; distilled water 
[beverage]; processed sea water for drinking; flavored waters.

9242



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00084 ;Denmark 

4294030    09/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486811]
Carlsberg Breweries A/S

Ny Carlsberg Vej 100 DK-1799 Copenhagen V Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic beverages.

9243



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2014; Application No. : 144086086 ;France 

2913979    02/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230098]
COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE LA GRANDE CHARTREUSE

10 boulevard Edgar Kofler F-38500 VOIRON France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Liqueurs.

9244



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 33 
 

4265101    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481539]
GUANGZHOU NANAO TRADING CO., LTD.

ROOM 603, BLOCK B, NO. 35, SICHENG ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cocktails; wine; whisky; rice alcohol; alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; vodka; baijiu 
[Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; rum.

9245



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 33 
 

4272781    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482823]
Wanderer Enterprises Pty Ltd

2850 Launching Place Rd GEMBROOK VIC 3783 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); gin, brandy, cider, alcoholic fruit extracts, liquors, rum, vodka, whisky; cocktails, 
including, cocktails containing gin; wines, including, white wine and red wine; beverages containing wine (alcohol 
content 1.15% or more by volume); blended wine.

9246



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 88258048 ;United States of America 

4274026    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483587]
Sazerac Brands, LLC

10101 Linn Station Rd., Suite 400 Louisville KY 40223 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beer.

9247



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 33 
 

4275161    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484063]
Jinjiang Ganchuang Cultural Creative Design Co., Ltd.

No. 5, 1st floor, Building 3, Fengan Leather Industry Co., Ltd., No. 125, South Qingyang Hongshan Industrial Zone, Jinjiang, Quanzhou 
Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine; brandy; piquette; alcoholic beverages, except beer; rice alcohol; yellow rice wine; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic 
beverage]; fruit extracts, alcoholic; distilled beverages; cocktails.

9248



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 34 
 

 

4272797    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482864]
SHENZHEN SKE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

NO.1, 10/F, BLOCK C, NANBIANTOU SCIENCE PARK, NO.1 TIANYANG 2ND ROAD, DONGFANG COMMUNITY, 
SONGGANG STREET, BAO’AN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN CITY 518000 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; herbs for smoking; electronic cigarettes; lighters for 
smokers; ashtrays for smokers; oral vaporizers for smokers; cigarette filters; liquid solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes.

9249



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 34 
 

4280470    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1447273]
JT International S.A.

Rue Kazem-Radjavi 8 CH-1202 Geneva Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.34;Electronic cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substances, not for medicinal purposes; ashtrays; lighters 
for smokers; smokers' articles, tobacco products; cases for electronic cigarettes; cases for electronic cigarette 
accessories; cigarettes; cigars; smokers' mouthpieces for electronic cigarettes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for 
use in electronic cigarettes; vaporizing devices for tobacco; vaporizers for smoking purposes; oral vaporizers for 
smokers; cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette liquid 
comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; liquid 
nicotine solutions for electronic cigarettes; tobacco substitutes; tobacco.

9250



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 35 
 

4265292    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481904]
SHENZHEN BOSIDIN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Room 101 201, building 4, jiashitai science and technology park, no. 164 fengtang avenue, heping community, fuhai street, bao ’an 
district, shenzhen 310000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Outdoor advertising; online advertising on a computer network; business management and organization consultancy; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing business information via a web 
site; import-export agency services; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
accounting; sponsorship search; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical 
supplies.

9251



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 88255725 ;United States of America 

4271395    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482564]
Resources Connection, Inc.

17101 Armstrong Avenue Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Employment staffing and recruiting consultation; employment agency services in the fields of management consulting, 
accounting, finance, risk management and internal audit, information technology, human resources, legal and regulatory 
services, supply chain management, healthcare consulting and executive searches; employment agency services in the 
field of healthcare consulting; employment agency services in the field of legal and regulatory services; change 
management consulting and staffing services; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management consultation in the field of outsourcing human resource and accounting services utilizing cloud based tools; 
business administration consultancy; business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of outsourcing 
back office services, namely, human resource and accounting functions; business management consultation and 
services, namely, managing and administering non-core functions, namely, business administration, payroll and 
accounting, and business information services; consulting services in the fields of business management, human 
resources, and business organizational design; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business 
planning, business analysis, business management, and business organization; accounting consulting services; 
employment agency services, namely, temporary employment staffing, recruitment and search services; outsourcing 
services for others in the fields of accounting, information technology and finance; business consulting services; 
employment agency and recruiting consultation; project-based professional services, namely, providing experienced 
professionals to clients for discrete periods; temporary employment agencies, namely, providing experienced 
professionals to clients for discrete periods in the field of management consulting, accounting, and finance, risk 
management and internal audit, information technology, human resources, legal services and supply chain management.

9252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 35 
 

4274100    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483615]
Lifud Technology Co., Ltd.

(1/F-3/F, Building F, Kutto Industrial Park,) 1/F-3/F, Building B, No.26 Xinhe Road, Xinqiao Community, Xinqiao Street, Bao'an 
District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Personnel management consultancy; accounting; relocation services for businesses; business information; 
business management and organization consultancy; sponsorship search; advertising; sales promotion for others; 
systemization of information into computer databases; on-line advertising on a computer network.

9253



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003383701 ;United Kingdom 

4280847    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484443]
Faststream Holdings Ltd

Waterside Place, 5 Town Quay Southampton SO14 2AQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Recruitment services; employment recruitment; staff recruitment; recruitment advertising; professional recruitment 
services; recruitment of flight personnel; recruitment of airline personnel; recruitment of airport ground staff; advertising 
services relating to the recruitment of personnel; personnel recruitment agency services; personnel placement and 
recruitment.

9254



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 35 
 

4296548    14/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486433]
WOLALA SPAIN, S.L.U.

Avenida Catalunya, 24 E-17709 El Portús - La Jonquera (Girona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail sale services in stores of food products, electronics, personal care, radio, television, audio, video, computer, 
household appliances, optics, kitchen, household, articles made of plastic materials, brushes, combs, cosmetic products, 
sponges, brushes for make-up; retail sale services in stores of mobiles, tablets, accessories for mobiles and tablets, 
batteries, apparatus and instruments for measuring or weighing; retail sale in stores of products for lighting, clothing, bed 
and table linen, towels, handkerchiefs, ties, bags, jewelry, costume jewelry and timepieces, mirrors, bags, shower 
curtains, carpets, sewing kits, candles, scented candles, games and toys, sports articles, party articles, massage 
apparatus and instruments; retail sale services via global computer networks for food products, electronics, personal 
care, radio, television, audio, video, computer, household appliances, optics, kitchen, household, articles made of plastic 
materials, brushes, combs; retail sale services via global computer networks for cosmetic products, sponges, brushes for 
make-up, mobiles, tablets, accessories for mobiles and tablets, batteries, apparatus and instruments for measuring or 
weighing; retail sale services via global computer networks for lighting, clothing, bed and table linen, towels, 
handkerchiefs, ties, bags, jewelry, costume jewelry and timepieces, mirrors, bags, shower curtains, carpets, sewing kits, 
candles, scented candles, games and toys, sports articles, party articles, massage apparatus and instruments; 
advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; promotion and advertising 
services; compilation of advertisements for use as websites on the Internet; promotion of third-party goods and services 
through loyalty card programs; organization, operation and management of customer loyalty programs; organization, 
management and supervision of sales and promotional incentive programs; automatic answering and message handling 
services; compilation of directories for publication on the Internet; provision of space on websites for advertising 
products and services; retail sale services of all kinds of food products, electronics, personal care, radio, television, 
audio, video, computer, household appliances, optics, kitchen, household, articles made of plastic materials, brushes, 
combs; retail sale services of all kinds of cosmetic products, sponges, brushes for make-up, mobiles, tablets, accessories 
for mobiles and tablets, batteries, apparatus and instruments for measuring or weighing, lighting, clothing, bed and table 
linen, towels, handkerchiefs, ties, bags; retail sale services of all kinds of jewelry, costume jewelry and timepieces, 
mirrors, bags, shower curtains, carpets, sewing kits, candles, scented candles, games and toys, sports articles, party 
articles, massage apparatus and instruments; providing information and advice regarding supply and promoting 
consumer articles and products and selection and display of products; business directory services; compiling for the 
benefit of others a variety of goods enabling customers to view and purchase these goods at their convenience, including 
online services from a computer database; business information services provided online from a computer database or 
from the Internet; organization and conducting of exhibitions for commercial purposes; auctioneering services on the 
Internet; business promotion services, research, business management and administration; assistance and information 
services regarding commercial business; commercial business strategy and planning services; economic forecasting; 
franchising services for assistance with the operation or management of a commercial company.

9255



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2019; Application No. : 89032 ;Cyprus 

4280472    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484590]
MB97 LIMITED

PO Box 142, The Beehive Rohais, St Peter Port GUERNSEY GY1 3HT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

9256



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 36 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 4565311 ;France 

4295467    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486506]
AUTOMOBILES CITROËN

7 rue Henri Sainte-Claire Déville F-92500 RUEIL-MALMAISON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance services; banking and financial services, lending, credit and lease-purchasing services particularly for the 
purchase of new and second-hand vehicles; vehicle insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; accident 
insurance underwriting; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy, information and advice; services provided using 
credit cards and other electronic means of payment for buying fuels and lubricants and for carrying out vehicle 
maintenance and repair; financial services in the field of lease-purchasing and rental of vehicles; financial loans for 
vehicle repair; guarantee (surety) services for vehicles; financial appraisals relating to land vehicle fleets and car fleets.

9257



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 41 
 

3138417    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260301]
MWR Holdings, LLC

210 Hillsboro Technology Drive Deerfield Beach FL 33441 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education, namely, developing curriculum for teachers and providing academic courses of instruction at the preschool 
and elementary levels in a child care center.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2207673.

9258



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 41 
 

3238238    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272095]
MWR Holdings, LLC

210 Hillsboro Technology Drive Deerfield Beach FL 33441 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2941728, 2941738

IR DIVISION
Education services, namely, providing academic courses of instruction at the preschool and elementary levels in a child 
care center.

9259



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-069620 ;Japan 

4286531    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485662]
Willway Holdings Co., Ltd.

4-1-21, Kitahama, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; tutoring at cram schools; 
providing after school educational programs for children in grades pre-kindergarten through 12th grade; providing 
information relating to education services for children; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing 
electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; publication of 
books; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for movies or television 
programs and not for advertising or publicity]; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; 
rental of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes.

9260



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-069622 ;Japan 

4294558    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486466]
Willway Holdings Co., Ltd.

4-1-21, Kitahama, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; tutoring at cram schools; 
providing after school educational programs for children in grades pre-kindergarten through 12th grade; providing 
information relating to education services for children; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing 
electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; publication of 
books; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for movies or television 
programs and not for advertising or publicity]; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; 
rental of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes.

9261



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 42 
 

4261123    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1413953]
Lucid Software Inc.

10355 Jordan Gateway, Suite 300 South Jordan UT 84095 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creation and sharing of flowcharts, diagrams, charts, maps, 
wireframes, processes and associated data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, 
monitoring, tracking and organizing business data; software as a services (SAAS) for creating business communication 
software.

9262



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 88304199 ;United States of America 

4280703    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484369]
Duck Creek Technologies, Ltd

35 Great St Helen's London EC3A6AP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (saas) featuring insurance software products related to insurance-related underwriting, rating, 
quote management, proposals, applications, brokerage, enrollment and policy services in the fields of commercial, auto, 
homeowners, fire, specialty, life, health, property, casualty, accident and annuity insurance; software as a service (saas) 
featuring computer software for the distribution, sale, evaluation, and ongoing processing of insurance policies; 
computer consulting services for others related to the maintenance, configuration and use of computer software for the 
investigation, handling, and settlement of evaluated financial transactions, insurance claims, insurance-related 
underwriting, rating, quote management, proposals, policy, agency or producer management and for operation of related 
transaction handling processes.

9263



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 88363398 ;United States of America 

4283229    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484684]
Bilcare Research, Inc.

1389 School House Road Delaware City DE 19706 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific testing, research, and development in the field of pharmaceutical packaging; design and selection of 
pharmaceutical packaging for others in the field of pharmaceutical packaging; conducting research and testing of 
pharmaceutical products to determine the proper packaging.

9264



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/01/2019; Application No. : 88246927 ;United States of America 

4293977    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487152]
Chronicle LLC

1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer security consultancy; providing online information, news, and commentary in the field of computer technology 
via a website; research in the fields of forensic intelligence and information, computer and Internet security, computer 
security risk and threat analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and elimination; research in the fields of critical 
incident response to information, computer and Internet security breaches; research in the fields of anti-virus scanning, 
detection, identification, security, management, remediation, and elimination of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, 
malware and unauthorized data and programs on computer systems; consulting services in the fields of forensic science 
related to the collection of forensic intelligence and information evidence, computer and Internet security, computer 
security risk and threat analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and elimination; computer security services, 
namely, consulting services in the fields of critical incident response to information related to computer security and 
computer and Internet security breaches; computer security services, namely, consulting services in the fields of anti-
virus scanning, detection, identification, security, management, remediation, and elimination of viruses, worms, trojans, 
spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data and programs on computer systems; providing online information, 
news, and commentary in the fields of forensic intelligence and information, computer and Internet security, computer 
security risk and threat analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and elimination; providing online information, 
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news, and commentary in the fields of critical incident response to information, computer and Internet security breaches; 
providing online information, news, and commentary in the fields of anti-virus scanning, detection, identification, security, 
management, remediation, and elimination of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data 
and programs on computer systems.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/08/2013; Application No. : 2013-064044 ;Japan 

2856822    27/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215128]
HITACHI, LTD.

6-6, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8280 JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS

401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Drying apparatus for chemical processing; heat regenerators for chemical processing; steamers for chemical 
processing; evaporators for chemical processing; distillation apparatus for chemical processing; heat exchangers for 
chemical processing; water sterilizers and other sterilizers; wastewater treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic 
tanks for industrial purposes; industrial wastewater treatment apparatus; seawater purification apparatus and other water 
purifying apparatus; liquid filters for use in seawater purification apparatus; seawater desalination units; desalination 
plants; water filtering apparatus.

Cl.37;Construction; installation of seawater purification apparatus; installation of seawater desalination units; 
construction of desalination plants; construction consultancy; operation, inspection or maintenance of building 
equipment; repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of water 
pollution control equipment; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical 
plants; repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2014; Application No. : 86256050 ;United States of America 

2915927    22/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230384]
MESO SCALE DIAGNOSTICS, LLC

1601 Research Boulevard Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biological assays and kits, namely, self-assembled arrays for simultaneous, multiple detection of biological 
analytes and for use in the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for industrial, scientific and/or research use.

Cl.5;Biological assays and kits, namely, self-assembled arrays for simultaneous, multiple detection of biological 
analytes and for use in the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for medical and/or veterinary use.

Cl.9;Multi-well plates that can be used in chemical or biological analysis using electrochemiluminescence for scientific, 
laboratory or medical research use.

Cl.42;Research and development in the fields of assays, selection, screening, testing, imaging and diagnostics using 
electrochemiluminescence.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2014; Application No. : 013043121 ;European Union 

2956689    18/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1236591]
Dr. Stefan Ihde

Snakes Resort 1 85315 Vrba/Tudorovici Montenegro

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications.

Cl.16;Books, journals.

Cl.35;Advertising.

Cl.41;Education; electronic education; healthcare education; academic education; educational services; educational 
information; educational examination; providing on-line electronic publications (not downloadable); publication of books; 
publication of electronic books and journals on-line.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2014; Application No. : 012890802 ;European Union 

3000716    04/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1242616]
PRINTABLED S.R.L.

Via E. Torricelli, 16/18/20 I-42027 Montecchio Emilia (RE) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;3D printers; screen printing machines; printing plates; matrices for use in printing; typographic presses; inking 
apparatus for printing machines; rotary dies for machines; injection moulds; printing rollers for machines; printing 
machines; boxes for matrices for use in printing; letterpresses for printing machines; print trimmers for machines; 
lithographic printing machines; industrial printing machines; lithographic printing plates; planographic printing 
machines; printing rollers for machines; flexographic printing machines; machines for printing labels; stamping machines 
for printed materials in sheet form; lithographic printing plates for use in printing machines; flexographic printing plates; 
rotary dies as parts of machines; printing machines for printing on labels; platen printing machines; printing machines for 
use on sheet metal; screen printing apparatus for machines; photogravure printing presses; intaglio printing machines; 
printing rollers for machines; injection moulding machines; compression moulding machines; stamping machines, other 
than for office use; printing machines for printing on packaging; press rollers as parts of machines; tympans as parts of 
printing presses; printing plates, not sensitised; web fed rotary printing machines; printing machines for textile; print 
finishing machines; contact printing machines; printing presses for ceramic material; printing machines for use on sheet 
metal; type-setting machines for use in printing; printing frames as parts of machines; printing machines, other than for 
office use; sheet fed rotary printing machines; imprinting machines for industrial purposes; machines for bar code 
printing; mosaic-type heads for impact printing machines, other than for office use; ink jet printing machines; image 
reproduction printing machines; hot print foiling machines; machines for printing textile materials; rotary printing 
machines, other than for office use; printing machines for electronic duplicating processes; printing machines for electric 
duplicating processes; rollers for rotary printing machines; printing machines for printing on product substrates; powder 
applying apparatus for printing machines; press fabric for paper making machines.

Cl.9;Printers; digitizing printers; photo printers; thermal printers; laser beam printers; video printers; optical printers; 
plotter printers; printer servers; print counters; printer programmes; laser beam printers; printer servers; stands for 
printers; printer cables; printer converters; printer hubs; colour printers; printers for computers; thermal printer heads; 
photographic printing apparatus; digital colour printers; laser color printers; CD-Rom writers; printing plate scanners; 
printer buffers; port sharing printers; ink jet printers; bar code printers; printer sharers; printer spooler software; laser 
printer controllers; automated ticket printing apparatus; photographic print-making apparatus; ink-jet color printers; 
controlling software for computer printers; light-emitting diodes (leds); filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; 
ultraviolet filters, other than for medical use; offset printers; impact printers for machines; print heads for ink-jet printers.

Cl.11;Lamp holders; LED light bulbs; LED luminaires; LED underwater lights; LED light machines; light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs) lighting apparatus; ultra-violet irradiators; combined lighting and ultraviolet apparatus; ultraviolet lamps, other 
than for medical use; ultraviolet sun ray lamps, other than for medical use; fluorescent lamps with low ultra violet light 
output; polymerisation installations; cooling elements; cooling apparatus; cooling units; desiccating apparatus.

Cl.37;Diagnostic maintenance services for computer printers; repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding 
machines and apparatus; repair of machines; overhaul of machines; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed; machinery installation, maintenance and repair.

Cl.42;Programming of computers for the printing of bar codes; advisory services relating to computer software used 
for printing; design of industrial plant. 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

3018953    17/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1245396]
THE HONEST COMPANY, INC.

12130 Millennium Drive, Suite 500 Playa Vista CA 90094 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;All-purpose cleaners; anti-static dryer sheets; baby bubble bath; baby hair conditioner; baby hand soap; baby 
lotion; baby oil; baby shampoo; baby wipes; body lotion; body oil; body wash; cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces; 
detergent soap; dish detergents; dishwasher detergents; dishwashing detergents; fabric softeners for laundry use; face 
and body lotions; facial lotion; facial moisturizer with SPF; fruit and vegetable wash; hair sprays; hand soaps; laundry 
detergent; laundry soap; lip balm; liquid soap; liquid soaps for hands and face; liquid soaps for hands, face and body; 
non-medicated diaper rash cream; rinse agents for dishwashing machines; soaps and detergents; soaps for babies; 
soaps for body care; soaps for household use; soaps for personal use; stain removers; sunscreen cream; bar soap; 
cleaner for use on floors and windows; deodorants and antiperspirants; make-up remover; mouthwashes; non-medicated 
skin care preparations, namely, nipple cream; room fragrances; tooth paste.

Cl.5;Anti-insect spray; antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; baby diapers; disposable baby diapers; insect 
exterminating agents; insect repellents (based on intent to use) air deodorizer; breast pads; breast-nursing pads; 
disinfectant bathroom cleaners; feminine hygiene pads; infant formula; inserts specially adapted for cloth infant diapers 
made of paper; menstruation pads; menstruation tampons; nursing pads; rubbing compound for medical and/or 
therapeutic use; tampons; vitamins.

Cl.35;Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods, namely, eco-friendly baby products, baby bath 
products, baby diaper products, baby body care products and household cleaning products; providing consumer product 
information via the internet or other communications networks; computerized on-line ordering services featuring a wide 
variety of consumer goods, namely, eco-friendly baby products, baby bath products, baby diaper products, baby body 
care products and household cleaning products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

3071013    26/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257389]
TRIXIE HEIMTIERBEDARF GMBH & CO. KG

Industriestraße 32 24963 Tarp DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Washing, cleaning and care preparations for animals, particularly dog and cat shampoos, eye care, ear care and 
dental care, preparations for fur care, paw sprays and animal cosmetics; dental care products, dentifrices and dental care 
sprays for animals.

Cl.18;Animal leashes made of leather or nylon, particularly tracking leashes, hand-free leashes, bicycle and jogging 
leashes, training leashes, extension leashes and demonstration/presentation leashes; biker sets, namely equipment for 
guiding animals with a bicycle, comprising a distance keeper and a leash; collars, harnesses, muzzles, chain leashes, 
chain stranglers (collars), yard leashes, expander leashes, all for animals; animal clothing, particularly pullovers; dresses, 
skirts, caps, shoes, dog coats; protective boots for dogs and cats, protective panties for animals; bags and storage bags 
made of nylon for animal fodder (included in this class); backpacks, waist bags, hip packs.

Cl.20;Dog kennels; dog baskets; dens in the form of wicker baskets, also with inner lining and couching cushion; 
plastic beds for animals; pillows, beds, couches and sofas for pets; car beds for animals; scratching posts and scratching 
boards; dens and tunnels made of plush, sisal and cloth for animals; nesting boxes; nests for birds and small animals; 
miniature houses, bridges, tunnels, castles and mazes for pets; warning signs made of wood or plastic; mirrors for pet 
cages; hayracks; fastening means (not of metal), particularly hooks, clamps, couplings and bars for fastening animal 
safety nets as well as wall clamps, banister clamps and tension rods; safety guards (not of metal) for pivot-hung 
windows; non-adapted ramps of plastic to facilitate access to cars; animal hideouts of plastic for aquariums, particularly 
in the form of figurines, vehicle wracks, buildings, ruins, containers, corals, root wood, tree trunks, grottos and rock 
formations (included in this class); name tags (not of metal) to be fastened to animal collars; wooden ladders for birds 
and small animals.

Cl.21;Transport bags, transport boxes and transport cages for animals; drinking bottles for animals, drinking troughs, 
hanging feeding bowls, hanging water bowls and hanging drinking cups; drinking troughs for small animals; feeding 
bowls; dog, cat, and small animal bowls made of plastic; drinking and feedings bowls in the form of bags; dog, cat and 
small animal brushes and combs made of plastic or wood with natural bristles or metal or brass bristles, curry combs, 
gloves for fur care; toothbrushes for animals; cleaning brushes and pane cleaners for aquariums; ceramic and porcelain 
bowls for dogs, cats and small animals, bowls of stainless steel; cages and transport cages for pets; cages and tanks for 
birds, rodents and rabbits; stairs for small animals; corner litter trays for small animals; bird baths; perches for birds 
(pets); feeders, tube feeders for animals; mousetraps; animal transport boxes; cat litter trays; indoor aquariums; 
aquarium rear walls (parts of indoor aquariums); warning signs of porcelain or glass.

Cl.28;Toys for animals, particularly playing ropes and retrieving sticks; toys for animals made of wood, cloth, leather, 
rubber, natural rubber, vinyl and latex, particularly toy balls; toys made of fur or plush, plastic toys, mice made of fur or 
plush as well as soft toy balls; toys for birds, particularly mirrors and plastic birds; sporting goods for dogs, included in 
this class; scratching toys; dog toys in the form of tunnels, slalom poles, hurdles and rings; discuses (toys); training toys 
for animals; aquarium scoops; toys of wood or plastic for dogs, cats, small animals and birds; exercise wheels for 
rodents.

Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals, particularly foodstuffs for cats and dogs; animal food, namely chewing articles for dogs, 
chewing bones, balls, rolls and bars, paunch sticks, dried meat balls, bull"s pizzle, shashlik, cows" and pigs" ears, pigs" 
noses, biscuit bones, dried fish, dried salmon skin; cat milk, gnawing, nibbling and pecking stones (foodstuffs), horse 
snacks, foodstuffs for tortoises, turtles, birds and fish; supplementary foodstuffs; biscuits and pastries for animals; 
animal snacks; chewing and nibbling articles for animals; cat grass; pecking stones and cuttlebone for birds; litter for 
animals, particularly bentonite and silicate litter.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to pet supply articles; wholesale services relating to pet supply articles.
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2014; Application No. : 86371702 ;United States of America 

3102662    03/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1256726]
International WELL Building Institute PBC

22 Little West 12th Street, 41th Floor New York NY 10014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Educational, instructional and teaching publications, namely, training and testing manuals, workbooks, study 
guides and activity cards in the field of human health and wellness in indoor environments.

Cl.37;Providing information and commentary in the field of real estate development (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.41;Online publications, namely, scholarly books, textbooks, e-books, manuals, articles, journals, and newsletters in 
the field of human health and wellness; online training tools, namely, online journals containing information about human 
health and wellness in the built-environment, and guidebooks containing information about specific performance metrics 
necessary to achieve certain standards for the design and operation of buildings or real estate projects that promote 
occupant health and wellness (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations).

Cl.42;Developing standards and practices for the design and operation of buildings intended to enhance the health and 
well-being of building occupants; air quality, water quality, light, acoustics, thermal and humidity testing, measurement 
evaluations in the design, construction, development, commercial, institutional and residential real estate industries and 
monitoring services, namely, air quality, water quality, lighting levels and thermal parameters using computers and 
sensors that promote human health and wellness in commercial, institutional, and residential buildings, hotels, units, 
rooms and other indoor environments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/12/2014; Application No. : 86488837 ;United States of America 

3115228    30/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1258045]
SAINT-GOBAIN PERFORMANCE PLASTICS CORPORATION

31500 Solon Road Solon OH 44139 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tolerance rings for the engines and motors for land, air, water, and in-water vehicles; tolerance rings for use in 
machinery, namely, industrial machinery, machine parts, namely, bearings and bushings; bearings made of plastic or 
plastic and metal, for use in machinery; machine bearings, namely, sleeve bearings, flat plates, o-rings, and textile half-
sleeve bearings, incorporated in textile machinery.

Cl.11;Tolerance rings for use in heating, ventilation, air conditioning apparatus and installations, and electric fans.

Cl.12;Tolerance rings for vehicles, namely, land, air, water, and inwater vehicles, and structural parts of the aforesaid 
vehicles.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture machine parts and elements; information and advice relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Engineering and design services of machinery and parts of machinery; machine design for others; engineering 
and design consultancy in the field of machines; information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

3158219    20/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262502]
LE NID FRANCE

175 rue de la Tuilerie F-13290 Les Milles FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3081432.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; edible ices; ices and ice creams; frozen yoghurts and sorbets; 
buns; cake dough; rice; tapioca; sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; pastry and confectionery; sugar; 
honey, treacle; yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments).

Cl.43;Fast food restaurant services; provision of food and drink; rental of temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2014; Application No. : 86375977 ;United States of America 

3192966    13/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265782]
CROWN EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

40 South Washington Street New Bremen, OH 45869 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management consultancy, namely, consultation services regarding management of maintenance costs 
for materials handling equipment used in the conduct of a business; equipment management services rendered to others 
for business purposes, namely, providing a computerized database in the field of materials handling equipment to 
manage materials handling equipment records, and to manage information and data relating to the utilization of materials 
handling equipment, the productivity of materials handling equipment operators and the compliance of materials handling 
equipment operators with safety guidelines; consultation services related to invoicing, administration, billing and 
reconciliation of accounts, and equipment management, namely, monitoring of operator use of equipment, and equipment 
purchasing and maintenance decisions, all in the field of materials handling equipment; providing and updating a 
computerized database of maintenance information for materials handling equipment for others.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collection and transmission of data, and used for 
locating, routing and tracking lift trucks and lift truck operators, for tracking the performance of tasks by lift trucks and lift 
truck operators, for tracking and providing alerts regarding maintenance of lift trucks, for generation of reports regarding 
lift truck location, operation and maintenance; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for collection and 
transmission of data, and used for locating, routing and tracking lift trucks and lift truck operators, for tracking the 
performance of tasks by lift trucks and lift truck operators, for tracking and providing alerts regarding maintenance of lift 
trucks, for generation of reports regarding lift truck location, operation and maintenance; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer database software in the field of materials handling equipment used to access and manage 
information, data and records relating to materials handling equipment, and consultation services for database 
management and data processing in the field of materials handling equipment; consultation services related to remote 
monitoring of the functioning of materials handling vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2014; Application No. : TO2014C001775 ;Italy 

3234181    30/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1271380]
PIAGGIO & C. S.P.A.

Viale Rinaldo Piaggio, 25 I-56025 PONTEDERA (PISA) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Two, three, four wheeled vehicles; bodies for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; caps for vehicle petrol (gas) tanks; 
luggage nets for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; suspension shock absorbers 
for vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle seats; pneumatic tires; casings for pneumatic tires; non-skid devices for vehicle 
tires; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; pumps for bicycles; repair outfits for inner tubes; rims for vehicle 
wheels; valves for vehicle tires; air bags (safety devices for automobiles); electric cigarette lighters for land vehicles; anti-
theft devices for vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; horns for vehicles; safety seats for children, for vehicles; bells for 
bicycles; bicycle stands; mudguards; direction signals for vehicles; cycle frames; luggage carriers for vehicles; pedals 
for cycles; rearview mirrors; saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles; saddlebags adapted for bicycles or motorcycles; 
saddles for bicycles or motorcycles; engines for land vehicles; electric motors for land vehicles; motorcycle bags namely 
tank bags, sissy bar bags, tails bags, side hard bags, top cases.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail store and commercial distributorship services in the respect of perfumery, cosmetics and 
toiletries, eyewear, protective clothing for wear by motorcyclists, protective helmets, computers, computer software, 
electric apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images and 
accessories thereof, vehicles, parts and fittings thereof, watches and jewelry, stationery and writing instruments, printed 
matters, leatherware, household and kitchen utensils, clothing and accessories thereof, footwear, headwear, games and 
playthings.

Cl.36;Insurance services; insurance brokerage; financial services; mortgage brokerage services; monetary affairs; 
financial services relating to loans; insurance consultancy; insurance underwriting; brokerage; financial evaluations in 
the field of insurance, banking and real estate; financial consultancy; financial management; financing services.

Cl.37;Repair, installation and maintenance services of two, three, four wheeled vehicles, bodies for vehicles, brakes for 
vehicles, caps for vehicle petrol (gas) tanks, luggage nets for vehicles, seat covers for vehicles, shock absorbing springs 
for vehicles, suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle seats, pneumatic tires, casings for 
pneumatic tires, non-skid devices for vehicle tires, adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes, pumps for bicycles, 
repair outfits for inner tubes, rims for vehicle wheels, valves for vehicle tires, air bags (safety devices for automobiles), 
cigarette lighters for land vehicles, anti-theft devices for vehicles, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles, safety 
seats for children, for vehicles, bells for bicycles, bicycle stands, mudguards, direction signals for vehicles, cycle frames, 
luggage carriers for vehicles, pedals for cycles, rearview mirrors, saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles, saddlebags 
adapted for bicycles or motorcycles, saddles for bicycles or motorcycles, engines for land vehicles, electric motors for 
land vehicles, motorcycle bags namely tank bags, sissy bar bags, tails bags, side hard bags, top cases.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; escorting of travellers; hauling; freight (shipping 
of goods); storage of goods; delivery of goods; packaging of goods; storage; storage information; traffic information; 
transportation information; car rental; rental of vehicle roof racks; vehicle rental; rental of motor racing cars; 
transportation logistics; car parking; vehicle breakdown assistance (towing); taxi transport.

Cl.41;Organization of meetings, conferences, conventions, exhibitions and fair for cultural and educational purposes; 
club services; education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting activities.

Cl.43;Accommodation bureaux; day-nurseries; cafes; cafeterias; retirement homes; tourist homes; providing 
campground facilities; rental of temporary accommodation; canteens; rental of lighting apparatus other than for theatrical 
sets or television studios; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of transportable buildings; rental of drinking water 
dispensers; rental of meeting rooms; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of tents; boarding houses; 
hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; boarding house bookings; restaurants; self-service 
restaurants; hotels; bar services; holiday camp services; food and drink catering; motels; snack-bars; boarding for animals.
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3238590    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272096]
MWR Holdings, LLC

210 Hillsboro Technology Drive Deerfield Beach FL 33441 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2207672, 2207673

IR DIVISION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS SUBJECT TO 
ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO.2207672, 2207673 in class 41..

Cl.9;An interactive teaching aid, namely, downloadable software used to assist in the administering of academic 
courses of instruction and the preschool and elementary levels in a child care center.

Cl.16;An interactive teaching aid, namely, printed educational materials used to assist in the administering of academic 
courses of instruction and the preschool and elementary levels in a child care center.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing classes using an interactive teaching aid used to assist in the 
administering of academic courses of instruction at the preschool and elementary levels in a child care center.
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 100 696 ;Germany 

3255305    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275484]
FOND OF GmbH 

Vogelsanger Strasse 78 50823 Köln DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Pencil cases, folder boxes and other school supplies (stationery).

Cl.18;School knapsacks, school bags, sports bags, satchels and neck pouches for school kids, the aforesaid goods 
except carriers, babywearing wraps, babywearing clothing and babywearing rucksacks for newborns, babies, toddlers, 
dolls and toy animals.
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Priority claimed from 19/08/2015; Application No. : 014490461 ;European Union 

3344810    10/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296252]
Mercantem Oy

PL 129 FI-02401 Kirkkonummi Finland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.

42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Sparkling wines.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 108 588 ;Germany 

3713201    09/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380752]
Thomann GmbH

Hans-Thomann-Straße 1 96138 Burgebrach Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cabinets for loudspeakers.

Cl.15;Musical instruments.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; except work wear and protective clothing.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2017; Application No. : 145440 ;Bulgaria 

3722213    27/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382373]
Dimitar Hristov BALEV

Blvd. Vitosha No. 137, apt.17 BG-1408 SOFIA Bulgaria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; aromatics [essential oils]; ionone [perfumery]; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; 
potpourris [fragrances]; air fragrancing preparations; fragrances for household purposes; fragrances for automobiles; 
sachets for perfuming linen; scented wood; scented water, joss sticks; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cloths 
impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; cloths impregnated with polishing preparations for cleaning; vehicle cleaning 
preparations; bath salts, not for medical purposes.

Cl.5;Salts for mineral water baths; air purifying preparations; deodorants for clothing and textiles; air deodorising 
preparations; automobile deodorizers; deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; moist wipes impregnated 
with a pharmaceutical lotion; disposable sanitizing wipes; sanitary napkins for household use.
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2018; Application No. : 40201810890Y ;Singapore 

4134093    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1458787]
MARINE ONLINE PTE. LTD.

10 Pasir Panjang Road, 16-01/02 Mapletree Business City Singapore 117438 Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable 
software]; computer software applications, downloadable.

Cl.35;Administrative processing of purchase orders; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; import-export agency services; 
market studies; publication of publicity texts; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; business information; providing business information via a web site; business management assistance; 
advisory services for business management; commercial or industrial management assistance; commercial 
intermediation services; advertising; publicity; none of the aforesaid services being in relation to HDPE pipes, U-PVC 
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pipes, rigid PVC pipes, PVC pipes, hose pipes, flexible pipes, conduit pipes, PVC casing & caping and parts & fittings 
thereof, packaging, stopping and insulated materials.

Cl.36;Brokerage; providing financial information via a web site; marine insurance underwriting; insurance brokerage.

Cl.39;Delivery of goods; marine transport; ship brokerage; storage of goods; storage; warehousing; barge transport; 
freight [shipping of goods]; packaging of goods; transport by pipeline; transportation logistics.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2018; Application No. : 2018-92522 ;Japan 

4140995    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1459570]
RILIS CO., LTD.

5-13-7 Niitaka, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 532-0033 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; antimicrobe agent for industrial purposes; deodorant for industrial purposes; plant growth regulating 
preparations; artificial sweeteners; flour and starch for industrial purposes; pulp.

Cl.3;Anti-static preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing 
preparations; stain removing benzene; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; breath freshening preparations; 
deodorants for animals; shoe and boot cream; shoe black [shoe polish]; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics 
and toiletries; deodorants for human beings; perfume and flavour materials.

Cl.5;Deodorants for household purposes; fumigants [only for agricultural purposes]; fungicides [only for agricultural 
purposes]; rodenticides [only for agricultural purposes]; insecticides [only for agricultural purposes]; herbicides 
[weedkillers]; insect-repellents [only for agricultural purposes]; gauze for dressings; eyepatches for medical purposes; 
ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; 
adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; breast-nursing pads.
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Priority claimed from 01/05/2018; Application No. : 87902887 ;United States of America 

4153725    08/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1461468]
Cloud9 Esports, Inc.

2720 Neilson Way 5697 Santa Monica CA 90409 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Lapel pins and ornamental pins for use as jewelry; key chains; bracelets; silicone wristbands for use as 
bracelets.

Cl.18;Duffel bags; weekend bags; athletic bags; clutch bags; gym bags; sports bags; messenger bags; souvenir bags; 
tote bags; crossbody bags.

Cl.24;Cloth flags.

Cl.28;Plush toys; musical toys; action figure toys; electronic action toys; mechanical action toys; battery operated 
action toys; card games; board games; arcade games; tabletop games; action skill games; role playing games; trading 
card games; arcadetype electronic video games; game controllers for computer games; video gaming consoles for 
playing computer games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; bobble head dolls; gaming headsets for use in 
playing electronic sports video games; stands for electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles; 
apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; gaming headsets adapted for 
use in playing video games; video game consoles; controllers for game consoles; computer gaming consoles for 
recreational game playing; computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; player-operated 
electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing 
electronic games.
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4168904    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1415314]
DR. KURT WOLFF GMBH & CO. KG

Johanneswerkstraße 34- 36 33611 Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toiletries; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; hair preparations and treatments; hair cosmetics; 
shampoo; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair tonic; preparations for the protection of the hair from the sun; preparations for 
protecting the scalp from the sun.

Cl.5;Medical and veterinary preparations; dietetic preparations and dietary supplements; pharmaceuticals and natural 
remedies; medicated hair care preparations; capillary lotions (medicated-); medicated hair lotions; medicinal hair growth 
preparations.
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4175878    03/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465201]
SPA COSMETICS LTD.

10 Horkanos st. 7129334 Lod Israel

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics and toiletries; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics; cosmetics for use on the skin; facial 
make-up; make-up removing preparations; body masks; hair masks; cosmetic facial masks; body soaps; facial soaps; 
beauty serums; cosmetic creams and gels for the face, hands and body; scented body lotions and creams; cosmetic 
creams and lotions for face and body care; shower and bath foam; bath oils and bath salts; essential oils for cosmetic 
purposes; emulsions, gels and lotions for skin care; lotions for face and body care; preparations, including creams, gels 
and mousses, for use before, during and after shaving; moisturizing preparations [cosmetic]; preparations for the 
cleaning, care and grooming of hair; skin exfoliants; cosmetic facial care preparations; cosmetic hair care preparations; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care and skin treatment; scented room sprays; facial cleansers; skin cleansers; non-
medicated scrubs for the face and body; ethereal essences and oils; body washes; moisturizing skin lotions [cosmetic]; 
skin cleansing lotions; facial scrubs; body sprays for cosmetic purposes; room fragrancing preparations, all included in 
this class.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services for cosmetics; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty products; 
retail or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, and soaps, all included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 88150897 ;United States of America 

4175936    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465690]
BIOMÉRIEUX INC.

100 Rodolphe Street Durham NC 27712 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.

Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata – 700 091, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, cartridge, box, holder, ergonometric pens, tips and nibs for the 
collection and placement of biological material and cell culture samples.

Cl.10;Cell culture apparatus for medical and diagnostic use, namely, cartridge, box, holder, ergonometric pens, tips and 
nibs for the collection and placement of biological material and cell culture samples.
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4179189    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466543]
MEJURI INC.

18C Mowat Avenue Toronto ON M6K 3E8

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Candles.

Cl.14;Jewelry and imitation jewelry; rings, bracelets, pendants, necklaces, earrings, charms, watches, cuff links and tie 
clips; jewelry cases.
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4182325    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466885]
SHANGHAI INNOVEX MEDICAL CO., LTD.

East 1/F and 2F, No. 7 Building, No. 150 Cailun Road, China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone 201210 Shanghai China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD

ADASTRA IP PRIVATE LIMITED, 219, 2nd Floor, Tower A, DLF Towers Jasola, Jasola District Center, New Delhi - 110025 (INDIA), 
India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Depuratives; pesticides; bandages for dressings; disinfectants; teeth filling material; medical dressings; wadding 
for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use.

Cl.10;Urological apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments; X-
ray apparatus for medical purposes; hearing aids; feeding bottles; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; 
orthopedic articles; suture materials.

Cl.35;Retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; wholesale services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.

Cl.41;Providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; 
providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; entertainment services; teaching; 
lending library services.

Cl.42;Quality control; clinical trials; material testing; industrial design.

Cl.44;Beauty salon services; veterinary assistance; telemedicine services; health counselling; rental of sanitation 
facilities; medical assistance; pharmacy advice; dietary and nutritional guidance; opticians" services.
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Priority claimed from 17/05/2018; Application No. : 87926349 ;United States of America 

4184965    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467182]
MONOPRICE, INC.

11701 6th Street Rancho Cucamonga CA 91730 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES

B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;3D printers; vacuum cleaners; electric vacuum food sealers; electric blenders; electric generators.

Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer networking hardware, including computer network adapters, switches, routers and 
hubs; computer peripherals; electrical cables, connecters, adapters, converters, wires and switches; audio and video 
equipment; audio and video converters; power converters and inverters; audio decoders, encoders and mixers; audio and 
video receivers; signal splitters for electronic apparatus speakers; amplifiers; subwoofers; musical equipment; displays 
and monitors; mounts, mounting brackets and stands for television, speakers, monitors, laptops, and tablets; projectors; 
remote control devices; microcontrollers for Internet of things (IoT) enabled devices; smart home devices, including 
temperature sensors, motion detectors, door and window sensors, electric sockets, light switches, cameras, electric door 
bells and locks; software and hardware for home automation; headphones; earphones; antennas; microphones; 
microphone stands and cables; thermometer; cameras; alarms; alarm monitoring systems, sensors and controllers; 
security equipment, namely, cameras, television monitors, and digital video recorders; batteries; battery chargers and 
cells; telecommunication devices and apparatus.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; refrigerators; cooking appliances; cooktops; stoves; thermal immersion circulators for cooking; 
electric kettles; electric coolers; lamps; lanterns; flashlights; outdoor stoves.

Cl.20;Furniture and parts thereof; sit-and-stand desks; camp furniture.

Cl.21;Tumblers; non-electric cooler; reusable bottles; coolers; outdoor coolers.
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4261140    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1390419]
JFT Co., Ltd

(Seoul Forest SK V1Tower) 1209, 5, Seongsuil-ro 8-gil, Seongdong-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries for electronic cigarettes.

Cl.34;Electronic cigarettes; cases for electronic cigarettes; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions 
for use in electronic cigarettes; tobacco; cigarette holders of precious metal; cigarette cases; smokers' articles; ashtrays 
for smokers.
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4261920    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481053]
SHANGHAI KELESI INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

ROOMZ137, BUILDING 10, NO.65, EAST XINHUA ROAD, ZHANGYAN TOWN, JINSHAN DISTRICT 201500 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Quartz; granite; building stone; rock crystal; rubble; artificial stone; marble; fire burrs.

Cl.20;Locks, other than electric, not of metal; furniture; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; picture frames; 
furniture fittings, not of metal; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; nesting boxes for household pets; sleeping 
mats; work benches.
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4261934    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481065]
SHENZHEN BOSIDIN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Zone A, Floor 3, Building 4, Intersection of Fuyuan 2nd Road and Tangwei Tvenue, High-tech development Zone, Fuyong Street, Baoan 
District 310000 Shenzhen city China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Ear-piercing apparatus; curling tongs; manicure sets; razors, electric or non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, 
electric and non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; manicure sets, electric; eyelash curlers; 
apparatus for tattooing; fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric.

Cl.9;Mobile telephones; headphones; loudspeakers; chargers for electric batteries; cases for telephones; computer 
peripheral devices.

Cl.10;Galvanic therapeutic appliances; physiotherapy apparatus; electric acupuncture instruments; ultraviolet ray 
lamps for medical purposes; trusses; condoms; abdominal belts; lasers for medical purposes; quad canes for medical 
purposes; suture materials; lamps for medical purposes; artificial teeth; dental apparatus and instruments; hearing aids; 
sex toys; instrument cases for use by doctors; esthetic massage apparatus; gloves for massage; heating cushions, 
electric, for medical purposes; incontinence sheets; spoons for administering medicine; hair prostheses.

Cl.11;Electric torches; hair dryers; heaters for heating irons; evaporators; lighters; watering installations, automatic; 
fountains; polymerisation installations.
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4262177    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481206]
GUANGDONG UNIPOE IOT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

ROOM 1107-1112, BUILDING B1, GUANGDA WE VALLEY, NO. 4, 2ND ROAD, HEADQUARTERS, SONGSHAN LAKE HIGH- 
TECH INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE, DONGGUAN 523808 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Couplers [data processing equipment]; computer peripheral devices; computer memory devices; interfaces for 
computers; calculating machines; switchboards; intercommunication apparatus; speaking tubes; radios; scanners [data 
processing equipment].

Cl.35;Advertising; invoicing; accounting; relocation services for businesses; business management assistance; 
personnel recruitment; marketing; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; sponsorship search.

Cl.42;Providing search engines for the Internet; computer system design; computer programming; computer software 
design; information technology [IT] consultancy; software as a service [SaaS]; web site design consultancy; consultancy 
in the design and development of computer hardware.
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4263788    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481014]
BigPanda, Inc.

888 Villa Street 300 Mountain View CA 94041 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in application and server infrastructure performance management.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in application and 
server infrastructure performance management.
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4267984    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471266]
Robert Bosch GmbH

Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 70839 Gerlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management, business administration and office functions.

Cl.41;Educational instruction; arranging and conducting of seminars and training workshops; vocational guidance and 
coaching.
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4268004    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1440950]
ENOMATIC S.R.L.

Via di Meleto, 1, Int. 27 Loc. Strada in Chianti I-50022 GREVE IN CHIANTI (FI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Automatic vending machines.

Cl.11;Electric beverage dispensers.
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4268044    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1343404]
Knorr-Bremse Aktiengesellschaft

Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressed air machines and their parts; pneumatic control apparatus and their parts, namely pneumatic controls 
for machines and control valves for regulating the flow of gases and liquids [parts of machines].

Cl.9;Electric control apparatus and their parts.

Cl.11;Air cleaning apparatus and their parts.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 018014062 ;European Union 

4273960    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483407]
YOXOI S.r.l.

Via Roveredo 20/B I-33170 PORDENONE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; sportswear; underwear; sports vests; tennis dresses.

Cl.35;Arranging of exhibitions for business purposes; business management services relating to electronic commerce; 
publicity and sales promotion services; advertising and marketing; advertising services relating to clothing; online retail 
services in relation to clothing.
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4273963    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483410]
Fondation de l'Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, EHL

Le Chalet-à-Gobet CH-1000 Lausanne 25 Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of merchandise; travel organization.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and industrial research services; design and development of computers and software.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 03/01/2019; Application No. : 1980599 ;Australia 

4274162    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483781]
Myofunctional Research Corporation Pty. Limited

44 Siganto Drive Helensvale QLD 4212 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and software; application software; downloadable software applications (apps), including 
downloadable software applications for mobile devices, including wireless mobile devices; computer programs for 
downloading or uploading information from a global computer network; computer programs for use in patient monitoring 
and patient management, including patient monitoring and patient management in relation to snoring, sleep disorders, 
breathing disorders and cpap treatment; computer programs for use in patient monitoring and patient management in 
relation to the treatment or training of teeth, dental arches, tongue, intra-oral musculature and/or facial muscles.

Cl.10;Orthodontic appliances and aids, including appliances for the treatment or training of teeth, dental arches, 
tongue, intra-oral musculature and/or facial muscles; intra-oral appliances for use in training the tongue and intra-oral 
musculature, and intra-oral appliances for use in treating or supporting cranio-mandibular joints, including the 
temporomandibular joint; appliances for treating breathing disorders and for assisting breathing; intra-oral appliances for 
use in treating snoring and sleep disorders, including mandibular advancement splints; appliances for use in cpap 
treatment; dental apparatus.

Cl.41;Education and training services relating to medical and dental treatment including orthodontic treatment; 
education and training services relating to the treatment or training of teeth, tongue, intra-oral musculature and/or facial 
muscles; education and training services relating to the use of intra-oral appliances for the treatment or training of teeth, 
tongue, intra-oral musculature and/or facial muscles; education and training services relating to snoring, sleep disorders, 
breathing disorders and cpap treatment; education and training services relating to the use of intra-oral appliances in 
treating snoring, sleep disorders, and breathing disorders; organising and conducting conferences, workshops and 
seminars in relation to medical and dental treatment; providing practical training services in relation to medical and dental 
treatment; providing on-line electronic publications; writing of texts in relation to medical or dental treatment.

Cl.44;Medical and medical assistance services; dentistry; dental clinic services; medical clinics; dental assistance; 
orthodontic services; orthodontic clinics; medical and medical assistance services relating to the treatment or training of 
teeth, tongue, intra-oral musculature and/or facial muscles; medical and medical assistance services relating to the use of 
intra-oral appliances for the treatment or training of teeth, tongue, intra-oral musculature and/or facial muscles; medical 
and medical assistance services relating to snoring, sleep disorders and breathing disorders; medical and medical 
assistance services relating to the use of intra-oral appliances for snoring, sleep disorders and breathing disorders; 
medical and medical assistance services for treating snoring and sleep disorders with cpap; medical and medical 
assistance services for treating snoring, sleep disorders and breathing disorders utilising application software, including 
downloadable software applications for mobile devices.
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4274615    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483934]
Kolibri Drinks Limited

130 Shaftesbury Avenue, 2nd Floor London W1D 5EU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Agave syrup [natural sweetener]; sugar; honey; natural sweetners.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; spring water; water; drinking water; fruit 
beverages and fruit juices; sparkling water; vitamin enriched sparkling water [beverages]; sparkling spring water blended 
with fruit juices, herbs and spices; mineral water blended with fruit juices, herbs and spices; water blended with fruit 
juices, herbs and spices; fruit juice for use in the preparation of beverages; flavoured mineral water; flavoured waters; 
essences for making flavoured mineral water [not in the nature of essential oils]; cordials; syrups and other preparations 
for making beverages; syrups for making flavoured mineral waters.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of mineral and aerated waters, water, non-alcoholic beverages, spring 
water, fruit beverages, fruit juices, sparkling water, vitamin enriched sparkling water, sparkling spring water blended with 
fruit juices and herbs and spices, mineral water blended with fruit juices and herbs and spices, water blended with fruit 
juices and herbs and spices, fruit juice for use in the preparation of beverages, flavoured mineral water, flavoured waters, 
cordials, essences for making flavoured mineral water, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, syrups for 
making flavoured mineral waters, Agave syrup, sugar, honey, natural sweetners; all the aforesaid additionally provided 
online from a computer database or by means of web pages on the Internet.
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4275124    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484021]
NINGBO CHISAGE MULSANNE HOLDING CO., LTD

No.628 of Jinyuan Road, Yinzhou District, Ningbo Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Fur; travelling bags; backpacks; leather leashes; pocket wallets; mountaineering sticks; bags; umbrellas; 
clothing for pets.

Cl.25;Clothing; trousers; hats; gloves [clothing]; trouser straps; jackets [clothing]; shoes; hosiery; scarves; ready-
made clothing.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2019; Application No. : LS/M/2019/0000 ;Lesitho 

4275798    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484184]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer database management software.

Cl.42;Cloud computing featuring software for use in database management and accessing remotely stored data for 
such applications; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for database 
management; providing technical information in the field of computer software and cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003379280 ;United Kingdom 

4275833    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484173]
The Roald Dahl Story Company Limited

5 Berkeley Mews London W1H 7PB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; mobile apps; application software; audio books; e-books; electronic publications; DVDs; CDs; 
downloadable audio files; downloadable video files; downloadable audio-visual files.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; books; bookmarks; scripts; prints; bookmarks; comic books; magazines; 
notebooks; address books; books for personal use; calendars; diaries; greetings cards; post cards; envelopes; 
stationery; writing paper; note cards; wrapping paper; gift packaging; paper and plastic bags; gift boxes; cardboard 
household storage boxes; cardboard boxes; paper boxes; decals; paper crafts materials; stickers and sticker albums; 
activity books; instructional and teaching material; sheet music; musical scores; writing instruments; pens; pencils; 
crayons; artists' materials; paint brushes; posters; photographs; pictures; paper party bags; table linen of paper; coasters 
of paper; paper party decorations and bags; napkins of paper; paper bunting; trading cards; advent calendars; Christmas 
cards; adhesive tape; albums; scrapbooks; book ends; graphic prints; table napkins of paper; pictures; paper teaching 
materials; tissues of paper; writing books; drawing books; calendars; cards; drawing pads; folders; glue for stationery 
purposes; postcards; postage stamps; pencil sharpeners; rubber erasers; rulers; tickets; bottle wrappers of cardboard or 
paper; diary cases; notepad holders; paper and cardboard lunch bags; plastic lunch bags; plastic sandwich bags.

Cl.18;Bags; handbags; schoolbags; wallets; purses; umbrellas; suitcases; rucksacks; backpacks; beach bags; tote 
bags; shoulder bags; luggage; trunks and travelling bags; holdalls.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.28;Toys; games; playthings; sporting articles and equipment; board games; playing cards and card games; stuffed 
toys; costumes being children's playthings; doll costumes; balloons; puzzles; hand held video and electronic games; 
craft model kits; craft toys sold in kit form; magicians' sets (play things); toys relating to magic; magic tricks; toy sets; 
activity kits; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations.

Cl.41;Educational services; presentation of live performances; publication of books; entertainment services; theatre 
entertainment; entertainment by film; TV entertainment services; entertainment and cultural activities; organisation of 
entertainment, art, musical, dance and cultural events; musical performance services; production of stage plays; 
scriptwriting services; museum services; exhibitions (arranging) for cultural purposes; exhibitions (conducting) for 
cultural purposes; arranging and conducting conferences, exhibitions, seminars and competitions; art gallery services; 
providing online publications (non-downloadable); providing non-downloadable videos; organising of competitions; 
arranging and conducting competitions; amusement park services.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 435 ;Germany 

4275894    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484272]
Messe München GmbH

Am Messesee 2 81829 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; publication and issuance of 
advertising texts; conducting science-based product tests and service inspections [other than for scientific purposes] for 
consumer counselling purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via Internet platforms and portals; providing access to platforms and 
portals on the Internet; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet.

Cl.41;Arranging of exhibitions for cultural and teaching purposes; organization and arranging of congresses and 
meetings.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 018056888 ;European Union 

4277039    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484257]
Emsland-Stärke GmbH

Emslandstr. 58 49824 Emlichheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; chemicals for use in the building and chemical industry; adhesives used in industry; 
starch and starch derivatives, for industrial purposes; starch ethers for use in industry; chemical binding preparations 
and thickeners made from starch ethers for the construction industry.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); mortar for building; coatings [building materials]; concrete; cement coatings; 
dry mortar.
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4277058    06/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456314]
LES MILLS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

22 Centre Street Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio recordings, video recordings and audio-visual recordings including, compact discs, CD-ROMs and DVDs; 
digital music (downloadable from the internet); digital audio visual recordings (downloadable from the internet); 
information, data, recordings and publications in electronic form supplied online from databases, from the internet 
(including websites), from intranets or from extranets; computer software relating to fitness training and sporting 
activities; computer games.

Cl.41;Recreation and training services; sporting activities; education services; producing and conducting exercise to 
music classes and programmes; gymnasium services; health club services; sports club services; fitness club services; 
exercise instruction, advisory and training services; sports tuition, coaching and instruction; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to any or all of the aforesaid; publication of printed matter and electronic media, including 
the publication of music and video and audio visual resources with respect to fitness and health club related programs 
and training materials in digital format.
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4277281    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483383]
Fondation de l'Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, EHL

Le Chalet-à-Gobet CH-1000 Lausanne 25 Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of merchandise; travel organization.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and industrial research services; design and development of computers and software.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 018060414 ;European Union 

4277369    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483393]
Schwank GmbH

Bremerhavener Strasse 43 50735 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Ventilating fans.

Cl.25;Tee-shirts; sweaters; outerclothing; baseball caps.
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4280481    25/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484498]
Vässla AB

Södermannagatan 35 SE-116 40 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Mopeds; motorbikes; electric motorcycles; electric bicycles; motorized scooters; electrically operated scooters; 
tyres for motorcycles; motorcycle handlebars; motorcycle seats; motorcycle engines; chains for bicycles, cycles; 
motorcycle frames; motorcycle foot pegs.

Cl.39;Rental of cycles; motor vehicle rental; rental of scooters for transportation purposes; motorcycle rental; vehicle 
hire.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 018047900 ;European Union 

4280564    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485157]
dy-pack Verpackungen Gustav Dyckerhoff GmbH

Im Ruttenberge 1 57482 Wenden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, in particular for making sacks; millboard; printed matter; packaging, packaging materials, conical 
packaging bags, packaging envelopes, packaging bags, special packaging, bags and sacks of paper, plastic or composite 
materials based on the aforesaid materials; packaging containers of paper, cardboard, composite materials based on the 
aforesaid substances; paper for bags and sacks.

Cl.22;Packaging, packaging materials, packaging containers, special-purpose packaging and bags of non-woven 
and/or textile materials, composite materials based on the aforesaid substances, including for the storage and transport 
of bulk goods; packaging materials (sacks) for the transport of materials in bulk; conical packaging bags, packaging 
envelopes, packaging bags, packaging pouches of nonwoven-type and/or textile materials or composite materials based 
on the aforesaid materials; sacks; bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport; valve sacks.

Cl.42;Technical and/or creative consultancy (design consultancy) in the field of packaging; packaging design.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 4527438 ;France 

4280802    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484944]
CROSSJECT

6 rue Pauline Kergomard ZAC Parc Mazen Sully F-21000 DIJON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances for 
medical or veterinary use; food supplements for humans and animals; disinfectants; chemical preparations for medical or 
pharmaceutical use; medicinal herbs; parasiticides.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture material; prostheses; artificial implants.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 4527433 ;France 

4284363    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485117]
CROSSJECT

6 rue Pauline Kergomard, ZAC Parc Mazen Sully F-21000 DIJON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances for 
medical or veterinary use; food supplements for humans and animals; disinfectants; chemical preparations for medical or 
pharmaceutical use; medicinal herbs; parasiticides.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture material; prostheses; artificial implants.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 018073500 ;European Union 

4286569    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485637]
Doppstadt Familienholding GmbH

Steinbrink 4 42555 Velbert Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal; fixing devices of metal; fixing bolts of metal; screws of metal; screw covers of 
metal; nuts of metal.

Cl.7;Wear segments for crushers; cutting inserts for machine tools; cutting insert holders [parts of machines]; cutting 
inserts [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of machines]; sockets [parts for machines]; keys for securing bits 
[machine]; tool cutting machines; cutting tools being parts of machines; cutting tools for machine centres; cutting 
devices being parts of machines; liners for hammer mills; hammers [parts of machines].
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Priority claimed from 02/01/2019; Application No. : 88246933 ;United States of America 

4286581    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485574]
Chronicle LLC

1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for computer security risk and threat analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and 
elimination; computer software used to maintain security over or in computer networks, web applications and/or digital 
data; computer software for providing computer security; computer software for providing anti-virus scanning, detection, 
identification, security, management, remediation, and elimination of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware 
and unauthorized data and programs on computer systems, servers and electronic devices; computer software for 
computer security risk and threat analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and elimination for protecting 
computer hardware, systems, servers, data, and electronic devices; computer software for cybersecurity, data analytics, 
computer security information and event management (SIEM); computer software for monitoring, gathering, analyzing 
and presenting information from computer network and security devices for computer and network vulnerability 
management and security compliance and for real-time analysis and monitoring of security alerts.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS), namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for computer 
security risk and threat analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and elimination; computer security consultancy; 
software as a service (SaaS), namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software used to maintain security 
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over or in computer networks, web applications and/or digital data; software as a service (SaaS), namely, providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing computer security; application service provider featuring 
software for providing anti-virus scanning, detection, identification, security, management, remediation, and elimination 
of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data and programs on computer systems, servers 
and electronic devices; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for computer security risk and threat 
analysis, assessment, management, remediation, and elimination for protecting computer hardware, systems, servers, 
data, and electronic devices; software as a service (SaaS), namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for cybersecurity, data analytics, computer security information and event management (SIEM); software as a 
service (SaaS), namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for monitoring, gathering, analyzing and 
presenting information from computer network and security devices for computer and network vulnerability management 
and security compliance and for real-time analysis and monitoring of security alerts.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 018022930 ;European Union 

4286606    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485489]
ENPULSION GmbH

Viktor Kaplan-Straße 2 A-2700 Wiener Neustadt Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; motors and engines, except for land 
vehicles; driving devices for machines; electrical drives for machines; electric propulsion mechanisms for machines; 
electric propulsion mechanisms for space vehicles; propulsion engines for spacecrafts, particularly ion thrusters; high-
voltage generators; ion implanters.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus, instruments and cables for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computer software; scientific and laboratory 
devices for treatment using electricity; satellites; satellite apparatus; high voltage transformers; high-voltage power 
supplies; voltage regulators for vehicles; ion beam supply apparatus; ionization apparatus for scientific or laboratory use; 
ionization apparatus, not for the treatment of air or water; electron beam accelerators.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; air and space vehicles; parts and fittings for air and 
space vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; consultancy in the field of scientific research; 
consultancy services relating to technological research; technical consultation in the field of aerospace engineering; 
control technology consulting services; research laboratories; research and development services, particularly relating to 
aerospace; research and development services in connection with physics.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2019; Application No. : 4514446 ;France 

4286622    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485973]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER

2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, sound recording disks; bags and cases for video cameras or photographic 
apparatus; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers and computer equipment; mouse pads; software; USB flash drives, PDAs, game software, recorded computer 
programs, computer and mobile telephone programs (downloadable software) and electronic publications downloadable 
online or from the Internet; optical goods, spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sports; spectacle frames; spectacle lenses, 
contact lenses; cases for spectacles or for contact lenses; binoculars; sleeves for laptops; bags designed for laptop 
computers; photographic apparatus; signaling buoys, positioning buoys; telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, 
tablets, personal electronic assistants and MP3 players; accessories for telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, 
tablets, PDAs and MP3 players, namely: hands-free kits for telephones, batteries, covers, casings, facings, chargers, 
straps or lanyards, earphones; bags and cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment; smartwatches.

Cl.14;Watches; watch bands, watch cases, movements for clocks and watches.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2018; Application No. : 302018000030870 ;Italy 

4286770    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485872]
E.P.S. S.P.A. EGG POWDER SPECIALISTS OPPURE IN FORMA ABBREVIATA E.P.S. S.P.A.

Via Mensa, 3 Frazione: Santa Maria in Fabriago Lugo (Ravenna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Enzymes for the food industry; enzymes for use in the processing of food by-products; enzymes for use in protein 
hydrolysis; enzymes for use in the manufacture of pet food; enzymes for use in the manufacture of food for domestic 
animals; enzymes for use in the manufacture of nutraceuticals; enzymes to assist in digestion for use in the manufacture 
of animal feeds; chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological 
preparations for use in industry and science

Cl.5;Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; enzymes for veterinary 
purposes; enzyme dietary supplements, pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 
medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

Cl.29;Eggs; white of eggs; powdered eggs; eggs, processed; frozen eggs; yolk of eggs; eggs, milk and milk products; 
albumen for culinary purposes; butter; Chantilly cream; buttercream; margarine; omelets; cheese; cheese fondue; 
ripened cheeses; blended cheese; smoked cheese; cream cheese; cheese spreads; soft white cheese; fresh unripened 
cheeses; hard cheese; soft cheese; cheese powder; meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried 
and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products; 
edible oils and fats

Cl.32;Beer; flavored beers; de-alcoholized beer; malt beer; alcoholfree beers; beer wort; beer-based beverages; beer-
based cocktails; barley wine [beer]; ales; beers; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and 
other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages

Cl.33;Brandy; spirits [beverages]; bitters; distilled beverages; distilled spirits; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; liqueurs; 
wine; white wines; sparkling wines; fortified wines; sparkling grape wines; red wines; table wines; sweet wines; still 
wines; strawberry wine; wine-based aperitifs; wine-based beverages; prepared wine cocktails; naturally sparkling wines; 
alcoholic beverages; alcoholic preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : LS/M/2019/0000 ;Lesitho 

4286827    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485734]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Desktop publishing software.

Cl.42;Non-downloadable desktop publishing software.
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4286895    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485403]
Roborock International B.V.

Strawinskylaan 3127, 8e verdieping, NL-1077 ZX Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Road sweeping machines, self-propelled; washing apparatus; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; dust 
exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; cleaning appliances 
utilizing steam; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner hoses; suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; household vacuum 
cleaners.

Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; detectors; measuring apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; position 
detection sensors; surveying instruments; measuring instruments; precision measuring apparatus; distance measuring 
apparatus; range finders; distance recording apparatus; inductors [electricity]; logs [measuring instruments]; infrared 
detectors; data processing apparatus; scanners [data processing equipment]; holograms; plotters.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : 018006498 ;European Union 

4286897    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485416]
TOTAL SA

2 place Jean Millier, La Défense 6 F-92400 Courbevoie France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Systems for cleaning and automatically cleaning apparatus for refining petrol, hydrocarbons, atmospheric 
residues; devices for cleaning heat exchangers; fuel economisers.

Cl.11;Heat exchangers, other than parts of machines.
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4286950    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453740]
BOYAN IVANOV ANASTASOV

bul. Simeonovsko Shose N. 110, kompleks Gradina, bl. 12, et. 4, ap. 16 BG-1700 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic creams; cosmetic nourishing creams; face creams for cosmetic use; body creams; cosmetic creams and 
lotions; cosmetic hand creams; sunblock; skin lighteners; recovery creams for cosmetic use; hydrating creams for 
cosmetic use; facial preparations.

Cl.5;Food supplements; vitamin and mineral supplements.
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4286981    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1424047]
Limited Liability Company "Popkis"

Brat'ev Kadomcevyh str., 10/1-5, Ufa RU-450059 Republic of Bashkortostan Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; berets; overalls; boas [necklets]; boots for sports; breeches for wear; 
trousers; brassieres; collars [clothing]; veils [clothing]; galoshes; neckties; ascots; leggings [leg warmers]; corselets; 
vests; sports jerseys; hosiery; hoods [clothing]; neck scarfs [mufflers]; tights; slips [underclothing]; combinations 
[clothing]; bodices [lingerie]; corsets [underclothing]; suits; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; beach clothes; jackets 
[clothing]; leggings [trousers]; camisoles; cuffs; short-sleeve shirts; coats; sleep masks; furs [clothing]; muffs [clothing]; 
fur stoles; ear muffs [clothing]; socks; outerclothing; ready-made clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; uniforms; 
overcoats; pelerines; gloves [clothing]; pajamas (Am.); bathing trunks; scarfs; pocket squares; dresses; waterproof 
clothing; headbands [clothing]; garters; stocking suspenders; dress shields; braces for clothing [suspenders]; lace 
boots; ponchos; girdles; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; shirts; wooden shoes; sandals; bath 
sandals; boots; jumper dresses; saris; sweaters; bath slippers; knitwear [clothing]; underpants; headgear for wear; 
aprons [clothing]; tee-shirts; bath robes; stockings; shawls; caps [headwear]; sashes for wear; hats; babies' pants 
[underwear]; pelisses; clothing of leather; gymnastic shoes; slippers; bathing caps; shower caps; skorts; petticoats; 
skirts.

Cl.35;Demonstration of goods; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for 
retail purposes; sales promotion for others; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; procurement 
services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; outsourcing services [business assistance]; 
business efficiency expert services.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003369468 ;United Kingdom 

4287010    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486082]
Marshall Amplification Plc

Denbigh Road Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; sound amplifying apparatus; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; electric and electronic musical effects equipment; sound processors; guitar effects processors; 
audio time delay units; audio effects apparatus; volume control pedals; electronic effect pedals for use with sound 
amplifiers; electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; receivers (audio-- and video--); juke boxes 
[musical]; sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; record players; sound 
transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; megaphones; electrical and 
electronic apparatus and instruments, all for audio amplification, for the graphic equalisation of sound signal frequencies, 
for mixing sound tones, altering sound tones, or effecting echo, delay and other effects; sound recording carriers; audio 
speakers for automobiles; mobile phone speakers; sound amplifiers; microphones, headphones; loudspeakers; horn-type 
speakers, loudspeaker cabinets; cases for loudspeakers; amplifiers for sound reproducing equipment and for use with 
musical instruments; amplifiers complete with loudspeakers and cabinets; valve and digital guitar amplifiers; sound 
reverberation units; sound mixing, processing and synthesizing apparatus; sound mixers; sound-mixer units; cabinets 
for loudspeakers; megaphones; acoustic pickup; loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; time delay reverberator; radios; 
wireless transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; MP3 players; record players; 
portable media players; portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting and 
processing audio, data and video files and electronic accessories therefore; personal stereos; docking stations; stands 
for MP3 players; stereo amplifier and speaker base stations; stereos; car stereos; vehicle stereos; DVD players; CD, DVD 
and MP3 cases; computer games; interactive DVD games; computer game programs; computer software for recording 
sound; computer software, recorded; electronic tuners; amplifier tuners; apparatus for controlling amplifiers; regulating 
apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus; computer software; computer software for tuning instruments; computer 
software for controlling amplifiers; computer software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and 
transmitting apparatus; interactive computer software; audio playback software; application software; application 
software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], recorded; 
audio processing apparatus; data processing apparatus; speakers; speakers [audio equipment]; audio speakers; loud 
speakers; monitor speakers; audio speakers for home; speakers for record players; speaker enclosures; audio speaker 
enclosures; cabinets for loudspeakers; speaker switches; switches, electric; record players; software to control and 
improve audio equipment and sound quality; firmware; computer firmware; computer hardware; apparatus for the 
processing of sounds; downloadable musical sound recordings; sound data file; downloadable music files; data 
transmitting apparatus; software for remote diagnostics; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
telecommunications devices; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; hand-held computers; laptop computers; computer 
cases; bags adapted for laptops; mobile phones; mobile telephones; mobile phone cases; telephone sheath; mobile 
phone accessories; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; spectacle cases; spectacles [optics]; glasses; mouse mats; mouse 
pad; magnets, refrigerator magnets; magnets; calculators; pocket calculators; wireless telephones; wireless 
communication apparatus; wireless telephony apparatus; wireless headsets for smartphones; wireless transmitters and 
receivers; two-way wireless communication systems; wireless high frequency transmission instruments; cordless 
telephones; radiotelephony sets; radios; radios (vehicle---); software to control and improve audio equipment and sound 
quality; audio playback software; interactive computer software; computer software for communication with users of 
hand-held computers; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and effects 
pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
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music cassettes; music tapes; music recordings; musical recordings; downloadable digital music; prerecorded music 
videos; portable music players; music-composition software; digital music players; downloadable music files; musical 
video recordings; musical sound recordings; prerecorded music audio tapes; prerecorded music compact discs; optical 
discs featuring music; compact discs featuring music; audio tapes featuring music; phonograph records featuring music; 
prerecorded non-musical videotapes; downloadable musical sound recordings; covers for music storage devices; cases 
for music storage devices; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; downloadable video recordings featuring music; 
prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; prerecorded video tapes featuring 
music; series of musical sound recordings; prerecorded non-musical audio tapes; carrying cases for digital music 
players; carrying cases for portable music players; digital music downloadable from the Internet; docking stations for 
digital music players; digital music downloadable from the internet; computer programs for processing digital music files; 
laser discs for use in storing music; computer software for processing digital music files; musical recordings in the form 
of discs; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet websites; computer software for creating and editing 
music and sounds; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet web sites; downloadable digital music 
provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; digital 
music downloadable provided from a computer database or the internet; machine readable computer programs for use in 
the reproduction of music; integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments; electronic 
publications; downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; audio apparatus; audio 
books; audio compact discs; binders for CDs; cases adapted for CD players; cases adapted for DVD players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases for compact discs; cases for MP3 players; cases for spectacles; cases for 
smartphones; cases for mobile phones; cases for sunglasses; cases for telephones; CD storage wallets; cleaning 
apparatus for sound recording discs; compact discs; compact discs [audio-video]; computer software for mobile phones; 
covers for MP3 players; downloadable image files; downloadable movies; DVD cases; portable media players; recording 
apparatus; recording discs; tape recorders; tape players; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; sound effects pedals for musical instruments.

Cl.15;Instruments (musical -); musical accessories; musical instruments; acoustic bass guitars; acoustic basses; 
acoustic guitars; bass guitars; bass drumsticks; bass drum sticks; bass drums; basses [musical instruments]; brass 
instruments; carrying cases for musical instruments; cases adapted for musical instruments; cases for musical 
instruments; computer controlled musical instruments; devices for tuning musical instruments; drum machines; drum 
pedals; drum pedals [musical instruments]; drum sticks; drum practice pads; drumheads; drums; drums [musical 
instrument]; drums [musical instruments]; drumsticks; electric and electronic musical instruments; electric bass guitars; 
electric basses; electric guitars; electric keyboards [musical instruments]; electric musical instruments; electric pianos; 
electrical musical instruments; electronic apparatus for synthesising music [musical instrument]; electronic automatically 
controlled rhythm machines; electronic background music machines; electronic drums; electronic keyboards [musical 
instruments]; electronic musical synthesizers; electronic musical instruments; electronic musical instrument tuners; 
electronic musical apparatus for practice; electronic musical apparatus and instruments; electronic musical apparatus for 
accompaniment; electronic musical apparatus for instruction; guitar armrests; guitar picks; guitar saddles; guitar 
shoulder straps; guitar straps; guitar strings incorporating steel; guitar strings; guitar strings made from steel; guitar 
toggle switch tips; guitar tuning cranks; guitars; keyboard instruments; music boxes; music stands; music synthesizers; 
music stands adapted for use with musical instruments; musical boxes; musical instrument cases; musical instrument 
stands; musical instruments controlled by computer; musical instruments in the nature of steel drums; musical 
instruments incorporating apparatus for modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating arrangements for 
modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating apparatus for producing audio signals; musical instruments 
incorporating arrangements for producing audio signals; percussion instruments; picks for stringed instruments; picks 
for stringed musical instruments; string instruments; stands (music -); woodwind instruments.

Cl.28;Action toys; fairground and playground apparatus; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
sporting articles and equipment; toys, games, playthings and novelties; collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; 
plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human characters; toy figurines; modeled plastic toy figurines; billiard 
equipment; boards games; games relating to fictional characters; bowling apparatus and machinery; cases for play 
accessories; cases for playing cards; cases for tennis balls; cases for toy vehicles; cards (playing -); cards [games]; card 
games; children's multiple activity toys; children's toys; children's playthings; toy model hobby craft kits; darts; dice; 
electronic games; fluffy toys; games; gymnastic and sporting articles; hunting and fishing equipment; indoor fitness 
apparatus; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic tricks; mechanical games; mechanical toys; music box toys; musical 
games; musical toys; noisemakers [toys]; pet toys; practical jokes [novelties]; puzzles; stress relief exercise balls; stuffed 
toys; swimming equipment in the nature of swimming floats; video game apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003366142 ;United Kingdom 

4287012    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486086]
Marshall Amplification Plc

Denbigh Road Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; sound amplifying apparatus; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; electric and electronic musical effects equipment; sound processors; guitar effects processors; 
audio time delay units; audio effects apparatus; volume control pedals; electronic effect pedals for use with sound 
amplifiers; electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; receivers (audio-- and video--); juke boxes 
[musical]; sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; record players; sound 
transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; megaphones; electrical and 
electronic apparatus and instruments, all for audio amplification, for the graphic equalisation of sound signal frequencies, 
for mixing sound tones, altering sound tones, or effecting echo, delay and other effects; sound recording carriers; audio 
speakers for automobiles; mobile phone speakers; sound amplifiers; microphones, headphones; loudspeakers; horn-type 
speakers, loudspeaker cabinets; cases for loudspeakers; amplifiers for sound reproducing equipment and for use with 
musical instruments; amplifiers complete with loudspeakers and cabinets; valve and digital guitar amplifiers; sound 
reverberation units; sound mixing, processing and synthesizing apparatus; sound mixers; sound-mixer units; cabinets 
for loudspeakers; megaphones; acoustic pickup; loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; time delay reverberator; radios; 
wireless transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; MP3 players; record players; 
portable media players; portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting and 
processing audio, data and video files and electronic accessories therefore; personal stereos; docking stations; stands 
for MP3 players; stereo amplifier and speaker base stations; stereos; car stereos; vehicle stereos; DVD players; CD, DVD 
and MP3 cases; computer games; interactive DVD games; computer game programs; computer software for recording 
sound; computer software, recorded; electronic tuners; amplifier tuners; apparatus for controlling amplifiers; regulating 
apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus; computer software; computer software for tuning instruments; computer 
software for controlling amplifiers; computer software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and 
transmitting apparatus; interactive computer software; audio playback software; application software; application 
software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], recorded; 
audio processing apparatus; data processing apparatus; speakers; speakers [audio equipment]; audio speakers; loud 
speakers; monitor speakers; audio speakers for home; speakers for record players; speaker enclosures; audio speaker 
enclosures; cabinets for loudspeakers; speaker switches; switches, electric; record players; software to control and 
improve audio equipment and sound quality; firmware; computer firmware; computer hardware; apparatus for the 
processing of sounds; downloadable musical sound recordings; sound data file; downloadable music files; data 
transmitting apparatus; software for remote diagnostics; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
telecommunications devices; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; hand-held computers; laptop computers; computer 
cases; bags adapted for laptops; mobile phones; mobile telephones; mobile phone cases; telephone sheath; mobile 
phone accessories; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; spectacle cases; spectacles [optics]; glasses; mouse mats; mouse 
pad; magnets, refrigerator magnets; magnets; calculators; pocket calculators; wireless telephones; wireless 
communication apparatus; wireless telephony apparatus; wireless headsets for smartphones; wireless transmitters and 
receivers; two-way wireless communication systems; wireless high frequency transmission instruments; cordless 
telephones; radiotelephony sets; radios; radios (vehicle---); software to control and improve audio equipment and sound 
quality; audio playback software; interactive computer software; computer software for communication with users of 
hand-held computers; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and effects 
pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
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music cassettes; music tapes; music recordings; musical recordings; downloadable digital music; prerecorded music 
videos; portable music players; music-composition software; digital music players; downloadable music files; musical 
video recordings; musical sound recordings; prerecorded music audio tapes; prerecorded music compact discs; optical 
discs featuring music; compact discs featuring music; audio tapes featuring music; phonograph records featuring music; 
prerecorded non-musical videotapes; downloadable musical sound recordings; covers for music storage devices; cases 
for music storage devices; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; downloadable video recordings featuring music; 
prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; prerecorded video tapes featuring 
music; series of musical sound recordings; prerecorded non-musical audio tapes; carrying cases for digital music 
players; carrying cases for portable music players; digital music downloadable from the Internet; docking stations for 
digital music players; digital music downloadable from the internet; computer programs for processing digital music files; 
laser discs for use in storing music; computer software for processing digital music files; musical recordings in the form 
of discs; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet websites; computer software for creating and editing 
music and sounds; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet web sites; downloadable digital music 
provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; digital 
music downloadable provided from a computer database or the internet; machine readable computer programs for use in 
the reproduction of music; integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments; electronic 
publications; downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; audio apparatus; audio 
books; audio compact discs; binders for CDs; cases adapted for CD players; cases adapted for DVD players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases for compact discs; cases for MP3 players; cases for spectacles; cases for 
smartphones; cases for mobile phones; cases for sunglasses; cases for telephones; CD storage wallets; cleaning 
apparatus for sound recording discs; compact discs; compact discs [audio-video]; computer software for mobile phones; 
covers for MP3 players; downloadable image files; downloadable movies; DVD cases; portable media players; recording 
apparatus; recording discs; tape recorders; tape players; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; sound effects pedals for musical instruments.

Cl.15;Instruments (musical -); musical accessories; musical instruments; acoustic bass guitars; acoustic basses; 
acoustic guitars; bass guitars; bass drumsticks; bass drum sticks; bass drums; basses [musical instruments]; brass 
instruments; carrying cases for musical instruments; cases adapted for musical instruments; cases for musical 
instruments; computer controlled musical instruments; devices for tuning musical instruments; drum machines; drum 
pedals; drum pedals [musical instruments]; drum sticks; drum practice pads; drumheads; drums; drums [musical 
instrument]; drums [musical instruments]; drumsticks; electric and electronic musical instruments; electric bass guitars; 
electric basses; electric guitars; electric keyboards [musical instruments]; electric musical instruments; electric pianos; 
electrical musical instruments; electronic apparatus for synthesising music [musical instrument]; electronic automatically 
controlled rhythm machines; electronic background music machines; electronic drums; electronic keyboards [musical 
instruments]; electronic musical synthesizers; electronic musical instruments; electronic musical instrument tuners; 
electronic musical apparatus for practice; electronic musical apparatus and instruments; electronic musical apparatus for 
accompaniment; electronic musical apparatus for instruction; guitar armrests; guitar picks; guitar saddles; guitar 
shoulder straps; guitar straps; guitar strings incorporating steel; guitar strings; guitar strings made from steel; guitar 
toggle switch tips; guitar tuning cranks; guitars; keyboard instruments; music boxes; music stands; music synthesizers; 
music stands adapted for use with musical instruments; musical boxes; musical instrument cases; musical instrument 
stands; musical instruments controlled by computer; musical instruments in the nature of steel drums; musical 
instruments incorporating apparatus for modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating arrangements for 
modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating apparatus for producing audio signals; musical instruments 
incorporating arrangements for producing audio signals; percussion instruments; picks for stringed instruments; picks 
for stringed musical instruments; string instruments; stands (music -); woodwind instruments.

Cl.28;Action toys; fairground and playground apparatus; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
sporting articles and equipment; toys, games, playthings and novelties; collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; 
plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human characters; toy figurines; modeled plastic toy figurines; billiard 
equipment; boards games; games relating to fictional characters; bowling apparatus and machinery; cases for play 
accessories; cases for playing cards; cases for tennis balls; cases for toy vehicles; cards (playing -); cards [games]; card 
games; children's multiple activity toys; children's toys; children's playthings; toy model hobby craft kits; darts; dice; 
electronic games; fluffy toys; games; gymnastic and sporting articles; hunting and fishing equipment; indoor fitness 
apparatus; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic tricks; mechanical games; mechanical toys; music box toys; musical 
games; musical toys; noisemakers [toys]; pet toys; practical jokes [novelties]; puzzles; stress relief exercise balls; stuffed 
toys; swimming equipment in the nature of swimming floats; video game apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 726641 ;Switzerland 

4289675    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486069]
Sunstar Suisse SA

Route de Pallatex 15 CH-1163 Etoy Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Dentifrices; liquid dentifrices; mouthwashes, not for medical use; oral and dental gels and sprays not for medical 
purposes.

Cl.5;Food supplements.

Cl.10;Surgical apparatus and instruments, medical apparatus and instruments, dental apparatus and instruments.

Cl.21;Toothbrushes, dental floss, interdental brushes.

Cl.42;Design and development of computers and computer programs; design and development of computers and 
computer programs for dentists; development of computer programs, maintenance of computer software, updating of 
computer software; development of computer programs, maintenance of computer programs, updating of computer 
programs in the field of dentistry and dental clinics; analysis, testing and scientific research services; analysis, testing 
and scientific research services in the field of dentistry; analysis, testing and scientific research services in the medical 
field; analysis, testing and scientific research services in the field of pharmaceutical preparations; analysis, testing and 
scientific research services in the field of cosmetics.

Cl.44;Providing beauty care and advice related thereto; providing information in the field of medicine, providing 
information relating to dentistry, rental of medical apparatus and instruments, rental of apparatus and instruments in the 
field of dentistry.
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Priority claimed from 08/11/2018; Application No. : 017982423 ;European Union 

4293259    03/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487131]
MEGlobal B.V.

Gustav Mahlerlaan 1212 NL-1081 LA Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
chemicals for use in petrochemical, plastics, polyester and polystyrene goods industries; petrochemical products; 
polyethylene; styrene monomers; ethylene glycol; polypropylene; paraxylene; unprocessed polystyrene and polystyrene 
resins; chemicals used in the manufacture of plastics and polystyrene; unprocessed plastics; paraxylene and goods 
made from these materials included in this class.

Cl.40;Petrochemical refining services; recycling of beverage bottles; polymerization; treatment and processing of 
plastics; recycling of plastics.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research; chemical analysis; chemical research; chemistry services; material and 
chemical testing; research and development services; technical research services; provision of technical consultancy in 
the petrochemical industry.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2018; Application No. : 017966172 ;European Union 

4293261    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487134]
Fairey Industrial Ceramics Limited

Lymedale Cross, Lower Milehouse Lane, Newcastle-under-Lyme Staffordshire ST5 9BT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; application software; downloadable applications; mobile application software; computer programs; 
electronic monitoring devices; electronic monitoring instruments, other than for medical use.

Cl.11;Water filters; drinking water filters; filter attachments; water purification filters; water treatment filters; water 
filtration bottles; filter candles, filter elements and cartridges for drinking water filters; bottles with filters; water filter 
housings; chilled purified drinking water dispensers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2018; Application No. : 1387892 ;Benelux 

4293262    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487138]
Settlemint, naamloze vennootschap

Diestbrugstraat 165B B-3071 Erps-Kwerps

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, software applications, middleware, computer software platforms; authentication software; certification 
software; data encryption software; software for creating digital contracts, blockchain contracts and smart contracts; 
software for payment and financial transactions; software and middleware for improvement of governance; supply chain 
management software; workflow management system software; security tokens [encryption devices]; software platform 
for the issuance, distribution, redemption and management of smart cryptocurrencies, tokens and assets; utility, security 
and cryptography software; all products related to blockchain technology.

Cl.42;Data security services and data security consultancy; design and development of electronic data security 
systems; encryption, decryption and authentication of information, messages and data; design, development and 
implementation of software, software-applications and middleware; design, development and implementation of computer 
software for supply chain management, logistics and e-business portals; data encryption services; information 
technology services and consultancy; scientific and technology services; testing, authentication and quality control; all 
services related to blockchain technology.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2018; Application No. : 302018000030153 ;Italy 

4293277    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487139]
DESTINATION ITALIA S.P.A.

Via Melzo, 12 I-20129 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business administration and business management; advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, 
of a variety of goods and services, enabling consumers to conveniently compare and purchase those goods and services 
from a website specialized in travel arrangements; computerized file management; compilation of advertisements for use 
as web pages on the Internet; compilation of directories for publication on the Internet; provision of spaces on web sites 
for advertising goods and/or services; business administration services for the processing of Internet sales; advisory, 
information and consultancy on the aforesaid; information related to the above services provided online from a global 
computer network or the Internet; banner advertising provided online from a global computer network or the Internet; 
organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes; publication of publicity materials; 
promoting the sale of goods and services of others through the distribution of printed material and promotional contests; 
commercial trading and consumer information services; hotel management for others; restaurant management for others; 
business management of sporting facilities [for others]; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information 
about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; providing airfare and hotel rate 
comparison information; customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or 
advertising purposes; conducting customer loyalty, reward, affinity and incentive programs for commercial promotion 
and for advertising purposes; collection, systematization, compilation and analysis of statistical information in the field of 
accommodation.

Cl.39;Transport; travel tour operating and organizing; travel agency and booking services; provision of tourist travel 
information; travel tours and ticket reservation services; tourist travel reservation services; sightseeing, travel tour guide 
services and excursion services; booking of sightseeing tours through agencies; providing information relating to car 
rental services; arranging car hire as part of package holidays; chartering of transport; chauffeur services; chauffeur 
driven car hire services; transportation of passengers in chauffeur driven vehicles; car parking; escorting of travelers; 
packaging and storage of goods; arranging and booking of travel tours; travel booking agency services; providing 
computerized reservation of travel and information services about travel and tours; arranging of flights, cruises and 
tours; vehicle rental information; consultancy and advice in relation to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Software design and development; software development; computer software development for others; software 
development, programming and implementation; updating Internet pages; updating of Internet pages; providing search 
engines for the Internet; electronic data back-up services; electronic data storage services; conducting scientific 
experiments; conducting engineering surveys; scientific research; hosting a web site on which users can post ratings, 
reviews and recommendations on events and activities in the field of travel; hosting a web site on which users can post 
ratings, reviews and recommendations on events and activities in the field of hotels.

Cl.43;Agency services for booking hotel accommodation; consultancy relating to hotel facilities; consultancy services 
relating to hotels; providing accommodation information, namely ratings of accommodations with the use of stars, under 
reviews; providing accommodation information services; providing of information and reviews relating to hotel 
accommodation; booking of hotel accommodation; booking of accommodation for travelers; arranging reservations for 
hotel rooms; travel agency services for booking temporary accommodation; travel agencies, namely providing of 
information and reservations for accommodation by telephone, computer and via electronic communications networks; 
providing hotel and lodging services for others, namely, providing information including booking payment information, in 
connection with reservations and booking for temporary lodging and providing reviews of hotels by means of a 
telephone, facsimile, the mails, courier or over computer networks and global communication networks; providing ratings 
in the field of accommodation; electronic information relating to hotel reservations; agency services for booking hotel 
accommodation; information relating to hotels; travel agency services for booking accommodation; booking of hotel 
accommodation; tourist accommodation reservation; arranging hotel accommodation; hotel reservations; providing 
ratings and reviews of hotels.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2018; Application No. : 1382525 ;Benelux 

4293309    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487150]
Vialle Group B.V.

Leemkuil 7 NL-5626 EA Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Fuel injection systems for engines; fuel systems for internal combustion engines; engines, not for land vehicles, 
and their parts; fuel conversion apparatus, including for internal combustion engines for cars, light commercial vehicles, 
buses and lorries; injectors, filters and shut-off valves for engines; parts the aformentioned goods.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; gas turbines for land vehicles; gas engines for land vehicles; gas tanks for land 
vehicles; liquefied petroleum gas tanks for cars, light commercial vehicles, buses and lorries; engines for land vehicles; 
parts of the aforementioned goods, not included in other classes; LPG, natural gas and other alternative fuel storage 
systems and component parts as structural parts of vehicles; liquefied petroleum gas storage systems as structural parts 
of engines for cars, light commercial vehicles, buses and lorries.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2019; Application No. : 018007733 ;European Union 

4293347    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487096]
Saurer Spinning Solutions GmbH & Co. KG

Carlstr. 60 52531 Übach-Palenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Textile machines, namely air-jet spinning machines.

Cl.9;Computer software; computer software platforms; interactive computer software; assistive computer software; 
digital recording media.

Cl.37;Providing of information relating to the repair and maintenance of textile machines and apparatus, namely air-jet 
spinning machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2018; Application No. : 153105 ;Bulgaria 

4293394    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487108]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

"Maritsa" Str., 4, „Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for main frame computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines (slot machines).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 88320811 ;United States of America 

4293420    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486196]
Plantronics, Inc.

Legal Department, 345 Encinal Street Santa Cruz CA 95060 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer hardware and software systems for telecommunications, teleconferencing and video 
conferencing, communicating audio, video and data between computers via a global computer network, wide-area 
computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks manipulating and controlling images from web cameras and 
digital cameras; computer hardware; computer hardware and computer software programs for the integration of text, 
audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; computer 
software for transmitting, receiving, processing, reading and watching, and controlling applications, electronic data, 
images, audio and video files; computer software for reproducing, processing and streaming audio, video and multimedia 
content and for audio calling, video calling and remote collaborating; computer software for controlling the operation of 
audio and video apparatus and for viewing, searching and/or reading sound, video, television, films, photographs and 
other digital images and other multimedia content; computer software for multimedia sharing, media-share computer 
software for computers; communications and telecommunications software; Internet Protocol phone software; computer 
software for the management of audio and video communications equipment; computer software for the connection and 
co-ordination of multiple communications devices; computer software for use in the operation and management of 
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telecommunications contact centres; computer software for access to cloud-based computing and cloud-based computer 
resources; computer software for the management of background noise; noise cancellation software; echo cancellation 
software; computer software for the control of sound levels; audio files reproducing background noise; electronic 
whiteboards; video cameras; web cameras; audio speakers, wireless speakers; headphones; headsets; earbuds, 
microphones; wireless headsets; audio-conferencing equipment; video-conferencing equipment; video-conferencing 
cameras, speakerphones, computer monitors, televisions; computer peripheral devices; docking stations and adapters 
for charging mobile devices and batteries, connecting telecommunications devices, mobile devices, display devices, 
computers, mice and keyboards; apparatus for the transmission or reproduction of sound or images; microphones; 
wireless microphones; noise cancellation equipment; echo cancellation equipment; speakerphones; electronic sound 
generation and sound masking equipment, masking noise generators, electronic control units for masking and controlling 
sound; wireless audio and video data transmission equipment; computer software featuring algorithms for use with 
sound generation and sound masking equipment; visual display screens; electronic visual display screens for use with 
sound generation and sound masking equipment; remote controls, battery packs, electric and electronic cables, and 
instruction manuals for the aforementioned goods; computer peripherals; USB connectable computer peripherals; 
telephones; mobile phones; teleconferencing phones; Voiceover IP (VoIP) telephones.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of office equipment; installation and maintenance of computer hardware; installation 
and maintenance of audio-visual communication equipment; installation and maintenance of teleconferencing equipment; 
installation configuration, optimization, and maintenance of sound generation and sound masking equipment relating to 
workplace sound masking; installation and maintenance of equipment to control sounds within workplaces.

Cl.38;Communications services; telecommunications services; providing access to non-downloadable communication 
software.

Cl.41;Provision of education and training; provision of training in the use of the telecommunications equipment, 
hardware and software; provision of training in the use of office equipment.

Cl.42;Technical research, analysis and design services; technical research, analysis and design of office equipment; 
technical research, analysis and design of audio-visual communication equipment; technical research, analysis and 
design of teleconferencing equipment; technical research, test, evaluation and design services relating to workplace 
sound masking; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation and maintenance of communications 
computer software; software as a service; cloud computing services; IT consultancy; interior design; interior design for 
offices; interior design to optimize sound masking.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 88173425 ;United States of America 

4293422    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486198]
EDX INC.

141 Portland Street, 9th Floor Cambridge MA 02139 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Association services, namely, promoting the interests of universities, academic institutions, non-profit 
institutions, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), corporations, educational professionals, teachers, professors, and 
students, in the fields of education and on-line education; promoting the services of others via a global computer 
network; promoting collaboration within the education and research institution communities to achieve advances in the 
field of education, global access to on-line education, and global access to higher education; promoting the exchange of 
information and resources within the education, research, and business communities to achieve advances in the field of 
education, global access to on-line education, and global access to higher education; business consultation services in 
the fields of education, on-line education, and electronic media; advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing 
the goods and services of others in the fields of education and electronic media; marketing consulting services; providing 
assistance with business management and planning in the fields of education, on-line education, and electronic media; 
business monitoring services, namely, providing on-line course traffic metrics and statistics, user activity data, user click 
traffic, website visit measurement data, and market trend data to education partners for program optimization; business 
data analytics services, namely, analysis of on-line course usage, and educational market trends and actions; business 
consultation in the field of data analytics and providing reports for same; business consulting services pertaining to 
demographic information of participating learners and educational partner membership base; business data analysis, 
namely, consulting services in the field of business data analytics for educational institutions, education service 
providers, corporate partners, and institutional partners; organizing, maintaining, and promoting a business forum for the 
exchange of information among universities, academic institutions, non-profit institutions, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), corporations, and communities through the use of a global computer network; providing business 
information for the exchange of ideas and information regarding on-line education platforms and on-line education 
services via an internet website portal; providing business and marketing analytics for education service providers and 
corporate partners via an internet website portal; promoting public interest and awareness in research and development 
related to on-line education platforms, blended education models, education methodologies, and distance learning; 
promoting public awareness of initiatives, courses, programs, and on-line services designed to optimize access to higher 
education and career advancement programs on a worldwide scale.

Cl.36;Providing financial assistance for education; providing financial assistance for participation in educational 
courses and programs; providing a financial assistance program in the nature of providing a financial assistance 
application process, financial assistance codes for use by qualified participants, tuition reductions, tuition discount 
benefits, and financial assistance benefits for use in connection with on-line educational courses and programs; 
providing information in the fields of education funding, payment for education, and financial assistance for education.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 2018-132399 ;Japan 

4293424    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486199]
SPACETODAY INC.

1-9-18, Roppongi, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-0032 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Film cameras; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines 
and apparatus; batteries; headphones; telecommunication machines and apparatus; cell phone straps; personal digital 
assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; downloadable computer programs; electronic machines, apparatus and 
their parts; sunglasses; eyeglasses; game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs 
recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; phonograph records; downloadable music files; 
downloadable image files; pre-recorded digital video discs; downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.14;Key rings; trophies of precious metal; commemorative shields of precious metal; brooches [jewelry]; necklaces 
[jewelry]; rings [jewelry]; personal ornaments [jewellery]; shoe ornaments of precious metal; clocks; watches; bonnet 
pins, not of precious metal; omamori [lucky charms].

Cl.16;Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; paper bags; containers of paper for packaging; 
bags of plastics for packaging; paper coasters; food wrapping plastic film for household use; banners of paper; flags of 
paper; paper and cardboard; paper tapes; stickers; sticky notes; bookmarks; pencils; sketchbooks; painting palettes; file 
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folders; stationery; calendars; pocket memorandum books; photo books; printed matter; paintings; calligraphic works; 
photographs; photograph stands; omikuji [sacred lots] [printed strips of paper used for fortune telling].

Cl.18;Industrial packaging containers of leather; clothing for pets; tote bags; bags; pouches; vanity cases, not fitted; 
umbrellas.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; plastic bottles for packaging; 
mugs; water bottles; coasters, not of paper or textile; kitchen utensils; cleaning tools and washing utensils; candle 
extinguishers; candlesticks; clothes brushes; piggy banks; flower vases; flower bowls; perfume burners; shoe brushes; 
shoe horns; shoe shine cloths; shoe shine sponges and cloths; shoe-trees.

Cl.24;Towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; mosquito nets; bedsheets; futon 
quilts; covers for futon quilts; futon ticks [unstuffed futon]; pillowcases; blankets; table napkins of textile; dish towels for 
drying; banners and flags, not of paper; unfitted seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not 
of paper; draperies [thick drop curtains]; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;T-shirts; jackets [clothing]; headwear; ponchos; clothing; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; 
waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear, other than special footwear for sports; masquerade costumes.

Cl.26;Tapes [haberdashery]; ribbons of textile; ornamental novelty badges [buttons]; insignias for wear, not of precious 
metal; buckles for clothing; badges for wear, not of precious metal; brooches [clothing accessories]; special sash clips 
for obi [obi-dome]; ornamental adhesive patches for jackets; brassards; hair ornaments; buttons; artificial flowers; shoe 
ornaments, not of precious metal; shoe eyelets; shoe laces; metal fasteners for footwear.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; marketing; sales promotion for others; business management of artists; 
business management analysis and business consultancy; market research and market analysis; providing information 
concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; business management; employment agency services 
relating to artists; employment agency services; auctioneering; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics 
and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear, other 
than special footwear for sports; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale 
services for towels of textile, handkerchiefs of textile, personal ornaments [jewellery], umbrellas, belts for clothing, 
unfitted vanity cases and personal articles.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; entertainment information; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, 
sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of training workshops for the purpose of self-
improvement of artists; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing non-downloadable electronic 
publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; arranging and 
conducting of art exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; publication of books; arranging and planning of 
movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations or movie film production and distribution; 
providing online videos, not downloadable; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; 
presentation of musical performances; providing online music, not downloadable; production of radio or television 
programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for movies or 
television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; organization of cultural and artistic events relating to promotion 
of culture and art including music and fine art; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, 
musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; photography.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2018; Application No. : AM 61979/2018 ;Austria 

4293437    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486209]
Simone Hochleitner

Hofmark 77/6 A-5622 Goldegg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyeglasses; bicycle helmets; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; helmets for motorcyclists; 
helmets for use in sports; visors for helmets; downloadable software; collaboration software platforms [software]; real-
time collaborative editing [rtce] platforms [software]; collaboration management software platforms.

Cl.18;Net bags for shopping; shopping bags; trunks and travelling bags; rucksacks; textile shopping bags; grips for 
holding shopping bags; carry-on bags; trolley duffels.

Cl.25;Baseball caps; cycling caps; gloves [clothing]; shirts; trousers; jackets [clothing]; sports headgear [other than 
helmets]; sweaters; shorts; sports caps and hats; balaclavas; tee-shirts.

Cl.39;Transport services; arrangement of transportation; arranging of transport services.

Cl.42;Development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; design and 
development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; hosting services and 
software as a service and rental of software; programming of software for e-commerce platforms; software as a service 
[saas].
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 4491459 ;France 

4293443    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486212]
DECATHLON

4 boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE-D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, photographic, cinematographic, optical, measuring, signaling apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, data processing equipment, 
computers; software; spectacles, sunglasses, spectacle cases, goggles for sports, protective helmets for sports, teeth 
protectors, counters, tachometers, bicycle speedometers, batteries for electric bikes, cell and battery chargers, electric 
cells, electric batteries, navigation instruments, satellite navigation apparatus, connected wristbands [measuring 
instruments], activity sensors to be worn on oneself.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, light bulbs, electric light bulbs, light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles, anti-glare 
devices for vehicles [lamp fittings], lighting diffusers, sockets for electric lamps, lighting apparatus for vehicles, light-
emitting diodes [LED], bicycle lights, electric lamps, lighting lamps, pocket lamps, lanterns for lighting, lamp mantles, 
vehicle headlights, flashlights, lamp tubes, luminous tubes for lighting.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, motors for land vehicles; electric motors for bicycles, bicycles; inner 
tubes for pneumatic tires, repair outfits for inner tubes, adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; pneumatic 
tires, non-skid devices for vehicle tires; anti-glare devices for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; covers for baby 
carriages; luggage carriers for vehicles; safety seats for children, for vehicles; covers for vehicles and saddle covers; 
seat covers for vehicles; hubs for vehicle wheels; gearing for land vehicles and horns for vehicles; crutches for cycles, 
bicycles; bicycles; cycle frames; frame bags, handlebar bags, saddle bags, bottle carriers, all these goods intended for 
bicycles and cycles; brakes, handlebars, direction indicators, pedals, pumps for cycles; spokes, saddles, mudguards, 
tubeless tires for cycles; bicycle forks; Shock absorbers for bicycles; bicycle racks; saddlebags for bicycles; anti-theft 
devices for cycles; cranks for cycles; trailers for bicycles.

Cl.18;Trunks and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; bags, backpacks, travel bags, sports bags and travel bags for 
cycling.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, headbands, bandanas, caps, bonnets, underpants, pullovers, socks, sports socks, 
socks for cycling, pants, sports tank tops, underwear, scarves, gloves, vests, skirts, skorts, sports jerseys, trousers, 
dresses, insoles, soles, bras, t-shirts, jackets, waterproof clothing, shorts, cycling shorts.

Cl.28;Games, toys, gymnastic and sports articles not included in other classes, protective padding (parts of sports 
suits), elbow guards (sports articles), knee guards (sports articles), shin guards (sports articles), foot guards (sports 
articles), wrist guards (sports articles), shoulder guards (sports articles), forearm guards (sports articles), back protectors 
(sports articles), guards (sports articles), stationary exercise bicycles; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles, push 
scooters, scooters.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 17936983 ;European Union 

4293975    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486254]
ROSEFIELD LUXEMBOURG, S.A.

Avenue de la Porte-Neuve 11 A L-2227 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicinal toiletry preparations and cosmetic products; non-medicinal dentifrices; perfumery products; 
essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; perfumes; fragrances; eaux de Cologne; cosmetic products for skin care; make-up products; cosmetics for 
nails.

Cl.9;Spectacles; sunglasses; eyeglass cords; chains for spectacles; spectacle cases; spectacle cases; containers for 
contact lenses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; covers for mobile telephones; covers for electronics; covers 
adapted for computers; covers for laptops; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable computer applications; 
software and applications for mobile devices.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry articles; precious and semi-precious stones; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments; jewelry; watches; wristwatches; cases for watches (presentation); bands and straps for 
watches; jewelry cases (boxes and cases); tiaras; brooches (jewelry); pins (jewelry); key rings [trinkets or fobs]; key 
holders of skin.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and 
office supplies, except furniture; adhesives (glues) for stationery or household use; drawing materials and artists' 
materials; paintbrushes; instructional or teaching material; sheets, films and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and 
packaging; printing type; printing blocks; stationery; desk diaries; desk organizers; desk pads; diaries; writing or drawing 
books; notebooks; notepads; writing material; writing material cases; promotional publications; periodicals.

Cl.24;Fabrics and their substitutes; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic materials; bed and table linen; bath 
linen (except for clothing); bath towels; traveling rugs (lap robes); bed blankets; bed covers; covers for cushions; 
mattress covers; pillowcases; sheets; duvets; duvet covers; table linen; woven-fabric handkerchiefs; handkerchiefs of 
textile.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery; ribbons and cords; buttons, hooks and eyes; pins and needles; artificial flowers; hair 
ornaments; hairpieces; bands for hair (accessories for hair); slides [hair grips]; hair pins; hair fasteners; hair bands; hair 
curling pins; hair bands; hair ornaments.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; advertising by mail 
order; radio and television advertising; production of video recordings and audio-visual recordings for advertising and 
marketing; graphic advertising services; advertising in periodicals, newspapers and magazines; on-line advertising via a 
computer network; advertising via banner advertising; Provision of space on web sites for advertising of products and/or 
services; rental of advertising space; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional 
and advertising purposes; mediation for advertising; provision of advertising space; publication of advertising texts; 
organization of presentations for advertising purposes; advertising via mobile phone networks; business advice relating 
to franchising; commercial advisory services relating to the establishment and operation of franchises; services provided 
by a franchiser, namely assistance in the operation or management of industrial or commercial businesses; presentation 
of goods on communication media for retail purposes; promotion of third-party goods and services through loyalty card 
programs; promoting goods and services of others via discount card schemes; retail sale and wholesale of cosmetic and 
perfumery products; retail sale and wholesale of publications, books, newspapers and magazines; retail sale and 
wholesale of stationary and desk supplies; retail sale and wholesale of spectacles, sunglasses, eyeglass cords and 
spectacle cases; retail and wholesale of covers and cases for mobile phones and tablet electronics; retail sale and 
wholesale of jewelery, costume jewelry and watches; retail sale and wholesale of bags, suitcases and luggage; retail sale 
and wholesale of bags, handbags, satchels (handbags), beach bags, traveling bags, bags with wheels, sports bags, all-
purpose carrying bags, shoulder bags, rucksacks, purses, wallets with card compartments, card cases (wallets), 
briefcases (leatherware), shopping bags, key wallets and briefcases; retail and wholesale suitcases, travel suitcases, 
roller suitcases, labels used as identifiers for suitcases, traveling covers for clothing, traveling sets (leatherware), frames 
and straps for bags, bags for transporting articles for personal hygiene, cosmetic bags, umbrellas and umbrella covers; 
retail sale and wholesale of clothing, footwear, headgear, belts, gloves, scarves, foulards, shawls, neckerchiefs, 
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bandanas, bath robes, bathing suits, pyjamas and lingerie; retail sale and wholesale of games and toys; retail sale and 
wholesale of porcelain and earthenware; retail sale and wholesale of glassware; retail sale and wholesale of bed and table 
covers, bath linen (except clothing), bath towels, traveling rugs, bed blankets, quilts, covers for cushions, mattress 
covers, pillowcases, sheets, quilts, quilt covers, table linen, handkerchiefs of textile and pocket handkerchiefs of textile; 
retail sale and wholesale of bands for hair (accessories for hair), hair grips, hair pins, hair fasteners, hair bands, hair 
curling pins, hair bands and hair ornaments; retail sale and wholesale of furniture and fans; retail sale and wholesale of 
decorative products, namely: carpets, mirrors, cushions, frames, curtains, table runners, decorative baskets, statues, 
statuettes and works of art made of materials such as wood, wax, plaster or plastic, frames, coat stands, magazine racks, 
umbrella stands, curtain rods, candlesticks, decorative boxes, vases, candles, chandeliers, lamps and artificial flowers.

Cl.42;Design of clothing; dress designing; design of fashion accessories; fashion design consulting services; 
providing information relating to fashion design services; design of shops; design of store furnishings; design of shop 
interiors; store installation design consultancy services.
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Priority claimed from 29/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-147393 ;Japan 

4293988    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487039]
Integratto Inc.

3-2 Nihombashikobuna-cho, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0024 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Game programs for arcade video game machines; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic 
machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines and instruments; solar 
batteries; batteries and cells; electric wires and cables; telecommunication machines and apparatus; personal digital 
assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; application software; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and 
CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; downloadable music and 
downloadable sound; phonograph records; downloadable music files; downloadable video and downloadable images; 
downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic publications; exposed cinematographic films; 
exposed slide films; slide film mounts.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; administration of a discount programme for enabling participants to receive 
privileges on goods and services through use of point card; promoting the goods and services of others through the 
administration of sales and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; business management; business 
appraisals; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research or analysis; providing 
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information concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; arranging and conducting of Internet 
auctions; auctioneering; import-export agency services; office functions, namely filing, in particular documents or 
magnetic tapes; compilation of information into computer databases; publicity material rental; commercial information 
and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; providing employment information; news clipping 
services; providing business information on newspaper articles; retail services or wholesale services for electrical 
machinery and apparatuses.

Cl.36;Acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment 
deposits; loans [financing] and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of 
bills of exchange; securities lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safekeeping of valuables including 
securities and precious metals [safe deposit services]; money exchange [exchanging money]; trusteeship of financial 
futures contracts; trusteeship of money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, rights on land fixtures, 
surface rights or lease on land; agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange transactions; letter-of-credit related 
services; brokerage of credit purchase; issuance of tokens of value; agencies for collecting gas or electric power utility 
payments; consigned collection of payment for goods; consultancy in the field of investment; buying and selling of 
securities; trading of securities index futures; trading of securities options; trading of overseas market securities futures; 
agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index futures, securities options, and overseas market securities futures; 
agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on commission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities 
index futures and securities options; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on commission trading in overseas 
markets of securities and securities index futures; agencies for brokerage of forward agreement of securities, for forward 
agreement of securities index futures, for forward agreement of securities options, spot and forward transaction of 
securities index futures; brokerage for securities liquidation; securities underwriting; securities offering; brokerage 
services relating to securities subscription or offering; providing stock market information; life insurance brokerage; life 
insurance underwriting; agencies for non-life insurance; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; non-life insurance 
underwriting; insurance premium rate computing; management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of 
buildings; leasing or renting of buildings; purchase and sale of buildings; agency services for the purchase or sale of 
buildings; real estate appraisal; providing information on buildings or land [real estate affairs]; land management; agency 
services for the leasing or rental of land; leasing of land; real estate services related to the purchase and sale of land; 
agency services for the purchase or sales of land; financial assessment of company credit; providing information on 
advisory services of tax planning and tax payment processing.

Cl.42;Providing meteorological information; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys or research; designing 
of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and 
instruments; creation and design of web sites; designing, other than for advertising purposes; application software 
design, computer programming or maintenance of application software; computer software design, computer 
programming, or maintenance of computer software; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and 
industrial machines; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; research on building 
construction or city planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or 
research on civil engineering; testing, inspection or research on agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or 
research on machines, apparatus and instruments; rental of measuring apparatus; development of application software; 
providing computer programs on data networks through application services provider; cloud computing; rental of 
computers; providing computer programs on data networks; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of 
technical drawing instruments.
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4293993    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487065]
LRC Products Limited

103-105 Bath Road Slough SL1 3UH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; ointments, non-medicated 
preparations for the care of the feet, body and skin and for adornment; creams, gels, lotions, oils, balsams, powders, 
talcum powders and sprays for use on the feet, body and skin; non-medicated preparations for the treatment, care, 
cleansing, soothing, revitalising and relaxing of the feet, body and skin; non-medicated preparations for the bath in the 
form of salts, oils and soaks; non-medicated body soaks in the form of tablets; non-medicated toilet preparations; 
deodorants; deodorising creams, gels, lotions, powders, talcum powders and sprays; deodorants for impregnating 
insoles; deodorants for the feet.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medicinal, veterinary and sanitary preparations and products; sanitary preparations for medical 
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; pharmaceutical drugs; medicinal tinctures; 
medicated preparations for the care of the feet, body and skin; medicated creams, gels, lotions, oils, balsams, powders, 
talcum powders and sprays for use on the feet, body and skin; medicated, sanitary or disinfecting preparations for the 
treatment of the feet, body and skin; medicinal and therapeutic preparations and additives for the bath in the form of salts, 
oils and soaks; medicated or disinfecting soaks in the form of tablets; medicated or pharmaceutical preparations against 
perspiration; medicinal liquids for massaging; medicated toilet preparations; medicated or pharmaceutical products for 
corns and chilblains; pads and cushions included in this class for the prevention of inflammation of the toes and of the 
thickening of skin calluses; medicated preparations for curing ingrown toe-nails; medicated pads; materials for 
dressings, plasters, plaster rings, rings for corns, adhesive plasters, bandaging materials, bandages; disinfectant 
preparations, antiseptic products; anti-fungal substances; materials impregnated with, or incorporating, anti-fungal 
substances; bandages for wounds; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.8;Hand operated household tools and implements all for manicure or pedicure; hand tools for removing hardened 
skin; hand tools for exfoliating skin; foot file roller heads for removing hardened skin; foot file roller heads for exfoliating 
skin; nail clippers, nail files; foot files; scissors; tweezers; instruments, equipment and apparatus for the care of the feet 
and skin; electronic devices used to remove hardened skin; electronic devices used to exfoliate skin; electronic foot file; 
electronic nail file; roller heads for electronic foot file; roller head refills for electronic foot file; roller heads for electronic 
nail file; roller head refills for electronic nail file; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, orthopaedic, orthotic, chiropody, foot care, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; 
artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; apparatus for fixing of artificial limbs; suture materials; instruments, equipment and 
apparatus for orthopaedics and for the treatment and care of the feet and skin; cushions for care of the feet; aids for the 
correction of the feet including supports for the arch of the foot; apparatus for the separation and the straightening of the 
toes; protective apparatus against the hardening of areas of skin calluses and inflammation of the toes; cushions for the 
heels, under-heels; protection for metatarsal cushions; orthopaedic boot inserts, foot rings and foot supports; 
orthopaedic shoe insoles, orthopaedic insoles, orthopaedic disposable insoles, deodorized insoles for orthopaedic 
footwear; compression hosiery; graduated compression hosiery; medical support hosiery; orthopaedic and therapeutic 
hosiery; hosiery for medical, surgical and/or prophylactic purposes; medical and surgical socks; stockings for varicose 
veins; apparatus for exercising the foot; orthopaedic articles; instruments and apparatus for placing bandages; apparatus 
for the fixing of fingers and toes; elastic bandages for joints, elastic gaiters, elastic knee joints, elastic bandages, 
bandages for the waist, bandages for orthopaedic purposes; apparatus for measuring, examining and taking impressions 
of the feet; body massagers; electrically operated massagers; foot massagers; therapeutic apparatus and appliances for 
massaging and/or bathing; medicated insoles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; fittings for footwear, hygienic footwear, including shoes, slippers, boots, sandals, 
clogs; long and short stockings; soles for footwear; insoles for footwear; cushioned insoles for footwear; hosiery; socks.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 88488677 ;United States of America 

4293994    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487115]
State Street Bank and Trust Company

One Lincoln Street Boston MA 02111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Financial auditing; financial records management; financial record-keeping for purposes of compliance with laws, 
regulations and internal guidelines; tracking and monitoring compliance with laws, regulations and internal guidelines for 
business purposes.

Cl.36;Clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; computerized financial analysis of 
stock exchange information; currency trading; currency transfer services; electronic financial trading services; electronic 
transfer of funds; financial administration of stock exchange trading of shares and other financial securities in financial 
markets; financial administration of investment accounts; financial administration of investments, namely, automated 
trade execution, clearing and settlement services in the fields of securities, foreign exchange, money markets, futures 
contracts and other financial instruments; financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other 
sources of information for financial purposes; financial custody services, namely, maintaining possession of financial 
assets for others for financial management purposes; financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, 
advisory and research services relating to securities and other financial instruments; financial information processing; 
financial management; financial portfolio management; financial research and information services; financial risk 
assessment services; financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services; financial services, 
namely, the trading of financial instruments, securities, shares, options and other derivative products; foreign exchange 
transactions; investment of funds; providing financial information.
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4294002    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486792]
CANAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Fl3, Bldg C8, Huachuang Animation Industry Park, Jinshan village, Panyu, Guangzhou Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Corsets for medical purposes; elastic stockings for surgical purposes; hearing aids for the deaf [electronic]; 
thread [surgical]; pessaries; artificial breasts.

Cl.20;Mattresses; furniture; sofas; bamboo weaved good (except hat, mat and cushion); cork craftwork; inflatable 
publicity objects; table tops; cushions; magnetic pillow.

Cl.24;Non-woven fabrics; silk artwork; felt; bath towel; bed clothes; table cloths [not of paper]; washing mitts; calico; 
flags of textile.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 512 ;Germany 

4294022    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486800]
Endress+Hauser SE+Co. KG

Hauptstrasse 1 79689 Maulburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring, signalling, monitoring, analyzing and controlling apparatus and instruments; level meters; pressure 
meters; software for industrial applications.

Cl.42;Technological planning services; industrial service and design services; engineering services; development of 
software for industrial applications.
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2018; Application No. : 88217255 ;United States of America 

4294034    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486908]
Lemonade, Inc.

5 Crosby Street, 3rd Floor New York NY 10013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and mobile applications for use by others in rendering insurance policies; computer software 
and mobile applications for use by others in customizing and adjusting insurance policies; computer software and mobile 
applications for use by others in rendering renters and home insurance policies; computer software and mobile 
applications for use by others in customizing and adjusting renters and home owners insurance policies; computer 
software and mobile applications for insurance claims administration and processing.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance; insurance services, namely, underwriting home 
owners and renters insurance; insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuance and administration of home owners 
and renters insurance; insurance carrier services; insurance claims processing in the field of renters and home owners 
insurance; insurance agency and brokerage; insurance agency and brokerage in the field of renters and home owners 
insurance; insurance administration services, namely, assisting others with adjusting insurance claims; insurance claims 
processing; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; charitable fundraising by means of directing a 
portion of a customer's excess policy to a charity of the customer's choice.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software, web applications, and computer 
software platforms for rendering and adjusting insurance policies in the field of insurance underwriting, issuance, and 
administration; cloud computing featuring software for use in the design and development of insurance policies for 
others, customization and adjustment of insurance coverage, and payment for insurance policies.
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Priority claimed from 01/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003350175 ;United Kingdom 

4294036    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486927]
Search for The Next Ltd

University of Nottingham Innovation Park, Ingenuity Centre, Triumph Road Nottingham NG7 2TU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Semiconductors; electronic semiconductor components; semiconductor devices; semiconductor memory devices; 
semiconductor chips.

Cl.42;Scientific research; technical consultancy in relation to the production of semiconductors, semiconductor 
devices, semiconductor memory devices and semiconductor chips (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); research in the area of semiconductor processing technology.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 83528/2018 ;Switzerland 

4294039    03/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486944]
REER GmbH

Mühlstr. 41 71229 Leonberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Baby alarms; baby monitors; listening devices for monitoring babies; protective helmets for children; baby scales; 
reflective safety vests; covers for electric outlets; reflecting strips for wear; thermometers, not for medical purposes; 
scales; smoke alarms.

Cl.10;Air pillows for infants [medical purposes]; feeding bottle teats; feeding bottles for babies; dummies for babies; 
covers for baby feeding bottles; incontinence bed pads; thermometers for medical purposes; nasal aspirators; teething 
rings for relieving teething pain; breast pumps.

Cl.11;Baby bottle warmers; baby food warmers; sterilisers for babies' feeding bottles; luminaires for security use; 
screens for directing light; shades for light sources; luminaires; night lights [other than candles]; radiant heaters; kettles, 
electric; hot water bottles; electric heated urns; bath linings.

Cl.12;Prams; children's bicycles; child carrying trailers; pushchair hoods; fold-up pushchairs; children's seats for use 
in vehicles; pushchair covers; tires for children's bicycles; child booster cushions for vehicle seats; visors [strips] for 
vehicle screens.

Cl.18;Sling bags for carrying infants; umbrellas; umbrellas for children; children's shoulder bags; back frames for 
carrying children; slings for carrying infants; baby carriers worn on the body.

Cl.20;Seats for children; furniture for children; carry cots; expandable safety gates for door openings; expandable 
safety gates for stairs; support pillows for use in baby seating; head support cushions for babies; baby gates; non-metal 
safety gates for babies, children, and pets; child resistant security closures (non-metallic -) for containers; child resistant 
security closures (non-metallic -) for bottles; protective coverings for furniture [shaped]; strips of plastic for protecting 
the edges of furniture; plastic caps; latches, not of metal; decorative window finials; window stops, not of metal or rubber; 
door hinge guards (non-metallic -); door friction stays of non-metallic materials; door buffers, not of metal; bed rails; 
bottle racks; locks and keys, non-metallic.

Cl.21;Chamber pots; children's potties; baby bath tubs; plastic bathtubs for children; feeding bottle brushes; baby 
cups and bowls [baby tableware]; training cups for babies and children; baby finger toothbrushes; heaters for feeding 
bottles, non-electric; stands for portable baby baths; mugs; canister sets.
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Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 88375328 ;United States of America 

4294135    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486984]
The Aspen Institute, Inc.

2300 N St. NW, Suite 700 Washington DC 20037 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, booklets, brochures, monographs, newsletters, 
pamphlets, and reports in the fields of leadership, public policy, the humanities, and social, cultural, and economic 
issues; video and audio recordings in the fields of leadership, public policy, the humanities, and social, cultural, and 
economic issues; video public policy, the humanities, and social, cultural, and economic issues.

Cl.16;Books, booklets, brochures, monographs, newsletters, pamphlets, and reports in the fields of leadership, public 
policy, the humanities, and social, cultural, and economic issues; printed seminar notes.

Cl.35;Promoting public awareness of issues in leadership, public policy, the humanities, and social, cultural, and 
economic matters.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, arranging, organizing and conducting conferences, symposiums, seminars, 
forums, classes, and workshops in the fields of leadership, public policy, the humanities, and social, cultural, and 
economic issues, and distributing course material in connection therewith; on-line publication of books, booklets, 
brochures, monographs, newsletters, pamphlets, and reports in the fields of leadership, public policy, the humanities, and 
social, cultural, and economic issues.
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4294215    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486898]
GUANGZHOU WEIMEIZI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

(FOR OFFICE USE ONLY) ROOM 704 AND 705, WEST NO. 64 AND 66 OF JIANZHONG ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, 
GUANGZHOU GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Stain remover; bath lotion; dentifrices; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; breath freshening sprays; mouth 
perfume; cosmetics; preparations for cleaning dentures; dental bleaching gels; grinding preparations.

Cl.5;Medicated dentifrices; disinfectants; preparations for preventing tooth decay; food for babies; breath freshener for 
medical purposes; insecticidal cattle washes; mouthwashes for medical purposes; dental abrasives; dental lacquer; 
medicated mouthwash.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; daily glassware, including cups, plates, pots, and jars; china ornaments; toilet utensils; electric 
combs; brushes; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; heads for electric toothbrushes; floss for dental purposes.
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4294231    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486906]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO trading also as KOBE STEEL, LTD.

2-4, Wakinohama-Kaigandori 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 651-8585 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography; coolants; chemical condensation preparations; refrigerants; 
cryogenic preparations; carburizing agents; carbon for filters; activated carbon; purification preparations; chemicals for 
use in the treatment of water; anti-corrosion chemicals; chemicals for use in the decontamination of polluted sites; 
filtering materials [chemical preparations]; filtering materials [mineral substances]; filtering materials [vegetable 
substances]; filtering materials [unprocessed plastics]; ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media; 
catalysts; catalytic agents; flocculants; reducing agents for use in chemical processes; chemical sorbents; mineral 
sorbents; chemicals for absorbing oxygen; surface-active chemical agents; chemical preparations for repelling stains; 
descaling preparations, other than for household purposes; chemical preparations for preventing scale formation; 
bacterial preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use; chemical preparations for stabilizing soil; chemicals for 
welding; metal welding flux; descaling preparations for industrial purposes; hydraulic fluids; defoaming agents; anti-
freezing preparations; heat transfer fluids for industrial use; metal plating chemical compositions; diagnostic 
preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; exothermic agents; waterproofing chemical compositions; 
fuel for nuclear reactors; chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; assays for research purposes; 
putties and other paste fillers; bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes; hydrogen peroxide for industrial purposes; 
oxygen for industrial purposes; carbon for industrial purposes; solidified gases for industrial purposes; propellant gases 
for aerosols; protective gases for welding; acetylene for industrial purposes; refrigerant gas for use in industrial cooling 
systems; preparations of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; ion exchangers [chemicals]; 
alkalies; argon; ammonia water; calcium carbide; citric acid for industrial purposes; chlorofluorocarbons; sodium silicate; 
oxalic acid; caustic soda for industrial purposes; sodium carbonate; sodium thiosulfate; dry ice [carbon dioxide]; sodium; 
helium; methanol; phosphoric acid; calcium chloride; hydrochloric acid; metallic oxides; industrial salts; acids; sodium 
hypochlorite; sodium bisulphite; nitric acid; acetic acid; calcium hydroxide; hydrogen; nitrogen; carbon dioxide; urea for 
industrial use; non-metallic oxides; acetic anhydride; sulfuric acid; adhesives for industrial purposes; soil amendments; 
soil conditioners for agricultural purposes; fertilizers; slag [fertilizers]; gypsum for use as a fertilizer; ceramic glazings; 
glaziers' putty; detergents for industrial use; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; fluids for hydraulic circuits; 
transmission fluid; fatty acids for industrial purposes; alloys of rare earth metals; bentonite; graphite for industrial 
purposes; chemical compositions for developing photographs; reagent paper, other than for medical or veterinary 
purposes; artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; colostrum for the food industry; bacteria for use in food 
manufacture; flour for industrial purposes; bacteria for waste water treatment; unprocessed plastics for industrial 
purposes; dissolving pulp; ceramic matrix composite [CMC] materials for use in manufacture; hydraulic oils.

Cl.4;Lubricants; oils for paints; grease for shoes; leather preserving oil and grease; fuel; solid fuels; coke; coal; liquid 
fuels; gaseous fuels; propane; liquefied petroleum gas; combustible oil; kerosene; industrial oils and greases; engine 
oils; gear oils; non-mineral oils for industrial purposes; industrial wax; lamp wicks; candles.

Cl.6;Iron and steel; stainless steel; alloyed iron; steel alloys; pig iron; steel in the form of sheets, plates, foils and reels; 
steel in sheet, rod, bar or billet form; steel plates and sheets; galvanized steel sheets; steel strip; steel rods; steel rails; 
steel wire; steel pipes and tubes; tubes of stainless steel; pelletized iron; steel balls; billets of metal; iron slabs; cast 
steel; steel forgings; angle irons of metal; iron or steel scraps; common metals and their alloys; strips of metal; 
soundproofing, noise damping and/or vibration damping metal panels and shapes; ingots of common metal; slabs of 
metal, including those made from alloy steel and titanium; sheets and plates of metal; common metals in foil form [semi-
wrought]; metal pipes and fittings therefor; pipework of metal, including those made from alloy steel and titanium; tubing 
and tubing couplings of metal for joining and terminating pipes; non-electrical cables and wires of common metal; 
prestressing steel in the form of wires and strands for manufacturing prestressed concrete; non-electric single-strand 
wire; non-electric multi-strand wire; metal in powdered form; metal castings; rods of metal for brazing and welding, 
including those made from alloy steel and titanium; welding wire; sputtering targets of metal; aluminium and its alloys; 
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castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of aluminium or its alloys; copper alloys; 
copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not insulated; copper pipes; tubes of copper alloys; castings, foils, 
powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of copper or its alloys; titanium and alloys thereof; nickel 
and its alloys; magnesium and its alloys; zinc and its alloys; ores of metal; metal materials for building and construction; 
fittings of metal for building; reinforcing materials of metal for building; branching pipes of metal; ventilating ducts of 
metal; metal expansion joints for piping and ducting; metal pipe supports; fittings of metal for compressed air lines; crash 
barriers of metal; barricades of metal; rockslide retention wire nets; nozzles of metal; anchor bolts; bars for metal railings; 
laths of metal; gratings of metal; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; framework of metal for building; building 
panels of metal; wall panels of metal; barbed wire; shutters of metal; balustrades of metal; metal suspended ceiling 
systems comprising panels; ceiling supports of metal; posts of metal; beams of metal; fence panels of metal; fences of 
metal; guard barriers of metal; anchor plates; floor panels of metal; duckboards of metal; scaffolding of metal; pre-
fabricated metal buildings; foundry molds of metal; cable stretchers and cincture stretchers of metal [clamp links]; 
loading and unloading pallets of metal; containers of metal for the storage and transportation of goods; artificial fish reefs 
of metal; traps for wild animals; aviaries of metal; paint spraying booths of metal; metal casting forms for concrete; ice 
moulds of metal; bicycle parking installations of metal; metal pulleys, springs and valves [not including machine 
elements]; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; springs [metal hardware]; junctions of metal for pipes; cable 
junction sleeves of metal; metal cotter pins; industrial metal hoses; non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs; metal 
storage tanks; gas storage tanks of metal; wind vanes of metal; telpher cables; anchors; anvils; metal hardware; bindings 
of metal; bolts of metal; lock bolts; nuts of metal; washers of metal; rivets, cramps and nails of metal; clips of metal for 
cables and pipes; cable linkages of metal, non-electric; cable clamps of metal; cable thimbles of metal; grease nipples; 
metal locks and keys therefor; wire rope; bands of metal for tying-up purposes; wire nets and gauzes; industrial 
packaging containers of metal; storage containers of metal; bins of metal; casks of metal; containers of metal for 
chemicals, compressed gases and liquids; closures of metal for containers; pot hooks of metal; bathtub grab bars of 
metal; identity plates of metal; hand-held flagpoles of metal; cattle chains; metal stepladders and ladders; letter boxes of 
metal; clothes hooks of metal; water tanks of metal for household purposes; tool boxes of metal, empty; towel dispensers 
of metal; joinery fittings of metal; cask stands of metal; safes; works of art of non-precious metal; outdoor blinds of metal; 
signboards of metal; transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; memorial plates of metal; grave markers of 
non-precious metal; shoe pegs of metal; ferrules of metal for canes and walking sticks; spurs; metal karabiners; labels of 
metal; sculptures of metal; composite panels of nonferrous metal; metallic moulds for metal casting; detonation 
chambers of metal for detonation of chemical and conventional munitions.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools, and their parts and fittings; laminating machines for industrial use; blades [parts 
of machines]; moulding machines and parts and fittings therefor; tables for machines; electric welding machines and 
parts and fittings therefor; electric arc welding apparatus; electrodes for welding machines; gas welding machines; 
welding torches; apparatus for machining; machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; cutting machines; cutting 
devices being parts of machines; shearing machines for metalworking; cemented carbide tips for use with machine tools; 
grinding tools [parts of machines]; tool bits for metalworking machines; dies for use with machine tools; drilling bits 
[parts of machines]; blades for power saws; rolling mills and parts and fittings therefor; rolling mill cylinders; presses 
[machines for industrial purposes] and parts and fittings therefor; isostatic presses and their parts and fittings; 
mechanical presses for metalworking; hydraulic presses for metalworking; casting machines; continuous casting 
machines; moulds [parts of machines]; vibrators [machines] for industrial use; forging machines; crushing machines; 
hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; wire forming machines; wire extruding machines; wire drawing machines; 
industrial robots and parts and fittings therefor; robotic arms for industrial purposes; wire-coiling machines; sandblasting 
machines; riveting machines; washing apparatus; moulds and dies for metal-forming; press dies for metal forming; 
forging moulds; mining machines and apparatus; ore treating machines; shredders [machines] for industrial use; sorting 
machines for industry; construction machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; mechanical spreaders; blades 
for earth moving machines; buckets for earth moving machines; building demolition machines and their parts and 
fittings; demolition machines for vehicles and their parts and fittings; hydraulic pliers [parts of constructing machines]; 
rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on construction machines; excavators; excavating machines; trench diggers; road 
rollers; road making machines; loading and unloading machines and their parts and fittings; rubber tracks being parts of 
crawlers on loading-unloading machines and apparatus; cranes; crawler cranes; mobile cranes; wheel cranes; winches; 
reeling apparatus, mechanical; hoists; conveyors [machines]; roller conveyors; jacks [machines]; dredging machines; 
handling apparatus for loading and unloading; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; loaders [earth moving machines]; earth 
compacting machines; railroad constructing machines; waste material conveying machines; automatic warehousing 
systems and their parts and fittings; agitators; agitators for circulating liquid media; mixing machines; trawl winches; 
chemical processing machines and apparatus, and their parts and fittings; electromechanical machines for chemical 
industry; filtering machines; filters [parts of machines or engines]; membrane filters for use as parts of machines; filter 
presses; absorbing machines for chemical processing; sintering machines for chemical processing; calcining machines 
for chemical processing; granulating machines for chemical processing; extracting machines for chemical processing; 
reaction vessels being parts of machines for chemical processing; oil refining machines; condensing installations; 
centrifugal machines; separating machines for chemical processing; oil separators; water separators; cleaning apparatus 
for chemical processing; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; dust collecting machines; dust separators; 
carburetters; chemical fiber processing machines; chemical fiber spinning machines; machines and apparatus for the 
textile industry; filling machines; calenders; food preparation machines, electromechanical, and their parts and fittings; 
food processors, electric, and their parts and fittings; blades for electric food processors; timber harvesting machinery; 
woodworking machines; forestry machines and apparatus, and their parts and fittings; papermaking machines; printing 
machines and their parts and fittings; printing plates; converters for steelworks and their parts and fittings; sewing 
machines; agricultural machines; machines for shredding horticultural waste; shoe making machines; tobacco 
processing machines; glass-working machines and their parts and fittings; glassware manufacturing machines and 
apparatus, and their parts and fittings; painting machines and their parts and fittings; packing machines; sealing 
machines for industrial purposes; potters' wheels; machines for processing plastics and their parts and fittings; 
machines for extruding plastics; extrusion molding machines; injection molding machines; moulds being parts of 
machines for processing plastics; compression moulding machines; machines for manufacturing semi-conductors and 
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their parts and fittings; semi-conductor wafer processing machines and their parts and fittings; plasma etching machines; 
semi-conductor substrates manufacturing machines; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods, and their 
parts and fittings; rubber manufacturing machines; rubber processing machines; rubber mixing machines; rubber mixing 
rolls being parts of rubber mixing machines; vulcanization apparatus; stone-working machines; ceramic processing 
machines; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles; parts of non-electric prime movers; mechanical engine parts 
for land vehicles; filters for motors and engines; fuel filters; motors and engines, except for land vehicles; aeronautical 
engines; cowlings [parts of machines]; turbines, other than for land vehicles; marine engines and parts and fittings 
therefor; steam engine boilers; fittings for engine boilers; cylinders for machines; cylinder heads for engines; pistons 
[parts of machines or engines]; piston rings; camshafts; mufflers for motors and engines; exhausts for motors and 
engines; catalytic converters; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; engine mounts, other than for land vehicles; 
fans for motors and engines; joints [parts of engines]; air cleaners [parts of engines]; radiators [cooling] for motors and 
engines; distributors for vehicle engines; gaskets for internal combustion engines; nitrogen oxide traps for exhaust 
systems being parts of internal combustion engines; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; timing belts for land vehicle 
engines; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; grease rings [parts of machines]; windmills; pneumatic or 
hydraulic machines and instruments, and their parts and fittings; compressors [machines] and their parts and fittings; 
axial flow compressors; centrifugal compressors; electric compressors; air compressors; pistons for compressors; 
turbocompressors; reciprocating compressors; rotary compressors; compressors for refrigerators; compressors as parts 
of machines, motors and engines; compressors for air conditioners; pumps [machines] and their parts and fittings; oil 
drain pumps; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; screw pumps; reciprocating vacuum pumps; pneumatic 
waste oil drainers; blowing machines; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; 
compressed air machines; automatic stamping machines; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; vending 
machines; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; machines and their parts and fittings for hydrogen fuel charging 
station; electric washing machines; repairing or fixing machines and apparatus; pneumatic grease guns; mechanical 
parking systems; vehicle washing installations; food mixing machines for commercial use and their parts and fittings; 
vacuum cleaners; machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles, and parts therefor; shafts, 
axles or spindles being machine elements not for land vehicles; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; crank 
shafts; bearings [parts of machines]; couplings, other than for land vehicles; couplings for machines; transmissions for 
machines; cams being parts of machines; gears, other than for land vehicles; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; 
reduction gears being parts of machines; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; clutches, other than for 
land vehicles; torque converters, other than for land vehicles; pulleys being parts of machines; belts for machines; belts 
for motors and engines; roller chains being parts of machines; hydraulic accumulators being parts of machines; hydraulic 
intensifiers being parts of machines; shock absorbers for machines; springs being parts of machines; brakes for 
machines; brake shoes, other than for vehicles; valves being parts of machines; pressure regulators being parts of 
machines; lawnmowers; electric door openers; waste disposal units; waste crushing machines; sewage pulverisers; 
waste compacting machines; waste sorting machines; 3D printers; electric motors, not for land vehicles; electric motors 
and parts thereof, other than for land vehicles; generators of electricity and their parts and fittings; electric mixers for 
household purposes; brushes being parts of machines; holding devices for machine tools; lubricators [parts of 
machines]; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; automatic transporting machines; tension regulators for use with 
winding machines for machines for making electric wires and cables including fiber optic cables and coils; paper coating 
machines; vacuum deposition machines for plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), physical vapor 
deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes, and parts and fittings therefor; machines and equipment 
for producing optical cables and fibres, and their parts and fittings; electric wire and cable manufacturing machines and 
their parts and fittings; machines for insulating and sheathing electric cables and optical fibres; fiber-optic line drawing 
machines; mechanical seals [parts of machines]; tire manufacturing machines and their parts and fittings; feeders [parts 
of machines].

Cl.9;Ear plugs for divers; decorative magnets; electrified fences; electrolysers and their parts and fittings; ozonisers 
[ozonators]; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; egg-candlers; photocopying machines; 
accumulator boxes; parking meters; life saving apparatus and equipment; lanyards for safety purposes for fall protection; 
fire extinguishers; anti-theft warning apparatus; protective helmets; face shields, other than for medical purposes; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; reflective apparel and clothing for the prevention of accidents; 
clothing, footwear and headwear for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; flashing safety lights; vehicle 
breakdown warning triangles; road signs, luminous or mechanical; reflectors for traffic signals; vehicle breakdown 
warning lamps, other than parts of vehicles; highway flares, not explosive or pyrotechnics; breathing apparatus, except 
for artificial respiration; electronic game programs; electronic locks; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; 
sports training simulators; laboratory apparatus and instruments, and their parts and fittings; optical machines and 
apparatus, and their parts arid fittings; optical mirrors; measuring and testing machines and instruments, and their parts 
and fittings; level indicators; sound level meters; surveying instruments; fuel gauges; odometers; sound measuring 
apparatus; thermometers, not for medical purposes; ultrasonic thickness gauges; pressure gauges; meters; sensors 
[measurement apparatus], other than for medical use; detectors; electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus; 
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; material testing instruments and machines; semiconductor testing 
apparatus; computer component testing and calibrating equipment; probes for scientific purposes; rubber testing 
machines; friction testers; apparatus for testing vehicle brakes; apparatus for testing vehicle transmissions; observation 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; electric relays; electric transformers; welding transformers; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric 
connections]; terminals [electricity]; electric switches; inverters [electricity]; electric converters; electrical power 
supplies; electric control devices for energy management; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; electric 
reactors; fuel cells; electrical cells and batteries; battery separators; rechargeable batteries; wavemeters; magnetometers; 
probes for testing semiconductors; probes for testing integrated circuits; electric cables and wires; super-conducting 
wires and cables; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; cable harnesses; electric cable connectors; battery 
cables; electric coils; optical fibers; telecommunications apparatus and instruments, and their parts and fittings; 
component parts for antennas; magnetic wires; electromagnetic coils; super-conducting magnets; magnetic coils; 
satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; GPS receivers; electronic navigational and positioning 
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apparatus and instruments; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; remote control telemetering 
apparatus; remote control apparatus and instruments; remote controls; covers for smartphones; mobile phone straps; 
dustproof plugs for jacks of mobile phones; digital sound processors; video processors; encoding and decoding 
apparatus; visual display units; digital cameras; electronic components; computer software, firmware and hardware; 
computer systems; computer hardware; computer peripherals and accessories; computer programs and software; 
downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; monitors [computer programs]; computer software 
for use in processing semiconductor wafers; software for diagnostics and troubleshooting; computer memory devices; 
integrated circuit cards; portable flash memory devices; blank USB flash drives; pre-recorded data carriers for use with 
computers; optical scanners; mousepads; integrated circuits; semi-conductors; geiger counters; high frequency 
apparatus; cyclotrons; particle accelerators; industrial x-ray apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; 
betatrons; hydrophones; sounding apparatus and machines; echo sounders; ultrasonic flaw detectors; ultrasonic 
sensors; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus, not for medical purposes; lasers, not for medical purposes; metal 
detectors; electron microscopes; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes; anodes; cathodes; electromagnets; fire 
boats; satellites for scientific purposes; fire engines; face-shields for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
clothing, footwear and headwear for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection against 
accidents, irradiation and fire; sunglasses; eyewear; eyeglass lanyards; safety goggles; consumer video game programs; 
head guards for sports; sports whistles; weight belts for scuba diving; snorkels; regulators for scuba diving; 
metronomes; phonograph records; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; pre-recorded videos; electronic 
publications recorded on computer media; electronic publications, downloadable; exposed cinematographic films; 
electronic control systems for machines; tire testing machines and their parts and fittings; tire and tire/wheel uniformity 
machines for the purpose of measuring and correcting the uniformity of tires and tire/wheels.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; kiln furniture [supports]; sanitary apparatus and installations; drying apparatus and installations; 
drying apparatus for chemical processing; ash conveyor installations, automatic; aquarium filtration apparatus; 
distillation apparatus; distillation columns; evaporators; evaporators for chemical processing; evaporators for air 
conditioners; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; gas purification apparatus; gas scrubbing apparatus; 
scrubbers [parts of gas installations]; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; heat 
exchangers for chemical processing; polymerisation installations; oil purifying installations; oil-scrubbing apparatus; air 
sterilisers; water sterilisers; desalination installations; desalination units; water filtering apparatus; water filters; reverse 
osmosis water filtration units; flare stacks for use in the oil industry; steam generators; automatic ion exchange 
chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes; pure water manufacturing apparatus in the nature of water filtering 
apparatus and water ion-exchange apparatus; pure water manufacturing apparatus in the nature of water ion-exchanging 
apparatus using ion-exchange membranes or ion-exchange resins; gas generators and their parts, namely, 
electrochemical gas generators, gas generating furnaces, pressure swing adsorption (PSA) gas generators, membrane 
gas generators, and cryogenic gas generators; chemical fiber drying apparatus; pasteurisers; industrial furnaces and 
their parts and fittings; gas generating furnaces for industrial purposes; melting furnaces; blast furnaces; kilns; hearths; 
shaped fittings for furnaces; loading apparatus for furnaces; nuclear reactors and their parts and fittings; installations for 
processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; forage drying apparatus; watering machines for agricultural 
purposes; watering installations, automatic; heat guns; boilers, other than parts of machines; fountains; glue-heating 
appliances; air conditioners; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; heat pumps; humidifiers; ventilation apparatus; 
air cleaning units and their fittings; air deodorizing apparatus; industrial dehumidifiers; heating apparatus; cooling 
installations and machines; filters for air conditioning; filters for air extractor hoods; filters for air purifiers; freezing 
machines and apparatus for industrial purposes, and their parts and fittings; freezers; refrigerating apparatus and 
machines; cooling installations for water; laundry drying machines; hair dryers; cooking apparatus and installations; 
electric autoclaves; pressure cookers, electric; industrial dish drying machines; sinks; hydrants; water supply 
installations; water distribution installations; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; level controlling 
valves in tanks; cocks for pipes and pipelines; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; wastewater 
treatment apparatus and their parts and fittings; wastewater purification installations; sewage treatment plants; waste 
water treatment tanks; incinerators; pressure water tanks; solar water heaters; water purification apparatus; water 
purification tanks; reverse osmosis water purification units; water purifying units for producing potable water; 
desalination plants; apparatus for dehydrating food waste; sterilizers for laboratory use; disinfectant apparatus for 
medical purposes; sockets for electric lights; electric luminaires; floodlights; electric flashlights; lights for vehicles; light 
bulbs; germicidal lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; lamps; household electrothermic appliances; 
water purifiers for household use; boat reflectors; vehicle reflectors; bicycle reflectors; washers for water taps; gas-fired 
water heaters; gas cookers; luminous house numbers; portable paper lanterns; oil lamps; pocket warmers; bidets; 
wastewater treatment tanks for household purposes; waste incinerators for household purposes; disinfectant dispensers 
for toilets; bath fittings; oil stoves; air filters for industrial use; bubble generating machines for use in wastewater 
treatment machines and instruments; incinerators and reaction chambers for the decomposition by explosion of 
explosive charges and for the pollution-free destruction of objects including chemical and conventional munitions, parts 
and fittings therefor; hydrogen generators.

Cl.12;Treads for vehicles [roller belts]; engines for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; engine mounts for land 
vehicles; mechanical elements for land vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles for land vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors 
for land vehicles; bearings for land vehicles; spindles for land vehicles; axles for vehicles; cardan shafts for vehicles; 
universal joints for land vehicles; shaft couplings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings for 
land vehicles; axle journals; axle boots for vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; cams for 
land vehicles; links for land vehicles; roller chains for land vehicles; reversing gears for land vehicles; reduction gears for 
land vehicles; gear wheels for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; drive gears for land vehicles; speed change 
gears for land vehicles; idling pulleys for land vehicles; belt pulleys for land vehicles; transmission belts for land 
vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; fluid couplings for 
land vehicles; wheel sprockets; steering units for land vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of 
motors and engines; shock absorbers for vehicles; wheel suspensions; suspension systems for automobiles; suspension 
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arms, suspension bars (tow bars), parts for suspensions; springs for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brake shoes for 
vehicles; parachutes; anti-theft devices for vehicles; vehicles for the physically handicapped and those of reduced 
mobility; motors, electric, for land vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; water vehicles; dredgers 
[boats]; vessels and their parts and fittings; structural parts for boats; rudders; oars; ship hulls; dashboards for vehicles; 
cup holders for vehicles; vehicle seats; security harness for vehicle seats; head-rests for vehicle seats; seat covers for 
vehicles; upholstery for vehicle seats; arm rests for vehicles; handbrake knobs for vehicles; gear lever knobs for 
vehicles; fuel tanks for vehicles; caps for vehicle fuel tanks; luggage nets for vehicles; horns for vehicles; vehicle 
windows; body panels for vehicles; door panels for vehicles; doors for vehicles; aircraft and their parts and fittings; 
space vehicles; structural parts for aircraft; vehicle wheels; safety belts for vehicle seats; vehicle chassis; railway rolling 
stock and their parts and fittings; structural parts for trains; bodies for railway cars; running boards for land vehicles; 
door handles for land vehicles; side view mirrors for vehicles; roof panels for land vehicles; gear shifts for land vehicles; 
automobiles and their parts and fittings; forklift trucks; freewheels for land vehicles; structural parts for automobiles; 
bodies for vehicles; automobile chassis; automobile hoods; bumpers for automobiles; doors for automobiles; running 
boards for automobiles; seats for automobiles; airbags for vehicles; interior trim for automobiles; rearview mirrors; 
steering wheels for vehicles; sun visors for automobiles; electric cigarette lighters for land vehicles; lug nuts for vehicle 
wheels; mudguards; luggage carriers for vehicles; spare wheel holders; direction indicators for land vehicles; 
windscreens; windscreen wipers; windshield wiper blades; clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile 
bodies; brake pedals for vehicles; two-wheeled motor vehicles; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and 
fittings; structural parts for motorcycles; bicycles; structural parts for bicycles; carts; tyre repair patches; air cushion 
vehicles; baby carriages; ashtrays for automobiles.

Cl.17;Metal foil for insulation; unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and 
substitutes for all these materials; seals; sealant compounds for joints; caulking materials; thermal insulating materials; 
quay wall-mounted rubber cushioning materials for the prevention of damage to docks, ships and vessels; connecting 
hoses for vehicle radiators; cylinder jointings; clutch linings; brake lining materials, partly processed; valves of rubber; 
gaskets; gaskets, not of metal; gaskets of metal; stuffing rings; joint packings; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; 
non-metal pipe couplings and joints; rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; pipe jackets, not of metal; 
junctions, not of metal, for pipes; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes; water-
tight rings; waterproof packings; canvas hose pipes; hoses made of rubber; hydraulic hoses of rubber; hoses made of 
plastic; hydraulic hoses of plastic; floating anti-pollution barriers; insulators; insulating materials; insulating refractory 
materials; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; electrical insulators made of rubber; insulating sleeves for 
machinery; insulating oils; rubber material for recapping tires; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; rings of rubber; 
stops of rubber; cotton wool for packing [caulking]; plastic fibers, other than for textile use; asbestos; carbon fibers, 
other than for textile use; threads of plastic materials, other than for textile use; covered rubber yarn, not for textile use; 
elastic threads, other than for textile use; asbestos yarn, not for textile use; soundproofing materials; asbestos felt; 
insulating gloves; cords of rubber; industrial packaging containers of rubber; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of 
rubber or plastics; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; rubber lids and caps [for industrial packaging containers]; rubber 
stoppers; figurines made of rubber; foam supports for flower arrangements [semi-finished products]; plastic sheeting for 
agricultural purposes; vulcanized fiber; adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; 
plastic film, other than for wrapping; filtering materials [semi-processed foams or films of plastic]; plastic substances, 
semi-processed; artificial resins, semi- processed; flexible hoses, not of metal; acoustical insulation barrier panels; 
rubber, raw or semi-worked; rubber solutions; foam rubber; ebonite moulds; rubber sleeves for protecting parts of 
machines.

Cl.20;Yellow amber; knobs, not of metal; stone pulls; gun cabinets; loading pallets, not of metal; containers, not of 
metal [storage, transport]; bakers' bread baskets; comb foundations for beehives; drafting tables; hairdresser's chairs; 
valves of plastic being other than machine parts; collars, not of metal, for fastening pipes; reels, not of metal, non-
mechanical, for flexible hoses; mooring buoys, not of metal; storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; identification 
bracelets, not of metal; brush mountings; shoulder poles [yokes]; nails, wedges, nuts, screws, tacks, bolts, rivets and 
casters, not of metal; metal-substitute plastic fasteners; washers, not of metal, not of rubber or vulcanized fiber; screws, 
not of metal; nuts, not of metal; washers of plastic; bolts, not of metal; rivets, not of metal; clips, not of metal, for cables 
and pipes; clips of plastic for sealing bags; locks, other than electric, not of metal; pillows; cushions; boxes of wood or 
plastic; wood crates; bins, not of metal; packaging containers of plastic; plastic caps; embroidery frames; bathtub grab 
bars, not of metal; identity plates, not of metal; hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; non-electric fans for personal use; 
stakes, not of metal, for plants or trees; beds for household pets; step stools, not of metal; letter boxes, not of metal or 
masonry; coathooks, not of metal; hampers [baskets] for the transport of items; water tanks for household purposes, not 
of metal or masonry; tool boxes, not of metal, empty; towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; furniture, mirrors, picture 
frames; furniture of metal; metal shelving; work benches; trestle tables; indoor blinds; statuettes of resin; wind chimes; 
screens [furniture]; decorative boxes made of wood; benches; signboards of wood or plastics; mobile boarding stairs, not 
of metal, for passengers; coffins; personal compact mirrors; shoe pegs, not of metal; infant walkers; mannequins; 
camping mattresses; fishing stools; labels of plastic; sculptures of plastic; bamboo; reeds [plaiting materials]; animal 
horns; coral.

Cl.27;Floor mats for vehicles; carpets for automobiles; bath mats; rubber mats; floor coverings; carpets; floor mats; 
non-slip mats; anti-slip floor mats; door mats; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; artificial turf; gymnastic mats; 
wallpaper.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2019; Application No. : 88353795 ;United States of America 

4294360    24/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486743]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing access to interactive websites and computer applications for the posting and sharing of reviews, 
survey, and ratings relating to educational programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and cultural events, 
concerts, live performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting events; providing access 
to interactive websites for the uploading, storing, sharing, viewing and posting of images, audio, videos, online journals, 
blogs, podcasts, and multimedia content.

Cl.41;Development, production, distribution, rental, and presentation of television programs, motion pictures, and 
multimedia entertainment content; providing ongoing non-downloadable television, audio, video, and webcast programs; 
providing entertainment, sports, animation, music, informational, news, reality, documentary, current events, and arts and 
culture programming by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless 
communications networks, television, and cable television; providing non-downloadable entertainment, sports, 
animation, music, informational, news, reality, documentary, current events, and arts and culture programming; providing 
interactive guides for searching, selecting, recording, and archiving television programs, motion pictures, and multimedia 
entertainment content; providing entertainment, sports, animation, music, informational, news, reality, documentary, 
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current events, and arts and culture programming via websites and computer applications; providing information in the 
field of entertainment, sports, music, news, documentaries, current events, and arts and culture via websites and 
computer applications; providing information, schedules, reviews and personalized recommendations of educational 
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions, 
fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting events; publication and presentation of reviews, surveys, and 
ratings; news reporting.
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4294377    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486764]
BAIDU ONLINE NETWORK TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CO., LTD.

3/F Baidu campus, No.10, Shangdi 10th street, Haidian district Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable image files; computer software applications, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; computer game software; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; data 
processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; portable media players; operating system programs; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; teaching robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; security surveillance robots; 
computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; network communication equipment; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; smart watches (data processing); downloadable mobile app software; wearable video display; 
face recognition equipment.

Cl.42;Computer software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of 
computer hardware; creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer virus protection services; providing search 
engines for the internet; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; Internet security consultancy; computer system 
design.
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4294384    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486773]
CHENGDU WESTHOUSE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD.

3F, Suite A, Technology Fortune Center, Building 5, Incubation Park, Tianfu Road, Chengdu Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone 
Chengdu, Sichuan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Animated cartoons; electronic book readers; electronic publications, downloadable; mouse pads; computer 
software, recorded; electronic notice boards; computer software applications, downloadable; network communication 
equipment; electronic pocket translators; computer game software, downloadable.

Cl.16;Printed matter; books; signboards of paper or cardboard; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; magazines [periodicals]; modelling materials; architects' models; posters; terrestrial globes; stationery.

Cl.41;Mobile library services; games equipment rental; toy rental; providing online electronic publications, not 
downloadable; game services provided on-line from a computer network or mobile phone network; production of radio 
and television programmes; film production, other than advertising films; vocational guidance [education or training 
advice]; providing online music, not downloadable; organization of competitions [education or entertainment].
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : 726294 ;Switzerland 

4294388    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486956]
Steiner AG

Hagenholzstrasse 56 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advisory services for business management; professional business consultancy; business development of use 
concepts for real estate; business consultancy for companies; consultancy on organizing and professional business 
consultancy; services of preparing and concluding commercial transactions for third parties, including in the context of e-
commerce; providing addresses, namely, providing addresses for advertising purposes and compiling business 
directories; providing business and professional contacts, also on the internet; negotiating and concluding service 
contracts; organizing and conducting exhibitions and fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; promotion by 
publicity (sponsoring); commercial management of infrastructure building companies; services of administration and 
execution of creditor accounting.

Cl.36;Financial services for real estate, in particular financial planning, investment planning, budgeting, rent collection; 
real estate affairs, namely, rental and brokerage of real estate; real estate and housing management; management of 
buildings (real estate services); mortgage brokering; real estate appraisal.

Cl.37;Construction and consultancy with respect to construction; provision of construction information; management 
and supervision of construction projects (construction works supervision); rehabilitation and renovation of buildings; 
building construction, civil engineering and structural engineering services; real estate maintenance and building 
cleaning; technical management of buildings, namely, concierge services (maintenance and cleaning).

Cl.38;Providing access to databases accessible via electronic communication systems; provision of access to global 
computer networks; provision of user access to platforms on the Internet; provision of access to e-commerce platforms 
on the Internet; provision of access to platforms and portals on the Internet; provision of telecommunication services for 
e-commerce platforms on the Internet and other electronic media; provision of access to Internet platforms for making 
available offers for goods and services in databases which can be accessed electronically, interactively and with the 
possibility of direct ordering.

Cl.42;Design and development of software; development of computer programs for e-commerce.

Cl.45;Provision of legal advice; licensing of intellectual property (franchising).
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4294398    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486694]
Powerplay LLC

5331 SW Macadam Avenue, Suite 258, PMB 210 Portland OR 97239 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing assessment services for business purposes, namely, testing to determine individuals' professional 
competencies, attributes, and behavioral tendencies, and preparation of reports about and analysis of individuals 
pertaining to professional leadership attributes; Providing Internet-based assessment services, namely, testing to 
determine individuals' professional competences, attributes, and behavioral tendencies, in the fields of leadership 
development, management, and leadership attributes.

Cl.42;Online assessment tool, namely, providing online non-downloadable software for assessing leadership attributes; 
providing an interactive website featuring technology that assists users in assessing their leadership attributes; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for collecting and analyzing information in the field of leadership 
development, management, and leadership attributes.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 017979601 ;European Union 

4294401    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486702]
King.com Limited

Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road STJ 3140 ST. JULIANS

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer eyeglasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and news reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; electronic 
games services provided by means of the Internet or other communication network for use on mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic 
communication networks or via a global computer network; multimedia publishing of computer game software, electronic 
games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003340339 ;United Kingdom 

4294440    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486317]
Onfido Limited

3 Finsbury Avenue, 5th Floor London EC2M 2PA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
[supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer software and computer programmes; database management 
software; computer programmes for data processing; computer firewall software; downloadable computer software; data 
storage devices; databases; blockchain software; decentralised databases; storage apparatus for computer data; 
communication software; application software; mobile apps; downloadable computer software applications; interactive 
computer software; computer peripheral devices; electronic publications (downloadable); downloadable electronic 
reports; electronic mail and messaging software; computer software for biometric systems for the identification, 
verification and authentication of persons; smart phones; tablets; software, application software, computer programmes, 
and computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); software, application software, computer 
programmes, and computer software for use as an API, all for the provision of identity verification, background checking, 
online on-boarding services, and investigatory services related to identity or background; software and computer 
systems for the analysis of business data and to enable retrieval of data; software and computer systems for the 
collection, organisation, storage and sharing of data and information; character verification optical apparatus and 
instruments; character recognition software; optical character recognition software; voice recognition software; pattern 
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recognition systems composed of computer chips, computer hardware and software; digital electronic devices for 
recording, organising, receiving, transmitting data; computer programmes for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases, decentralised databases, blockchains and the internet; monitors or data processing apparatus designed to 
enable the verification of identity, the conducting of background checks, the provision of on-line on-boarding services 
and investigatory services related to identity or background; software to enable or facilitate the uploading or downloading 
of data or information over communication networks.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; database management services; 
management and compilation of computerised databases, decentralised databases and blockchains; business analysis; 
computer data processing services; management of commercial undertakings; document preparation; corporate identity 
services; preparation of commercial and business reports; data processing; computerised data processing; analysis of 
business data; compilation of business statistics; compilation of data into computer databases, decentralised databases 
and blockchains; business investigations; employment services; personality testing for the selection of personnel; 
business advisory services; retail and online retail services in relation to the sale of computer software and mobile apps; 
business services; data management services; computerised data management; management and compilation of 
computerised databases, decentralised databases and blockchains; data processing; systemization of information into 
computer databases, decentralised databases and blockchains; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases, decentralised databases and blockchains; computerised data verification; business data analysis; 
computerised data processing and verification in relation to identity verification; computerised data processing and 
verification in relation to a variety of background checks including without limitation know your customer (KYC) checks, 
employment history checks, criminal history checks, driving licence checks, address checks, right to work checks, credit 
checks, adverse financial history checks, watch list checks (namely, governmental sanctions, politically exposed 
persons, anti-terrorism, anti-money laundering and CIA watch lists), education checks, professional qualifications checks, 
insurance checks; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; electronic data processing 
related to identity verification and background checking.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; insurance investigations; insurance 
investigation; insurance consultation and processing; financial services; financial consultancy services; financial 
advisory services; computerised financial analysis; financial risk management and portfolio management; credit 
consultancy; credit assessment services; credit information services; financial and monetary services; consumer credit 
history services; credit account management services; credit agency services; credit assessment services; credit bureau 
services; credit consultancy services; credit evaluation services; credit information services; credit rating services; credit 
risk assessment services; credit risk information services; credit scoring and credit scorecard services; credit screening 
services; credit strategy management services; debt collection services; financial asset location services; financial 
information services provided via financial databases; financial sponsorship; insurance claims assessments; preparation 
of credit reports; provision of credit score information in the nature of previous credit application history; financial 
evaluation of property and categorisation services based on financial value; provision of financial information; real estate 
evaluation services; vehicle finance information services; bank account information services; credit application 
processing services; credit assessment and credit screening services; financial asset management services; insurance 
perils services; insurance risk and claims information services; financial assessment of individual credit and providing 
information relating thereto; financial account management (including credit accounts) services; financial affordability 
assessment services; consultancy services regarding financial economics; economic research services (financial); 
financial feasibility study services; financial modelling services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software research; installation and customisation 
of computer applications software; updating and maintenance of computer software; programming of data processing 
equipment; preparation of technical reports; project studies relating to software; application service provider (ASP); 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software for receiving, transmitting and displaying information transmitting 
data; computer services providing data security services; computer programming services for electronic data security; 
electronic storage of documents; design services relating to the publication and storage of documents; provision of on-
line software to facilitate identity verification, reusable and portable credential issuing and distribution systems, provision 
of background checks, online on-boarding services, and investigatory services related to identity or background; 
technological research services in the field of identity verification, reusable and portable credential issuing and 
distribution systems, background checking, online on-boarding services, and investigatory services related to identity or 
background; authentication services (control) of data transmitted via telecommunications; authentication services for 
computer security; encryption, decryption and authentication of information, messages and data; designing computer 
software, application software and APIs in relation to identity verification, background checking, on-boarding services, 
and investigatory services related to identity or background; research and design services in relation to character 
recognition software and identity verification software including systems for the analysis of biometric data; providing 
technological research related to identity verification, reusable and portable credential issuing and distribution systems 
and background checking; data security services; development of systems for the storage of data; providing software 
enabled programming services allowing users to store information from different applications into a centralised folder; 
providing on-line software allowing users to carry out identity verification, create and use reusable and portable 
credential issuing and distribution systems and background checking; providing on-line software allowing users to 
receive online on-boarding services and investigatory services related to identity or background and to create and use 
reusable and portable credential issuing and distribution systems; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and 
social services rendered by others in the field of background identity checks to meet the needs of individuals; identity 
verification and background checking; investigatory services related to identity or background; private investigation 
services; services for authenticating identity documentation; providing authentication of personal identification 
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information [identification verification services]; services for detecting fraud in relation to identity; security services; 
background investigation services; computer software licensing; security marking of the results of identity verification or 
background checking results; preparation of reports in relation to identity verification and background checking services; 
information services relating to identity verification and background checks; security clearance for preparation of 
documentation validating identity, including identity cards; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all 
the aforesaid; individual background checks including know your customer (KYC) checks, individual background checks 
including financial authority checks; credit checks, anti-money laundering and insurance checks; fraudulent credit 
application detection services.
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Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-041140 ;Japan 

4294445    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486325]
Shimano Inc.

3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Bicycles; parts and fittings for bicycles, namely, hubs, internal gear hubs, axles of hubs, hub quick release levers, 
gear release levers, gear shift levers, front derailleurs, rear derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, pulleys, 
chains, chain deflectors, shift cables, cranks, crank sets, chain wheels, pedals, toe clips, brake levers, brakes, brake 
cables, brake shoes, brake rotors, brake pads, rims, wheels, spokes, spoke clips, bottom brackets, seat pillars, seat pillar 
quick release levers, head parts for frame-fork assembly, frames, suspensions, handlebars, handlebar stems, grips for 
handlebars, saddles, mudguards, kickstands, carriers, bells, horns, rearview mirrors, derailleurs controlled by computer; 
bicycle pedal cleats and their parts and fittings; bicycle saddle bags; luggage carriers for bicycles; anti-theft alarms for 
bicycles; direction indicators for bicycles.

Cl.25;Footwear, other than special footwear for sports; fishing shoes; fishing waders; toe caps for waterproofing for 
shoes and boots, other than special footwear for sports; toe caps for cold weather for shoes and boots, other than special 
footwear for sports; covers for waterproofing for shoes and boots, other than special footwear for sports; covers for cold 
weather for shoes and boots, other than special footwear for sports; special footwear for sports, other than horse-riding 
boots and windsurfing shoes, namely, golf shoes, cycling shoes; toe caps for waterproofing for cycling shoes; toe caps 
for cold weather for cycling shoes; covers for waterproofing for cycling shoes; covers for cold weather for cycling shoes; 
clothing for sports, namely, cyclists' clothing, cyclists' jerseys; shirts; pants; tights; clothing for gymnastics; jerseys as 
clothing; outerclothing; rain wear; raincoats; rain suits; jackets; fishing vests; underwear; gloves as clothing; cycling 
gloves; socks; caps being headwear; cleats for attachment to cycling shoes; cleats for attachment to sports shoes.
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Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : 38197812 ;China 

4294605    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486517]
Beijing Guiyi Trading Co., Ltd.

5 / F 511, No. 4, No. 19 Huangping Road, Huilongguan Town, Changping District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; sealing machines for industrial purposes; mills for household 
purposes, other than hand-operated; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; food processors, electric; kitchen 
grinders, electric; vending machines; mixing machines; mills [machines]; food preparation machines, electromechanical.

Cl.11;Lamps; hot plates; roasting apparatus; coffee percolators, electric; coffee machines, electric; kettles, electric; ice 
machines and apparatus; water heaters; water purifying apparatus and machines; coffee roasters.

Cl.21;Mills for household purposes, hand-operated; drinking vessels; coffee grinders, hand-operated; coffee services 
[tableware]; coffee percolators, non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; brushes; heat-insulated containers for beverages.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003369472 ;United Kingdom 

4295318    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486998]
Marshall Amplification Plc

Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; sound amplifying apparatus; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; electric and electronic musical effects equipment; sound processors; guitar effects processors; 
audio time delay units; audio effects apparatus; volume control pedals; electronic effect pedals for use with sound 
amplifiers; electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; receivers (audio- and video-); juke boxes [musical]; 
sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; record players; sound transmitting 
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; megaphones; electrical and electronic apparatus 
and instruments, all for audio amplification, for the graphic equalisation of sound signal frequencies, for mixing sound 
tones, altering sound tones, or effecting echo, delay and other effects; sound recording carriers; audio speakers for 
automobiles; mobile phone speakers; sound amplifiers; microphones, headphones; loudspeakers; horn-type speakers, 
loudspeaker cabinets; cases for loudspeakers; amplifiers for sound reproducing equipment and for use with musical 
instruments; amplifiers complete with loudspeakers and cabinets; valve and digital guitar amplifiers; sound reverberation 
units; sound mixing, processing and synthesizing apparatus; sound mixers; sound-mixer units; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; megaphones; acoustic pickup; loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; time delay reverberator; radios; 
wireless transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; MP3 players; record players; 
portable media players; portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting and 
processing audio, data and video files and electronic accessories therefore; personal stereos; docking stations; stands 
for MP3 players; stereo amplifier and speaker base stations; stereos; car stereos; vehicle stereos; DVD players; CD, DVD 
and MP3 cases; computer games; interactive DVD games; computer game programs; computer software for recording 
sound; computer software, recorded; electronic tuners; amplifier tuners; apparatus for controlling amplifiers; regulating 
apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus; computer software; computer software for tuning instruments; computer 
software for controlling amplifiers; computer software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and 
transmitting apparatus; interactive computer software; audio playback software; application software; application 
software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], recorded; 
audio processing apparatus; data processing apparatus; speakers; speakers [audio equipment]; audio speakers; loud 
speakers; monitor speakers; audio speakers for home; speakers for record players; speaker enclosures; audio speaker 
enclosures; cabinets for loudspeakers; speaker switches; switches, electric; record players; software to control and 
improve audio equipment and sound quality; firmware; computer firmware; computer hardware; apparatus for the 
processing of sounds; downloadable musical sound recordings; sound data file; downloadable music files; data 
transmitting apparatus; software for remote diagnostics; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
telecommunications devices; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; hand-held computers; laptop computers; computer 
cases; bags adapted for laptops; mobile phones; mobile telephones; mobile phone cases; telephone sheath; mobile 
phone accessories; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; spectacle cases; spectacles [optics]; spectacle glasses; mouse mats; 
mouse pad; magnets, refrigerator magnets; magnets; calculators; pocket calculators; wireless telephones; wireless 
communication apparatus; wireless telephony apparatus; wireless headsets for smartphones; wireless transmitters and 
receivers; two-way wireless communication systems; wireless high frequency transmission instruments; cordless 
telephones; radiotelephony sets; radios; radios (vehicle-); software to control and improve audio equipment and sound 
quality; audio playback software; interactive computer software; computer software for communication with users of 
hand-held computers; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and effects 
pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, 
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sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
music cassettes; music tapes; music recordings; musical recordings; downloadable digital music; prerecorded music 
videos; portable music players; music-composition software; digital music players; downloadable music files; musical 
video recordings; musical sound recordings; prerecorded music audio tapes; prerecorded music compact discs; optical 
discs featuring music; compact discs featuring music; audio tapes featuring music; phonograph records featuring music; 
prerecorded non-musical videotapes; downloadable musical sound recordings; covers for music storage devices; cases 
for music storage devices; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; downloadable video recordings featuring music; 
prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; prerecorded video tapes featuring 
music; series of musical sound recordings; prerecorded non-musical audio tapes; carrying cases for digital music 
players; carrying cases for portable music players; digital music downloadable from the Internet; docking stations for 
digital music players; digital music downloadable from the internet; computer programs for processing digital music files; 
laser discs for use in storing music; computer software for processing digital music files; musical recordings in the form 
of discs; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet websites; computer software for creating and editing 
music and sounds; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet web sites; downloadable digital music 
provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; digital 
music downloadable provided from a computer database or the internet; machine readable computer programs for use in 
the reproduction of music; integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments; electronic 
publications; downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; audio apparatus; audio 
books; audio compact discs; binders for CDs; cases adapted for CD players; cases adapted for DVD players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases for compact discs; cases for MP3 players; cases for spectacles; cases for 
smartphones; cases for mobile phones; cases for sunglasses; cases for telephones; CD storage wallets; cleaning 
apparatus for sound recording discs; compact discs; compact discs [audio-video]; computer software for mobile phones; 
covers for MP3 players; downloadable image files; downloadable movies; DVD cases; portable media players; recording 
apparatus; recording discs; tape recorders; tape players; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; volume control pedals; sound effects pedals for musical instruments.

Cl.15;Instruments (musical -); musical accessories; musical instruments; acoustic bass guitars; acoustic basses; 
acoustic guitars; bass guitars; bass drumsticks; bass drum sticks; bass drums; basses [musical instruments]; brass 
instruments; carrying cases for musical instruments; cases adapted for musical instruments; cases for musical 
instruments; computer controlled musical instruments; devices for tuning musical instruments; drum machines; drum 
pedals; drum pedals [musical instruments]; drum sticks; drum practice pads; drumheads; drums; drums [musical 
instrument]; drums [musical instruments]; drumsticks; electric and electronic musical instruments; electric bass guitars; 
electric basses; electric guitars; electric keyboards [musical instruments]; electric musical instruments; electric pianos; 
electrical musical instruments; electronic apparatus for synthesising music [musical instrument]; electronic automatically 
controlled rhythm machines; electronic background music machines; electronic drums; electronic keyboards [musical 
instruments]; electronic musical synthesizers; electronic musical instruments; electronic musical instrument tuners; 
electronic musical apparatus for practice; electronic musical apparatus and instruments; electronic musical apparatus for 
accompaniment; electronic musical apparatus for instruction; guitar armrests; guitar picks; guitar saddles; guitar 
shoulder straps; guitar straps; guitar strings incorporating steel; guitar strings; guitar strings made from steel; guitar 
toggle switch tips; guitar tuning cranks; guitars; keyboard instruments; music boxes; music stands; music synthesizers; 
music stands adapted for use with musical instruments; musical boxes; musical instrument cases; musical instrument 
stands; musical instruments controlled by computer; musical instruments in the nature of steel drums; musical 
instruments incorporating apparatus for modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating arrangements for 
modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating apparatus for producing audio signals; musical instruments 
incorporating arrangements for producing audio signals; percussion instruments; picks for stringed instruments; picks 
for stringed musical instruments; string instruments; stands (music -); woodwind instruments.

Cl.28;Action toys; fairground and playground apparatus; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
sporting articles and equipment; toys, games, playthings and novelties; collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; 
plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human characters; toy figurines; modeled plastic toy figurines; billiard 
equipment; board games; games relating to fictional characters; bowling apparatus and machinery; cases for play 
accessories; cases for playing cards; cases for tennis balls; cases for toy vehicles; cards (playing -); cards [games]; card 
games; children's multiple activity toys; children's toys; children's playthings; toy model hobby craft kits; darts; dice; 
electronic games; fluffy toys; games; gymnastic and sporting articles; hunting decoys, lures, tackle, game calls, bows, 
arrows, blinds and scent camouflage; fishing equipment; indoor fitness apparatus; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic 
tricks; mechanical games; mechanical toys; music box toys; musical games; musical toys; noisemakers [toys]; pet toys; 
practical jokes [novelties]; puzzles; stress relief exercise balls; stuffed toys; swimming equipment in the nature of swim 
floats; video game apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2018; Application No. : 017992927 ;European Union 

4295325    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486507]
ACCIONA ENERGIA, S. A.

Avd. Ciudad de la Innovación, nº 5 E-31621 Sarriguren / Navarra Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wind installations for producing electricity [wind power plants]; wind apparatus for electricity generation; energy 
generating installations; turbine blades for power generation; shovels, mechanical; mechanical shovels [machines].

Cl.9;Simulation apparatus; simulation devices; environmental test chamber (temperature simulation equipment); 
simulation equipment; simulators; simulation software; simulation software for use on digital computers; apparatus for 
scientific and laboratory research, educational apparatus and simulators; software for system cleaning and optimization; 
data storage devices; data storage programs; sensors used for controlling power plants; power modules; software for 
optimization of computers for deploying parallel applications and performing parallel calculations; software; energy 
banks; energy control devices; accumulators for wind energy; apparatus for controlling electrical energy; electrical 
energy transmission apparatus; electric batteries and solar batteries; counters; electronic meters; electric current meters; 
software for use in remote meter reading; software for use in remote meter reading; computer apparatus for remote meter 
reading; computer software for use in hand-held mobile digital electronic devices and other consumer electronic 
products; fuel consumption meters; apparatus for monitoring wind power consumption; downloadable software 
applications; downloadable computer applications; wind energy analyzers; software for monitoring computer systems; 
apparatus and instruments for monitoring; devices for testing and quality control; image digitalization apparatus; audio 
digitizers; load cells digitizers; video digitizers; electronic digitizers; digitizing scanners; digitizing tablet panels; 
digitizing tablets; inspection apparatus and instruments; cameras for checking and inspecting equipment in an 
installation of wind power; detection apparatus; detectors; instruments for measuring, detecting and monitoring, 
indicators and controllers; sensors and detectors; apparatus for recording sound and images; apparatus for recording; 
computers for managing control devices for aircraft.

Cl.42;Electronic storage of images; development of data storage systems; design of storage systems; design and 
development of systems for renewable energy generation; creation of control programs for electric function control 
modules and activation modules; development and testing of calculation methods, algorithms and software; design and 
development of wind and photovoltaic systems; technical project study; engineering project studies; technical studies; 
preparation of technical studies; provision of information regarding research and technical project studies relating to the 
use of natural energy (renewable); advisory services relating to product development and software quality improvement; 
consultancy in connection with energy saving and/or energy efficiency; technological analysis relating to the energy and 
power needs of others; technical advice in connection with energy-saving measures; energy auditing; consultancy 
relating to technological services in the field of energy supply; development of energy management systems; design and 
development of energy distribution networks; design and development of software for controlling, regulating and 
monitoring solar and wind energy systems; research in the field of energy; conducting research and technical project 
studies relating to the use of natural energy (renewable); advisory services relating to energy consumption; engineering 
services relating to production of solar and wind energy; certification [quality control]; troubleshooting in the nature of 
diagnosing problems of consumer electronic products; safety testing and consultancy in the field of consumer products; 
safety testing of consumer products; recording data relating to energy consumption in buildings; design and 
development of consumer products; development of software application solutions; temporary use of computer software 
for tracking merchandise and production, distribution and consumption of energy via computer networks, intranets and 
the internet; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking parcels and production, 
distribution and energy consumption on computer networks, intranet networks and the internet; development of energy 
and electricity management systems; development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and 
business portals relating to energy; design of information systems relating to energy management; design and 
development of energy management software; testing, authentications and quality control; temporary electronic storage 
of information and data; electronic data storage; Design of data storage systems; design and development of systems for 
the input, output, processing, display and storage of data; Digitization of documents; digitalization of images and sound; 
services for digitizing maps; graphics digitization services; technical monitoring and inspection; environmental testing 
and inspection services; technical inspection services; inspection and exploration services; remote aerial detection 
relating to environmental explorations; registration of seismic data; maintenance of computer records; development of 
aircraft; aircraft design; design of computer programs and software relating to aircraft.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2018; Application No. : 4480580 ;France 

4295329    05/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486967]
CAPGEMINI

11 rue de Tilsitt F-75017 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advisory services for business management; assistance to the management of commercial and/or industrial 
companies; professional business consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; Business 
management advice; commercial management of IT infrastructures on behalf of industrial or commercial companies 
(outsourcing); information system management consulting for business; business consultancy in design, implementation 
of information systems and computer technologies; commercial consultancy in the conducting and management of 
information systems and computer technologies; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; 
computerized file management services; trade fair services for commercial or advertising purposes (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); business consultancy and information services on 
commercial companies provided online from a computer database or the Internet network; producing advertisements 
used as web pages on the Internet network (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Regulations); online presentation of advertising texts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Regulations); commercial subcontracting services [commercial assistance]; services provided by business 
consultants in the fields of procurement, supply chains and inventory, human resources; business process outsourcing 
services; business process outsourcing services in the fields of marketing, procurement, supply chain services, human 
resources; business process outsourcing services in the fields of finance.

Cl.38;Providing access to websites and databases.

Cl.41;Organizing and conducting colloquiums, conferences, conventions, seminars and symposiums; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; vocational training services; consultancy and information services in the 
field of education and training provided online from a computer database or the Internet; publication in electronic form of 
journals and articles in the fields of computerization and business management provided by all means on the Internet; 
vocational guidance [education or training advice].

Cl.42;Information systems consulting, developing IT strategies for companies (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); technical advice and analysis in information systems and computer 
technologies (terms considered incorrect by the International Bureau from the linguistics point of view - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Regulations); computer programming; elaboration (design) and development of registered software, software packages; 
updating and improving software, software packages; computer consulting services (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); technical assistance related to computers, in particular software 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); providing online non-
downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for operating and maintenance of computer networks and servers; hosting, management, 
development and maintenance of applications and software; providing a full range of online non-downloadable software 
applications for general and commercial use; application service provider services, namely, hosting, management, 
development and maintenance of applications and software; support services relating to information technology; IT 
system integration services; support services in the field of software services; information technology (IT) support 
services; assistance with respect to transformation, integration, modernization, migration, design, development, 
implementation, testing, optimization, operation and management of IT and applications (terms considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); support relating to cloud computing and large data; providing 
temporary access to online non-downloadable cloud software for data management and electronic data storage (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); design and development of computer 
hardware and software; software as a service [SaaS]; application service provider services (application service provider); 
computer platform as a service [PaaS]; infrastructure as a service (IaaS) (incorrect terms of the International bureau's 
view from the linguistic point of view - Rule 13.2 b) of the implementing regulation); electronic storage of files and 
documents; electronic storage of databases.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 018004041 ;European Union 

4295391    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486893]
Basck Limited

16 Saxon Road Cambridge CB5 8HS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Financial services; investment services; venture capital services; intellectual property venture fund management 
services; financial management, development, analysis, exploitation and transactions relating to intellectual capital and 
intellectual properties; brokerage of intellectual property rights; evaluation of intellectual property rights; management of 
stocks; arranging of annuities; information and consultancy relating to all of the above listed services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technical advisory services; research services; industrial analysis and research services; 
preparation of reports relating to scientific research; software as a service (SaaS); information and consultancy relating to 
all of the above listed services.

Cl.45;Legal services; legal consultancy; legal watching services; intellectual property services; intellectual property 
consultancy; intellectual property management services; protection of intellectual property; management of intellectual 
property; intellectual property licensing services; intellectual property watching services; enforcement of intellectual 
property rights; consultancy relating to intellectual property management; providing information in the field of intellectual 
property; providing information in the field of legal services; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory 
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purposes; legal services relating to the acquisition of intellectual property; legal services relating to the exploitation of 
intellectual property rights; preparation of legal reports; provision of expert legal opinion; information and consultancy 
relating to all of the above listed services.
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4295395    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486902]
CANAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Fl3, Bldg C8, Huachuang Animation Industry Park, Jinshan village, Panyu, Guangzhou Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Artificial teeth; pessaries; abdominal corsets; galvanic therapeutic appliances; maternity belts; hearing aids for 
the deaf (electronic); feeding bottles; respirators for artificial respiration; rehabilitation apparatus for body (medical 
purpose); esthetic massage apparatus; vibromassage apparatus; artificial breasts; corsets for medical purposes; thread 
[surgical]; gloves for massage; physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; physiotherapy apparatus; soporific 
pillows for insomnia; massage apparatus for foot; elastic stockings for surgical purposes; strait jackets; massage 
apparatus for eyes; massage apparatus, electric, for household purposes.

Cl.20;Table tops; magnetic pillow; mattresses; furniture; sofas; containers of plastic (packaging -); bamboo weaved 
good (except hat, mat and cushion); cork craftwork; bedding; bolsters; latex mattresses; cushions (furniture); cushions 
for chairs; inflatable publicity objects; cushions; latex pillow; pillow; massage tables.

Cl.24;Bath towel; calico; non-woven fabrics; silk artwork; washing mitts; towel sheet; bed clothes; flags of textile or 
plastic; felt; table cloths [not of paper].

Cl.25;Underwear; underpants; gloves [clothing]; teddies [undergarments]; combinations [clothing]; ultra-red clothes; 
far infrared clothing, not for medical purposes; corsets [underclothing]; hat; bodices [lingerie]; scarfs; wimples; shoes; 
hosiery; neckties; belts for clothing; sleep masks; clothing.
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4295399    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486903]
CANAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Fl3, Bldg C8, Huachuang Animation Industry Park, Jinshan village, Panyu, Guangzhou Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Corsets for medical purposes; elastic stockings for surgical purposes; esthetic massage apparatus; 
vibromassage apparatus; artificial teeth; hearing aids for the deaf (electronic); thread [surgical]; thread [surgical]; 
pessaries; artificial breasts.

Cl.20;Mattresses; cushions; magnetic pillow; furniture; sofas; containers of plastic (packaging -); bamboo weaved good 
(except hat, mat and cushion); cork craftwork; inflatable publicity objects; table tops.

Cl.24;Handkerchiefs of textile; rugs (travelling -) [lap robes]; bed clothes and pillowcases; bedspreads; material (textile 
-); shade cloth; quilt cover; furniture (loose covers for -); silk artwork; towels of textile.

Cl.25;Clothing; trousers; underwear; far infrared clothing, not for medical purposes; layettes [clothing]; shoes; hat; 
gloves [clothing]; girdles; belts for clothing.
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Priority claimed from 14/12/2018; Application No. : 018000385 ;European Union 

4295411    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486311]
H & M Hennes & Mauritz AB

Mäster Samuelsgatan 46A SE-111 57 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing a searchable online advertising guide featuring the goods and services of online vendors; providing 
consumer information in the field of shopping via the Internet; promotion services, namely, promoting the goods and 
services of others; retail services relating to hand soaps, shower cream, shampoos, food supplements, hair conditioning 
preparations, non-medicated skin lotions, hand cream, body scrubs, washing products for textiles, preparations for 
dishwashing purposes, sun glasses, headphones, cell phone cases, jewellery, bells, paper mats, paper tablecloths, 
address books, paint brushes, pens (office requisites), chalk, paperclips, tape for stationery purposes, of books, 
magazines (periodicals); retail services relating to napkins of paper, erasers, bags, trunks, backpacks, computer carriers, 
pocket wallets, sashes, umbrellas; retail services in relation to clothing, underwear, swim wear, shoes, headgear; 
marketing services, arrangement, reservation, information, research, advice and assistance relating to all the aforesaid; 
including all the aforesaid services provided via the Internet.

Cl.45;Providing information relating to fashion coordination services for individuals via a website which also provides 
on-line social networking services enabling users to share information, particularly providing recommendations on 
products and services; providing customer-specific information within the fashion industry to meet the needs of 
individuals; arrangement, reservation, information, research, advice and assistance relating to all the aforesaid; including 
all the aforesaid services provided via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 155222 ;Bulgaria 

4295429    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486319]
DOBRI STOYANOV UGRENOV

"Madara" str. 20, obl. Plovdiv BG-4192 Tsarimir Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Betting software; sports betting applications; interactive computer software; interactive game software; interactive 
entertainment software for use with personal computers; interactive entertainment software; computer software 
applications, downloadable; interactive multimedia software for playing games; downloadable computer game software 
via a global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable interactive 
entertainment software for playing computer games; downloadable electronic brochures.

Cl.16;Strategy guide books for computer games; promotional publications; printed promotional material; computer 
manuals; manuals [handbooks]; advertising pamphlets; forms, printed; magazines [periodicals]; magazines featuring 
video and computer games; catalogues relating to computer software; visiting cards; writing paper; books; informational 
sheets; computer software operating manuals; newsletters in the fields of games and gaming; printed coupons; printed 
certificates; ink pens; pencils.

Cl.41;Providing online entertainment in the nature of fantasy sports leagues; organising of entertainment competitions; 
organising of sporting activities and of sporting competitions, namely organising of sporting activities and of sporting 
fantasy competitions; organisation of events for cultural, entertainment and sporting purposes; educational and training 
services relating to sport, namely educational and training services relating to fantasy sport; entertainment services 
relating to competitions, namely entertainment services relating to fantasy competitions; information about entertainment 
and entertainment events provided via online networks and the internet; entertainment services for matching users with 
computer fantasy games; betting services; online sports betting services; wagering services; horses (betting on -); sports 
betting services; betting exchange services; interactive entertainment services; online interactive entertainment; 
providing interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; providing on-
line interactive computer games; interactive computer game services; organisation of esports activities [entertainment 
services]; providing sports entertainment via a website; electronic games services; gambling services; conducting 
multiple player games of chance; on-line gaming services, namely services for on-line fantasy games; virtual reality game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; game services provided by means of communications by computer 
terminals or mobile telephone; electronic games services provided from a computer database or by means of the internet; 
providing a computer game that may be accessed network-wide by network users; providing a computer game that may 
be accessed by users on a global network and/or the internet; health club services [health and fitness training]; provision 
of club entertainment services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer game software and virtual reality software; platforms for gaming as 
software as a service [SaaS]; design and development of computer fantasy game software; computer programming of 
video and computer games; design of games, namely design of fantasy games; computer programming of computer 
games; rental of video game software; rental of computer game software; development of software solutions for internet 
providers and internet users; platforms for graphic design as software as a service [SaaS]; advisory and consultancy 
services relating to computer and video games software; programming of software for internet portals, chatrooms, chat 
lines and internet forums; platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-
visual content, video content and messages; development of interactive multimedia software; providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable interactive entertainment software.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : 1394566 ;Benelux 

4295432    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486328]
Honeywell International Inc., Delaware Corporation

Tabor Road 115 Morris Plains NJ 07950 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Halogenated hydrocarbons for use as refrigerants and sold as such as chemicals of commerce; gases for 
sterilizing medical equipment; fluorinating chemical agent for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical and agricultural 
products; oxime chemicals used as waterproofing masonry sealant; polymer compositions used in manufacturing 
semiconductor components; nylon resins; chemical solutions to be used as dopants in semiconductors; fluorinated 
solvents; normally gaseous chemicals for use as propellants and dispersants; chemicals for use in agriculture, namely, 
diammonium sulfate, for use as an adjuvant in herbacides; sulfur-containing nitrogen fertilizer for agricultural use; 
chemicals used for fumigation; waxy additive for organic compositions for use in the manufacture of container coatings 
and polyvinylchloride extrusion; polyethylene and ionomers used as a color enhancer in the manufacture of plastics and 
fibers; low molecular weight copolymers, namely ionic copolymers (ionomers) for use as a dispersion aid for pigments 
and as an additive for use as an aid in the processing of plastics; micronized polyethylene waxes for use in the 
manufacture of printing inks, surface coatings and cosmetics; synthetic waxes, polyethylene, and polyethylene 
derivatives; cyclohexanone, namely, organic liquid for general industrial use.

Cl.9;Life-saving apparatus and equipment, namely, safety harnesses for fall prevention, safety gloves, safety helmets 
and face shields, safety footwear being protective footwear for the prevention of accident or injury, respiratory protection 
products, namely, air purifying respirators and rescue breathing apparatus, self-contained breathing apparatus for use by 
first responders, eye and face protection apparatus, namely goggles, protective eyewear, protective glasses, and face 
shields, and electrical safety protective gear, namely, gloves, face shields, and hoods; personal and handheld gas 
detection systems and devices comprised of sensors, calibrators, displays, and housing of the unit, safety eyewear and 
goggles; safety, security, protection and signaling devices, namely, lock out devices for controlling access to dangerous 
areas, and emergency public address systems comprised of speakers, amplifiers; electronic access control devices for 
controlling entry to buildings and/or restricted areas of buildings; alarms and warning equipment, namely, intrusion, 
smoke, fire, water detectors, alert systems; alarms for buildings, namely, gas detectors, smoke detectors, intrusion 
detectors, fire alarms, water leakage alarms, and security detectors; electronic video surveillance apparatus, namely, 
cameras, including video cameras, display monitors and peripheral equipment; signaling apparatus and instruments, 
namely, video surveillance cameras, recorders, and structural hardware and computer operating system and monitor 
software therefor; security control apparatus, namely, security control panels; security alarms; security warning 
apparatus, namely, building security alarms; control panels for security alarms; security alarm systems other than for 
vehicles comprised of intruder alarms, and fire/smoke alarms/detectors; wireless controllers for remotely monitoring and 
controlling the function and status of security systems; automatic access control apparatus for controlling entry to 
buildings and/or restricted areas of buildings; automatic and electric access control systems comprised of video 
cameras, video recorders and hardware and software used to operate these access control systems; automatic and 
electric access control units for controlling entry to buildings and/or restricted areas of buildings; electronic access 
control systems for interlocking doors comprised of electronic data readers, hardware and computer software therefore; 
electronic access control systems for buildings comprised of electronic data readers, hardware, and computer software 
therefor; remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors; security and access control equipment for controlling 
entry to buildings and/or restricted areas of buildings; motion and light sensors for security or access control systems or 
equipment; motion, glass break shock, contact detectors for security or access control systems or equipment; computer 
and video monitors for security or access control systems or equipment; intrusion alarms for security or access control 
systems or equipment; electric control panels for security or access control systems or equipment; control panel housing 
for use with security or access control systems or equipment; keypads for use with security or access control systems or 
equipment; transceivers for security or access control systems or equipment; radio, data and wireless transmitters for 
security or access control systems or equipment; wireless, multi-protocol, digital and radio frequency signal receivers for 
security or access control systems or equipment; contact, magnetic, electronic and computerized alarm switches for 
security or access control systems or equipment; contact, magnetic, electronic and computer switch housing for security 
or access control systems or equipment; electrical power supply units for security or access control systems or 
equipment; transformers for security or access control systems or equipment; electronic magnetic contacts for security 
or access control systems or equipment; electronic switch plates for security or access control systems or equipment; 
electronic motion sensitive switches for security or access control systems or equipment; hardwire sirens; audio 
speakers for security or access control systems or equipment; electronic drivers in the nature of software operating 
systems for security or access control systems or equipment; electronic intrusion detectors for security or access control 
systems or equipment; electronic glass break sensors for security or access control systems or equipment; electronic 
vibration sensors for security or access control systems or equipment; electronic motion sensors for alarms, access 
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control and alarm monitoring systems; fire protection and safety equipment, namely, air purifying respirators and rescue 
breathing apparatus; fire resistant clothing, namely, gloves, helmets, hoods, footwear; fire protection and safety 
equipment as components, or together as a system comprising one or more units in the nature of smoke detectors, fire 
detectors, radio public address systems, water detectors, gas detectors for the sensing, detecting, monitoring, 
annunciation and reporting of smoke, hazardous gas, temperature, environmental conditions, frozen pipes, and water 
leakage; computer software for monitoring, controlling, and managing security, fire, and access control systems and 
devices; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus and readers and encoders therefor; computer software for 
facilities management and controlling facility access systems and structural components therefor; surveillance 
equipment sold individually, as components, or together as a system, namely, video cameras and recorders, video 
hardware and video software for handling/processing/storing/transmission of video recordings; computer software for 
controlling and monitoring building systems in the nature of security, air conditioning, heating and lighting systems; 
communication control hardware, and video transmission devices sold separately or as part of a system for operating 
closed circuit cameras, namely, video cameras; data storage devices and data transmission devices for use with security 
and surveillance systems, namely, high-speed storage subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either 
locally or via a telecommunications network; tracking and control systems comprising one or more radio frequency 
identification tags, transceivers, and sensors used to determine and monitor the location and movement of tangible 
assets, inventory and individuals; respirators for non-medical use for protection against contaminants in air; self-
contained breathing apparatus not for artificial respiration; protective spectacles; protective goggles; protective face 
shields against accidents, skin irritation and fire; welding helmets, being protective helmets; protective work headwear for 
protection against accidents or injury, namely, protective hats and caps being hard hats, bump caps, safety helmets; 
protective work clothing, in particular, hoods, jackets, pants, overalls, coats for protection against accident, skin irritation 
and fire; boots for protection against accident or injury; clothing for protection against accident, skin irritation and fire; 
footwear for protection against accidents, skin irritation and fire; gloves for protection against accidents, skin irritation 
and fire; disposable gloves for laboratory use; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment not for 
patients or for medical use; life-saving harnesses other than for vehicles or sports purposes; workmen's safety harnesses 
being fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest; safety restraints being fall protection equipment for fall 
restraint and fall arrest, other than sports equipment; fall arrest equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest; fall protection 
apparatus, namely, fall arrest equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, safety harnesses and safety restraints (other than 
for vehicles or sports purposes), life belts and safety nets; fall protection equipment, namely, fall arrest equipment for fall 
restraint and fall arrest, life belts, and safety harnesses and safety restraints (other than for vehicles or sports purposes); 
gas detection and alarm systems, namely, gas detection control panels and gas sensors and detectors; structural parts 
and fittings of all the aforesaid goods; downloadable or recorded software for use in connecting, controlling, securing, 
monitoring, automating, managing, maintaining, analyzing, optimizing and ensuring the safety and enhancing the user 
experience of industrial and manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial buildings, utilities assets and 
facilities, aviation and transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related management of 
industrial and commercial workers and managers; downloadable or recorded software for data collection, analysis and 
optimization and management in the fields of industrial and manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial 
buildings, utilities, aviation and transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related 
management of industrial and commercial workers and managers.

Cl.38;Communication services, namely, wireless and wired communications services between central and remote 
stations, alarm communications services; telecommunication services, namely, electronic mail; electronic communication 
services, namely, data communication by electronic mail; computerized communication services, namely, data 
communication by electronic mail; mobile communication services by telephone, radio, satellite and global computer 
network; data communication services by electronic mail; transmission of information by satellite, internet, cloud; 
electronic data transmission; providing electronic telecommunication connection to a global computer network; 
communications via a global computer network or the internet; data transfer services, wired and wireless communication 
services via a global computer information network; wireless transfer of data via the internet; transfer of data by wireless 
telecommunication; wired and wireless communication services via a global computer information network to view, 
control and manage alarm systems; transfer of data by wireless telecommunication, electronic mail to view, control and 
manage fire detection systems; transfer of data by wireless telecommunication, electronic mail to view, control and 
manage home and home building automation systems; transfer of data by wireless telecommunication, electronic mail to 
view, control and manage video cameras; transfer of data by wired and wireless communication services via a global 
computer information network to view, control and manage vehicle tracking systems; transfer of data by wired and 
wireless communication services via a global computer information network to view, control and manage people tracking 
systems; transfer of data by wired and wireless communication services via a global computer information network to 
view, control and manage asset tracking systems; transfer of data by wireless telecommunication, electronic mail to view, 
control and manage environmental controls.

Cl.42;Consultation services for the development of cloud based computer software; cloud computing services, namely, 
server hosting, software as a service; platform as a service featuring computer software programs for database 
management, facilities management and controlling facility access systems, controlling and monitoring building systems 
in the nature of security, air conditioning, hearing and lighting systems, connecting devices to software applications to 
manage and provide added software functionality to the devices, the transfer of information and user defined data; 
consultation in the field of cloud computing computer networks and software applications; providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable operating system software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing 
technical advice relating to the design and development of computer hardware and software; technical support, namely, 
providing online software troubleshooting support services for computer program users; research and consultancy 
services relating to the design and development of computer hardware and computer software; software research, 
development, engineering and design; software development, programming and implementation; software as a service 
(SaaS) services, namely, hosting software to manage service scheduling, billing, and the diagnosis and repair of fire 
alarm control panels, related accessories, and other in-building equipment; software as a service for use in database 
management, service scheduling, billing, diagnosis and repair pertaining to applications for fire alarm systems; software 
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as a service for use in database management pertaining to applications for automation systems; hosting of computerized 
data for others; providing information and advice about scientific research and analysis and preparation of technical 
reports with respect to industrial process controls, and home, building and environmental controls by means of a global 
computer network; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information for others; technological 
consultation services, software as a service [SaaS], computer software technical support services and cloud computing 
services, all the aforesaid services relating to scientific and technological testing, and design services; rental, hire and 
leasing of computer hardware and software in connection with the aforesaid services, included in the class; consultancy 
and information services for the aforesaid services; electronic data storage service, namely, providing remote storage of 
user's electronic and digital files and making them available to the user through a global communication network; 
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in connecting, controlling, securing, monitoring, automating, 
managing, maintaining, analyzing, optimizing, and ensuring the safety and enhancing the experience of industrial and 
manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial buildings, utilities assets and facilities, aviation and 
transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related management of industrial and commercial 
workers and managers; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for use in connecting, 
controlling, securing, monitoring, automating, managing, maintaining, analyzing, optimizing, and ensuring the safety and 
enhancing the user experience of industrial and manufacturing processes, assets and facilities, commercial buildings, 
utilities assets and facilities, aviation and transportation operations and facilities, cybersecurity systems and the related 
management of industrial and commercial workers and managers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

4295454    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486484]
Carlos Pineda Rivera

Rector Candil nº 2, P 1, 3 A Sevilla Spain

Isabel Maria Gonzalez Fernandez

Rector Candil nº 2, P 1, 3 A SEVILLA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Rice polishing machines; rice or barley polishing machines; rice grain sorting machines; robotic mechanisms for 
use in cereal processing; robotic mechanisms for use in food processing; robots for handling rods; robotic separators; 
packaging machines; mixers [machines]; electric mixers [machines]; electric food mixers; food processors; electric food 
processors; food processors (electric) for household use; mixing machines; mechanical mixing machines; cereals mixers 
[machines]; electric blenders for household use; industrial mixers for food [machines].

Cl.11;Apparatus for cooking, heating, cooling and processing of foodstuffs and beverages; freezing and refrigeration 
equipment; apparatus for air conditioning and for heating, ventilation and air purification; tanning apparatus; kitchen 
appliances; raclette apparatus; household and electric apparatus for cooking; cooking apparatus and installations; 
apparatus for heating food; apparatus for smoking foodstuffs; apparatus for keeping food warm; rice cookers; saucepans 
[thermoelectric]; electric heaters; portable kitchens and stoves; food dehydrators; kettles; electric kettles; installations for 
warming; installations for cooking; electric vacuum cooking machines; machines for cooking foodstuffs; electric rice 
cooker; electrically heated containers; cooking units; electric cooking utensils; electric food steamers.

Cl.21;Tableware, cookware and containers; drinking glasses, drinking vessels and bar items; ceramic ware for 
household use; aluminum cookware; glassware; pottery ware; utensils for baking [other than toys]; blenders (non-
electric) for use in the kitchen; non-electric whisks for household use; serving bowls; preserving jars; stew-pans; steamer 
baskets; mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; spatulas for pans and pots; skimmers [kitchen machines other than electric]; 
spatulas; non-electric kettles; non-electric blenders for household use; cooking pots; non-electric rice cookers; plates; 
containers for household or kitchen use; pot lids; covers for pans; grinders (not electric); kitchen utensils; basins 
[receptacles for cooking rice]; food mixers, non-electric; mixers.

Cl.30;Sugar, natural sweeteners, sweet topping and filling products and bee products; starches and goods made 
thereof, baker's products and yeasts; ice, ice cream, frozen yogurt and sherbets; coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes 
thereof; salts, sauces, seasonings and condiments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 09/10/2018; Application No. : 4489581 ;France 

4295465    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486497]
DECATHLON

4 Boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Sports bags; shoe bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear (except orthopedic footwear), headgear; underwear, tank tops, jerseys, trousers, shorts, 
jackets, coats, t-shirts, belts, gloves (clothing), caps, bucket hats, headbands (clothing), wristbands (clothing); socks, 
pantyhose, football boots, overshoes, studs for shoes, sports shoes, soles for shoes.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding clothing, footwear, mats); game balls, soccer balls, ball 
bags, ball nets; protective articles for sports use, namely: breastplates, face masks (sports articles), neck guard, shoulder 
pads, elbow pads, rib pads, hip pads, protective cups, leg warmers, thigh guards, coccyx protectors, protective guards for 
the feet, knees, shins and ankles, sports gloves; equipment for sports fields, namely: soccer goals, limit markers for 
playing fields for team sports games; sports training accessories, namely: hoops, slalom cones, slalom poles, blocks and 
markers for blocks.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 018015928 ;European Union 

4295513    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486825]
Beckhoff Automation GmbH

Hülshorstweg 20 33415 Verl Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Synchronous motors (except for land vehicles); drives and drive systems, namely, servo drives, synchronous 
servomotors, linear servomotors and stepper motors (except for land vehicles); all aforementioned goods only to be used 
in industrial and/or automation machines and/or for building and home automation.

Cl.9;Measuring devices, electric; electric measuring instruments; electric signalling apparatus; electric motor checking 
[monitoring or supervision] apparatus; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; electric control apparatus; 
electrical controlling devices; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; control installations (electric-); 
electronic control apparatus; electronic control instruments; optical, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), 
regulating and control apparatus, instruments and installations; electric, electronic, optical, measuring, signalling, 
checking (supervision), regulating and control apparatus, instruments and installations for industrial, building and home 
automation; data processing apparatus; computers; industrial, building and home automation networks; industrial, 
building and home automation network components and industrial, building and home automation network interfaces; 
electrical plugs; cable connectors; electrical cabling; electronic cables; data transmission cables; power cables; electric 
power units; electric and electronic components; data processing programs; computer software for the control, 
regulating, optimizing and diagnosing of machines and installations; network-based computer programs; data processing 
programs recorded on data carriers; all the aforementioned goods not for construction and mining equipment, diesel 
generator sets, natural gas generator sets and industrial gas turbines.
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4295524    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486827]
Meiko Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG

Englerstr. 3 77652 Offenburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Waste crushing machines; machines for separating recyclable materials; control mechanisms for machines, 
engines or motors; crushing machines.

Cl.37;Machinery installation, maintenance and repair.

Cl.42;Engineering design and consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 027 828 ;Germany 

4295730    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486540]
Knorr-Bremse Aktiengesellschaft

Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressors; pumps; pneumatic, hydraulic controls for motors; compressed air systems, namely compressed air 
machines, compressed air engines, compressed air generators for vehicles; compressed air supply systems, namely air 
compressors for vehicle compressed air systems, air intake systems and components for vehicles, air intake systems and 
components for motor and engines; entrance systems as parts of door systems for vehicles, namely electromechanical 
and electropneumatic drive devices for opening and closing vehicle doors, drive devices for opening and closing vehicle 
doors; door systems, namely drive devices for opening and closing platform screen doors.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, controlling, 
life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; physical, electric, electronic measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), control, regulating, and monitoring equipment and apparatus; mechanically and/or pneumatically and/or 
hydraulically and/or electromechanically and/or electromagnetically and/or electrically and/or electronically-operated, 
controlled and controlling measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), controlling, regulating, conveying, recording, 
amplifying and monitoring equipment and apparatus; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating and controlling of electricity; electric apparatus for commutation; material testing instruments 
and machines; lifesaving apparatus and equipment; switches, electric; high-frequency apparatus; telecommunications 
equipment; data processing apparatus; data communications apparatus; telematic apparatus; telematic terminal 
apparatus; computer hardware; peripherals adapted for use with computers; software; software for electronic driving 
assistance systems; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs, recorded; automatic vehicle 
speed control apparatus; adaptive speed control (ACC) (software based on sensors); smart vehicle steering (software 
based on sensors); smart hydraulic steering (software based on sensors); lane departure warning systems (software 
based on sensors); side wind compensation systems (software based on sensors); simulators and computer programs 
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for the steering and control of vehicles; databases recorded on computer media; electronic controls for motors; 
electronic control systems for doors, platform screen doors; levelling installations for vehicles and trailers [vehicles], 
namely for level control, level setting and/or lift axle control, as vehicle parts for commercial and rail vehicles; all of the 
aforementioned goods for commercial and rail vehicles, railway stations and rail-way lines; parts and accessories for all 
of the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.11;Heating, ventilating, air-conditioning apparatus and lighting installations, air treatment apparatus; all of the 
aforementioned goods for commercial and rail vehicles; parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned goods, as far 
as included in this class.

Cl.12;Commercial and rail vehicles for long-distance and local transport as well as for passenger and freight transport; 
brakes, brake systems and their parts for vehicles; exhaust brakes; compressed air tanks, namely pressure media 
containers being parts of vehicles; compressed air systems for controlling brakes, clutches, and/or transmissions being 
parts of vehicles; pneumatic suspension systems in vehicles; steering units for land vehicles; transmissions, 
transmission control units, transmission components, for land vehicles; clutch and clutch actuating units for land 
vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; powertrains, including motors and engines, for land vehicles; motors, electric, 
for land vehicles; vehicle wheels; axles and axle bearings; pedal systems; dampers, torsional vibration dampers, each as 
vehicle parts; door systems, namely doors for vehicles, in particular exterior doors, interior doors, connecting doors, 
sliding doors, driver's cab doors, pivot sliding doors, swing doors, and boarding aids for railway vehicles, in particular 
ramps, sliding steps, folding steps, gap-bridging devices, trapping protection devices being parts of vehicle door system; 
traction controls; bogies for railway wagons and rail-bound vehicles; sanding devices, as parts adapted to rail-bound 
vehicles; windscreen wiper and washer systems; all of the aforementioned goods for commercial and rail vehicles; parts 
and accessories for all of the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.35;Business management; professional business consultancy; supply chain management services.

Cl.37;Assembly, modernisation, maintenance, overhauling and repair of vehicles; assembly, installation, 
modernisation, maintenance, overhauling and repair of electric and electronic apparatus, in particular in vehicles; 
maintenance and repair of motor vehicle engines; repair and overhaul of compressors, dampers, transmission 
components, brakes and their parts, control units, valves [machine parts], pedal systems, clutches, motor vehicle 
engines, heating, ventilating, air conditioning apparatus and air treatment apparatus for land vehicles; overhaul of worn or 
partially destroyed machines; vehicle repair consultancy; advisory services relating to the maintenance and repair of 
mechanical and electrical equipment.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; providing telecommunications connections to databases; computerised 
telecommunications services; electronic transmission of data; data transmission; transmission of information by 
computer; telematics services; data transmission services over telematic networks; telematic communication services; 
interactive broadcasting and communications services; provision of access to data via the internet; consultancy in the 
field of telecommunications; all of the aforementioned services for commercial and rail vehicles, their parts and 
accessories.

Cl.40;Treatment and conversion of materials, namely custom assembling of materials for others, vulcanization [material 
treatment], metal treating, heat treatment of metals; metal plating and laminating; treating materials with ultrasonic waves 
to modify their properties; treatment of materials by laser beam; treatment of materials using chemicals; metal casting; 
custom construction of machines; material treatment information.

Cl.41;Provision of training courses; provision of online training; consultancy services relating to training.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; scientific and industrial research; engineering research; design services, 
namely technical design services; engineering services; engineering services relating to energy supply systems; 
engineering services relating to information technology; preparation of data processing programmes; industrial testing; 
quality control testing; conducting engineering surveys; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of 
others for the purpose of certification; materials testing and analysing; providing information in the field of product 
design; providing information in the field of product development; providing information about industrial analysis and 
research services; technological consultancy; engineering consultancy services; information technology [IT] 
consultancy; advisory services relating to material testing.
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4295751    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486549]
DreaMed Diabetes LTD.

5 Mota Gur St. 4952701 Petah Tikva Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for analysis of medical information in the field of diabetes.

Cl.10;Wearable medical apparatus for the monitoring and compilation of medical information in the field of diabetes; 
medical apparatus inserted into the human body for the monitoring and compilation of medical information in the field of 
diabetes; medical apparatus for the compilation of medical information and medical specimens from patients in the field 
of diabetes.

Cl.44;Medical analysis for the treatment of persons; providing information in the field of medicine; providing 
information to patients in the field of administering medication; consultancy for medical purposes; medical analysis 
services relating to the treatment of patients; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; medical care 
and analysis services relating to patient treatment; medical services in the field of diabetes; providing information via the 
Internet in the field of diabetes; advisory services relating to healthcare; advisory services relating to health.
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4295754    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486550]
DreaMed Diabetes LTD.

5 Mota Gur St. 4952701 Petah Tikva Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for analysis of medical information in the field of diabetes.

Cl.10;Wearable medical apparatus for the monitoring and compilation of medical information in the field of diabetes; 
medical apparatus inserted into the human body for the monitoring and compilation of medical information in the field of 
diabetes; medical apparatus for the compilation of medical information and medical specimens from patients in the field 
of diabetes.

Cl.44;Medical analysis for the treatment of persons; providing information in the field of medicine; providing 
information to patients in the field of administering medication; consultancy for medical purposes; medical analysis 
services relating to the treatment of patients; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; medical care 
and analysis services relating to patient treatment; medical services in the field of diabetes; providing information via the 
Internet in the field of diabetes; advisory services relating to healthcare; advisory services relating to health.
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2018; Application No. : 88217251 ;United States of America 

4295779    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486566]
Lemonade, Inc.

5 Crosby Street, 3rd Floor New York NY 10013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and mobile applications for use by others in rendering insurance policies; computer software 
and mobile applications for use by others in customizing and adjusting insurance policies; computer software and mobile 
applications for use by others in rendering renters and home insurance policies; computer software and mobile 
applications for use by others in customizing and adjusting renters and home owners insurance policies; computer 
software and mobile applications for insurance claims administration and processing.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance; insurance services, namely, underwriting home 
owners and renters insurance; insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuance and administration of home owners 
and renters insurance; insurance carrier services; insurance claims processing in the field of renters and home owners 
insurance; insurance agency and brokerage; insurance agency and brokerage in the field of renters and home owners 
insurance; insurance administration services, namely, assisting others with adjusting insurance claims; insurance claims 
processing; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; charitable fundraising by means of directing a 
portion of a customer's excess policy to a charity of the customer's choice.
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Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software, web applications, and computer 
software platforms for rendering, and adjusting insurance policies in the field of insurance underwriting, issuance, and 
administration; cloud computing featuring software for use in the design and development of insurance policies for 
others, customization and adjustment of insurance coverage, and payment for insurance policies.
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4295795    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486339]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu «UNI¿OMS»

Baumanskaya street, 7, building 1, room I, office 17 RU-105005 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import-export agency services; commercial 
information agency services; advertising agency services; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; business 
auditing; financial auditing; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with 
entrepreneurs needing funding; computerized file management; book-keeping; outsourced administrative management 
for companies; invoicing; demonstration of goods; transcription of communications; opinion polling; market studies; 
business information; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; 
business investigations; business research; marketing research; personnel recruitment; consultancy regarding 
advertising communication strategies; business management and organization consultancy; business organization 
consultancy; business management consultancy; personnel management consultancy; professional business 
consultancy; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; targeted marketing; business management of 
performing artists; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; news clipping services; updating and maintenance of 
information in registries; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating of advertising material; 
word processing; online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; online retail services for 
downloadable ring tones; online retail services for downloadable digital music; organization of exhibitions for commercial 
or advertising purposes; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; organization of fashion shows for promotional 
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purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; design of 
advertising materials; business appraisals; payroll preparation; data search in computer files for others; administrative 
assistance in responding to calls for tenders; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management 
assistance; providing business information via a web site; provision of commercial and business contact information; 
web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; economic forecasting; auctioneering; retail services for works of 
art provided by art galleries; sales promotion for others; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports 
events; production of teleshopping programmes; production of advertising films; office machines and equipment rental; 
rental of advertising time on communication media; publicity material rental; rental of vending machines; rental of sales 
stands; rental of photocopying machines; publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; bill-posting; distribution of 
samples; dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; registration of written communications and data; 
writing of publicity texts; online advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television advertising; 
document reproduction; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; business 
inquiries; systemization of information into computer databases; advisory services for business management; 
negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; 
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; tax preparation; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; telemarketing services; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; interim 
business management; business management of hotels; business management for freelance service providers; business 
project management services for construction projects; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; business management of reimbursement programs for others; administration of consumer loyalty 
programs; administration of frequent flyer programs; administrative processing of purchase orders; public relations; 
competitive intelligence services; typing; market intelligence services; appointment reminder services [office functions]; 
web site traffic optimization; tax filing services; search engine optimization for sales promotion; appointment scheduling 
services [office functions]; gift registry services; price comparison services; secretarial services; procurement services 
for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; outsourcing services; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; photocopying services; consultancy regarding public relations communication strategies; 
marketing in the framework of software publishing; business efficiency expert services; pay per click advertising; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; commercial intermediation services.

Cl.41;Academies; rental of artwork; rental of sports grounds; rental of tennis courts; booking of seats for shows; 
videotaping; discotheque services; gambling services; publication of books; education information; recreation 
information; entertainment information; movie studio services; nightclub services [entertainment]; layout services, other 
than for advertising purposes; videotape editing; production of radio and television programmes; screenplay writing; 
religious education; correspondence courses; practical training; training services provided via simulators; organization 
of balls; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of 
congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting 
of workshops; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging of beauty 
contests; organization of competitions; organization of cosplay entertainment events; organization of lotteries; 
organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of 
sports competitions; vocational guidance; television entertainment; vocational retraining; providing online videos, not 
downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; providing sports facilities; providing amusement arcade 
services; cinema presentations; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; conducting guided climbing 
tours; educational examination; film production, other than advertising films; rental of videotapes; rental of sound 
recordings; rental of motion pictures; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; electronic desktop publishing; online 
publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; 
entertainer services; entertainment services; writing of texts; news reporters services; party planning; tutoring; holiday 
camp services; conducting guided tours; providing casino facilities; club services; teaching; ticket agency services; 
photography; photographic reporting; health club services; production of shows; providing films, not downloadable, via 
video-on-demand services; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; arranging 
and conducting of in-person educational forums; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; 
providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; game services provided online from a computer network.

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; chemical analysis; recovery of computer data; industrial design; graphic arts design; 
computer virus protection services; installation of computer software; research and development of new products for 
others; scientific research; web site design consultancy; computer security consultancy; information technology 
consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; internet security consultancy; computer 
software consultancy; data security consultancy; technological consultancy; quality control; updating of computer 
software; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting 
unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service; 
maintenance of computer software; digitization of documents; conversion of data or documents from physical to 
electronic media; platform as a service; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; 
providing search engines for the internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; 
conducting technical project studies; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer rental; rental of computer 
software; hosting computer sites; copying of computer programs; computer software design; software development in 
the framework of software publishing; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others 
[information technology services]; creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer programming; technical 
writing; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; off-site data backup; computer technology 
consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; scientific laboratory services; data encryption services; 
electronic data storage; electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; 
cloud computing; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet; server hosting; 
technological research.
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Cl.45;Marriage agency services; detective agency services; arbitration services; leasing of internet domain names; 
legal research; intellectual property consultancy; legal advice in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; monitoring 
intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; licensing of computer software; licensing in the framework of 
software publishing; litigation services; registration of domain names; personal letter writing; personal background 
investigations; spiritual consultancy; personal wardrobe styling consultancy; escorting in society; copyright 
management; legal administration of licences; dating services; alternative dispute resolution services; legal document 
preparation services; mediation; online social networking services; legal services in relation to the negotiation of 
contracts for others; legal watching services.
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4295798    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486344]
THE WAREHOUSE LIMITED

26 The Warehouse Way, Northcote 0627 Auckland New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; fertilisers; 
manures; plant growth preparations; ingredients for fertilisers and fertilising preparations including blood and bone, 
phosphates, superphosphates; peat and products including peat; seaweed and nitrogenous additives including 
nitrogenous lime; growing medium including earth, potting mix, humus; compounds for use in grafting and pruning 
plants and trees.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; dietary and dietetic substances and preparations adapted for medical use; medicinal drinks; medicinal 
herbs and oils; food for babies and infants; nutritional supplements; protein supplements for human consumption; 
vitamins; vitamin, mineral and herbal preparations and supplements; plasters, materials for dressings; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, pesticides, insecticides.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; metal storage containers; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; ores; metal building and construction materials; metal, non-mechanical 
hose reels for flexible hoses; metal foil and wrap including aluminium foil; all the foregoing being goods where metal 
predominates; goods of common metal not included in other classes.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools including drilling machines, sanders, tape dispensing machines, air brushes, vacuum 
machines and bags therefor, saws not including hand-driven saws, cutting machines, blowing machines, alternators, 
soldering machines, floor scrubbers, exhaust fans, boring machines, clutches for machines, compressors, cyclone 
separators, drives for vacuum pumps, kitchen machines, including electric food choppers, blenders, electric graters, 
electric juicers, electric mixers, knife sharpening machines and can openers; whiteware including dishwashers, washing 
machines and dryers, disintegrators, waste disposal units, generators, lawnmowers, sewing machines, tables for 
machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for 
land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand operated; incubators for eggs; domestic machines; electric 
domestic appliances and power tools; food processors; electric whisks; other domestic machines and machine tools in 
this class; power-operated mechanical hose reels for flexible hoses; horticultural implements; dredges; down riggers; 
parts and fittings in this class for the aforementioned goods.
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Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand operated); cutlery; side arms; razors; handheld sprayers, garden sprayers.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; fire extinguishing apparatus; electric leads, electric 
power points, adaptors, electrical plugs; time clocks; barometers; thermometers; compasses; rain gauges; eyewear and 
parts, fittings and accessories for eyewear in this class; protective clothing in this class; credit cards and charge cards in 
this class; office machines including printing machines (computer printers).

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply 
including for irrigation and sanitary purposes; parts and fittings in this class for the foregoing; whiteware including 
fridges, freezers, ovens, hobs, coffee machines, dehumidifiers, humidifiers; fountains.

Cl.12;Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water including wheelbarrows, carts and trailers; parts and fittings in this 
class for the foregoing.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging and wrapping (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks; paper 
publications of all types; absorbent paper products, toilet paper, tissues, paper towels, napkins, kitchen paper, wiping 
paper; plastic wrap; bin liners, garbage bags; promotional material in printed form; office machines namely paper 
shredders.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other 
classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not 
of metal; garden hoses in this class; hoses, fittings for hoses.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; handbags, packs, pouches, wallets, 
travelling bags; back packs, sports bags, school bags and luggage; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; collars and 
leads for animals; parts, fittings and accessories in this class.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; garden ornaments, statues; ornamental stones and stakes; garden 
sheds, greenhouses; garden edgings, garden trellis and fencing, including brush fencing.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, wall art; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, 
wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother of pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, 
or of plastics; non-metallic, non mechanical hose reels for flexible hoses; plastic boxes; storage boxes; furniture for 
business, office, home office and domestic use; workstations; parts, fittings and accessories for the foregoing.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; 
brushes (except paint brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning including gloves; steelwool; unworked or 
semi worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; 
sprinklers.

Cl.22;Ropes, strings, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding 
and stuffing materials (except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits 
and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt; agricultural, horticultural and forestry 
products and grains not included in other classes; live plants, trees, shrubs, vine plants, rose bushes, seedlings; flower 
bulbs; bark, peat litter and peat moss; mulch and mulch products in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing services, 
business and market research and brand testing services; mail order services; all the aforementioned services being in 
relation to consumer goods; wholesale and retail services by a supermarket; wholesale and retail services provided by a 
general goods retailer; all the foregoing also being available or accessible online or via the Internet.
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4295808    09/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486350]
LITOSTROJ POWER, družba za projektiranje, gradnjo elektrarn in izdelavo energetske ter industrijske opreme, d.o.o.

Litostrojska cesta 50 SI-1000 Ljubljana Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery; small items of metal hardware; pipes and 
tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores; including: steel pipes, metallic 
containers; metallic pipes for central heating installations; metallic holders for machine belts; metallic nozzles; metallic 
straps for transporting cargo; metallic rings; hard solders; metallic chains; metallic securing chains; connecting pins of 
metal; wedge sockets of metal; water supplying installations of metal; metallic containers; metallic pipe fittings; metallic 
gear racks; metallic installation pipes; draining pipes of metal; metallic screws; press ironing machines for clothing; 
unprocessed and semi-processed cast iron; construction accessories of metal; metallic ledges; ingots of common 
metals; transportable buildings of metal; unprocessed and semi-processed common metals; metallic gripping jaws; 
springs (ironmongery); metallic pulleys (except for machines); metallic plates for building construction; metallic beams; 
small metallic items included in this class: packaging containers of metal; metallic reservoirs; metallic storage bins; 
metallic bumpers; bells; metallic valves (except as parts of machines); flat locking bars of metal; clamping accessories of 
metal; metallic grids; metallic pipelines; metallic caps (rings); steel balls; metallic accessories for pneumatic installations; 
alloys on the basis of common metals; metallic reinforcing items for building construction; reinforcing materials of metal 
for pipes and machine belts; metallic bench vises; steel straps for clamping appliances; metallic straps for binding and 
clamping; metallic barrels; metallic boxes; metallic pipe sleeves; grids consisting of metallic profiles; metallic loading 
platforms; metallic chimney installations; metallic drainage syphons; metallic reservoirs for liquid fuels; metallic floating 
containers; metallic blade holders; metallic manhole covers; metallic non-mechanic freely rotating spindles (coils); 
metallic closure valves for water supply installations; metallic scaffolding; metallic building construction plates and 
panels; metallic casting molds; metallic barrel supports; metallic container and reservoir closures; metallic boxes and 
metallic chests; metallic barrel cocks; metallic installations for ventilating and air conditioning systems; metallic pressure 
pipelines; metallic pipeline distributors.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components 
(except for land vehicles), agricultural machines; egg incubators; including: shaft couplings (machines), turbines, turbine 
compressors; central heating pumps, appliances for removing steam from compressed-air installations, agricultural 
machines, elevators, air filters (for engines), air condensers; machines and machine tools; road rollers for construction; 
carburetor feeders; ignition appliances in internal combustion engines; magnetic ignition systems for internal 
combustion engines, alternators; valves (parts of machines); machine shafts; crankshafts; transmission shaft (except for 
land vehicles); elevators [lifts]; valves, mixers, ploughs, airplane engines, piston rings, autonomously driven road 
cleaning machines, drums (part of machines), machine casings; machine supports; mills (machines), swatters, whisks, 
crank arms for machines and engines; bitumen processing machines, harvesting machines, straw binders, dirt collectors 
and holders (machines), thread cutting and rolling machines, brushes (parts of machines), winches, marine automatic 
anchors, machine belts, engine injectors, carburetors, drying machines, lubricators (part of machines), centrifuges 
(machines), centrifugal mills and pumps, milling machines, mearing holders (for machines), machine frames, loading 
cranes, loading platforms, turning machines (machining apparatus), pulleys, fittings (connecting elements) for steam 
engine boilers, bending machines, electric cutting machines, chisels for machines, flaps (part of machines), filtering 
presses, stain collectors in steam boilers, compressors (machines), turbine compressors, steam condensers (part of 
machines), condensing appliances, sealing assemblies (part of machines) cutting machines, electric generators, drilling 
heads (part of machines), air cushions for hoisting of loads, bearings (part of machines), electric blades, rack railway 
transmissions, hoisting appliances (machines), motor heads, cultivators, separators, funnels for mechanical discharging, 
cutting machine, engine starters, appliances, mechanical winding appliances, draining appliances, dynamos, sewage 
spreading appliance, water heaters (part of machines), thread cutting machines, ejector pumps, machines for 
transformation of metals by means of molds, clutches, except for land vehicles, grippers (part of machines), escalators, 
pumps (parts of machines or engines), metal drawing machines, excavators, mining material transporting and removing 
appliances, sieves (machines and parts of machines), mower blades, blades (part of machines), filtering appliances, final 
surface treatment machines, clamping heads (part of machines), casting machines, cylinder pistons, seals (part of 
machines); gas compression, exhausting and transporting blowers; mowers (machines), bituminizing machines, 
lubricating pumps, carving blades (machine tools), machine guides, atomizers, pulverization appliances, water turbines, 
blade grinding machines, saw blades (part of machines), rolling machines, arrow transmissions (machines), handles (part 
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of machines), load lifting appliances, calendering presses; driving engines, except for land vehicles; steam engines, 
ignition magnets, hammers (parts of machines), machine and pneumatic hammers, loading construction (marine crane); 
driving appliances and transmission mechanisms, except for land vehicles; regulators (part of machines), membranes 
(part of pumps), metal machining appliances, crushing machines, beaters (machines), miming drills, ore processing 
equipment, mixers (machines), railroad wagon lifts, pistons for engines, turn regulators for machines and engines, molds 
(part of machines), mold manufacturing machines, free-running wheels (except for land vehicles), suction appliances for 
industrial use, mechanically driven hand tools, tools (part of machines), tool clamping appliances (part of machines), 
bearings for machines, transmission shaft bearings, pistons (part of machines), appliances for transporting by 
compressed air, punching machines, polishing machines (except for household purposes), pumps (machines), pumps for 
heating installations (circulating pumps), vacuum pumps, vacuum pumps - machines, presses (industrial machines), 
compression valves (part of machines), railway tracks installing machines, grinding machines, springs (part of machines), 
chucks (parts of machines), riveting machines, driving wheels and machine gears, fly wheels for machines, driving belts 
for machines and engines, welding machines, bellows (machines), stalors (part of machines), pre-compressors for 
increasing of engine power, covers and protectors (part of machines), supports with clamping appliances (part of 
machines), hinges (part of machines), machine transmissions, transporters (machines), winches (hoisting appliances), 
turbines (except for land vehicles), air cushion vehicle driving units, engine fans, clutches, except for land vehicles; 
agricultural tools, except of hand tools; grinding discs (part of machines, engines or compressed-air engines), pistons in 
vibration dampening appliances, machine bearings with reduced friction, air suction appliances, fuel saving appliances in 
engines, brake linings and brake jaws (except for vehicles), gearboxes (except for land vehicles), brushes (part of 
electrically-driven machines), waste presses, cartridges (filters) for filtering appliances, driving chains, electric motors, 
torque transformers, transmission chains, reducing gears - all except for land vehicles, steam engine boilers, appliances 
for feeding steam engine boilers, engines, except for land vehicles, control devices for machines and engines, fan driving 
belts in engines, gearboxes (except for land vehicles), cylinders for engine, transmissions, heat exchangers (part of 
machines), hydraulic motors, cooling radiators (coolers) in engines, boiler pipes (part of machines), oil carters for motors 
and engines, catalyst convertors, crane chains (part of machines), expansion vessels (part of machines); ironing 
machines.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2018; Application No. : 152894 ;Bulgaria 

4295845    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486388]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

"Maritsa" Str., 4, „Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for main frame computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines (slot machines).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 88261324 ;United States of America 

4296582    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486602]
Longitude Capital Management Co., LLC

2740 Sand Hill Road Menlo Park CA 94025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consultation services.

Cl.36;Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging, start-up publicly traded and private 
companies; financial services in the nature of private equity investment services and venture capital investment services.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-047770 ;Japan 

4296584    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486613]
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)

1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi Aichi-ken 471-8571 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, recorded, for use with partially automated automobiles, buses and trucks; computer 
programs, recorded, for use with self-driving automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, recorded, for use with 
autonomous automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for use with partially automated 
automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for use with self-driving automobiles, buses and 
trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for use with autonomous automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, 
recorded, for automatic parking of automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for automatic 
parking of automobiles, buses and trucks; motor vehicle brake control systems for applying emergency braking at low 
vehicle speeds; electronic brake control apparatus for automobiles.

Cl.12;Driving motors for land vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; jet engines for land 
vehicles; motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; turbines for land vehicles; automobile 
chains; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; gear boxes for land vehicles; gearing 
for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; reduction gears for land vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; 
transmission chains for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; power 
transmission belts for land vehicles; brake discs for vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; 
brake segments for vehicles; brake shoes for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; AC motors for land vehicles, not including 
their parts; DC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; motors, electric, for land vehicles; electrically powered 
motor vehicles; hybrid cars; partially automated automobiles, buses and trucks; self-driving automobiles, buses and 
trucks; autonomous automobiles, buses and trucks; electric tricycles; buses; trucks; ambulances; racing cars; 
amphibious vehicles; snowmobiles; armored vehicles; fork lift trucks; camping cars; tractors; trailers; trolley buses; 
hearses; automobiles and structural parts thereof; structural parts for buses; structural parts for trucks; automobile 
bodies; automobile bonnets; automobile bumpers; automobile chassis; automobile dashboards; automobile doors; 
automobile door handles; automobile hoods; automobile horns; automobile seats; automobile seat covers; automobile 
sunroofs; automobile tires; automobile wheels; spokes for automobile wheels; inner tubes for automobile tires; 
automobile wheel rims; rearview mirrors for automobiles; automobile windows; automobile windscreens; automobile 
windshields; automobile convertible tops; safety belts for automobile seats; safety harnesses for automobile racing; 
safety harnesses for automobile seats; security harness for automobile seats; steering wheels for automobiles; steering 
wheel covers for automobiles; air bags for automobiles, buses and trucks; seat belt pre-tensioners for automobiles; brake 
pedals for land vehicles; direction signals for automobiles; leather upholstery for automobile seats; leather upholstery for 
automobiles; cigar lighters for automobiles; shaped automobile covers; mudguards for automobiles; luggage carriers for 
automobiles; spare wheel holders for automobiles; automobile roof racks; headlight wipers; windscreen wipers; 
windscreen wiper blades; two-wheeled motor vehicles; structural parts for two-wheeled motor vehicles; bicycles; 
structural parts for bicycles; motorcycles; structural parts for motorcycles.
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4296589    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486614]
Roborock International B.V.

Strawinskylaan 3127, 8e verdieping NL-1077 ZX Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; machine tools; machines and apparatus for cleaning, 
electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; cleaning 
appliances utilizing steam; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning 
purposes; vacuum cleaners; self-propelled road sweeping machines; electric sweepers; robotic cleaning [vacuuming] 
machines for floors; floor mopping robots; robotic cleaning machines; robots [machines]; electric machines and 
apparatus for cleaning, in particular for use in fields of interior maintenance of households and commercial buildings.

Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; telepresence robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of signals; camcorders; detectors; distance measuring apparatus; optical position 
sensors; pressure sensors; measuring apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and 
instruments; sensors; chips [integrated circuits]; acoustic [sound] alarms; infrared sensors; photoelectric sensors; 
optical sensors; ultrasonic sensors; position detection sensors; microcontrollers.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2018; Application No. : 4463279 ;France 

4296635    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1486650]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER

2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, sound recording disks; bags and cases for video cameras or photographic 
apparatus; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers and computer equipment; mouse pads; software; USB stick, electronic diaries, game software, recorded 
computer programs, computer and mobile phone programs (downloadable software) and electronic publications 
downloadable online or from the Internet; optical goods, spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sports; spectacle frames; 
spectacle lenses, contact lenses; cases for spectacles or for contact lenses; binoculars; sleeves for laptops; bags 
designed for laptop computers; photographic apparatus; signaling buoys, positioning buoys; telephones, mobile 
telephones, smartphones, tablets, personal electronic assistants and MP3 players; accessories for telephones, mobile 
telephones, smartphones, tablets, PDAs and MP3 players, namely: hands-free kits for telephones, batteries, covers, 
casings, facings, chargers, straps or lanyards, earphones; bags and cases for mobile telephones and telephone 
equipment; smartwatches.

Cl.14;Jewelry and jewelry products (including fashion jewelry); precious or semi-precious stones; pearls; jewelry cases 
[caskets]; finger rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, pendants, key rings (trinkets 
or fobs), tie pins, medallions, medals, jewelry for bags; jewelry boxes; trophies of precious metal; timepiece products and 
chronometric instruments, watches, wristwatches, watch bands, alarm clocks, chronometers, wall clocks, cases or 
presentation cases for timepieces; clocks (timepieces).

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and suitcases; traveling bags, sports bags; handbags, backpacks; beach 
bags, school bags, satchels, shopping bags; traveling trunks; travel bags for clothing and shoes; attache cases and 
document cases, attache cases for documents, briefcases (leather goods); purses, wallets, card holders (wallets), coin 
purses not of precious metal, key cases (leather goods); boxes of leather or imitation leather; traveling sets (leatherware); 
vanity cases, not fitted; pouches of leather, clutch bags (evening handbags); parasols; umbrellas; clothing for animals, 
bags for carrying animals.

Cl.25;Clothing, pullovers, vests, shirts, tee-shirts, trousers, jackets, suits, coats, raincoats, overcoats, parkas, skirts, 
dresses, shorts; pajamas, house coats, nightgowns and nightshirts, dressing gowns; hats, caps of all kinds, gloves 
(clothing), neckties, belts (clothing), leather belts, scarves, pocket squares (clothing), sashes for wear, shawls, stockings, 
socks, tights, suspenders, stoles; underwear, lingerie; bathing suits; footwear, slippers, boots and half-boots.
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2018; Application No. : 017950759 ;European Union 

4296641    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486659]
Lofelt GmbH

Oppelner Str. 27 10997 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer peripheral equipment; computer software, namely adapted to the operation of computers, downloadable 
from the internet, operating system software for computers, for access to and using the internet, for evaluating market 
information, for image and data processing, for composing music, for acoustic control of computers and their operation, 
for extending the audio-visual functions of multimedia applications and software for controlling and enhancing sound 
quality of audio devices; cases adapted for computers; devices for synchronizing sound; audio-visual and photographic 
devices, in particular audio devices for the car; sound recording carriers, in particular audio CDs, audio cassettes and 
laser discs for storing music; audio circuit boards; audio digitizers; audio frequency devices; radio receivers; audio 
cables; sound recording devices, in particular audio cassette sound recording devices and portable sound recording 
devices; audio conference devices; audio testing apparatus; sound and audio transmission devices; audio-visual devices, 
in particular for teaching purposes; operation and user manuals for computers and computer software stored in digital 
form on floppy disks or CD-ROMs; digital music downloadable from the internet; image and sound receiving devices; 
tapes recordings of music; computers and computer hardware, in particular for telecommunication, computer chips and 
artificial intelligence devices (computers); computer telephony equipment; computer firmware; computer housings; 
computer interfaces; recorded computer software; computer operating systems; computer cables; computer components 
and spare parts; computer mouse pads; digital process control devices; sound processors, in particular digital sound 
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processors; digital amplifiers; wireless peripheral equipment for computers; wireless high frequency transmission 
devices; wireless communication devices; wireless transmitters; wireless telephones; wireless two-way communication 
apparatus for use in plants; electric and electronic process control devices; electric amplifiers; sound amplifiers, in 
particular electric amplifiers for sound signals, electric amplifiers for use with musical instruments and electroacoustic 
amplifiers; electronic audio devices; electronic devices for transmitting audio signals; metronomes, in particular 
electronic metronomes; electronic sound signal processors for compensating audio distortions of loud speakers; 
electronic amplifiers; receiving devices for images and sound; Hi-Fi audio devices; information technological devices; 
interactive multimedia computer programs; sound samplers; headphones, in particular communication headphones; 
combinations of headphones and microphones, in particular for telephones; headphone consoles; headphone amplifiers; 
luminous bracelets for preventing accidents or injuries; micro computers; mobile computers; music recordings; 
interfaces for musical instruments; media for storing music; audio-visual recordings, in particular musical video 
recordings; lines for signal transmission in the field of IT, audiovisual technology and telecommunication; smartphones; 
smartphones in the form of wrist watches; sound cards; tablet computers and displays; sound measuring devices; sound 
switching devices; sound amplifying receivers; sound preamplifiers; sound reproduction devices, in particular portable 
sound reproduction devices and audio cassette players; two-way plugs for headphones; screens; gaming peripherals, 
namely controllers, headsets, mouses, mouse mats, keyboard wrist-rests; controllers; headsets; head-mounted displays 
and mouse, in particular for gaming, medicine, automotive applications; robots with artificial intelligence; keyboards.

Cl.14;Jewelry, clocks; wristwatches and pocket watches; clasps for wristwatches; watch parts; jewelry cases [caskets 
or boxes]; amulets (jewelry); pendants, in particular charms (jewelry) of common metals and key rings [trinkets or fobs]; 
pins (jewelry); bracelets, in particular watch and wristwatch bracelets, bracelets (jewelry) for beneficial purposes, 
bracelets from precious metals, flexible wire bands for wearing as bracelets (jewelry) and identification bracelets; jewelry 
made from bronze; necklaces (jewelry).

Cl.15;Digital music instruments.

Cl.28;Toys; gaming chairs, couches and interactive control floor mats specially adapted for playing video games; 
gaming tables.

Cl.35;Advice in foreign commerce matters; advice in business matters; advice in management and marketing matters; 
retail services regarding audio-visual equipment, clothing, devices for beauty purposes for humans, navigation devices, 
information technological devices, medical instruments, musical instruments, jewelry, sexual utilities, bags, time 
measuring devices; retail services of department stores regarding cosmetics, toilet articles, household machines, hand 
tools, optical goods electric and electronic household devices; business intermediary and advisory services in the field of 
selling goods and rendering services; advertising and promotion services and related consulting.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003371752 ;United Kingdom 

4296648    19/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486662]
Llill ltd

20a Southover Street, East Sussex Brighton BN2 9UD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics; perfumes, toilet waters, eau de Cologne; nail varnish; lipsticks; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; cosmetics; non-medicated bath preparations for toilet use; pre-shave and after-shave preparations all being 
non-medicated; anti-perspirant preparations and toilet soaps; cosmetics; preparations for the hair; non-medicated 
preparations for the care of the skin; essential oils.

Cl.14;Jewellery; jewellery products; personal jewellery; fake jewellery; fashion jewellery; costume jewellery; imitation 
jewellery; gold jewellery; jewellery made from silver; jewellery made of bronze; enamelled jewellery; jewellery stones; 
jewellery of precious metals; jewellery incorporating precious stones; jewellery made of crystals; jewellery made of 
plastics; jewellery in the form of beads; artificial gem stones; artificial jewellery; artificial stones; precious and semi-
precious stones chains; necklaces; lockets; pendants; crosses; amulets; medallions; earrings; ear studs; earrings of 
precious metals; ear ornaments in the nature of jewellery; rings; badges of precious metals decorative pins; lapel pins; 
clips for ties of precious metals; figurines of precious metals; medals; pendulums; horological and chronometric 
instruments; watches; clocks; bracelets; bracelets of made of embroidered textile; bracelets of precious metal; bangles; 
bangle bracelets; wristlets [jewellery]; rings; brooches; cufflinks cases adapted for holding watches; cases adapted to 
contain items of jewellery.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; leather purses; leather cases; leather wallets; leather 
pouches; leather coin purses; leather key cases; bags; baggage; knitted bags; book bags; school bags; weekend bags; 
diaper bags; evening bags; changing bags; barrel bags; roll bags; wheeled bags; shopping bags; cabin bags; work bags; 
overnight bags; cosmetic bags; makeup bags; duffel bags; hiking bags; leather bags; attaché bags; shoulder bags; waist 
bags; belt bags; bum bags; hip bags; canvas bags; messenger bags; cloth bags; boot bags; flight bags; clutch bags; suit 
bags; gladstone bags; crossbody bags; gym bags; sport bags; hand bags; tote bags; travel bags; casual bags; luggage 
bags; leather suitcases; bags for umbrellas; garden umbrellas; parasols; umbrellas; umbrellas for children; umbrella 
covers; umbrella bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear; clothing for men, women and children; shirts; children's t-shirts; undershirts; 
casual shirts; sweat shirts; pique shirts; collared shirts; rugby shirts; short-sleeved shirts; jumpers; polo neck jumpers; 
polo shirts; polo sweaters; sweaters; V-neck sweaters; crew neck sweaters; turtlenecks; turtleneck sweaters; turtleneck 
pullovers; mock turtlenecks; tops; chemise tops; vest tops; halter tops; hooded tops; tank tops; tube tops; crop tops; 
fleece tops; coats; trench coats; wind coats; sheepskin coats; fur coats; leather coats; duffel coats; pea coats; winter 
coats; jackets; down jackets; sports jackets; denim jackets; heavy jackets; fur jackets; wind jackets; windproof jackets; 
knit jackets; rainproof jackets; long jackets; sheepskin jackets; bomber jackets; suede jackets; sleeved jackets; 
sleeveless jackets; trousers; corduroy trousers; casual trousers; trousers for children; leggings [trousers]; jeans; denim 
jeans; blue jeans; shorts; skirts; pleated skirts; dresses; dress pants; cocktail dresses; ladies' dresses; athletic footwear; 
bath slippers; bath sandals; boots; casual footwear; espadrilles; dress shoes; flip-flops; flat shoes; footwear for men and 
women; heels; trainers; baseball caps; beanies; berets; bucket hats; fedoras; fashion hats; hoods; snoods [scarves].

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; dissemination of advertising for 
other via computer networks; advertising consultation services; advertising for others; providing online advertising on 
computer networks; providing of advertising space; advertising time and advertising media; information about 
advertising; development of advertising flyers; creation and placement of advertisements for others; radio and television 
advertising; radio advertising; design of advertising materials for others; advertising services for tracking advertising 
performance, for managing, distributing and serving advertising, for analysing advertising data, for reporting advertising 
data, and for optimizing advertising performance; organization of fashion shows for advertising purposes; dissemination 
of advertising; business analysis; business assistance; business management and administrative services; business 
information; marketing services; marketing and sales promotion; database marketing; event marketing; marketing over 
the internet; market research services; provision of market research information; media planning and media buying 
services; media planning and media buying for others; retail and online retail services in relation to the sale of non-
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medicated cosmetics, perfumes, toilet waters, eau de Cologne, nail varnish, lipsticks, non-medicated toilet preparations, 
cosmetics, non-medicated bath preparations for toilet use, pre-shave and after-shave preparations all being non-
medicated, anti-perspirant preparations and toilet soaps, cosmetics, preparations for the hair, non-medicated 
preparations for the care of the skin, essential oils, computer software, computer hardware, computer software for 
organizing and viewing digital images and photographs, computer software and downloadable mobile application 
software in the form of an e-commerce platform to buy clothing and accessories, sunglasses, jewellery, jewellery 
products, personal jewellery, fake jewellery, fashion jewellery, costume jewellery, imitation jewellery, gold jewellery, 
jewellery made from silver, jewellery made of bronze, enamelled jewellery, jewellery stones, jewellery of precious metals, 
jewellery incorporating precious stones, jewellery made of crystals, jewellery made of plastics, jewellery in the form of 
beads, artificial gem stones, artificial jewellery, artificial stones, precious and semi-precious stones chains, necklaces, 
lockets, pendants, crosses, amulets, medallions, earrings, ear studs, earrings of precious metals, ear ornaments in the 
nature of jewellery, rings, badges of precious metals decorative pins, lapel pins, clips for ties of precious metals, figurines 
of precious metals, medals, pendulums, horological and chronometric instruments, watches, clocks, bracelets, bracelets 
of made of embroidered textile, bracelets of precious metal, bangles, bangle bracelets, wristlets, rings, brooches, 
cufflinks, cases adapted for holding watches, cases adapted to contain items of jewellery, leather and imitations of 
leather, animal skins and hides, leather purses, leather cases, leather cases for mobile phones, leather wallets, leather 
pouches, leather coin purses, leather key cases, bags, baggage, knitted bags, book bags, school bags, weekend bags, 
diaper bags, evening bags, changing bags, barrel bags, roll bags, wheeled bags, shopping bags, cabin bags, work bags, 
overnight bags, cosmetic bags, makeup bags, duffel bags, hiking bags, leather bags, attaché bags, shoulder bags, waist 
bags, belt bags, bum bags, hip bags, canvas bags, messenger bags, cloth bags, boot bags, flight bags, clutch bags, suit 
bags, gladstone bags, crossbody bags, gym bags, sport bags, hand bags, tote bags, travel bags, casual bags, luggage 
bags, leather suitcases, bags for umbrellas, garden umbrellas, parasols, umbrellas, umbrellas for children, umbrella 
covers, umbrella bags, clothing, footwear and headgear, clothing for men women and children, shirts, children's t-shirts, 
under shirts, casual shirts, sweat shirts, pique shirts, collared shirts, rugby shirts, short-sleeved shirts, jumpers, polo 
neck jumpers, polo shirts, polo sweaters, sweaters, V-neck sweaters, crew neck sweaters, turtlenecks, turtleneck 
sweaters, turtleneck pullovers, mock turtlenecks, tops, chemise tops, vest tops, halter tops, hooded tops, tank tops, tube 
tops, crop tops, fleece tops, coats, trench coats, wind coats, sheepskin coats, fur coats, leather coats, duffel coats, pea 
coats, winter coats, jackets, down jackets, sports jackets, denim jackets, heavy jackets, fur jackets, wind jackets, 
windproof jackets, knit jackets, rainproof jackets, long jackets, sheepskin jackets, bomber jackets, suede jackets, sleeved 
jackets, sleeveless jackets, trousers, corduroy trousers, casual trousers, trousers for children, leggings [trousers], jeans, 
denim jeans, blue jeans, shorts, skirts, pleated skirts, dresses, dress pants, cocktail dresses, ladies' dresses, athletic 
footwear, bath slippers, bath sandals, boots, casual footwear, espadrilles, dress shoes, flip-flops, flat shoes, footwear for 
men and women, heels, trainers, baseball caps, beanies, berets, bucket hats, fedoras, fashion hats, hoods, snoods 
[scarves].
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 017979619 ;European Union 

4296659    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486684]
King.com Limited

Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road STJ 3140 ST. JULIANS

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer eyeglasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and news reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; electronic 
games services provided by means of the Internet or other communication network for use on mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic 
communication networks or via a global computer network; multimedia publishing of computer game software, electronic 
games and video game software.
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4296662    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486685]
Roborock International B.V.

Strawinskylaan 3127, 8e verdieping NL-1077 ZX Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; machine tools; machines and apparatus for cleaning, 
electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; cleaning 
appliances utilizing steam; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning 
purposes; vacuum cleaners; self-propelled road sweeping machines; electric sweepers; robotic cleaning [vacuuming] 
machines for floors; floor mopping robots; robotic cleaning machines; robots [machines]; electric machines and 
apparatus for cleaning, in particular for use in fields of interior maintenance of households and commercial buildings; 
vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; sprinkling devices; brushes; pads for cleaning; cloth for washing floors; cleaning tow; sponges 
for household purposes; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; cloths for cleaning; scouring pads; cleaning 
instruments, hand-operated; dusting cloths [rags]; cloths for dusting; rags for cleaning.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 018015924 ;European Union 

4296663    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486716]
Beckhoff Automation GmbH

Hülshorstweg 20 33415 Verl Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Synchronous motors (except for land vehicles); drives and drive systems, namely, servo drives, synchronous 
servomotors, linear servomotors and stepper motors (except for land vehicles); all aforementioned goods only to be used 
in industrial and/or automation machines and/or for building and home automation.

Cl.9;Measuring devices, electric; electric measuring instruments; electric signalling apparatus; electric motor checking 
[monitoring or supervision] apparatus; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; electric control apparatus; 
electrical controlling devices; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; control installations (electric-); 
electronic control apparatus; electronic control instruments; optical, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), 
regulating and control apparatus, instruments and installations; electric, electronic, optical, measuring, signalling, 
checking (supervision), regulating and control apparatus, instruments and installations for industrial, building and home 
automation; data processing apparatus; computers; industrial, building and home automation networks; industrial, 
building and home automation network components and industrial, building and home automation network interfaces; 
electrical plugs; cable connectors; electrical cabling; electronic cables; data transmission cables; power cables; electric 
power units; electric and electronic components; data processing programs; computer software for the control, 
regulating, optimizing and diagnosing of machines and installations; network-based computer programs; data processing 
programs recorded on data carriers; all the aforementioned goods not for construction and mining equipment, diesel 
generator sets, natural gas generator sets and industrial gas turbines.
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Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 728698 ;Switzerland 

4296916    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486978]
Daimani Holding AG

Bleicherweg 10 CH-8002 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software (recorded programs); downloadable software to access, view and buy tickets in the field of sports events, 
concerts, theaters, entertainment, leisure, recreation, exhibitions and other cultural events.

Cl.35;Promoting the goods and services of others via online electronic communications networks; provision of sales 
areas online for sellers and buyers of goods and services; providing business information; compiling and providing 
business information in computer databases; public relations services; advertising services; conducting incentive, bonus 
and loyalty programs for advertising purposes and business promotion; compilation of statistics; commercial information 
agency services; business information; information services relating to data processing; market research; marketing, 
also on digital networks; market study services; data systematization in computer databases; assistance and business 
management services in the field of sports events, concerts, theaters, entertainment, leisure, recreation, exhibitions and 
other cultural events; dissemination of advertising material; sales promotion for others; distribution of advertising 
material; distribution of advertising material (flyers, pamphlets, printed matter); advertising services, namely, promoting 
and marketing the goods and services of others via electronic communications networks; advertising services in the field 
of sports events, concerts, theaters, entertainment, leisure, recreation, exhibitions and other cultural events; information 
compilation in computer data bases; digital data processing; data search in computer files for others.

Cl.39;Information and booking services for transportation and travel; travel booking agency services; the aforesaid 
services also provided online.

Cl.41;Online ticket agency services [entertainment]; teaching, education, instruction in the field of organizing and 
conducting entertainment events; providing not downloadable online electronic publications, also in the form of blogs or 
with special content for members; online publication services; providing not downloadable online electronic publications 
with respect to travel and transport.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and industrial research services; design and development of computers and software.

Cl.43;Information and reservation services for temporary accommodation and food and drink provision; 
accommodation bureau services; the aforesaid services also provided online.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 88158602 ;United States of America 

4296928    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486986]
Etsy, Inc.

117 Adams Street Brooklyn NY 11201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and mobile device software for creating, managing, organizing, displaying, tagging, 
bookmarking, storing, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the internet or other 
communications network; computer software and mobile device software for searching, locating and transferring 
information across global computer communications networks; computer software and mobile device software that feeds 
content and recommendations regarding content, information and individuals based on proprietary algorithms and the 
user's preferences and behavior; computer software and mobile device software to allow users to perform electronic 
business transactions via a global computer network; computer software and mobile device software featuring the 
provision of online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumers goods of others; computer software and 
mobile device software for providing a marketplace featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; computer software and 
mobile device software featuring commercial information in the field of arts, crafts, and handmade goods; computer 
software and mobile device software featuring search engines for locating information, resources, and the websites of 
others on a global computer network.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; providing pricing information 
about the goods and services of others via the global computer network; providing consumer information services 
regarding arts and crafts supplies; operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and/or services; 
operating online marketplaces featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; electronic commerce services, 
namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; 
providing consumer product information via the internet or other communications networks; providing the goods and 
services of other vendors via a searchable website; providing customer support services for electronic commerce sales 
transactions, namely, responding to customers inquiries for others in the field of e-commerce, technology, retail, 
telecommunications, computer networking, computer hardware and software and technology; administrative processing 
and organizing of third party orders; online retail store services featuring hobby, arts, and crafts supplies and materials; 
information services, namely, providing information about retail products to customers; online business and commercial 
information services; online business information services, namely analyzing an individual's preferences and providing 
product reviews and recommendations; automated and computerized trading of goods and services for others provided 
over a global communication information network, namely operating on-line marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods 
and/or services; e-commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for 
sales purposes; sales promotion and auction services relating to a wide range of consumer goods; providing business 
services in the field of consumer-to-business commerce for consumers to enter, manage and modify a payment and 
delivery profile and for sellers to enter, manage and modify their product listings via a web-based system and online 
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portals, namely, providing business services connecting sellers with buyers via a website; business information 
management, namely, electronic reporting of business information; business data analytics services regarding the sale of 
products and services of others, and regarding the authenticating, processing and management of mobile payments; 
preparation of business reports; preparing business reports for others regarding the sale of products and services of 
others; business information management, namely, electronic reporting of business analytics relating to payment 
processing, authentication and tracking; electronic processing of orders for others; providing online retail store services 
featuring a wide variety of consumers goods of others via a website; providing online marketplaces featuring a wide 
variety of consumer goods via a website; providing commercial information in the field of arts, crafts, and handmade 
goods via a website.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online software technology via a website that allows for creating, managing, 
organizing, displaying, tagging, bookmarking, storing, sharing or and exchanging electronic media and information over 
the Internet or other communications network; providing temporary use of online software technology that allows for 
searching, locating and transferring information across global computer communications networks via a website; 
providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable search engine software; providing temporary use of online, non-
downloadable computer software that feeds content and recommendations regarding content, information and individuals 
based on proprietary algorithms and the user's preferences and behavior; providing temporary use of online software 
technology via a website that allows users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
providing search engines via a website for locating information, resources, and the websites of others on a global 
computer network.
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4296996    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486949]
The Polo/Lauren Company L.P.

650 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and alloys thereof, jewelry, precious stones, timepieces and chronometric instruments; key rings 
and key chains (fobs) and charms thereof.

Cl.18;Attaché cases, rucksacks, beach bags, briefcases, card cases (wallets), handbags, handbags, key cases, 
shoulder belts (straps), pocket wallets, purses, beggars' bags, book bags, school bags, satchels, shopping bags, 
suitcases, garment bags, tote bags, traveling trunks, cases, wallets; walking sticks; parasols; umbrellas.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); brush-
making materials; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children, footwear, headgear for wear.

Cl.26;Lace trimmings, braids and embroidery, and ribbons and bows for haberdashery; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins 
and needles, ornamental novelty badges [buttons], badges for wear not of precious metals, ornamental cloth patches, 
embroidered patches for clothing, cloth patches for clothing; trinkets other than for jewelry and key rings; hair 
ornaments.

Cl.35;Retail sale services and online retail store services featuring clothing for men, women and children, footwear, 
headgear for wear, fashion and home collection accessories.
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4297065    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486999]
The Polo/Lauren Company L.P.

650 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and alloys thereof, jewelry, precious stones, timepieces and chronometric instruments; key rings 
and key chains (fobs) and charms thereof.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); brush-
making materials; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.

Cl.26;Lace trimmings, braids and embroidery, and ribbons and bows for haberdashery; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins 
and needles, ornamental novelty badges [buttons], badges for wear not of precious metal, ornamental cloth patches, 
embroidered patches for clothing, cloth patches for clothing; trinkets other than for jewelry and key rings; hair 
ornaments.
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4297066    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486996]
The Polo/Lauren Company L.P.

650 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and alloys thereof, jewelry, precious stones, timepieces and chronometric instruments; key rings 
and key chains (fobs) and charms thereof.

Cl.18;Attaché cases, rucksacks, beach bags, briefcases, card cases (wallets), handbags, handbags, key cases, 
shoulder belts (straps), pocket wallets, purses, beggars' bags, book bags, school bags, satchels, shopping bags, 
suitcases, garment bags, tote bags, traveling trunks, cases, wallets; walking sticks; parasols; umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children, footwear, headgear for wear.
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4299064    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487179]
Hunan Cofoe Medical Technology and Development Co., Ltd.

No.158, Jinhai Road, Tongsheng Street, Yuhua District, Changsha City Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes; reagent paper for veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations for 
medical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; disinfectants; pants, absorbent, for 
incontinents; babies' diaper-pants/babies' napkin-pants; cotton for medical purposes; gauze for dressings; gauze for 
dressings.

Cl.10;Sphygmotensiometers/arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus/sphygmotensiometers; medical apparatus 
and instruments; thermometers for medical purposes; physiotherapy apparatus; air cushions for medical purposes; 
hearing aids; trusses/hernia bandages; condoms; crutches.

Cl.35;Retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; wholesale services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 35277384 ;China 

4300736    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487999]
INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD.

NO.1 JINSHAN ROAD, JINSHAN DEVELOPMENT ZONE, HOHHOT INNER MONGOLIA AUTONOMOUS REGION China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods 
adapted for medical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; food for babies; infant formula; powdered milk for babies; gases 
for medical purposes; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; semen for artificial insemination; 
disinfectants; solutions for contact lenses; mediums (bacteriological culture -); candy, medicated; protein dietary 
supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; albumin dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; mineral food-
supplements; radioactive substances for medical purposes; tonics [medicines]; mineral water for medical purposes; 
medicinal drinks; fiber (dietary -); slimming purposes (medical preparations for -); nutraceutical preparations for 
therapeutic or medical purposes; medicines for human purposes; vitamin preparations; air purifying preparations; 
medicated animal feed; dietary supplements for animals; pesticides; babies' napkins; breast-nursing pads; dental 
abrasives; diapers for pets; dietary supplements for promoting growth of probiotics; probiotics and prebiotics for medical 
purposes.

Cl.29;Fruits, tinned; fruit, preserved; milk products; edible fats; snacks, mainly of fruits or vegetables; meat; processed 
areca; vegetables, preserved; powdered milk; milk tea; almond milk; soyabean milk; smetana [sour cream]; peanut milk; 
soya milk powder; condensed soybean milk; coconut milk; rice milk; coconut milk-based beverages; almond milk-based 
beverages; peanut milk-based beverages; fruit jellies; nuts, prepared; dried edible mushrooms; sausage casings, natural 
or artificial; milk powder (milk products); goat milk powder; seaweed extracts for food; fish, not live; yoghurt; whipped 
cream; tofu products (bean curd products); milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; soya milk; milk shakes; eggs; 
butter; cream [dairy products]; cheese.

Cl.30;Coffee-based beverages; chocolate beverages with milk; coffee; cocoa (baked, powdered, grainy, or for 
beverages); chocolate-based beverages; tea; tea-based beverages; sugar; candy; milk powder candy; honey; golden 
syrup; pastries; bread; confectionery; oat flakes; instant rice; cereal preparations; soya flour; rice; sago; wheat flour; 
instant noodle; rice vermicelli; cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; starch for food; ice cream; edible ices; 
popsicle; cooking salt; vinegar; soya sauce; condiments; mustard; fish sauce; yeast; essences for foodstuffs, except 
etheric essences and essential oils; stiffening whipped cream (preparations for -); meat tenderizers, for household 
purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; leaven; aromatic preparations for food; rice flour; powders for making ice cream; 
milk tea, non-milk based.

Cl.32;Beer; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with beer; sports 
beverages; energy drinks; non-alcoholic carbonated drinks; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; whey beverages; waters 
[beverages]; lithia water; mineral water [beverages]; seltzer water; table waters; lemonades; soda water; non-alcoholic 
beverages; aerated water; isotonic beverages; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; smoothies; soya-based beverages, other 
than milk substitutes; protein-enriched sports beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; non-alcoholic 
beverages flavoured with tea; soft drinks; lactose acid beverage (fruit product, non-milk); distilled water (beverage); 
distilled drinking water; purified water (beverage); vegetable extract drinks; bean extract based beverages, other than milk 
substitutes, other than coffee; fermented mung bean beverages, other than milk substitutes; beverages (preparations for 
making -); sorbets [beverages].
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

658128 658128 - (1399-0) 
Trademark amended to be IRONMAN TRIATHLON in the online record as per TM 1, 
JOURNAL COPY , REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE AND EXAMINATION REPORT. 

2054187 2054187 - (1830-0) The mark corrected to read as: word to device. 

2877961 2877961 - (1914-0) 
CLERICAL ERRORS IN THE GOODS DESCRIPTION CORRECTED TO BE - PROVIDING 
COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
RELATED TO BUYING AND SELLING OF INDIVIDUAL FINANCIAL PRODUCTS BY 
PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELDS OF SECURITIES, COMMODITIES, FUTURES, OPTIONS, 
EQUITY AND DEBT INSTRUMENTS, CURRENCIES AND FOREIGN EXCHANGES; 
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE AS 
MANAGEMENT, BUYING AND SELLING TOOLS BY PROFESSIONALS IN THE FINANCIAL 
FIELDS OF SECURITIES, COMMODITIES, FUTURES, OPTIONS, EQUITY AND DEBT 
INSTRUMENTS, CURRENCIES AND FOREIGN EXCHANGES. 

3309254 3309254 - (1914-0) The goods to be corrected as METAL RAIL AND RAILINGS; LOAD 
LIFTING STRAPS AND SLINGS OF METAL; METAL 
SHACKLES AND HOOKS FOR LIFTING AND RIGGING; WIRE ROPS; ELEVATOR CHAINS; 
ALUMINIUM PROFILES, STRIPS AND SHEETS; 
ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS; METAL SHEETS AND CHAINS; BELTS, SLINGS, STRAPS, 
BRACES, METAL HARNESS FOR HANDLING LOAD; SMALL ITEMS OF METAL 
HARDWARE. 

4079147 4079147 - (1917-0) 
condition removed as it was not mentioned in TM A. 

4083278 4083278 - (1918-0) Address for service to be read as B.ARTHI 
SRI ANDAL ILLAM, NO.37-1, ARUMURUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE 
- 641 045. 

4257472 4257472 - (1918-0) The name of the applicant is corrected to read as Jinal S. Zaveri as per 
the request in TM-M dated 23.09.2019 
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are available on the official website 
 

599657 677698 684030 690836 822713

921723 967693 970073 1077930 1240889

1638347 1822117 1826224 1862448 1950342

2011728 2116369 2134835 2141496 2186078

2192544 2215208 2240438 2240439 2255608

2294658 2404491 2427247 2436779 2451441

2460683 2469495 2475422 2477829 2477830

2493828 2510086 2513435 2513436 2513437

2513440 2521598 2524204 2525677 2528261

2528697 2529722 2531669 2531670 2537367

2539827 2546696 2554819 2557797 2559449

2569720 2571018 2571154 2579700 2584928

2590920 2595309 2595703 2598440 2598742

2604430 2606978 2620465 2622557 2630692

2633999 2635522 2636161 2639878 2641153

2641340 2641341 2644014 2650854 2650856

2651433 2652070 2654068 2655681 2660190

2661854 2662817 2668071 2670276 2679410

2679415 2679518 2680780 2685670 2685844

2685963 2687382 2687383 2687384 2687855

2689987 2690909 2692424 2694011 2694313

2700656 2700673 2700674 2705669 2710224

2710863 2714802 2722605 2722717 2725402

2726836 2726842 2728993 2729681 2732257

2733196 2734273 2734679 2735237 2736746

2737275 2737277 2737697 2739265 2739828

2742704 2742831 2743619 2744109 2744967

2745140 2746263 2748906 2750043 2754206

2756605 2756715 2759108 2766190 2767254

2767460 2767664 2773513 2774904 2774906

2776116 2778166 2778555 2779455 2780251

2780253 2781084 2782100 2782554 2782557

2783158 2783159 2784782 2784784 2784803

2785990 2789616 2790309 2791834 2792574

2793058 2793121 2793122 2793344 2795647

2795825 2796844 2797126 2797405 2797444
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2797721 2798302 2798915 2799217 2800368

2801414 2802388 2804222 2805427 2806871

2807154 2809667 2812857 2814288 2814417

2814977 2816226 2822664 2824480 2825418

2825799 2826199 2827368 2829667 2833132

2835163 2835420 2836833 2836834 2837092

2837387 2837422 2838349 2839401 2840611

2840801 2841313 2841399 2841692 2841695

2842384 2844530 2845107 2845639 2846061

2846071 2846504 2846633 2846759 2847223

2847224 2847496 2847635 2848060 2848453

2849100 2849490 2849574 2849575 2849738

2850530 2850993 2851097 2851782 2851786

2853182 2854121 2855157 2855504 2855699

2856480 2857745 2858405 2858763 2861416

2861946 2862916 2863489 2863746 2864160

2864689 2864691 2864692 2865271 2865692

2865704 2865742 2865743 2865745 2866272

2866748 2867192 2867911 2868457 2870620

2870925 2870951 2870998 2871414 2871450

2872255 2873557 2873998 2874000 2875183

2875880 2877190 2878557 2878871 2879164

2879740 2881376 2881400 2881604 2884816

2884899 2885090 2886447 2887731 2887932

2888127 2889323 2889736 2889818 2889980

2890881 2891048 2891303 2891435 2891841

2892770 2893824 2894702 2894707 2897565

2897905 2898130 2898335 2898755 2898782

2899175 2899197 2899209 2899702 2902826

2902827 2902828 2902829 2902830 2903193

2903881 2904644 2907949 2909661 2910338

2911122 2913208 2913954 2914106 2914773

2916216 2917235 2918219 2918308 2918370

2920347 2920499 2920884 2921614 2921624

2921820 2921821 2921822 2921942 2922757

2924738 2925399 2926268 2926472 2926918
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2928543 2929502 2929505 2931687 2931756

2932540 2933596 2933597 2933599 2933793

2934021 2935296 2935964 2938249 2938845

2940291 2940452 2942066 2943331 2943497

2944450 2944488 2944525 2946246 2946446

2946817 2946907 2947855 2948059 2948281

2948283 2948295 2949035 2949741 2949837

2949933 2950011 2950614 2951965 2953470

2953679 2954169 2954580 2954868 2955057

2955308 2955622 2957491 2957689 2957724

2958059 2958828 2959608 2959754 2959821

2960354 2960651 2960893 2961859 2962311

2962672 2962930 2964377 2965393 2965492

2965684 2965837 2966070 2966964 2967351

2967840 2969134 2969245 2969992 2970044

2970264 2971252 2971808 2972843 2972917

2974181 2975251 2977028 2977902 2978951

2979868 2981136 2981137 2981399 2981454

2981610 2981621 2982143 2983903 2984784

2986290 2987194 2987871 2988877 2989702

2990137 2991270 2991330 2991361 2991593

2993125 2993214 2994088 2994294 2994487

2994667 2995094 2995630 2995631 2996340

2999758 3000041 3000137 3000138 3000420

3000553 3001731 3001812 3002222 3003106

3003556 3005266 3005548 3005835 3008268

3008727 3008731 3008733 3009880 3009953

3010413 3010920 3012013 3012643 3012724

3012952 3016234 3016984 3017363 3017556

3021164 3022418 3022702 3022897 3022905

3023135 3023333 3023570 3024072 3024146

3024237 3024345 3024579 3024818 3024978

3025461 3025691 3025774 3025781 3026295

3026422 3026728 3027690 3027699 3028327

3028329 3028330 3031202 3034097 3034587

3034624 3035962 3037261 3038224 3039543
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3039545 3039704 3039705 3041169 3042686

3042691 3043135 3043325 3043861 3043921

3043922 3043923 3043924 3043925 3043926

3043927 3043928 3043929 3043930 3043931

3043932 3043933 3043934 3043936 3044073

3044075 3044233 3044234 3044238 3044239

3044302 3044563 3044602 3044854 3044857

3045008 3045391 3045479 3045591 3045819

3045821 3045825 3045828 3045851 3045864

3046387 3046472 3046476 3046498 3046499

3046669 3046671 3046753 3046761 3046763

3046881 3046939 3046942 3047219 3047226

3047229 3047230 3047231 3047232 3047507

3047578 3047757 3047762 3047803 3047971

3047973 3047975 3047976 3047985 3048223

3048245 3048409 3048414 3048417 3048418

3048424 3048427 3048434 3048616 3048788

3048792 3049312 3049313 3049368 3049386

3049387 3049624 3049627 3049778 3049779

3049784 3049787 3049788 3049789 3049879

3050297 3050593 3050595 3050612 3050613

3051111 3051271 3051272 3051285 3051287

3051293 3051295 3051298 3051300 3051347

3051348 3051404 3051483 3051657 3051905

3052070 3052631 3052958 3052959 3053184

3053236 3053251 3053273 3053374 3053376

3053379 3053385 3053392 3053395 3053398

3053417 3053429 3053727 3054482 3054483

3054485 3054490 3054577 3054578 3054581

3054582 3054584 3054586 3054590 3054598

3054609 3054658 3054953 3054955 3054977

3055177 3055372 3055420 3055423 3055502

3055750 3055776 3055782 3055784 3056234

3056390 3056491 3056631 3056706 3056842

3057121 3057180 3057181 3057329 3057391

3057392 3057393 3057406 3057408 3057411
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3057412 3057413 3057415 3057417 3058030

3058034 3058037 3058044 3058045 3058047

3058048 3058049 3058050 3058051 3058371

3058373 3058422 3058601 3058661 3058758

3059035 3059382 3059784 3059790 3059793

3059794 3059964 3059991 3060030 3060032

3060036 3060037 3060129 3060476 3060477

3060478 3060503 3060505 3060511 3060521

3061049 3061254 3061258 3061261 3061264

3061272 3061277 3061287 3061288 3061289

3061290 3061291 3061297 3061349 3061392

3061393 3061537 3061540 3061562 3061565

3061566 3061579 3061771 3061954 3061971

3061977 3061978 3061981 3061983 3061998

3062137 3062144 3062308 3062463 3062471

3062704 3062939 3063083 3063147 3063227

3063244 3063247 3063253 3063296 3063302

3063578 3063793 3063837 3064023 3064025

3064486 3064592 3064779 3065302 3065313

3065320 3065338 3065358 3065402 3065409

3065578 3065591 3065594 3065601 3066373

3066411 3066412 3066421 3066438 3066500

3067006 3067089 3067094 3067253 3067269

3067416 3067554 3067664 3067686 3067688

3067689 3067690 3067691 3067707 3067708

3067734 3068077 3068108 3068140 3068418

3068653 3068659 3068660 3068661 3068768

3068769 3069648 3069768 3069926 3070002

3070339 3070449 3070812 3070815 3070816

3071413 3071414 3071426 3071509 3071510

3071511 3071533 3071541 3071804 3072164

3072165 3072166 3072172 3072175 3073131

3073169 3073235 3073515 3073516 3073521

3073527 3073532 3073874 3073876 3074138

3074142 3074143 3074157 3074158 3074160

3074167 3074169 3074173 3074181 3074195
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3074222 3074223 3074277 3074466 3074645

3074650 3074719 3075579 3075812 3075813

3075814 3075882 3075890 3075891 3075892

3075893 3075899 3075900 3075901 3075905

3076299 3076767 3076768 3076798 3076919

3076920 3078105 3078107 3078117 3078118

3078119 3078121 3078160 3078161 3078188

3078280 3078418 3078569 3078960 3079320

3079321 3079363 3079971 3079975 3079978

3080032 3080086 3080114 3080325 3080326

3080327 3080328 3080329 3080493 3080494

3080520 3081056 3081057 3081058 3081090

3081168 3081170 3081171 3081237 3081242

3081243 3081402 3081403 3081470 3081471

3081472 3081473 3081540 3081547 3081669

3081837 3082053 3082303 3082387 3082521

3082735 3082740 3082742 3083076 3083079

3083086 3083090 3083101 3083102 3083320

3083659 3084096 3084114 3084974 3084976

3085039 3085195 3085196 3085197 3085198

3085199 3085200 3085201 3085202 3085477

3085708 3085723 3085724 3085731 3085736

3085741 3085743 3085983 3085989 3085992

3086538 3086542 3087034 3087035 3087036

3087037 3087040 3087041 3087044 3087045

3087047 3087048 3087049 3087050 3087052

3087053 3087055 3087253 3087305 3087308

3087357 3087358 3087361 3087443 3087538

3087539 3087544 3087649 3087707 3087976

3088051 3088228 3088681 3088682 3088688

3088689 3088691 3089133 3089602 3089625

3089626 3089627 3089770 3089839 3089916

3089972 3089974 3090247 3090262 3090328

3090773 3090893 3090894 3090917 3090919

3090923 3090924 3090929 3090959 3090973

3091284 3091839 3091841 3091846 3092112
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3092284 3092287 3092609 3092716 3092717

3092744 3092829 3092959 3092960 3093014

3093035 3093036 3093473 3093516 3093517

3093525 3093583 3093979 3094162 3094163

3094419 3094666 3094670 3094677 3094678

3095238 3095367 3095452 3095453 3095454

3095457 3095458 3095519 3095533 3095664

3095667 3095668 3095672 3095673 3095679

3095685 3095689 3095691 3095704 3095708

3096470 3096472 3096785 3096816 3096817

3096818 3096906 3097553 3097554 3097975

3098201 3098283 3098285 3098290 3098773

3099038 3099105 3099247 3099253 3099254

3099420 3099421 3099575 3099933 3100110

3100534 3101073 3101518 3101520 3101521

3101523 3102093 3102094 3102103 3102104

3103090 3103101 3103123 3103127 3103128

3103130 3103131 3103132 3103134 3103361

3103463 3103619 3104332 3104460 3104781

3104782 3104906 3104957 3104965 3105067

3105349 3105541 3105956 3106047 3106057

3106065 3106066 3106070 3106072 3106073

3106198 3106199 3106200 3106201 3106202

3106802 3106805 3106841 3106900 3107111

3107112 3107113 3107114 3107117 3107120

3107121 3107124 3107129 3107139 3107146

3107147 3107148 3107149 3107155 3107170

3107200 3107558 3107559 3107883 3107896

3108186 3108188 3108508 3108521 3108527

3108565 3108578 3108580 3108583 3108586

3108592 3108623 3108626 3108878 3109005

3109007 3109009 3109102 3109103 3109106

3109236 3109338 3109346 3109444 3109568

3109599 3110087 3110513 3110566 3110888

3110889 3110895 3110900 3110903 3110907

3110908 3110912 3110921 3110923 3110928
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3110948 3111317 3111591 3111594 3111595

3111616 3111628 3111632 3111933 3111943

3111954 3112233 3112237 3112266 3112438

3112440 3112443 3112446 3113030 3113320

3113448 3113647 3113713 3113939 3113940

3114230 3114507 3114676 3114698 3114791

3114792 3114793 3114794 3114798 3114799

3114801 3114802 3114803 3114805 3115012

3115013 3115056 3115229 3115231 3115232

3115419 3115420 3115421 3115582 3115584

3115595 3115605 3115616 3115635 3115636

3116039 3116840 3119572 3123311 3125663

3138504 3139938 3139975 3140051 3142745

3143390 3150410 3151082 3152301 3152972

3154952 3156981 3158709 3160179 3161490

3161920 3163998 3165819 3168993 3171083

3171364 3171947 3174371 3183694 3186325

3188013 3188274 3194737 3195042 3195222

3197088 3198139 3202467 3203125 3204313

3206823 3208144 3208145 3209540 3213544

3214559 3216010 3216449 3216775 3216924

3217123 3219493 3220022 3221801 3221972

3222153 3223387 3223533 3225452 3225782

3225919 3225921 3226008 3227369 3229613

3230515 3230517 3231216 3233511 3233843

3234020 3236208 3239677 3239773 3241603

3241613 3242638 3242935 3243429 3243627

3245971 3247931 3248443 3252743 3252744

3253096 3254262 3256335 3256998 3259315

3259674 3260219 3260352 3260412 3260468

3260494 3262272 3264728 3265581 3265757

3265865 3266175 3266867 3267037 3267617

3267905 3268550 3269176 3269968 3270135

3270196 3273289 3275096 3276000 3277418

3277419 3277420 3277424 3279051 3279483

3280750 3282692 3282736 3282780 3282828
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3283042 3284912 3286033 3286413 3287760

3288178 3288609 3288706 3289703 3289835

3290005 3290018 3290663 3291105 3291764

3292438 3292940 3295680 3295686 3296350

3297921 3298713 3299261 3299814 3300351

3300683 3301505 3304057 3304945 3305281

3305422 3305739 3306982 3308827 3309300

3309795 3310853 3311366 3312690 3313526

3315022 3315026 3315027 3315710 3316304

3317798 3318786 3318839 3319234 3319805

3320089 3320634 3320779 3321916 3322274

3322466 3323397 3324442 3325743 3327271

3328620 3328747 3330602 3332200 3332791

3335474 3336063 3338575 3339296 3341382

3341738 3341776 3341804 3342223 3342362

3343180 3343487 3343562 3348015 3350609

3351161 3352224 3353221 3353222 3357127

3358122 3359881 3360902 3361404 3362507

3363539 3363541 3364462 3364463 3366445

3367310 3367314 3367318 3367324 3367327

3368425 3368989 3369454 3369922 3370106

3370195 3370760 3371709 3373131 3373132

3373251 3373254 3373292 3374056 3374115

3374547 3375520 3376130 3376341 3377606

3378273 3378276 3379775 3380382 3380389

3381645 3382125 3382155 3382582 3382586

3382588 3383012 3383605 3384318 3384399

3384407 3384410 3384412 3384414 3384484

3384638 3385083 3385133 3385722 3385947

3385987 3387233 3387234 3387393 3387880

3387885 3387889 3387967 3388001 3388106

3388108 3388109 3388210 3388215 3388220

3388234 3388256 3388872 3389063 3389209

3389213 3389220 3389221 3389224 3390156

3390157 3390349 3390350 3390391 3390392

3390397 3390405 3390853 3390913 3390915
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3391446 3391962 3391964 3391969 3391972

3392014 3392153 3392295 3392296 3392297

3392806 3392870 3393247 3393250 3394135

3394215 3394443 3394451 3394456 3394554

3394740 3394742 3394913 3395035 3395041

3395626 3396412 3396466 3396475 3396749

3396802 3397736 3398112 3398559 3398591

3398592 3398945 3400107 3401084 3402087

3402113 3402115 3402117 3402297 3402471

3403247 3403716 3403919 3404300 3404526

3404535 3406420 3406462 3406463 3407220

3407314 3407455 3407624 3409016 3409020

3409022 3409024 3409025 3409223 3409229

3409789 3409910 3409912 3409914 3410076

3410354 3410760 3411120 3411790 3411791

3411939 3411996 3411997 3412529 3412899

3413198 3413781 3414106 3414117 3414232

3414241 3414616 3414617 3414618 3414620

3414783 3415002 3415490 3415674 3415752

3415758 3416593 3416610 3416631 3417240

3417519 3418156 3418604 3418605 3419061

3419063 3419064 3420292 3421338 3421378

3421657 3421786 3421811 3421812 3421813

3421815 3421816 3421824 3421842 3421963

3422082 3422318 3422580 3422585 3422595

3422674 3422677 3423032 3423044 3423046

3423051 3423054 3423472 3423478 3423480

3423548 3425179 3425180 3425187 3425190

3426155 3427319 3427745 3428418 3428524

3428611 3428746 3429302 3429508 3429509

3429511 3430166 3430205 3430208 3430216

3430671 3430695 3431099 3431100 3431959

3432620 3432707 3433050 3433296 3434093

3434141 3434397 3434405 3434720 3434723

3435064 3435065 3435066 3435575 3435582

3436108 3436973 3438184 3438244 3438463
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3439695 3440045 3440537 3440539 3440541

3440684 3440795 3441158 3441898 3441899

3442052 3442092 3443678 3443952 3444342

3444554 3444643 3445309 3445310 3445971

3446074 3446077 3446080 3446083 3446084

3446428 3447470 3447473 3448172 3448502

3448790 3449481 3449631 3450577 3450644

3451002 3452012 3452033 3452550 3452672

3453103 3453476 3454030 3454426 3454430

3454603 3454638 3454642 3455163 3455289

3455718 3455796 3455797 3456477 3456532

3457307 3457313 3458101 3459076 3459210

3459211 3459524 3459894 3459948 3459971

3460004 3460005 3460007 3460189 3460192

3460196 3460197 3460402 3460604 3461080

3461165 3461271 3461784 3462393 3462482

3462634 3462735 3462748 3463046 3463055

3463062 3463088 3463303 3463704 3464360

3464403 3464466 3464735 3464837 3465334

3465696 3465795 3465796 3465805 3465808

3465811 3465882 3467406 3467942 3468217

3468220 3468376 3468719 3468878 3469057

3469136 3469140 3469145 3469416 3469722

3469762 3469763 3470076 3470162 3470409

3470453 3470456 3470457 3470458 3471042

3471392 3471570 3471870 3471958 3472752

3472776 3473115 3473118 3473119 3473659

3473744 3474229 3474554 3474648 3475673

3475919 3476352 3477482 3477671 3478353

3479176 3481024 3481025 3482686 3482909

3483220 3484063 3484838 3486285 3488474

3488475 3488514 3488531 3488675 3490028

3490029 3494262 3494308 3494309 3494321

3495517 3495740 3497206 3498790 3498814

3499693 3500193 3503519 3503522 3503524

3503525 3503526 3503527 3504770 3505772
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3506040 3506297 3506298 3506299 3506352

3506353 3506357 3506359 3506361 3506762

3507164 3507598 3508253 3508750 3508989

3510206 3510962 3511500 3511994 3512001

3512778 3512966 3513541 3513542 3513796

3514194 3517135 3517302 3517306 3517307

3517392 3519013 3522006 3523241 3524103

3524985 3525397 3525558 3526968 3527216

3527399 3528047 3530030 3530031 3530032

3530695 3532134 3534187 3534582 3534626

3535799 3538480 3539966 3539967 3539972

3541810 3542610 3543875 3543895 3544224

3546169 3546499 3546575 3548138 3548902

3550478 3550595 3550621 3551375 3552289

3552842 3556007 3556398 3559570 3560017

3560018 3560551 3561555 3561571 3561590

3561700 3562283 3562284 3562604 3563013

3563944 3564311 3564954 3565147 3565434

3567803 3568373 3569769 3569863 3571459

3571460 3572285 3572510 3572953 3572991

3573453 3574642 3574817 3575067 3575070

3575243 3575525 3576274 3576316 3576331

3576333 3576446 3576597 3576599 3577408

3577752 3577753 3577827 3578466 3578468

3578945 3579398 3579555 3579755 3579803

3580079 3580080 3581090 3581125 3581128

3581130 3581139 3581219 3581308 3582132

3582209 3582211 3582224 3582392 3582394

3582694 3582791 3582899 3583068 3583310

3583436 3583437 3583779 3583868 3583870

3584131 3584962 3585715 3585844 3585845

3586085 3586159 3586222 3586224 3586352

3586354 3586809 3586921 3587394 3587658

3588131 3588134 3588221 3588302 3588307

3588788 3588789 3589255 3589776 3589929

3590200 3590201 3590470 3591045 3591507
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3591602 3591782 3591887 3591963 3592027

3593401 3594077 3594252 3594308 3594340

3594653 3594866 3594895 3594916 3594917

3595105 3595106 3595109 3595112 3595123

3595126 3596338 3596356 3597162 3597165

3597684 3598241 3598255 3598367 3598401

3598964 3599046 3599048 3600007 3600182

3600516 3600518 3600519 3600521 3600522

3600524 3600526 3600531 3600532 3600533

3600535 3600638 3600714 3600715 3601240

3601517 3601548 3601563 3601620 3601715

3601878 3602111 3602736 3603254 3603992

3604024 3604070 3604173 3604544 3604545

3604774 3604928 3605029 3605735 3605913

3606240 3606327 3606359 3606621 3606756

3607273 3607481 3607482 3607895 3608316

3608734 3609061 3609066 3609069 3609073

3609074 3609611 3609784 3609806 3610105

3610106 3610184 3610581 3610737 3610802

3610804 3610909 3610914 3610916 3610918

3610921 3610922 3610930 3611334 3611337

3611622 3611629 3611853 3611861 3612007

3612201 3612202 3612287 3612512 3612637

3613126 3613244 3613512 3613536 3614105

3614184 3614331 3614454 3614499 3614506

3614726 3614728 3614729 3614734 3615118

3615464 3615719 3616297 3616301 3616388

3616400 3616747 3616875 3617038 3617271

3617548 3617564 3617800 3618096 3618097

3618098 3618107 3618614 3618756 3618906

3618907 3618922 3618925 3618927 3618929

3618934 3618937 3618939 3619055 3619056

3619159 3619281 3619430 3619432 3619433

3619564 3619567 3619587 3620107 3620772

3621442 3621626 3621637 3621638 3622195

3622196 3622364 3622365 3622462 3622595
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3622671 3622709 3622868 3622930 3623044

3623436 3623512 3623734 3623840 3624139

3624323 3624446 3624489 3624927 3624955

3624988 3625039 3625268 3625276 3625458

3625507 3625585 3626011 3626145 3626841

3626842 3626858 3626859 3627042 3627060

3627912 3627967 3628354 3628355 3628504

3628614 3628620 3628703 3628800 3628824

3629135 3629210 3629246 3629285 3629382

3629383 3629386 3629387 3629390 3629391

3629395 3629580 3629648 3629822 3630145

3630406 3630665 3631020 3631022 3631029

3631326 3631446 3631609 3631720 3631764

3631786 3632201 3632382 3632385 3632588

3632618 3633064 3633066 3633290 3633791

3633986 3634086 3634316 3634317 3634319

3634322 3634537 3634685 3634739 3634741

3634745 3634799 3634974 3635104 3635105

3635206 3635238 3635586 3635590 3635613

3635657 3635668 3636068 3636325 3636488

3636489 3636815 3636819 3636870 3637002

3637003 3637273 3637275 3637488 3637630

3637872 3637873 3637950 3637952 3638005

3638125 3638164 3638403 3638740 3638836

3638928 3639145 3639149 3639209 3639740

3640027 3640374 3640547 3640609 3640610

3640891 3641222 3641497 3641552 3641561

3641771 3641868 3642005 3642354 3642355

3642358 3642876 3642938 3642948 3643219

3643311 3643456 3643509 3643523 3643649

3644020 3644147 3644189 3644207 3644394

3644778 3644925 3644938 3645044 3645128

3645227 3645232 3645570 3645593 3645602

3645673 3645772 3645780 3646430 3646481

3646599 3646606 3646657 3646954 3647403

3647410 3647538 3647635 3647764 3647778
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3647779 3648046 3648059 3648060 3648628

3648983 3649551 3649590 3649949 3650164

3650166 3650514 3650581 3650582 3650584

3650589 3650691 3650714 3650716 3650878

3651140 3651657 3652176 3652180 3653125

3653126 3653180 3653210 3653670 3653968

3653976 3654042 3654295 3654592 3654593

3654731 3654734 3654814 3655053 3655056

3655331 3655365 3655389 3655432 3656325

3656649 3656651 3656735 3656736 3657235

3657340 3657358 3657402 3657462 3657558

3657559 3657560 3657571 3657775 3658156

3658592 3658648 3658878 3659059 3659060

3659100 3659608 3659816 3659851 3660214

3660216 3660467 3660482 3660712 3660714

3660720 3660724 3661249 3661298 3661387

3661525 3661543 3661743 3661924 3662101

3662137 3662217 3662478 3662704 3662707

3662985 3663358 3663842 3664014 3664117

3664317 3664383 3664667 3664671 3664774

3664784 3664992 3664993 3665031 3665050

3665232 3665375 3665376 3665381 3665398

3665401 3665418 3665663 3665707 3665904

3665919 3665920 3665921 3665973 3666424

3666499 3666569 3666619 3666745 3666749

3667131 3667236 3667293 3667295 3667298

3667308 3667311 3667632 3667690 3667702

3667886 3667972 3668176 3668425 3668475

3668578 3668581 3668594 3668663 3668678

3668683 3668685 3668686 3668692 3669033

3669126 3669128 3669238 3669554 3669595

3669683 3669847 3669859 3669860 3669997

3670067 3670411 3670535 3670645 3670667

3670725 3670726 3671069 3671114 3671172

3671173 3671174 3671730 3672143 3672635

3672721 3672724 3672894 3672994 3673025
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3673441 3673442 3673849 3673901 3674318

3674383 3674451 3674575 3674685 3674686

3674694 3674697 3674698 3674701 3674928

3674965 3675165 3675190 3675387 3675660

3676314 3676335 3676445 3676963 3676983

3677052 3677451 3677461 3677554 3677557

3677992 3678018 3678019 3678020 3678069

3678071 3678072 3678074 3678076 3678448

3678658 3678701 3678707 3678708 3678878

3679104 3679279 3679314 3679678 3679680

3679735 3679891 3679899 3679900 3679917

3680041 3680073 3680095 3680303 3680598

3680625 3680707 3680998 3681154 3681524

3681527 3681529 3681540 3681543 3681544

3681545 3682092 3682128 3682172 3682174

3682281 3682535 3682568 3682583 3683013

3683093 3683123 3683124 3683421 3683466

3683513 3683893 3683909 3683964 3683995

3684056 3684082 3684281 3684515 3684712

3684907 3685015 3685017 3685041 3685042

3685127 3685207 3685332 3685336 3685337

3685422 3685424 3685560 3685625 3685664

3685726 3685927 3686095 3686293 3686323

3686327 3686332 3686385 3686485 3686666

3686703 3687028 3687075 3687076 3687104

3687105 3687110 3687118 3687208 3687348

3687358 3687360 3687384 3687486 3687612

3687926 3687966 3688148 3688149 3688291

3688299 3688322 3688432 3688731 3688814

3688852 3688871 3689125 3689128 3689131

3689133 3689134 3689167 3689183 3689221

3689224 3689432 3689685 3689747 3689761

3689820 3689864 3689920 3690024 3690210

3690212 3690282 3690315 3690337 3690851

3690902 3691337 3691560 3691933 3692153

3692154 3692190 3692346 3692541 3692543
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3692640 3692641 3692935 3692955 3692969

3692977 3693507 3693706 3693918 3693930

3694036 3694191 3694194 3694208 3694227

3694324 3694335 3694355 3694507 3694541

3694542 3694589 3694688 3695072 3695279

3695322 3695323 3695810 3696375 3696611

3696923 3697460 3697463 3697464 3697465

3697466 3697467 3697562 3697796 3698114

3698906 3698909 3699106 3699107 3700013

3700496 3700498 3700725 3700726 3700727

3700728 3700969 3700993 3700994 3700996

3700998 3701016 3701294 3701297 3701970

3701971 3702011 3702182 3702209 3702512

3702516 3702518 3702708 3703066 3703070

3703503 3704116 3704118 3704124 3704126

3704553 3704555 3704557 3704595 3704737

3705030 3705033 3706246 3706388 3706492

3706821 3707754 3707955 3707956 3707957

3707980 3708045 3708150 3708389 3708914

3708948 3708981 3709069 3710151 3710510

3710651 3710863 3711080 3711368 3711369

3711443 3711444 3711446 3711655 3711861

3711889 3711936 3712628 3712629 3713161

3713998 3714046 3714047 3714286 3714713

3715446 3715674 3715748 3715750 3715752

3715755 3715758 3715759 3715877 3715878

3716001 3716809 3717311 3718095 3718555

3718775 3719175 3719486 3719954 3720194

3721042 3721254 3721777 3722198 3722509

3722510 3722709 3722717 3723041 3723520

3723576 3723779 3723902 3724153 3724285

3724286 3724288 3724411 3724668 3725117

3725118 3725647 3725651 3725652 3726419

3726840 3726984 3728640 3729566 3729567

3729568 3729569 3729575 3729577 3729854

3729917 3729925 3729926 3730012 3730635
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3730637 3730642 3730643 3730644 3731546

3731769 3731789 3731964 3732367 3732792

3732794 3732795 3733615 3733625 3733901

3734104 3734108 3734161 3734356 3734366

3735470 3735471 3735472 3735517 3735736

3736117 3736128 3736150 3736935 3737021

3737593 3738047 3738857 3738942 3739161

3740495 3740623 3740723 3741045 3741056

3741383 3742227 3742557 3742562 3743618

3743977 3743985 3744343 3744345 3744377

3744378 3744379 3745428 3745552 3746459

3746506 3747050 3747053 3747160 3747162

3747496 3747584 3747586 3747587 3747590

3747591 3747593 3747988 3748922 3749057

3749368 3749369 3749370 3749555 3749559

3749561 3749563 3749646 3750633 3750634

3751204 3751431 3751432 3751551 3751914

3752023 3752026 3752077 3752106 3753448

3754377 3754381 3756270 3756525 3756532

3756562 3756865 3756867 3756895 3757058

3757060 3757360 3758415 3758416 3758500

3758502 3758550 3759377 3759396 3760853

3760854 3760856 3760862 3761163 3761610

3761654 3762344 3763024 3763644 3763652

3763653 3764477 3764482 3764483 3764484

3765169 3765693 3765881 3765997 3766200

3766201 3766843 3767653 3769749 3769786

3769787 3769887 3770525 3770526 3770726

3770849 3770911 3771204 3771206 3771207

3771358 3771533 3771728 3771870 3771894

3771895 3772194 3772975 3773618 3773885

3773886 3773938 3775142 3776813 3776815

3777887 3777888 3777959 3777961 3778532

3778984 3779072 3779615 3780654 3781079

3781228 3781808 3782473 3782504 3782520

3782612 3782614 3782615 3783961 3783981
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3784281 3785494 3785978 3786050 3787539

3788174 3788175 3788181 3788183 3788217

3788223 3789499 3789604 3789605 3789606

3789608 3790008 3790251 3790893 3791142

3791269 3791270 3791271 3791274 3791960

3792551 3793028 3793596 3793597 3794683

3794684 3794685 3794687 3794690 3795824

3795825 3796559 3796594 3796924 3796925

3797206 3797698 3798370 3798425 3798427

3798809 3798883 3799016 3799267 3799274

3799386 3800140 3800574 3809755 3813409

3813654 3816861 3817996 3820841 3825544

3825776 3840423 3843158 3866315 3874951

3885799 3893168 3898809 3902411 3919433

3930664 3936734 3942753 3945996 3948051

3951688 3960998 3964528 3967876 3973977

3974852 3978943 3981891 3987331 3987954

3990616 3996604 4002335 4003911 4008220

4009073 4010057 4012003 4013441 4022361

4024504 4026678 4027247 4027711 4028831

4031055 4033033 4033824 4034301 4034791

4036586 4036919 4037084 4037827 4038221

4040589 4046350 4047185 4047741 4047743

4047992 4049659 4049850 4050180 4055586

4055637 4056481 4059715 4061035 4063124

4063623 4064177 4064179 4065345 4065953

4068227 4068520 4068816 4068968 4069873

4070543 4071061 4073362 4077530 4077679

4078229 4080454 4082625 4082789 4083055

4083680 4083686 4084409 4084501 4084703

4085083 4087639 4087640 4087641 4087715

4087818 4087936 4087937 4088685 4088823

4089170 4090794 4090795 4091232 4091634

4091677 4092375 4092426 4094427 4094739

4094830 4095197 4095218 4095853 4095941

4096690 4096694 4096705 4097295 4097308
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4097320 4097588 4097805 4098154 4098957

4098958 4099363 4099667 4099963 4100134

4100444 4100634 4101169 4101201 4101371

4101684 4102611 4102692 4102756 4102824

4103827 4103873 4103875 4103877 4103880

4104095 4104854 4104855 4105001 4105203

4105501 4106212 4106262 4106315 4106764

4106855 4106995 4107265 4107413 4107414

4108035 4108603 4108846 4109146 4109287

4109288 4109363 4109417 4109793 4109859

4110086 4110090 4110120 4110122 4110128

4110131 4110163 4110179 4110276 4110277

4110278 4110312 4110356 4110357 4110358

4110361 4110385 4110496 4110849 4110951

4111093 4111112 4111115 4111159 4111233

4111234 4111235 4111255 4111261 4111288

4111327 4111339 4111340 4111354 4111359

4111363 4111369 4111414 4111427 4111436

4111439 4111441 4111448 4111449 4111452

4111454 4111465 4111475 4111476 4111477

4111478 4111479 4111567 4111568 4111571

4111584 4111641 4111685 4111716 4111763

4111835 4111917 4111922 4111923 4111927

4111944 4111948 4112054 4112065 4112123

4112153 4112177 4112191 4112234 4112256

4112303 4112314 4112332 4112358 4112367

4112372 4112385 4112395 4112401 4112411

4112435 4112441 4112442 4112443 4112445

4112446 4112448 4112538 4112564 4112620

4112690 4113047 4113180 4113353 4113425

4113560 4113579 4113614 4113675 4113707

4113710 4113771 4113775 4113779 4113839

4113914 4113917 4113939 4113959 4113991

4113999 4114030 4114031 4114093 4114172

4114184 4114187 4114190 4114191 4114193

4114194 4114197 4114200 4114201 4114311
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4114439 4114474 4114549 4114550 4114561

4114562 4114564 4114573 4114577 4114625

4114631 4114632 4114704 4114707 4114728

4114760 4114766 4114817 4114853 4114859

4114892 4114994 4115020 4115059 4115093

4115104 4115119 4115123 4115125 4115128

4115134 4115150 4115230 4115242 4115265

4115267 4115291 4115292 4115312 4115313

4115314 4115316 4115323 4115325 4115326

4115327 4115353 4115354 4115355 4115382

4115387 4115389 4115399 4115447 4115699

4115706 4115707 4115729 4115764 4115783

4115801 4115991 4116157 4116599 4116600

4116601 4116603 4116604 4116605 4116606

4116607 4116608 4116660 4116668 4116675

4116679 4116683 4116684 4116691 4116710

4116762 4116764 4116765 4116773 4116775

4116778 4116779 4116780 4116781 4116782

4116783 4116784 4116818 4116819 4116821

4116839 4116884 4116981 4116999 4117024

4117026 4117028 4117030 4117032 4117039

4117040 4117045 4117046 4117056 4117074

4117135 4117150 4117152 4117153 4117154

4117155 4117156 4117157 4117167 4117171

4117250 4117347 4117353 4117354 4117355

4117358 4117361 4117368 4117369 4117377

4117378 4117387 4117398 4117400 4117403

4117404 4117412 4117508 4117511 4117523

4117527 4117543 4117572 4117579 4117580

4117606 4117609 4117610 4117624 4117677

4117681 4117684 4117701 4117704 4117707

4117711 4117727 4117728 4117730 4117731

4117732 4117741 4117744 4117747 4117749

4117780 4117795 4117796 4117819 4117820

4117821 4117825 4117835 4117837 4117839

4117857 4117882 4117898 4117950 4117964
 
 

 

9448



Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4117971 4117973 4117980 4117988 4117998

4118020 4118102 4118105 4118112 4118131

4118148 4118157 4118158 4118159 4118162

4118163 4118164 4118165 4118168 4118169

4118170 4118267 4118274 4118276 4118277

4118278 4118317 4118323 4118327 4118329

4118391 4118454 4118457 4118465 4118468

4118471 4118473 4118474 4118476 4118497

4118499 4118538 4118546 4118549 4118550

4118551 4118552 4118553 4118558 4118560

4118564 4118622 4118631 4118632 4118646

4118661 4118672 4118677 4118678 4118679

4118686 4118707 4118708 4118757 4118766

4118776 4118782 4118785 4118809 4118817

4118833 4118834 4118880 4118906 4118917

4118920 4118921 4118949 4118951 4118955

4118957 4118958 4118961 4118963 4118964

4118965 4118967 4118968 4118970 4118973

4118981 4118995 4119000 4119006 4119007

4119013 4119016 4119018 4119023 4119027

4119028 4119029 4119030 4119032 4119033

4119047 4119049 4119053 4119055 4119061

4119074 4119114 4119116 4119119 4119124

4119169 4119177 4119180 4119192 4119236

4119238 4119241 4119244 4119245 4119256

4119257 4119269 4119271 4119272 4119273

4119275 4119288 4119299 4119303 4119316

4119321 4119322 4119331 4119332 4119341

4119355 4119356 4119357 4119358 4119359

4119360 4119362 4119383 4119390 4119393

4119394 4119397 4119408 4119436 4119524

4119567 4119594 4119606 4119660 4119664

4119691 4119692 4119693 4119695 4119708

4119713 4119714 4119721 4119772 4119804

4119822 4119829 4119835 4119847 4119853

4119855 4119934 4119935 4119937 4119941
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4120012 4120015 4120047 4120070 4120089

4120093 4120094 4120095 4120096 4120106

4120124 4120170 4120206 4120216 4120217

4120223 4120228 4120239 4120261 4120274

4120296 4120306 4120310 4120313 4120329

4120332 4120343 4120371 4120378 4120379

4120397 4120450 4120493 4120522 4120533

4120534 4120541 4120554 4120579 4120589

4120616 4120617 4120654 4120655 4120656

4120701 4120702 4120706 4120708 4120715

4120722 4120760 4120809 4120816 4120820

4120828 4120846 4120848 4120862 4120867

4120869 4120873 4120877 4120879 4120880

4120888 4120890 4120906 4120907 4120913

4120916 4120922 4120926 4120927 4120930

4120935 4120936 4120937 4120938 4120942

4120943 4120946 4120948 4120949 4120951

4120963 4120964 4120965 4120971 4120972

4120987 4121003 4121006 4121009 4121011

4121054 4121100 4121102 4121110 4121118

4121120 4121123 4121128 4121130 4121131

4121133 4121143 4121154 4121155 4121158

4121193 4121215 4121218 4121224 4121225

4121228 4121248 4121263 4121274 4121275

4121291 4121298 4121317 4121318 4121320

4121321 4121339 4121340 4121341 4121343

4121345 4121358 4121362 4121367 4121370

4121373 4121374 4121375 4121378 4121379

4121380 4121381 4121382 4121406 4121408

4121409 4121411 4121413 4121414 4121416

4121417 4121418 4121420 4121422 4121430

4121431 4121432 4121503 4121509 4121511

4121539 4121556 4121560 4121565 4121569

4121570 4121583 4121584 4121592 4121594

4121596 4121601 4121602 4121605 4121607

4121610 4121613 4121614 4121615 4121652
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4121662 4121663 4121671 4121672 4121673

4121698 4121702 4121704 4121705 4121706

4121707 4121731 4121732 4121733 4121734

4121756 4121776 4121795 4121801 4121802

4121819 4121820 4121834 4121835 4121836

4121838 4121839 4121840 4121858 4121860

4121864 4121867 4121876 4121885 4121887

4121894 4121897 4121898 4121899 4121920

4121924 4121925 4121952 4121953 4121959

4122005 4122028 4122033 4122038 4122055

4122058 4122061 4122063 4122066 4122072

4122075 4122079 4122080 4122082 4122083

4122086 4122087 4122091 4122094 4122100

4122122 4122123 4122132 4122141 4122142

4122143 4122145 4122146 4122147 4122152

4122154 4122159 4122178 4122195 4122198

4122204 4122207 4122208 4122209 4122212

4122214 4122216 4122217 4122218 4122224

4122225 4122258 4122259 4122262 4122265

4122268 4122270 4122271 4122273 4122276

4122284 4122285 4122286 4122291 4122292

4122293 4122299 4122301 4122309 4122311

4122321 4122323 4122335 4122338 4122342

4122355 4122368 4122372 4122373 4122377

4122386 4122390 4122397 4122401 4122402

4122429 4122435 4122436 4122442 4122444

4122449 4122450 4122454 4122458 4122459

4122462 4122463 4122484 4122485 4122486

4122493 4122503 4122504 4122513 4122519

4122540 4122554 4122560 4122562 4122564

4122565 4122566 4122572 4122576 4122577

4122582 4122583 4122587 4122591 4122601

4122603 4122615 4122617 4122622 4122628

4122633 4122640 4122655 4122659 4122661

4122663 4122667 4122676 4122677 4122678

4122701 4122704 4122706 4122729 4122731
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4122738 4122756 4122766 4122779 4122787

4122789 4122790 4122793 4122803 4122818

4122824 4122828 4122829 4122830 4122835

4122860 4122861 4122862 4122870 4122872

4122873 4122878 4122881 4122883 4122886

4122888 4122890 4122891 4122897 4122903

4122906 4122910 4122913 4122914 4122916

4122917 4122918 4122931 4122932 4122933

4122936 4122937 4122941 4122949 4122951

4122955 4122963 4122964 4122965 4122969

4122983 4123006 4123010 4123023 4123024

4123025 4123040 4123043 4123052 4123060

4123062 4123063 4123069 4123070 4123071

4123075 4123076 4123084 4123092 4123093

4123096 4123097 4123106 4123109 4123110

4123111 4123119 4123120 4123122 4123124

4123125 4123126 4123128 4123131 4123134

4123135 4123155 4123158 4123159 4123166

4123167 4123178 4123179 4123196 4123215

4123216 4123217 4123218 4123219 4123220

4123221 4123222 4123223 4123224 4123225

4123226 4123227 4123228 4123229 4123231

4123233 4123239 4123240 4123244 4123245

4123246 4123247 4123270 4123273 4123274

4123286 4123295 4123296 4123300 4123301

4123303 4123306 4123310 4123313 4123318

4123337 4123348 4123352 4123354 4123359

4123360 4123371 4123373 4123376 4123377

4123382 4123420 4123421 4123422 4123423

4123424 4123425 4123426 4123427 4123428

4123431 4123446 4123476 4123477 4123479

4123480 4123481 4123482 4123483 4123485

4123494 4123509 4123513 4123521 4123534

4123535 4123559 4123563 4123568 4123575

4123597 4123627 4123673 4123696 4123697

4123700 4123701 4123702 4123703 4123704
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4123708 4123709 4123734 4123742 4123744

4123747 4123748 4123785 4123798 4123802

4123813 4123814 4123818 4123824 4123841

4123842 4123852 4123870 4123874 4123876

4123880 4123888 4123917 4123919 4123921

4123923 4123924 4123925 4123926 4123927

4123928 4123929 4123930 4123937 4123970

4123984 4124039 4124041 4124044 4124049

4124059 4124071 4124072 4124105 4124115

4124116 4124119 4124120 4124153 4124154

4124159 4124161 4124163 4124167 4124168

4124178 4124181 4124183 4124184 4124185

4124186 4124222 4124224 4124266 4124279

4124284 4124285 4124289 4124290 4124291

4124297 4124309 4124313 4124314 4124316

4124318 4124319 4124328 4124329 4124371

4124372 4124377 4124385 4124386 4124387

4124390 4124396 4124402 4124405 4124425

4124437 4124440 4124441 4124446 4124447

4124448 4124449 4124453 4124455 4124456

4124461 4124465 4124495 4124499 4124500

4124503 4124507 4124515 4124516 4124519

4124520 4124569 4124570 4124571 4124587

4124588 4124595 4124596 4124605 4124609

4124611 4124613 4124628 4124629 4124630

4124632 4124635 4124637 4124638 4124639

4124681 4124685 4124687 4124694 4124696

4124697 4124710 4124711 4124712 4124713

4124716 4124717 4124718 4124722 4124724

4124725 4124728 4124733 4124742 4124757

4124805 4124809 4124811 4124812 4124813

4124814 4124817 4124819 4124821 4124851

4124863 4124870 4124873 4124874 4124891

4124892 4124914 4124924 4124926 4124927

4124953 4124954 4124955 4124958 4124970

4124971 4124979 4124980 4124986 4124993
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4124999 4125003 4125006 4125007 4125019

4125059 4125061 4125062 4125063 4125066

4125165 4125176 4125194 4125206 4125208

4125210 4125224 4125311 4125321 4125334

4125336 4125338 4125348 4125397 4125403

4125419 4125420 4125421 4125422 4125424

4125425 4125443 4125444 4125460 4125466

4125471 4125473 4125474 4125475 4125477

4125479 4125534 4125538 4125576 4125580

4125637 4125833 4125837 4125844 4125845

4125851 4125852 4125860 4125878 4125880

4125881 4125885 4125897 4125910 4125912

4125913 4125979 4125981 4125982 4125983

4125984 4125986 4125988 4125989 4125990

4125991 4125992 4125993 4125994 4125996

4125999 4126000 4126092 4126101 4126131

4126133 4126134 4126135 4126136 4126144

4126204 4126205 4126207 4126211 4126262

4126263 4126265 4126515 4126519 4126522

4126525 4126526 4126527 4126555 4126556

4126557 4126576 4126609 4126611 4126627

4126629 4126630 4126714 4126725 4126759

4126760 4126762 4126772 4126775 4126777

4126791 4126792 4126836 4126919 4126990

4126991 4126993 4126995 4126997 4127004

4127014 4127015 4127017 4127103 4127136

4127715 4127717 4127720 4127721 4127722

4127812 4127817 4127835 4127930 4128170

4128510 4128565 4133573 4133576 4134430

4139113 4156456 4156458 4157255 4160190

4268043
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

114468 5 22/10/2019

115018 3 10/11/2019

123072 34 24/06/2020

130211 11 17/07/2014

160214 5 27/08/2012

164893 3 09/07/2020

165412 13 17/08/2020

169604 3 22/06/2014

198394 5 10/10/2019

198395 5 10/10/2019

198555 5 18/10/2019

199087 5 19/11/2019

202819 6 03/06/2020

209889 6 09/07/2014

209890 7 09/07/2014

209892 19 09/07/2014

210074 9 18/07/2014

244318 10 18/09/2019

244512 5 24/09/2019

244541 9 26/09/2019

245390 17 08/11/2019

247414 7 19/02/2020

248602 30 16/04/2020

295015 34 19/03/2019

295250 34 26/03/2019

299134 5 10/09/2019

299425 5 20/09/2019

299459 24 21/09/2019

299461 24 21/09/2019

299610 14 27/09/2019

300263 7 29/10/2019

300478 17 06/11/2019

300658 7 12/11/2019

301171 12 03/12/2019

303321 5 28/02/2020

315993 16 18/06/2014

316099 25 23/06/2014

316439 25 02/07/2014

322805 5 08/02/2015

366701 12 26/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

373924 16 26/03/2019

373927 16 26/03/2019

378200 5 09/07/2019

378201 5 09/07/2019

378202 5 09/07/2019

378988 23 28/07/2019

378989 24 28/07/2019

378990 26 28/07/2019

380875 29 15/09/2019

381030 14 18/09/2019

381326 25 25/09/2019

381584 3 01/10/2019

381585 33 01/10/2019

381586 34 01/10/2019

381587 18 01/10/2019

381589 32 01/10/2019

381590 31 01/10/2019

381591 29 01/10/2019

381592 28 01/10/2019

381593 27 01/10/2019

381595 25 01/10/2019

381596 20 01/10/2019

381597 14 01/10/2019

381598 13 01/10/2019

381600 8 01/10/2019

381601 6 01/10/2019

381899 17 12/10/2019

382151 7 19/10/2019

382152 8 19/10/2019

382153 9 19/10/2019

382154 11 19/10/2019

382155 12 19/10/2019

382468 18 28/10/2019

383302 3 20/11/2019

383437 12 25/11/2019

383438 28 25/11/2019

383813 1 03/12/2019

384589 14 24/12/2019

384590 18 24/12/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

385737 12 27/01/2020

386462 34 16/02/2020

386603 5 16/02/2020

386604 5 18/02/2020

389528 10 03/05/2020

390853 3 05/06/2020

395235 16 14/09/2020

407564 12 05/07/2014

407757 12 08/07/2014

407760 12 08/07/2014

412309 5 24/10/2014

413363 5 18/11/2014

493419 31 27/06/2019

497421 5 07/09/2019

497646 5 12/09/2019

497657 5 12/09/2019

497658 5 12/09/2019

497738 5 13/09/2019

497824 5 14/09/2019

497842 30 16/09/2019

497843 30 16/09/2019

497844 30 16/09/2019

497929 16 19/09/2018

497989 17 19/09/2019

498104 11 20/09/2019

498105 21 20/09/2019

498132 5 21/09/2019

498133 5 21/09/2019

498257 1 23/09/2019

498258 2 23/09/2019

498260 4 23/09/2019

498261 5 23/09/2019

498263 7 23/09/2019

498264 9 23/09/2019

498266 12 23/09/2019

498268 14 23/09/2019

498269 16 23/09/2019

498270 17 23/09/2019

498271 19 23/09/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

498358 1 26/09/2019

498373 3 27/09/2019

499014 24 10/10/2019

499068 30 10/10/2019

499069 4 10/10/2019

499313 5 13/10/2019

499315 5 13/10/2019

499316 5 13/10/2019

499317 5 13/10/2019

499320 5 13/10/2019

499321 5 13/10/2019

499322 5 13/10/2019

499323 5 13/10/2019

499324 5 13/10/2019

499326 5 13/10/2019

499673 12 19/10/2019

500872 16 17/11/2019

500874 16 17/11/2019

501547 12 30/11/2019

501549 14 30/11/2019

501550 15 30/11/2019

501695 33 02/12/2019

501843 22 06/12/2019

501846 25 06/12/2019

502114 10 09/12/2019

502115 5 09/12/2019

502132 12 12/10/2019

502852 5 26/12/2019

502856 5 26/12/2019

502906 12 26/12/2019

502911 7 26/12/2019

503260 25 02/01/2020

505285 7 13/02/2020

505779 1 21/02/2020

506834 16 13/03/2020

508610 5 13/04/2020

508971 5 21/04/2020

509018 5 21/04/2020

509708 34 03/05/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

509709 34 03/05/2020

509710 34 03/05/2020

509713 34 03/05/2020

514406 3 03/08/2020

514498 9 04/08/2020

516862 9 15/09/2020

517443 6 26/09/2019

517835 1 04/10/2019

517927 31 05/10/2019

518979 24 26/10/2019

520042 9 20/11/2019

524239 12 09/02/2020

525507 30 02/03/2020

532776 25 06/07/2014

532779 32 06/07/2014

533778 23 23/07/2014

538052 25 09/10/2014

539139 7 30/10/2014

547816 25 25/03/2015

581340 9 18/09/2019

586159 12 03/12/2012

586465 16 09/12/2019

586466 12 09/12/2019

586471 31 09/12/2019

586473 29 09/12/2019

586476 16 09/12/2019

586477 12 09/12/2019

586478 8 09/12/2019

586480 6 09/12/2019

589998 9 04/02/2020

595553 16 26/04/2020

609245 3 12/10/2013

613491 5 07/12/2013

613492 5 07/12/2013

631849 34 24/06/2014

631849 34 24/06/2014

632265 24 28/06/2014

632535 5 01/07/2014

632814 25 04/07/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

633063 12 06/07/2014

633170 18 07/07/2014

633324 30 08/07/2014

633325 1 08/07/2014

634724 25 22/07/2014

635065 5 27/07/2014

636047 3 05/08/2014

636470 32 10/08/2014

636472 20 10/08/2014

636473 19 10/08/2014

636474 18 10/08/2014

636475 15 10/08/2014

636476 14 10/08/2014

636477 13 10/08/2014

636655 16 11/08/2014

638430 1 30/08/2014

641305 33 27/09/2014

641322 1 27/09/2014

641565 25 30/09/2018

646720 5 25/11/2014

648605 30 14/12/2014

649142 1 19/12/2014

649144 1 19/12/2014

649897 16 26/12/2014

650590 29 30/12/2014

650591 30 30/12/2014

660686 5 28/03/2019

660785 11 28/03/2005

671627 7 03/07/2015

672690 7 11/07/2019

672691 6 11/07/2019

672693 1 11/07/2019

672694 11 11/07/2019

672695 16 11/07/2019

672696 12 11/07/2019

672697 17 11/07/2019

672698 20 11/07/2019

679702 30 11/09/2015

679702 30 11/09/2015
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

679878 3 13/09/2019

679882 25 13/09/2012

680227 12 15/09/2019

680255 5 15/09/2019

680257 5 15/09/2019

680300 5 18/09/2019

680301 5 18/09/2019

680302 5 18/09/2019

680443 28 18/09/2019

681372 3 25/09/2019

681623 25 26/09/2019

681632 9 26/09/2019

684632 1 26/10/2019

684698 3 27/10/2019

685186 5 01/11/2019

689632 3 07/12/2019

689633 30 07/12/2019

691415 16 20/12/2019

698978 24 20/02/2020

698980 26 20/02/2020

698981 27 20/02/2020

702185 25 19/03/2020

703420 11 27/03/2016

710615 3 24/07/2020

747499 16 07/07/2014

753908 25 29/01/2017

753908 25 29/01/2017

769776 5 03/11/2017

789957 19 03/02/2008

789959 19 03/02/2008

820698 5 24/09/2018

820704 5 24/09/2018

826077 30 05/11/2018

827824 5 17/11/2018

833124 25 21/12/2018

833124 25 21/12/2018

833129 8 21/12/2018

833129 8 21/12/2018

833130 31 21/12/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

833130 31 21/12/2018

844713 30 11/03/2019

845151 5 15/03/2019

848008 4 26/03/2019

851607 30 16/04/2019

853249 3 26/04/2019

855760 10 11/05/2019

856108 7 13/05/2009

858861 5 01/06/2009

860580 25 11/06/2019

861872 24 21/06/2019

862729 30 25/06/2019

865543 30 13/07/2019

865544 29 13/07/2019

870529 99 10/08/2009

871966 7 18/08/2019

872442 28 20/08/2019

874885 29 06/09/2019

875030 22 06/09/2019

875031 18 06/09/2019

875051 30 06/09/2019

875328 19 08/09/2019

875608 9 09/09/2019

876096 7 13/09/2019

876098 7 13/09/2019

876157 9 13/09/2019

876169 5 13/09/2019

876263 5 13/09/2019

876264 5 13/09/2019

876286 24 14/09/2019

876287 24 14/09/2019

876288 24 14/09/2019

876289 24 14/09/2019

876290 24 14/09/2019

876436 20 14/09/2019

876465 16 15/09/2019

876489 8 15/09/2019

876660 5 16/09/2019

876661 5 16/09/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

876666 5 16/09/2019

876888 31 17/09/2019

876889 31 17/09/2019

876890 31 17/09/2019

876891 31 17/09/2019

876892 31 17/09/2019

876969 5 17/09/2019

876970 5 17/09/2019

877045 3 17/09/2019

877048 3 17/09/2019

877059 11 17/09/2019

877120 1 20/09/2019

877121 1 20/09/2019

877224 5 20/09/2019

877225 5 20/09/2019

877226 5 20/09/2019

877228 5 20/09/2019

877229 5 20/09/2019

877230 5 20/09/2019

877231 5 20/09/2019

877279 9 20/09/2019

877280 6 20/09/2019

877323 3 20/09/2019

877324 3 20/09/2019

877418 16 21/09/2019

877419 16 21/09/2019

877551 5 21/09/2019

877552 5 21/09/2019

877553 5 21/09/2019

877554 5 21/09/2019

877555 5 21/09/2019

877564 9 21/09/2019

877608 9 21/09/2019

877933 25 23/09/2019

878325 24 27/09/2019

878539 24 27/09/2019

878776 16 28/09/2019

878820 5 28/09/2019

878821 5 28/09/2019
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878823 5 28/09/2019

878825 5 28/09/2019

878826 5 28/09/2019

878827 5 28/09/2019

878830 29 28/09/2019

878831 3 28/09/2019

878832 29 28/09/2019

879440 3 01/10/2019

879441 21 01/10/2019

879442 3 01/10/2019

879818 5 04/10/2019

879894 16 05/10/2019

879903 5 05/10/2019

880132 31 06/10/2019

880363 1 07/10/2019

880365 9 07/10/2019

880366 3 07/10/2019

880367 1 07/10/2019

880368 3 07/10/2019

880369 1 07/10/2019

880370 3 07/10/2019

880371 1 07/10/2019

880372 3 07/10/2019

880373 1 07/10/2019

880374 3 07/10/2019

880375 1 07/10/2019

880376 3 07/10/2019

880543 6 07/10/2019

880544 19 07/10/2019

880545 20 07/10/2019

880546 21 07/10/2019

880963 24 11/10/2019

880964 24 11/10/2019

880995 9 11/10/2019

880995 9 11/10/2019

880996 16 11/10/2019

880996 16 11/10/2019

881760 1 14/10/2019

881761 1 14/10/2019
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882620 24 21/10/2019

882708 11 21/10/2019

882914 9 22/10/2019

882915 11 22/10/2019

883036 16 22/10/2019

883177 7 25/10/2019

883706 3 27/10/2019

883801 24 27/10/2019

883883 30 28/10/2019

883970 5 28/10/2019

883973 5 28/10/2019

883974 5 28/10/2019

883975 5 28/10/2019

883980 5 28/10/2019

883982 5 28/10/2019

883983 5 28/10/2019

883988 5 28/10/2019

883989 5 28/10/2019

884070 30 29/10/2019

884158 1 29/10/2019

884159 2 29/10/2019

884160 3 29/10/2019

884339 7 29/10/2019

884341 3 29/10/2019

884346 1 29/10/2019

884420 16 01/11/2019

884421 16 01/11/2019

884422 16 01/11/2019

884854 5 02/11/2019

884960 5 03/11/2019

884961 5 03/11/2019

884964 5 03/11/2019

884968 5 03/11/2019

884969 5 03/11/2019

884970 5 03/11/2019

884971 5 03/11/2019

885056 20 03/11/2009

885082 16 03/11/2019

885083 3 03/11/2019
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885084 3 03/11/2019

885201 7 03/11/2019

885672 30 05/11/2019

885680 3 05/11/2019

886121 5 10/11/2019

886124 5 10/11/2019

886225 25 11/11/2019

886301 1 11/11/2019

886368 21 12/11/2019

886414 7 12/11/2019

886696 12 15/11/2019

886719 3 15/11/2019

887092 25 17/11/2019

887094 18 17/11/2019

887458 3 19/11/2019

888042 29 24/11/2019

888235 10 25/11/2019

888333 19 25/11/2019

889139 9 30/11/2019

889140 9 30/11/2019

889152 12 30/11/2019

889153 9 30/11/2019

889387 3 01/12/2019

889774 5 03/12/2019

890032 5 06/12/2019

890033 5 06/12/2019

890115 3 06/12/2019

890625 3 08/12/2019

890695 6 09/12/2019

890972 11 10/12/2019

891438 5 13/12/2019

892031 33 15/12/2019

892597 5 20/12/2019

892604 5 20/12/2019

892662 16 20/12/2019

892951 29 21/12/2019

893009 19 21/12/2019

893504 5 22/12/2019

893506 5 22/12/2019
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893533 9 22/12/2019

893694 3 23/12/2019

895134 5 30/12/2019

896372 30 06/01/2020

896372 30 06/01/2020

896373 30 06/01/2020

896547 19 07/01/2020

896548 19 07/01/2020

896802 30 10/01/2020

896916 8 10/01/2020

897179 25 12/01/2020

897429 9 12/01/2020

898100 9 17/01/2020

899168 25 21/01/2020

900292 2 28/01/2010

900678 7 31/01/2020

901450 33 03/02/2020

901593 2 03/02/2020

903357 25 14/02/2020

903899 5 16/02/2010 15:09:08

904686 31 18/02/2020

904687 31 18/02/2020

905677 9 24/02/2020

913794 5 29/03/2020

913796 5 29/03/2020

913797 5 29/03/2020

913798 5 29/03/2020

913799 5 29/03/2020

915752 5 03/04/2020

915753 5 03/04/2020

917939 29 13/04/2020

917940 30 13/04/2020

917941 32 13/04/2020

918002 9 13/04/2020

919134 5 19/04/2020

927640 30 26/05/2020

927648 7 26/05/2020

928957 29 01/06/2010

933117 25 20/06/2020
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936804 12 05/07/2020

938332 34 11/07/2020

938333 34 11/07/2020

938335 34 11/07/2020

938803 3 12/07/2020

938804 9 12/07/2020

938806 18 12/07/2020

939384 3 14/07/2020

942043 6 25/07/2020

942869 2 27/07/2020

943135 2 28/07/2020

943141 2 28/07/2020

946852 14 10/08/2020

948794 30 18/08/2020

949011 19 21/08/2010

949261 30 22/08/2020

950183 24 25/08/2020

950184 24 25/08/2020

951083 12 30/08/2020

975241 17 06/12/2010

993460 30 28/02/2011

1077070 5 30/01/2012

1111047 6 12/06/2012

1122329 30 29/07/2012

1123719 31 02/08/2012 15:18:41

1135681 5 23/09/2012

1137264 17 30/09/2012

1143769 17 17/10/2012

1165856 5 13/01/2013

1175165 32 14/02/2013

1199527 16 19/05/2013

1215480 5 18/07/2013

1215481 5 18/07/2013

1215482 5 18/07/2013

1215484 5 18/07/2013

1224824 3 21/08/2013

1269728 99 01/03/2014

1271162 5 09/03/2014

1279354 42 19/04/2014 14:28:00
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1288873 9 08/06/2014

1288874 16 08/06/2014

1288875 36 06/08/2014

1289784 27 14/06/2014

1291306 7 21/06/2024

1291306 7 21/06/2024

1292286 6 24/06/2014

1292291 1 24/06/2014

1292307 42 24/06/2014

1292365 25 25/06/2014

1292677 9 28/06/2014

1292766 7 28/06/2014

1292903 35 28/06/2014

1292909 9 28/06/2014

1293075 7 29/06/2014

1293078 12 29/06/2014

1293619 99 30/06/2014

1293803 3 01/07/2014

1294353 30 05/07/2014

1294433 18 06/07/2014

1294477 31 06/07/2014

1294778 25 07/07/2014

1294779 25 07/07/2014

1294780 25 07/07/2014

1294796 38 07/07/2014

1294797 9 07/07/2014

1294798 16 07/07/2014

1294921 5 08/07/2014

1295066 99 08/07/2014

1295184 41 07/09/2014

1295341 19 07/12/2014

1295400 1 12/07/2014

1295401 1 12/07/2014

1295402 1 12/07/2014

1295450 12 07/12/2014

1295707 18 13/07/2014

1295908 5 14/07/2014

1295974 5 14/07/2014

1295976 5 14/07/2014
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1295977 5 14/07/2014

1295978 5 14/07/2014

1296148 30 15/07/2014

1296149 29 15/07/2014

1296150 5 15/07/2014

1296781 6 19/07/2014

1297340 11 21/07/2014

1297551 25 22/07/2014

1298196 28 26/07/2014

1298197 28 26/07/2014

1299577 41 30/07/2014

1300119 99 29/07/2014

1300122 99 29/07/2014

1300123 99 29/07/2014

1300148 22 03/08/2014

1300149 22 03/08/2014

1302233 99 12/08/2014

1302489 27 16/08/2014

1302600 3 16/08/2014

1303771 28 19/08/2014

1304495 7 23/08/2014

1305429 35 27/08/2014

1309240 1 16/09/2014

1309369 7 16/09/2014

1313312 5 06/10/2014

1315158 42 14/10/2014

1318249 7 01/11/2014

1318343 32 01/11/2014

1320175 3 11/11/2014 13:02:00

1321699 30 23/11/2014

1322258 5 25/11/2014

1323976 18 06/12/2014

1323977 25 06/12/2014

1323978 35 06/12/2014

1327193 31 21/12/2014

1331854 12 13/01/2015

1390423 20 10/10/2015

1391018 7 06/10/2015

1421878 30 16/02/2016
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1512053 25 11/12/2016 10:23:00

1692681 99 29/05/2018

1694950 5 04/06/2018

1728733 9 05/09/2018

1731168 30 12/09/2018

1731908 29 15/09/2018

1731909 5 15/09/2018

1731910 3 15/09/2018

1731943 32 15/09/2018

1731944 30 15/09/2018

1734770 9 19/09/2018

1737243 24 25/09/2018

1742932 17 13/10/2018

1743239 37 14/10/2018

1749049 14 30/10/2018

1751976 99 07/11/2018

1755613 36 19/11/2018

1755614 37 19/11/2018

1759952 38 04/12/2018

1765241 5 18/12/2018

1772054 35 07/01/2019

1777066 30 22/01/2019

1777205 42 22/01/2019

1779854 9 02/02/2019

1790164 3 27/02/2019

1790494 5 27/02/2019

1790497 5 27/02/2019

1790498 5 27/02/2019

1790877 36 02/03/2019

1790878 38 02/03/2019

1791305 99 02/03/2019

1796218 41 17/03/2019

1796997 3 19/03/2019

1796998 3 19/03/2019

1799601 5 25/03/2019

1799603 5 25/03/2019

1800941 5 30/03/2019

1802439 16 02/04/2019

1802617 16 02/04/2019
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1805097 8 13/04/2019

1805708 38 13/04/2019

1806095 5 14/04/2019

1806595 32 15/04/2019

1807387 5 16/04/2019

1810388 43 23/04/2019

1811603 19 27/04/2019

1817495 31 13/05/2019

1817496 31 13/05/2019

1818147 3 14/05/2019

1818771 11 15/05/2019

1819871 41 19/05/2019

1821927 35 26/05/2019

1822115 11 26/05/2019

1822116 11 26/05/2019

1822383 35 26/05/2019

1825183 11 03/06/2019

1826224 9 05/06/2019

1827952 30 10/06/2019

1830095 6 17/06/2019

1830096 35 17/06/2019

1832707 3 25/06/2019

1832821 5 25/06/2019

1837033 3 07/07/2019

1837321 19 07/07/2019

1839932 10 15/07/2019

1841214 5 20/07/2019

1841335 5 20/07/2019

1842763 5 22/07/2019

1844702 41 28/07/2019

1845367 5 29/07/2019

1845369 5 29/07/2019

1845942 2 31/07/2019

1847309 24 04/08/2019

1849438 25 11/08/2019

1849673 9 11/08/2019

1849988 6 12/08/2019

1851191 5 17/08/2019

1851562 45 18/08/2019
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1852092 3 19/08/2019

1855019 41 26/08/2019

1856641 2 31/08/2019

1857167 3 01/09/2019

1857180 19 01/09/2019

1857229 30 01/09/2019

1857231 31 01/09/2019

1857321 35 01/09/2019

1857322 6 01/09/2019

1857688 5 02/09/2019

1857691 5 02/09/2019

1858716 29 04/09/2019

1858956 17 07/09/2019

1858958 17 07/09/2019

1858961 17 07/09/2019

1859032 1 07/09/2019

1859033 2 07/09/2019

1859034 3 07/09/2019

1859035 4 07/09/2019

1859036 5 07/09/2019

1859037 6 07/09/2019

1859039 8 07/09/2019

1859040 9 07/09/2019

1859041 10 07/09/2019

1859042 11 07/09/2019

1859043 12 07/09/2019

1859044 13 07/09/2019

1859045 14 07/09/2019

1859046 15 07/09/2019

1859047 16 07/09/2019

1859048 17 07/09/2019

1859049 18 07/09/2019

1859050 19 07/09/2019

1859051 20 07/09/2019

1859052 21 07/09/2019

1859053 22 07/09/2019

1859054 23 07/09/2019

1859055 24 07/09/2019

1859056 25 07/09/2019
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1859057 26 07/09/2019

1859058 27 07/09/2019

1859059 28 07/09/2019

1859062 31 07/09/2019

1859063 32 07/09/2019

1859064 33 07/09/2019

1859065 34 07/09/2019

1859067 36 07/09/2019

1859068 37 07/09/2019

1859069 38 07/09/2019

1859070 39 07/09/2019

1859071 40 07/09/2019

1859072 41 07/09/2019

1859238 35 07/09/2019

1859239 35 07/09/2019

1859240 36 07/09/2019

1859241 36 07/09/2019

1859242 37 07/09/2019

1859243 37 07/09/2019

1859244 38 07/09/2019

1859245 38 07/09/2019

1859246 39 07/09/2019

1859247 39 07/09/2019

1859248 40 07/09/2019

1859249 40 07/09/2019

1859250 41 07/09/2019

1859251 41 07/09/2019

1859523 35 07/09/2019

1859579 30 07/09/2019

1859806 41 08/09/2019

1859933 36 08/09/2019

1859934 37 08/09/2019

1859935 37 08/09/2019

1859936 36 08/09/2019

1859937 36 08/09/2019

1859938 37 08/09/2019

1859943 36 08/09/2019

1859944 37 08/09/2019

1860028 25 08/09/2019
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1860257 45 08/09/2019

1860429 43 09/09/2019

1860617 35 09/09/2019

1860777 6 09/09/2019

1860778 6 09/09/2019

1860803 41 09/09/2019

1860804 41 09/09/2019

1860900 3 10/09/2019

1860903 21 10/09/2019

1860962 35 10/09/2019

1860963 42 10/09/2019

1860965 29 10/09/2019

1861065 12 10/09/2019

1861107 11 10/09/2019

1861109 9 10/09/2019

1861110 11 10/09/2019

1861261 25 11/09/2019

1861294 35 11/09/2019

1861448 43 11/09/2019

1861494 99 11/09/2019

1861527 24 11/09/2019

1861550 35 11/09/2019

1861616 31 11/09/2019

1861667 25 11/09/2019

1861865 42 11/09/2019

1861866 12 11/09/2019

1861871 20 11/09/2019

1861876 35 11/09/2019

1861896 30 11/09/2019

1861897 30 11/09/2019

1861898 35 11/09/2019

1861990 35 14/09/2019

1861992 5 14/09/2019

1862052 42 14/09/2019

1862070 37 14/09/2019

1862074 5 14/09/2019

1862122 3 14/09/2019

1862123 3 14/09/2019

1862150 5 14/09/2019
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1862153 5 14/09/2019

1862176 30 14/09/2019

1862240 5 14/09/2019

1862242 11 14/09/2019

1862273 35 14/09/2019

1862276 25 14/09/2019

1862294 5 14/09/2019

1862295 5 14/09/2019

1862339 5 14/09/2019

1862340 5 14/09/2019

1862341 5 14/09/2019

1862342 5 14/09/2019

1862345 20 14/09/2019

1862371 6 14/09/2019

1862398 5 14/09/2019

1862435 6 14/09/2019

1862505 5 14/09/2019

1862524 99 14/09/2019

1862526 99 14/09/2019

1862527 99 14/09/2019

1862556 41 15/09/2019

1862580 25 15/09/2019

1862591 35 15/09/2019

1862594 39 15/09/2019

1862619 30 15/09/2019

1862679 16 15/09/2019

1862701 12 15/09/2019

1862749 14 15/09/2019

1862750 42 15/09/2019

1862761 9 15/09/2019

1862762 11 15/09/2019

1862816 25 15/09/2019

1862858 25 15/09/2019

1862859 16 15/09/2019

1862860 41 15/09/2019

1862863 35 15/09/2019

1862872 99 15/09/2019

1862896 14 15/09/2019

1862911 35 15/09/2019
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1862913 30 15/09/2019

1862918 42 15/09/2019

1862922 5 15/09/2019

1862928 11 15/09/2019

1862929 5 15/09/2019

1862930 5 15/09/2019

1862952 35 15/09/2019

1862986 5 15/09/2019

1862987 11 15/09/2019

1862990 6 15/09/2019

1863011 9 16/09/2019

1863067 19 16/09/2019

1863068 19 16/09/2019

1863208 30 16/09/2019

1863211 30 16/09/2019

1863215 16 16/09/2019

1863216 16 16/09/2019

1863217 35 16/09/2019

1863218 35 16/09/2019

1863219 36 16/09/2019

1863220 36 16/09/2019

1863221 40 16/09/2019

1863222 40 16/09/2019

1863223 41 16/09/2019

1863224 41 16/09/2019

1863225 42 16/09/2019

1863226 42 16/09/2019

1863292 43 16/09/2019

1863293 5 16/09/2019

1863301 25 16/09/2019

1863306 31 16/09/2019

1863335 41 16/09/2019

1863336 9 16/09/2019

1863337 16 16/09/2019

1863338 41 16/09/2019

1863339 42 16/09/2019

1863340 9 16/09/2019

1863341 16 16/09/2019

1863342 41 16/09/2019
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1863343 42 16/09/2019

1863344 9 16/09/2019

1863345 16 16/09/2019

1863346 41 16/09/2019

1863347 42 16/09/2019

1863348 9 16/09/2019

1863349 16 16/09/2019

1863350 41 16/09/2019

1863351 42 16/09/2019

1863352 9 16/09/2019

1863353 16 16/09/2019

1863354 41 16/09/2019

1863355 42 16/09/2019

1863356 9 16/09/2019

1863357 16 16/09/2019

1863358 41 16/09/2019

1863359 42 16/09/2019

1863367 30 16/09/2019

1863371 25 16/09/2019

1863382 43 16/09/2019

1863414 35 16/09/2019

1863431 39 16/09/2019

1863551 11 16/09/2019

1863553 20 16/09/2019

1863554 20 16/09/2019

1863571 5 16/09/2019

1863572 5 16/09/2019

1863587 30 16/09/2019

1863655 7 17/09/2019

1863709 7 17/09/2019

1863775 5 17/09/2019

1863779 42 17/09/2019

1863789 35 17/09/2019

1863805 39 17/09/2019

1863839 19 17/09/2019

1863848 24 17/09/2019

1863852 18 17/09/2019

1863868 99 17/09/2019

1863874 37 17/09/2019
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1863875 6 17/09/2019

1863881 41 17/09/2019

1863882 42 17/09/2019

1863883 42 17/09/2019

1863893 3 17/09/2019

1863964 34 17/09/2019

1863965 25 17/09/2019

1863966 25 17/09/2019

1863975 11 17/09/2019

1863984 5 17/09/2019

1863998 25 17/09/2019

1864004 30 17/09/2019

1864005 30 17/09/2019

1864010 11 17/09/2019

1864036 99 17/09/2019

1864069 5 18/09/2019

1864086 39 18/09/2019

1864190 38 18/09/2019

1864201 41 18/09/2019

1864267 5 18/09/2019

1864287 41 18/09/2019

1864288 41 18/09/2019

1864289 41 18/09/2019

1864290 41 18/09/2019

1864291 41 18/09/2019

1864292 43 18/09/2019

1864293 43 18/09/2019

1864294 43 18/09/2019

1864295 43 18/09/2019

1864296 42 18/09/2019

1864297 42 18/09/2019

1864320 5 18/09/2019

1864333 14 18/09/2019

1864397 25 18/09/2019

1864398 5 18/09/2019

1864413 6 18/09/2019

1864445 14 18/09/2019

1864455 22 18/09/2019

1864477 9 18/09/2019
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1864511 35 18/09/2019

1864548 30 18/09/2019

1864553 5 18/09/2019

1864595 36 18/09/2019

1864609 29 18/09/2019

1864644 20 22/09/2019

1864647 39 22/09/2019

1864650 17 22/09/2019

1864680 29 22/09/2019

1864681 30 22/09/2019

1864764 14 22/09/2019

1864775 7 22/09/2019

1864776 7 22/09/2019

1864777 12 22/09/2019

1864778 12 22/09/2019

1864862 42 22/09/2019

1864912 25 22/09/2019

1864919 2 22/09/2019

1864936 10 22/09/2019

1864937 10 22/09/2019

1865154 6 22/09/2019

1865443 41 22/09/2019

1865446 19 22/09/2019

1865624 36 22/09/2019

1865691 24 23/09/2019

1865710 12 23/09/2019

1865715 25 23/09/2019

1865860 5 23/09/2019

1865879 35 23/09/2019

1865917 35 23/09/2019

1866077 99 23/09/2019

1866195 10 23/09/2019

1866196 10 23/09/2019

1866197 5 23/09/2019

1866302 1 23/09/2019

1866303 16 23/09/2019

1866346 9 24/09/2019

1866444 5 24/09/2019

1866447 5 24/09/2019
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1866536 24 24/09/2019

1866608 19 24/09/2019

1866679 42 24/09/2019

1866811 5 25/09/2019

1867085 5 25/09/2019

1867090 5 25/09/2019

1867128 5 25/09/2019

1867129 5 25/09/2019

1867213 36 25/09/2019

1867214 25 25/09/2019

1867217 35 25/09/2019

1867325 7 25/09/2019

1867353 6 25/09/2019

1867354 11 25/09/2019

1867389 10 26/09/2019

1867525 2 29/09/2019

1867621 99 29/09/2019

1867791 9 29/09/2019

1867793 41 29/09/2019

1867819 35 29/09/2019

1867864 28 29/09/2019

1867884 30 29/09/2019

1867938 2 29/09/2019

1867958 30 29/09/2019

1867980 25 29/09/2019

1867981 25 29/09/2019

1868000 30 29/09/2019

1868001 30 29/09/2019

1868012 35 29/09/2019

1868013 35 29/09/2019

1868014 16 29/09/2019

1868080 99 29/09/2019

1868132 9 30/09/2019

1868486 25 30/09/2019

1868488 5 30/09/2019

1868619 7 30/09/2019

1868936 1 01/10/2019

1868950 42 01/10/2019

1869016 16 01/10/2019
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1869020 99 01/10/2019

1869059 10 01/10/2019

1869210 99 01/10/2019

1869360 36 05/10/2019

1869474 3 05/10/2019

1869640 2 05/10/2019

1869647 99 05/10/2019

1869749 19 05/10/2019

1869863 30 06/10/2019

1869864 30 06/10/2019

1869897 10 06/10/2019

1869899 10 06/10/2019

1870092 30 06/10/2019

1870093 35 06/10/2019

1870098 7 06/10/2019

1870246 11 06/10/2019

1870247 21 06/10/2019

1870248 11 06/10/2019

1870249 21 06/10/2019

1870250 11 06/10/2019

1870310 45 06/10/2019

1870326 3 06/10/2019

1870327 29 06/10/2019

1870712 99 07/10/2019

1871138 25 08/10/2019

1871452 16 09/10/2019

1871663 7 09/10/2019

1871718 31 09/10/2019

1871719 31 09/10/2019

1871720 31 09/10/2019

1871721 31 09/10/2019

1871723 31 09/10/2019

1871724 31 09/10/2019

1871725 31 09/10/2019

1871726 31 09/10/2019

1871727 31 09/10/2019

1871728 31 09/10/2019

1871729 31 09/10/2019

1871730 31 09/10/2019
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1871731 31 09/10/2019

1871732 31 09/10/2019

1871733 31 09/10/2019

1871734 31 09/10/2019

1871735 31 09/10/2019

1871736 31 09/10/2019

1871737 31 09/10/2019

1871738 31 09/10/2019

1871739 31 09/10/2019

1871740 31 09/10/2019

1871741 31 09/10/2019

1871743 31 09/10/2019

1871744 31 09/10/2019

1871780 29 09/10/2019

1871783 99 09/10/2019

1871833 36 09/10/2019

1871834 37 09/10/2019

1871835 41 09/10/2019

1871836 36 09/10/2019

1871837 37 09/10/2019

1871838 41 09/10/2019

1871915 9 09/10/2019

1872253 3 12/10/2019

1872318 24 12/10/2019

1872404 31 12/10/2019

1872405 31 12/10/2019

1872406 31 12/10/2019

1872407 31 12/10/2019

1872408 31 12/10/2019

1872409 31 12/10/2019

1872410 31 12/10/2019

1872411 31 12/10/2019

1872413 31 12/10/2019

1872414 31 12/10/2019

1872415 31 12/10/2019

1872416 31 12/10/2019

1872417 31 12/10/2019

1872418 31 12/10/2019

1872419 31 12/10/2019
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1872420 31 12/10/2019

1872421 31 12/10/2019

1872422 31 12/10/2019

1872423 31 12/10/2019

1872424 31 12/10/2019

1872425 31 12/10/2019

1872426 31 12/10/2019

1872427 31 12/10/2019

1872428 31 12/10/2019

1872429 31 12/10/2019

1872430 31 12/10/2019

1872431 31 12/10/2019

1872432 31 12/10/2019

1872433 31 12/10/2019

1872434 31 12/10/2019

1872435 31 12/10/2019

1872436 31 12/10/2019

1872437 31 12/10/2019

1872438 31 12/10/2019

1872441 31 12/10/2019

1872477 7 12/10/2019

1872797 3 13/10/2019

1872881 35 13/10/2019

1872882 28 13/10/2019

1873031 5 13/10/2019

1873032 16 13/10/2019

1873033 30 13/10/2019

1873039 9 13/10/2019

1873168 30 14/10/2019

1873270 20 14/10/2019

1873444 99 14/10/2019

1873534 12 15/10/2019

1873678 7 15/10/2019

1873679 9 15/10/2019

1873680 11 15/10/2019

1873796 29 15/10/2019

1873797 30 15/10/2019

1873798 31 15/10/2019

1873799 32 15/10/2019
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1873816 25 15/10/2019

1873826 3 15/10/2019

1873852 18 15/10/2019

1873867 32 15/10/2019

1873881 25 15/10/2019

1874009 33 16/10/2019

1874010 33 16/10/2019

1874012 33 16/10/2019

1874420 12 19/10/2019

1874479 99 19/10/2019

1874649 3 20/10/2019

1874780 12 20/10/2019

1874800 99 20/10/2019

1874802 99 20/10/2019

1874803 6 20/10/2019

1874818 10 20/10/2019

1874820 10 20/10/2019

1874821 10 20/10/2019

1874823 3 20/10/2019

1874826 99 20/10/2019

1874868 3 20/10/2019

1874869 3 20/10/2019

1874878 41 20/10/2019

1874933 3 21/10/2019

1875002 29 21/10/2019

1875004 32 21/10/2019

1875005 42 21/10/2019

1875006 29 21/10/2019

1875008 32 21/10/2019

1875461 9 22/10/2019

1875509 16 22/10/2019

1875510 16 22/10/2019

1875511 16 22/10/2019

1875536 35 22/10/2019

1875538 1 22/10/2019

1875539 9 22/10/2019

1875540 42 22/10/2019

1875759 36 23/10/2019

1875892 30 23/10/2019
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1875932 1 23/10/2019

1876022 99 23/10/2019

1876023 99 23/10/2019

1876030 11 23/10/2019

1876401 20 26/10/2019

1876475 2 26/10/2019

1876477 2 26/10/2019

1876478 2 26/10/2019

1876479 2 26/10/2019

1876481 2 26/10/2019

1876482 2 26/10/2019

1876630 19 26/10/2019

1876631 19 26/10/2019

1876632 19 26/10/2019

1876634 19 26/10/2019

1876649 3 26/10/2019

1876653 3 26/10/2019

1876793 35 27/10/2019

1876912 17 27/10/2019

1877533 41 28/10/2019

1877626 12 28/10/2019

1877640 36 28/10/2019

1877641 37 28/10/2019

1877642 41 28/10/2019

1877643 36 28/10/2019

1877644 37 28/10/2019

1877645 41 28/10/2019

1877646 36 28/10/2019

1877647 37 28/10/2019

1877648 41 28/10/2019

1877671 35 28/10/2019

1877679 12 28/10/2019

1877967 2 29/10/2019

1878186 99 29/10/2019

1878254 14 30/10/2019

1878264 3 30/10/2019

1878402 31 30/10/2019

1878519 9 30/10/2019

1878540 37 30/10/2019
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1879301 7 03/11/2019

1879480 5 03/11/2019

1879550 19 03/11/2019

1879692 99 03/11/2019

1879961 34 04/11/2019

1879967 31 04/11/2019

1880296 9 04/11/2019

1880297 9 04/11/2019

1880317 7 04/11/2019

1880318 7 04/11/2019

1880323 12 04/11/2019

1880324 12 04/11/2019

1880677 36 05/11/2019

1880731 44 05/11/2019

1880789 16 05/11/2019

1880868 1 05/11/2019

1880981 5 05/11/2019

1880982 30 05/11/2019

1881051 31 06/11/2019

1881052 31 06/11/2019

1881286 99 06/11/2019

1881373 9 06/11/2019

1881426 10 06/11/2019

1881428 10 06/11/2019

1881435 10 06/11/2019

1881459 99 06/11/2019

1881464 7 06/11/2019

1881797 41 09/11/2019

1881798 9 09/11/2019

1881979 99 09/11/2019

1882083 9 09/11/2019

1882149 12 09/11/2019

1882584 24 10/11/2019

1882749 17 10/11/2019

1882757 9 10/11/2019

1883101 25 11/11/2019

1883119 99 11/11/2019

1883120 99 11/11/2019

1883121 99 11/11/2019
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1883161 99 11/11/2019

1883666 1 12/11/2019

1883667 1 12/11/2019

1883668 1 12/11/2019

1883669 1 12/11/2019

1883700 3 12/11/2019

1884083 16 13/11/2019

1884084 41 13/11/2019

1884118 99 13/11/2019

1884144 44 13/11/2019

1884251 9 16/11/2019

1884689 5 16/11/2019

1884857 16 16/11/2019

1884858 16 16/11/2019

1884903 12 16/11/2019

1885002 30 16/11/2019

1885019 6 16/11/2019

1885098 25 17/11/2019

1885171 12 17/11/2019

1885340 20 17/11/2019

1885341 21 17/11/2019

1885342 36 17/11/2019

1885343 37 17/11/2019

1885344 41 17/11/2019

1885480 1 17/11/2019

1885703 3 18/11/2019

1885704 3 18/11/2019

1885705 3 18/11/2019

1885706 30 18/11/2019

1885713 3 18/11/2019

1885737 41 18/11/2019

1885743 37 18/11/2019

1885747 5 18/11/2019

1885748 5 18/11/2019

1885750 5 18/11/2019

1886059 17 18/11/2019

1886063 35 18/11/2019

1886149 43 19/11/2019

1886154 37 19/11/2019
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1886198 25 19/11/2019

1886673 41 19/11/2019

1887114 99 20/11/2019

1887158 99 20/11/2019

1887159 99 20/11/2019

1887211 3 20/11/2019

1887270 19 23/11/2019

1887271 25 23/11/2019

1887272 7 23/11/2019

1887406 12 23/11/2019

1887843 25 24/11/2019

1887945 12 24/11/2019

1887948 99 24/11/2019

1888019 99 24/11/2019

1888485 41 25/11/2019

1888755 9 25/11/2019

1889069 21 26/11/2019

1889082 9 26/11/2019

1889438 44 27/11/2019

1889439 44 27/11/2019

1889526 42 27/11/2019

1889669 3 30/11/2019

1890220 25 01/12/2019

1890724 5 02/12/2019

1890736 99 02/12/2019

1891253 5 03/12/2019

1891257 5 03/12/2019

1891830 12 04/12/2019

1892143 1 04/12/2019

1892318 99 04/12/2019

1892319 99 04/12/2019

1892634 35 07/12/2029

1892634 35 07/12/2029

1892722 35 07/12/2019

1893421 3 08/12/2019

1893463 43 08/12/2019

1893464 43 08/12/2019

1893466 43 08/12/2019

1893467 43 08/12/2019
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1893982 5 09/12/2019

1894112 42 09/12/2019

1894113 42 09/12/2019

1894114 42 09/12/2019

1894449 45 10/12/2019

1894523 2 11/12/2019

1894525 2 11/12/2019

1894526 2 11/12/2019

1894527 2 11/12/2019

1894528 2 11/12/2019

1894529 2 11/12/2019

1894530 2 11/12/2019

1894533 2 11/12/2019

1894534 2 11/12/2019

1894535 2 11/12/2019

1895008 99 11/12/2019

1895009 99 11/12/2019

1895472 9 14/12/2019

1895473 11 14/12/2019

1895648 99 14/12/2019

1895649 99 14/12/2019

1896358 41 16/12/2019

1896479 9 16/12/2019

1896515 5 16/12/2019

1896589 5 16/12/2019

1896590 5 16/12/2019

1897147 6 17/12/2019

1897603 10 18/12/2019

1897604 16 18/12/2019

1897605 38 18/12/2019

1897606 41 18/12/2019

1897607 42 18/12/2019

1898966 5 21/12/2019

1899171 40 21/12/2019

1899422 35 22/12/2019

1899423 35 22/12/2019

1899623 35 22/12/2019

1900234 12 23/12/2019

1900771 37 23/12/2019
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1900775 1 23/12/2019

1901257 9 24/12/2019

1901615 12 29/12/2019

1901680 35 29/12/2019

1903349 5 31/12/2019

1904289 7 01/01/2020

1904584 7 04/01/2020

1905131 11 05/01/2020

1905132 11 05/01/2020

1905229 5 05/01/2020

1905231 5 05/01/2020

1906507 30 07/01/2020

1906843 40 09/01/2020

1906894 41 09/01/2020

1906895 43 09/01/2020

1907179 14 11/01/2020

1908503 99 13/01/2020

1908723 5 13/01/2020

1908726 5 13/01/2020

1912035 32 09/10/2017

1912236 3 22/01/2020

1912716 5 22/01/2020

1913790 3 27/01/2020

1914141 12 28/01/2020

1914155 25 28/01/2020

1914876 30 29/01/2020

1916461 3 04/02/2020

1916608 34 04/02/2020

1916609 31 04/02/2020

1916966 99 04/02/2020

1917441 1 04/02/2020

1917442 1 04/02/2020

1917443 1 04/02/2020

1917444 1 04/02/2020

1917445 1 04/02/2020

1917448 1 04/02/2020

1917449 1 04/02/2020

1918836 99 08/02/2020

1918837 99 08/02/2020
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1919313 5 08/02/2020

1920561 39 10/02/2020

1920562 39 10/02/2020

1920563 39 10/02/2020

1920564 39 10/02/2020

1920775 4 10/02/2020

1923546 36 17/02/2020

1923722 35 17/02/2020

1923738 5 17/02/2020

1923821 30 17/02/2020

1925774 7 22/02/2020

1927171 9 24/02/2020

1927674 19 25/02/2020

1928520 14 26/02/2020

1931455 32 05/03/2020

1931670 11 05/03/2020

1932963 18 09/03/2020

1932964 25 09/03/2020

1933097 29 09/03/2020

1934375 21 11/03/2020

1934376 39 11/03/2020

1936096 5 15/03/2020

1936325 33 15/03/2020

1937584 11 17/03/2020

1937585 99 17/03/2020

1937586 99 17/03/2020

1937587 99 17/03/2020

1938744 42 19/03/2020

1938795 10 19/03/2020

1939686 5 22/03/2020

1939749 7 22/03/2020

1940144 1 23/03/2020

1941230 16 25/03/2020

1941231 9 25/03/2020

1942512 12 29/03/2020

1942970 43 29/03/2020

1942976 99 29/03/2020

1943434 5 30/03/2020

1946870 31 06/04/2020
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1946871 34 06/04/2020

1948252 14 09/04/2020

1949948 24 13/04/2020

1950618 12 15/04/2020

1950619 12 15/04/2020

1950955 6 16/04/2020

1951317 5 16/04/2020

1951783 41 16/04/2020

1952701 31 19/04/2020

1953588 5 20/04/2020

1955067 3 23/04/2020

1957127 11 28/04/2020

1957383 9 28/04/2020

1958210 41 29/04/2020

1958211 41 29/04/2020

1958212 41 29/04/2020

1959069 31 30/04/2020

1959327 3 03/05/2020

1963278 99 10/05/2020

1963617 9 11/05/2020

1963618 16 11/05/2020

1963619 36 11/05/2020

1963620 38 11/05/2020

1963621 41 11/05/2020

1963767 12 11/05/2020

1964085 30 12/05/2020

1967393 24 18/05/2020

1968477 99 20/05/2020

1968478 99 20/05/2020

1969250 44 21/05/2020

1971081 41 26/05/2020

1972427 10 28/05/2020

1974348 41 02/06/2020

1974578 99 03/06/2020

1975686 30 07/06/2020

1978637 3 11/06/2020

1978638 3 11/06/2020

1979015 41 14/06/2020

1979555 9 14/06/2020
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1981425 5 17/06/2020

1981426 3 17/06/2020

1982881 16 21/06/2020

1983398 99 22/06/2020

1983884 11 23/06/2020

1985598 37 28/06/2020

1988886 31 05/07/2020

1990492 41 08/07/2020

1992204 35 13/07/2020

1992205 5 13/07/2020

1992206 5 13/07/2020

1992749 30 13/07/2020

1994485 31 16/07/2020

1994486 30 16/07/2020

1994979 7 17/07/2020

1995085 11 19/07/2020

1996285 30 20/07/2020

1999162 3 27/07/2020

2000889 30 29/07/2020

2002778 12 03/08/2020

2002779 35 03/08/2020

2003432 32 04/08/2020

2004032 35 05/08/2020

2004033 20 05/08/2020

2004220 9 05/08/2020

2004313 7 05/08/2020

2004414 5 05/08/2020

2004949 14 06/08/2020

2005802 19 09/08/2020

2006338 9 09/08/2020

2006339 9 09/08/2020

2008007 25 12/08/2030

2008007 25 12/08/2030

2008322 9 12/08/2020

2008529 42 13/08/2020

2009209 12 16/08/2020

2009564 5 16/08/2020

2010312 33 17/08/2020

2010512 35 18/08/2020
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2011549 42 20/08/2020

2012024 9 20/08/2020

2012589 4 23/08/2020

2012591 2 23/08/2020

2012592 17 23/08/2020

2012941 24 23/08/2020

2013095 18 23/08/2020

2013630 3 25/08/2020

2013733 31 25/08/2020

2013993 14 25/08/2020

2014160 30 25/08/2020

2014161 31 25/08/2020

2014857 25 27/08/2020

2015107 35 27/08/2020

2015914 3 30/08/2020

2016542 35 31/08/2020

2017230 6 01/09/2020

2017231 7 01/09/2020

2017232 11 01/09/2020

2017860 3 03/09/2020

2017861 3 03/09/2020

2017862 3 03/09/2020

2017864 3 03/09/2020

2018570 35 03/09/2020

2018629 11 04/09/2020

2019276 25 06/09/2020

2019991 10 08/09/2020

2020915 18 09/09/2020

2022556 18 14/09/2020

2022557 18 14/09/2020

2022626 24 14/09/2020

2023639 5 15/09/2020

2023660 7 15/09/2020

2024487 16 16/09/2020

4026309 99 05/03/2020

4155310 99 30/11/2015
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 The advertisement of the application No 3341889 published in TM Journal No 1917 
dated 02.09.2019 is cancelled. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

965974 - 32: Proprietor Altered to SMT. POONAM BHAIYA , Am-197, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi-110088  
SILVER TRADERS.

938208 - 12: Proprietor Altered to STEEL MATE CO., LTD , RENAN STREET, DONGFU ROAD, 
DONGFENG TOWN, ZHONGSHAN CITY, GUANGDONG PROVINCE, PEOPLE¿S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

930989 - 12: Proprietor Altered to HARJEET SINGH , 881, Baba Gajja Jain Colony, Moti Nagar, 
Ludhiana 
LOTEX AUTO IND.

128463 - 1, 1264566 - 4, 470880 - 1, 478663 - 1, 1814876 - 22, 258487 - 1, 478662 - 17, 1737265 - 3, 
423279 - 4, 242147 - 2, 242148 - 21, 2038425 - 1, 1548286 - 2, 237465 - 17: Proprietor Altered to THE 
CHEMOURS COMPANY FC, LLC , 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington DE 19801, USA, 
E.I.DU PONT MERCK PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY, E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., E.I.DU 
PONT DE NEMOURS AND CO., E.I.DU PONT MERCK PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY, E.I. DU PONT 
DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY, THE CHEMOURS COMPANY FC, LLC, E.I.DU PONT DE NEMOURS 
&AMP;AMP; COMPANY., M/S. E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY, E.I. DU PONT DE 
NEMOURS AND COMPANY, E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY, E. I. DU PONT DE 
NEMOURS & CO.(A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF 
DELAWARE,)., E.I.DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY.

381364 - 25, 343890 - 25, 343889 - 25: Proprietor Altered to AM RETAIL GROUP, INC. , 512 SEVENTH 
AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY-10018-4202, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
PHILIPS-VAN HEUSEN CORPORATION, G.H.BASS & CO.

938208 - 12, 1358133 - 9, 1456985 - 9, 1396797 - 12: Proprietor Altered to STEELMATE CO., LTD , 
steelmate industrial park, Heping streat, Dongfu Road, Dongfeng Town, 528425,Zhongshan city, 
Guangdong Province, People's Republic of China 
STEEL MATE CO., LTD, STEEL MATE CO., LTD

343889 - 25, 343890 - 25, 381364 - 25: Proprietor Altered to KOSTROMA LIMITED. , Suite 3001-2, 30/F, 
AIA Kowloon Tower Land Mark East, 100 How Ming Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China 
AM RETAIL GROUP, INC.

997220 - 33: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED , LE PARC RICHMONDE, 51, RICHMOND 
ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 025.  
BALBIR DISTILLERIES LIMITED.

998950 - 9: Proprietor Altered to NAMIT BUBBER , S-35, SOUTH OF G.T. ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, 
GHAZIABAD 
HI-TECH STORAGE BATTERIES

529318 - 25, 735323 - 25, 648567 - 25, 349701 - 25: Proprietor Altered to PRABHAT KUMAR 
AGARWAL,RAJNI AGARWAL trading as M/S AGGARWAL INDUSTRIES , 54-55, BANARSI DAS 
BUILDING, NEAR HOTEL SURYA INN, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110091. 
M/S AGGARWAL INDUSTRIES

972902 - 7: Proprietor Altered to RAJESH GARG S/O SH. MAHAVIR PARSHAD GARG , C-32 Industrial 
Area, 
Hanumangarh Junction {Rajasthan}  
SHALIMAR FOUNDRY WORKS

928879 - 5: Proprietor Altered to C.P. PHARMACEUTICALS INTERNATIONAL C.V. , 235 EAST 42ND 
STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10017 USA  
PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY

933229 - 25: Proprietor Altered to TMLP LLP , Salbec House,Winders Way,Salford, Manchester M6 
6AR United Kingdom 
CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

908431 - 9: Proprietor Altered to THE AGENCY SOURCE,MS. RIMA PRAKASH MEHTA,MR. PREM 
PRASHAD MEHTA. trading as , G-94-97, TRIVENI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, SHEIKH SERAI PHASE 1, 
NEW DELHI-110017 
TV AD INDX
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933228 - 25: Proprietor Altered to LEONIAN SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. , 4 Chang Charn Road, Singapore 
159633 
 
CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,

911614 - 25: Proprietor Altered to COASTER SHOES COMPANY PVT. LTD. , B-254, Naraina Industrial 
Area, 
Phase -I, New Delhi-110028, India 
COASTER SHOES

953988 - 30: Proprietor Altered to G.D. FOODS MFG (INDIA) PVT LTD. , Plot No. 14, B-Block, 
Community Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058. 
CHAND SETH

347334 - 34: Proprietor Altered to ABUL KASIM,ABDUL WAFA trading as M/s. Nisar Bidi Sikka No.1 , 
kaiper ganj, rae bareli, U.P. 
H. K. B. N. A. BIRI CO.

933235 - 5, 990808 - 5, 990809 - 10, 988039 - 5, 1062698 - 5, 988038 - 5, 1055827 - 10, 935903 - 5, 
988040 - 10, 988638 - 5, 988041 - 10, 988637 - 10, 990807 - 10, 990810 - 5, 1055809 - 5, 1055825 - 5, 
1062699 - 10, 1062700 - 10, 1055828 - 5, 1055231 - 5, 1055232 - 10, 1055808 - 10, 1062696 - 5, 1062701 - 
5, 1055826 - 10, 1062697 - 10: Proprietor Altered to HOECHST GMBH , BRUNINGSTRASSE 50, 65926 
FRANKFURT AM MAIN, GERMANY 
AVENTIS PHARMA DEUTSCHLAND GMBH, AVENTIS PHARMA HOLDING GMBH, AVENTIS PHARMA 
DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

235556 - 25, 237626 - 25: Proprietor Altered to NARESH KUMAR BAHETI , 201B, MAHATMA GANDHI 
ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, CALCUTTA-700007. 
M/S. SRI PRAKASH HOSIERY, SRI PRAKASH HOSIERY.

936826 - 16, 1782283 - 35, 936828 - 16, 936827 - 16: Proprietor Altered to THOMAS PUBLISHING 
COMPANY , 5 Penn Plaza New York, New York 10001 
THOMAS INTERNATINAL PUBLISHING COMPANY PVT. LTD., THOMAS INTERNATIONAL 
PUBLISHING COMPANY INDIA PVT LTD, THOMAS INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY INDIA 
PRIVATE LTD.

911614 - 25: Proprietor Altered to CHARANJIT SINGH , B-254, NARAINA INDL. AREA, PHASE-I, N. 
DELHI. 
APEX SHOE COMPANY PVT. LTD.

337789 - 16, 489299 - 16, 1896153 - 28: Proprietor Altered to CHANDNI INDUSTRIES PVT LTD. , A137 , 
Wazirpur Ind. Area (G.I) , Delhi-110052 
CHANDNI INDUSTRIES, CHANDNI INDUSTRIES.

332242 - 26, 1143781 - 26, 1143782 - 26, 1143783 - 26, 1143784 - 26, 1143785 - 26: Proprietor Altered to 
SMT. SATYAWATI DEVI TRADING AS M/S MOON LIGHT INDUSTRIES , 3928, Gali Mandir Wali, Pahari 
Dhiraj Delhi-110006 
PAYAL TRADING COMPANY., MOONLIGHT INDUSTRIES., MOONLIGHT INDUSTRIES.

331523 - 9, 331522 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD. , 
AFFOLTERNSTRASSE 44, CH - 8050 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND.  
BALDOR ELECTRIC COMPANY

933754 - 7, 1082700 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SWARAN SINGH,SWARAN SINGH,SMT. BALWINDER 
KAUR trading as A.S. INDUTERIES , OPP. SATKARTQR FILLING STATION, MALERKOTLA ROAD, 
KHANNA , DIST. LUDHIANA (PB). 
A.S. INDUTERIES, A. S. INDUSTRIES

920855 - 19, 975141 - 16, 976370 - 19: Proprietor Altered to ELDECO INFRASTRUCTURE & 
PROPERTIES LTD. , 201-212, 2nd floor, Splendor forum, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025 
ELDECO CONSTRUCTIONS PVT. LTD,, ELDECO CONSTRUCTIONS PVT. LTD.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

932042 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to ADIDAS AG 
ADIDAS-SALOMON AG

928879 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY LLC 
PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY

388816 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to GEOFFREY BEENE, LLC. 
GEOFEREY BEENE BRANDS, LLC.

993928 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to ORGANIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
I. I. T. C. ORGANIC INDIA (P) LTD.

525235 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to B - 34, LAJPAT NAGAR, PART - 1,NEW DELHI - 110024 
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MAHARAJA CABLES.

936793 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 3 8 , Vigyan Lok, Near Anand Vihar , Delhi-110092 
S. P. INDUSTRIES

931698 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 7/18, Sarvpriya Vihar, New Delhi 110016 
NAUTRENCE RESEARCH LABS (P) LTD.

993928 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to Plot No. 266, Faizabad Road, Kamta, P.O. Chinhat, 
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh 227105, India, 1142899999, 1142899999 
I. I. T. C. ORGANIC INDIA (P) LTD.
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333800 - 16, 352096 - 9, 1420605 - 9, 1752422 - 41, 2054644 - 9, 685234 - 16, 1241649 - 99, 1241650 - 99, 
1241650 - 99, 1420608 - 36, 1241650 - 99, 1372763 - 16, 1752421 - 9, 2054645 - 16, 2054646 - 41, 767170 
- 16, 1241649 - 99, 1278432 - 16, 1420607 - 41, 1156518 - 16, 1241649 - 99, 1500840 - 41, 1979496 - 35, 
352097 - 16, 407004 - 16, 1161618 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 225 LIBERTY STREET, NEW 
YORK, NY 10281, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
TIME, INCORPORATED.

1424888 - 21, 1424897 - 30, 1424903 - 36, 1424904 - 37, 1424905 - 38, 1424906 - 39, 1424907 - 40, 
1424892 - 25, 1424896 - 29, 1424887 - 20, 1424893 - 26, 1424883 - 17, 1424891 - 24, 1424895 - 28, 
1424900 - 33, 1424885 - 18, 1424880 - 14, 1424879 - 13, 1424878 - 12, 1424877 - 11, 1424876 - 10, 
1424874 - 9, 1424873 - 8, 1424872 - 7, 1424871 - 6, 1424870 - 5, 1424869 - 4, 1424869 - 4, 1424868 - 3, 
1424867 - 2, 1424890 - 23, 1424901 - 34, 1424898 - 31, 1424899 - 32, 1424902 - 35, 1424909 - 42, 
1424909 - 42, 1423030 - 42, 1423031 - 42, 1424881 - 15, 1424886 - 19, 1424889 - 22, 1424894 - 27, 
1424882 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to No. 117, Sir Chittampalam A. Gardiner Mawatha, 
Colombo 02, Sri Lanka 
JOHN KEELLS HOLDINGS PLC.

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  

928757 - 7: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  

1418740 - 25:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'LIVE-IN JEANS, READY-MADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY ARTICLES OF CLOTHING`S SOCKS, 
INCLUDED IN CLASS 25 ' of class 25 from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

924082 - 9:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'AUDIO AND AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS INCLUDING PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, PRE-RECORDED 
MAGNETIC TAPES, DISCS, CASSETTES AND CD ROMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; ' of class 9 from 
the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

363349 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 91, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 
006,INDIA.,

1016245 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, 
NEW DELHI 16, sagar@sagarchandraassociates.com

329774 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

968467 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, 
INDIA., cal@patentindia.com

372690 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR 
HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34,

349701 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005,

1030461 - 11: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002,

997220 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MAKHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE. 
KOLKATA -700 010,

342019 - 3: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART-1, NEW DELHI-110048,

933229 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, 
INDIA.,

550414 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. ROAD, 
GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION,

938208 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 8/3 OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, 
NEW DELHI-10060., trademark@vsnl.mnet
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561928 - 4: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, 
GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA),

975681 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR H L ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT 
NO-14 SECTOR-5 MLU DWARKA NEW DELHI-75, aqip.lndia@taai.com

564292 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, 
PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34,

373705 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI 
POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6,

2221513 - 5, 2300662 - 5, 980336 - 5, 560502 - 5, 1110793 - 30, 920924 - 5, 1802094 - 5, 979818 - 5, 
979817 - 5, 629055 - 5, 955853 - 5, 2260591 - 5, 1823486 - 5, 979813 - 5, 2275367 - 5, 561626 - 5, 
1149379 - 5, 1808031 - 5, 979819 - 5, 560500 - 5, 561663 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, 
VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018., info@krishnaandsaurastri.com

1501436 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA,

932610 - 30: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49,

346483 - 24: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 
1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.,

1027705 - 16: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, 
NEW DELHI-110013, postmaster@inventureip.in

376706 - 3, 388360 - 3, 388356 - 3, 388358 - 3, 473119 - 3, 491478 - 3, 525127 - 3, 619951 - 3: Address 
for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62,

563842 - 30, 770033 - 30, 777768 - 30, 1167062 - 30, 695576 - 30, 830191 - 30, 1052933 - 30, 1826411 - 
30, 689656 - 30, 770032 - 30, 582036 - 30, 751665 - 30, 1060815 - 30, 1073122 - 30, 1093017 - 30, 587960 
- 30, 874651 - 30, 1319769 - 30, 1966139 - 30, 1760530 - 30, 669425 - 30, 890026 - 30, 1052932 - 30, 
1094493 - 30, 1246458 - 30, 1246460 - 30, 1665451 - 30, 568033 - 30, 688969 - 30, 830192 - 30, 883394 - 
30, 1126886 - 30, 1215030 - 30, 1255289 - 30, 586992 - 30, 595010 - 30, 612933 - 30, 582038 - 30, 568034 
- 30, 582033 - 30, 888629 - 30, 1246459 - 30, 1317728 - 30, 777771 - 30: Address for Service is altered 
to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005, mail@wrbindia.com
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

553870 25 25/09/2019 16:46:50

632726 28 26/09/2019 10:45:53

935838 25 24/09/2019 15:00:54

935865 8 24/09/2019 15:01:19

1021545 9 24/09/2019 15:02:09

1021563 5 24/09/2019 10:56:25

1021564 5 24/09/2019 10:56:54

1021565 5 24/09/2019 10:57:20

1021566 3 24/09/2019 11:12:27

1021569 2 24/09/2019 11:13:31

1021570 3 24/09/2019 11:14:12

1021571 4 24/09/2019 11:14:37

1021572 5 24/09/2019 11:15:01

1021573 6 24/09/2019 11:15:24

1021574 7 24/09/2019 11:15:49

1021576 9 24/09/2019 11:16:12

1021577 10 24/09/2019 11:17:04

1021578 11 24/09/2019 11:17:38

1021579 12 24/09/2019 11:18:16

1021580 13 24/09/2019 11:43:31

1021581 14 24/09/2019 11:44:12

1021582 15 24/09/2019 15:02:46

1021583 16 24/09/2019 11:44:48

1021584 17 24/09/2019 11:46:08

1021585 18 24/09/2019 11:47:38

1021586 19 24/09/2019 11:48:14

1021587 20 24/09/2019 11:48:43

1021588 21 24/09/2019 11:50:36

1021590 23 24/09/2019 11:51:00

1021591 24 24/09/2019 15:03:12

1021592 25 24/09/2019 11:51:30

1021593 26 24/09/2019 11:51:53

1021594 27 24/09/2019 11:52:16

1021596 29 24/09/2019 11:52:39

1021597 30 24/09/2019 15:03:36

1021599 32 24/09/2019 11:53:04

1021600 33 24/09/2019 15:03:58

1021606 5 24/09/2019 11:53:31

1021617 5 24/09/2019 11:56:27

1021620 5 24/09/2019 11:57:27
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1021622 5 24/09/2019 11:57:52

1021623 5 24/09/2019 11:58:14

1021624 5 24/09/2019 11:58:37

1021650 12 24/09/2019 11:59:00

1021660 9 24/09/2019 11:59:24

1021662 11 24/09/2019 11:59:57

1021668 9 24/09/2019 12:00:26

1021669 9 24/09/2019 12:00:49

1021671 9 24/09/2019 12:01:12

1021672 9 24/09/2019 15:04:39

1021673 9 24/09/2019 12:01:41

1021679 16 24/09/2019 12:02:05

1021684 3 24/09/2019 12:02:28

1021687 25 24/09/2019 12:02:48

1021694 5 24/09/2019 12:05:22

1021697 3 24/09/2019 12:05:44

1021698 17 24/09/2019 12:06:05

1021701 25 24/09/2019 12:06:27

1021702 17 24/09/2019 12:06:59

1021703 17 24/09/2019 12:07:22

1021705 25 24/09/2019 12:07:45

1021718 16 24/09/2019 12:08:14

1021719 11 24/09/2019 12:08:39

1021721 16 24/09/2019 12:09:35

1021726 29 24/09/2019 12:09:58

1021727 29 24/09/2019 12:10:21

1021729 29 24/09/2019 12:10:47

1021740 3 24/09/2019 12:11:40

1021741 5 24/09/2019 12:12:04

1021743 4 24/09/2019 12:12:29

1021747 25 24/09/2019 12:12:51

1021750 5 24/09/2019 12:13:13

1021751 5 24/09/2019 12:13:36

1021752 5 24/09/2019 12:14:01

1021753 5 24/09/2019 12:14:36

1021754 5 24/09/2019 12:15:02

1021759 5 24/09/2019 12:15:25

1021760 5 24/09/2019 15:05:16

1021761 5 24/09/2019 12:15:50
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1021762 5 24/09/2019 12:16:15

1021763 5 24/09/2019 12:17:03

1021767 9 24/09/2019 12:17:23

1021768 20 24/09/2019 12:17:43

1021769 19 24/09/2019 12:25:14

1021773 16 24/09/2019 12:25:34

1021777 12 24/09/2019 12:25:54

1021779 3 24/09/2019 12:26:19

1021782 11 24/09/2019 12:26:40

1021789 1 24/09/2019 12:27:07

1021790 5 24/09/2019 12:27:33

1021793 2 24/09/2019 12:27:57

1021810 32 24/09/2019 12:28:42

1021811 32 24/09/2019 12:29:12

1021820 30 24/09/2019 12:29:47

1021825 30 24/09/2019 12:33:39

1021829 30 24/09/2019 12:34:08

1021841 25 24/09/2019 12:34:29

1021844 3 24/09/2019 12:34:52

1021845 5 24/09/2019 12:35:21

1021847 9 24/09/2019 12:35:43

1021848 16 24/09/2019 12:36:34

1021849 9 24/09/2019 12:36:58

1021856 25 24/09/2019 15:10:08

1021860 30 24/09/2019 12:38:00

1021861 33 24/09/2019 14:33:09

1021866 5 24/09/2019 14:33:31

1021871 12 24/09/2019 15:06:00

1021884 16 24/09/2019 14:34:01

1021885 9 24/09/2019 15:06:27

1021886 28 24/09/2019 15:06:53

1021887 16 24/09/2019 14:34:31

1021888 28 24/09/2019 14:34:56

1021889 3 24/09/2019 14:35:29

1021922 5 24/09/2019 15:07:25

1021923 5 24/09/2019 14:36:01

1021924 5 24/09/2019 14:36:36

1021925 5 24/09/2019 14:37:48

1021932 20 24/09/2019 14:38:22
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1021941 7 24/09/2019 14:38:56

1021944 28 24/09/2019 14:40:06

1021945 28 24/09/2019 14:40:42

1021946 30 24/09/2019 14:41:25

1021947 12 24/09/2019 14:42:06

1021948 12 24/09/2019 14:48:50

1021952 16 24/09/2019 14:49:15

1021958 30 24/09/2019 14:49:36

1021960 7 24/09/2019 14:50:00

1021962 2 24/09/2019 14:50:33

1021963 16 24/09/2019 15:08:09

1021964 12 24/09/2019 14:51:32

1021965 9 24/09/2019 14:52:00

1021966 9 24/09/2019 14:53:11

1021967 30 24/09/2019 14:53:41

1021972 2 24/09/2019 14:55:25

1021974 16 24/09/2019 14:55:47

1021981 11 24/09/2019 14:56:15

1022002 16 24/09/2019 15:08:44

1022012 16 24/09/2019 14:56:42

1022013 16 24/09/2019 14:57:08

1022015 31 24/09/2019 14:57:39

1022045 9 24/09/2019 14:59:00

1022059 20 24/09/2019 14:59:32

1022076 7 25/09/2019 14:15:25

1022077 9 25/09/2019 10:43:00

1022103 24 25/09/2019 14:15:52

1022179 2 25/09/2019 10:45:32

1022180 25 25/09/2019 10:45:56

1022181 30 25/09/2019 10:46:21

1022195 12 25/09/2019 10:46:43

1022197 21 25/09/2019 10:47:07

1022200 16 25/09/2019 10:47:29

1022201 25 25/09/2019 10:47:53

1022205 34 25/09/2019 10:48:14

1022207 9 25/09/2019 10:48:37

1022208 9 25/09/2019 10:48:57

1022215 3 25/09/2019 10:49:19

1022217 3 25/09/2019 10:49:41
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1022218 14 25/09/2019 10:50:04

1022219 14 25/09/2019 10:50:28

1022221 9 25/09/2019 10:50:52

1022223 16 25/09/2019 10:51:13

1022227 4 25/09/2019 10:51:34

1022241 9 25/09/2019 10:52:01

1022258 25 25/09/2019 10:52:23

1022259 21 25/09/2019 10:52:45

1022260 21 25/09/2019 10:53:06

1022261 21 25/09/2019 10:53:24

1022262 21 25/09/2019 10:53:46

1022265 14 25/09/2019 11:01:21

1022272 3 25/09/2019 11:01:43

1022273 19 25/09/2019 11:02:04

1022278 5 25/09/2019 11:21:41

1022279 5 25/09/2019 14:18:14

1022282 5 25/09/2019 11:27:07

1022283 3 25/09/2019 11:28:11

1022286 25 25/09/2019 11:28:36

1022288 11 25/09/2019 11:29:19

1022292 25 25/09/2019 11:29:50

1022293 16 25/09/2019 11:30:15

1022294 1 25/09/2019 11:33:11

1022295 12 25/09/2019 11:33:35

1022298 9 25/09/2019 11:33:56

1022307 5 25/09/2019 11:34:19

1022317 9 25/09/2019 11:34:41

1022320 11 25/09/2019 11:51:31

1022322 7 25/09/2019 11:55:13

1022328 31 25/09/2019 14:21:07

1022329 29 25/09/2019 11:55:45

1022334 16 25/09/2019 12:00:52

1022336 30 25/09/2019 12:01:20

1022340 32 25/09/2019 12:01:48

1022343 20 25/09/2019 12:02:12

1022344 20 25/09/2019 12:02:43

1022358 9 25/09/2019 12:03:58

1022367 9 25/09/2019 12:05:10

1022371 25 25/09/2019 12:11:18
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1921 ,   30/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1022372 29 25/09/2019 12:11:48

1022381 30 25/09/2019 12:12:18

1022382 29 25/09/2019 12:12:49

1022383 9 25/09/2019 12:13:13

1022384 11 25/09/2019 12:13:46

1022396 3 25/09/2019 12:15:00

1022397 30 25/09/2019 14:19:36

1022398 3 25/09/2019 12:15:29

1022399 16 25/09/2019 12:16:01

1022402 16 25/09/2019 12:16:31

1022403 30 25/09/2019 12:16:54

1022404 9 25/09/2019 12:17:23

1022406 30 25/09/2019 12:23:49

1022488 16 25/09/2019 12:35:36

1022496 16 25/09/2019 12:36:15

1022500 16 25/09/2019 12:36:48

1022505 16 25/09/2019 12:37:57

1022506 16 25/09/2019 12:38:30

1022511 16 25/09/2019 14:20:27

1022523 9 25/09/2019 12:42:33

1022526 16 25/09/2019 12:43:06

1022542 3 25/09/2019 12:43:51

1022547 11 25/09/2019 12:44:29

1022549 17 25/09/2019 12:45:01

1022551 24 25/09/2019 12:45:32

1022560 7 25/09/2019 12:46:35

1022564 1 25/09/2019 12:47:05

1022565 1 25/09/2019 12:47:33

1022567 6 25/09/2019 12:47:59

1022568 5 25/09/2019 14:22:28

1022569 30 25/09/2019 14:22:53

1022570 16 25/09/2019 14:23:25

1022573 31 25/09/2019 14:23:57

1022575 31 25/09/2019 14:24:19

1022576 16 25/09/2019 14:24:43

1022577 29 25/09/2019 14:27:11

1022579 16 25/09/2019 14:28:14

1022584 3 25/09/2019 14:28:49

1022609 30 25/09/2019 14:29:30
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1022617 1 25/09/2019 14:30:01

1022618 1 25/09/2019 14:30:32

1022638 3 25/09/2019 14:31:19

1022639 3 25/09/2019 14:32:13

1022640 9 25/09/2019 16:20:05

1022642 30 25/09/2019 16:14:49

1022644 30 25/09/2019 14:32:54

1022647 11 25/09/2019 14:34:34

1022648 30 25/09/2019 14:34:58

1022667 25 25/09/2019 14:39:25

1022669 11 25/09/2019 14:52:44

1022670 12 25/09/2019 14:53:17

1022673 7 25/09/2019 14:53:41

1022674 30 25/09/2019 14:54:08

1022678 21 25/09/2019 14:55:12

1022679 9 25/09/2019 14:56:26

1022684 7 25/09/2019 14:56:59

1022688 5 25/09/2019 14:57:30

1022732 5 25/09/2019 14:58:01

1022736 3 25/09/2019 14:58:32

1022742 5 25/09/2019 14:59:21

1022743 3 25/09/2019 15:00:19

1022747 16 25/09/2019 15:00:42

1022748 16 25/09/2019 15:01:16

1022750 16 25/09/2019 15:01:52

1022751 5 25/09/2019 15:02:15

1022787 16 25/09/2019 15:03:04

1022792 5 25/09/2019 15:04:11

1022793 5 25/09/2019 15:04:35

1022795 9 25/09/2019 15:04:59

1022805 3 25/09/2019 15:05:21

1022806 30 25/09/2019 15:06:06

1022807 18 25/09/2019 15:06:32

1022808 2 25/09/2019 15:06:57

1022809 16 25/09/2019 15:07:24

1022810 16 25/09/2019 15:07:45

1022811 11 25/09/2019 15:08:31

1022816 7 25/09/2019 15:08:59

1022817 9 25/09/2019 16:15:52
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1022818 16 25/09/2019 15:09:37

1022843 5 25/09/2019 15:10:47

1022845 16 25/09/2019 15:11:41

1022856 24 25/09/2019 15:12:34

1022858 24 25/09/2019 15:13:27

1022861 24 25/09/2019 15:13:51

1022869 9 25/09/2019 15:14:18

1022870 16 25/09/2019 15:14:51

1022871 9 25/09/2019 15:58:37

1022872 16 25/09/2019 15:59:02

1022873 9 25/09/2019 16:16:48

1022874 16 25/09/2019 15:59:30

1022880 3 25/09/2019 15:59:59

1022882 11 25/09/2019 16:00:26

1022883 12 25/09/2019 16:19:01

1022884 12 25/09/2019 16:01:18

1022885 12 25/09/2019 16:02:09

1022886 12 25/09/2019 16:04:17

1022887 12 25/09/2019 16:04:45

1022888 12 25/09/2019 16:05:11

1022889 30 25/09/2019 16:05:37

1022890 30 25/09/2019 16:07:16

1022891 30 25/09/2019 16:07:56

1022892 16 25/09/2019 16:08:56

1022894 14 25/09/2019 16:09:21

1022896 5 25/09/2019 16:10:08

1022897 9 25/09/2019 16:11:09

1022912 3 26/09/2019 11:05:50

1022914 9 26/09/2019 11:06:18

1022923 21 26/09/2019 11:06:50

1022927 9 26/09/2019 15:14:25

1022943 25 26/09/2019 11:07:18

1022944 16 26/09/2019 11:07:46

1022947 30 26/09/2019 11:08:08

1022949 5 26/09/2019 11:08:31

1022950 5 26/09/2019 11:08:56

1022951 5 26/09/2019 11:09:22

1022960 5 26/09/2019 11:09:49

1022961 16 26/09/2019 11:10:15
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1022987 9 26/09/2019 11:10:41

1022993 21 26/09/2019 11:11:11

1022994 9 26/09/2019 11:11:37

1023018 34 26/09/2019 11:12:06

1023023 9 26/09/2019 11:12:31

1023030 16 26/09/2019 11:12:59

1023031 5 26/09/2019 11:13:24

1023032 5 26/09/2019 11:13:56

1023034 5 26/09/2019 11:14:29

1023036 5 26/09/2019 11:14:52

1023037 5 26/09/2019 11:15:15

1023038 5 26/09/2019 11:15:51

1023040 5 26/09/2019 11:16:15

1023041 5 26/09/2019 11:17:05

1023042 5 26/09/2019 11:17:28

1023043 5 26/09/2019 11:17:53

1023045 5 26/09/2019 11:18:20

1023046 5 26/09/2019 11:18:59

1023047 5 26/09/2019 11:19:24

1023048 5 26/09/2019 11:20:03

1023051 9 26/09/2019 11:20:29

1023053 31 26/09/2019 11:20:57

1023055 7 26/09/2019 11:21:38

1023056 12 26/09/2019 11:26:10

1023059 16 26/09/2019 11:32:47

1023060 25 26/09/2019 11:33:12

1023061 16 26/09/2019 11:33:34

1023062 16 26/09/2019 11:33:57

1023063 16 26/09/2019 11:34:20

1023064 16 26/09/2019 11:34:43

1023086 7 26/09/2019 11:35:03

1023088 25 26/09/2019 11:35:26

1023090 31 26/09/2019 15:15:44

1023092 31 26/09/2019 11:35:56

1023095 24 26/09/2019 11:36:35

1023096 25 26/09/2019 11:36:59

1023097 25 26/09/2019 11:37:23

1023100 3 26/09/2019 11:37:48

1023101 30 26/09/2019 11:38:11
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1023102 29 26/09/2019 11:38:53

1023104 3 26/09/2019 11:39:23

1023107 34 26/09/2019 15:16:32

1023109 7 26/09/2019 11:41:05

1023110 9 26/09/2019 11:45:12

1023112 11 26/09/2019 11:45:39

1023151 29 26/09/2019 11:46:06

1023154 30 26/09/2019 14:33:11

1023159 5 26/09/2019 14:33:42

1023202 7 26/09/2019 14:34:08

1023203 12 26/09/2019 14:34:29

1023212 1 26/09/2019 14:34:53

1023213 2 26/09/2019 14:35:21

1023214 3 26/09/2019 14:36:03

1023215 4 26/09/2019 14:36:32

1023216 5 26/09/2019 14:37:12

1023217 6 26/09/2019 14:38:06

1023218 7 26/09/2019 14:38:31

1023219 8 26/09/2019 14:38:56

1023220 9 26/09/2019 14:39:18

1023221 10 26/09/2019 14:39:41

1023222 11 26/09/2019 14:40:02

1023223 12 26/09/2019 14:40:21

1023224 13 26/09/2019 14:40:41

1023225 14 26/09/2019 14:41:06

1023226 15 26/09/2019 14:41:41

1023228 17 26/09/2019 14:42:09

1023229 18 26/09/2019 14:42:31

1023230 19 26/09/2019 14:42:53

1023231 20 26/09/2019 14:43:26

1023232 21 26/09/2019 14:43:49

1023233 22 26/09/2019 14:44:13

1023234 23 26/09/2019 14:44:44

1023235 24 26/09/2019 14:45:05

1023236 25 26/09/2019 14:46:44

1023238 27 26/09/2019 14:47:32

1023239 28 26/09/2019 14:48:32

1023240 29 26/09/2019 14:49:12

1023241 30 26/09/2019 14:49:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1023242 31 26/09/2019 14:49:53

1023243 32 26/09/2019 14:50:51

1023244 33 26/09/2019 14:51:20

1023245 34 26/09/2019 14:51:44

1023246 1 26/09/2019 14:52:09

1023247 2 26/09/2019 14:52:29

1023254 9 26/09/2019 15:02:27

1023255 10 26/09/2019 15:02:51

1023257 12 26/09/2019 15:03:20

1023259 14 26/09/2019 15:03:42

1023260 15 26/09/2019 15:04:12

1023261 16 26/09/2019 15:04:35

1023262 17 26/09/2019 15:17:38

1023271 26 26/09/2019 15:05:06

1023276 31 26/09/2019 15:05:34

1023278 33 26/09/2019 15:06:08

1023289 3 26/09/2019 15:06:59

1023297 5 26/09/2019 15:18:34

1023300 32 26/09/2019 15:08:25

1023303 17 26/09/2019 15:08:58

1023304 30 26/09/2019 15:09:18

1023305 1 26/09/2019 15:09:37

1023310 9 26/09/2019 15:09:57

1023313 24 26/09/2019 15:10:18

1023315 5 26/09/2019 15:10:47

1023334 3 27/09/2019 14:14:51

1023337 3 26/09/2019 15:19:30

1023338 1 26/09/2019 15:20:08

1023340 5 26/09/2019 15:20:47

1023351 30 26/09/2019 15:21:15

1023362 9 26/09/2019 15:21:39

1023363 16 26/09/2019 15:22:04

1023365 17 26/09/2019 15:22:39

1023380 12 26/09/2019 15:23:15

1023385 32 26/09/2019 15:24:20

1023395 9 26/09/2019 15:24:55

1023401 7 26/09/2019 16:02:52

1023408 5 26/09/2019 16:03:55

1023409 5 26/09/2019 16:04:18
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1023412 5 26/09/2019 16:08:04

1023417 9 26/09/2019 16:08:25

1023418 16 26/09/2019 16:08:48

1023419 7 26/09/2019 16:09:08

1023420 16 26/09/2019 16:09:39

1023421 7 26/09/2019 16:10:12

1023422 9 26/09/2019 16:10:43

1023423 16 26/09/2019 16:11:11

1023424 9 26/09/2019 16:11:33

1023428 9 26/09/2019 16:11:54

1023429 9 26/09/2019 16:14:33

1023430 9 26/09/2019 16:14:57

1023431 9 26/09/2019 16:16:53

1023438 6 26/09/2019 16:17:19

1023439 20 26/09/2019 16:17:39

1023441 27 27/09/2019 10:43:44

1023442 6 27/09/2019 10:44:30

1023444 18 27/09/2019 10:45:28

1023445 20 27/09/2019 10:46:24

1023447 9 27/09/2019 10:46:51

1023458 3 27/09/2019 10:47:19

1023460 3 27/09/2019 10:47:53

1023461 3 27/09/2019 10:48:20

1023462 3 27/09/2019 10:48:55

1023469 3 27/09/2019 10:49:45

1023470 12 27/09/2019 10:50:22

1023472 8 27/09/2019 10:51:07

1023526 5 27/09/2019 10:51:35

1023527 16 27/09/2019 10:52:33

1023529 5 27/09/2019 10:53:00

1023530 5 27/09/2019 11:00:05

1023531 5 27/09/2019 11:09:45

1023537 9 27/09/2019 11:10:11

1023550 3 27/09/2019 11:10:39

1023551 7 27/09/2019 11:11:24

1023561 12 27/09/2019 11:11:52

1023584 5 27/09/2019 11:12:15

1023592 30 27/09/2019 11:12:38

1023594 2 27/09/2019 11:13:08
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1023595 3 27/09/2019 11:14:08

1023596 4 27/09/2019 11:15:11

1023599 8 27/09/2019 11:15:44

1023601 10 27/09/2019 14:17:20

1023602 33 27/09/2019 14:18:42

1023603 32 27/09/2019 11:16:19

1023605 30 27/09/2019 11:16:44

1023606 28 27/09/2019 14:19:33

1023607 27 27/09/2019 11:17:14

1023609 21 27/09/2019 11:17:39

1023610 20 27/09/2019 11:18:01

1023611 19 27/09/2019 11:19:03

1023614 15 27/09/2019 11:19:31

1023617 33 27/09/2019 11:19:59

1023618 32 27/09/2019 11:20:29

1023619 31 27/09/2019 11:21:08

1023625 21 27/09/2019 11:21:36

1023626 20 27/09/2019 11:22:00

1023627 19 27/09/2019 11:22:41

1023628 18 27/09/2019 14:20:29

1023630 15 27/09/2019 11:23:46

1023631 14 27/09/2019 14:21:28

1023632 11 27/09/2019 11:24:17

1023633 10 27/09/2019 14:25:10

1023634 9 27/09/2019 14:25:57

1023635 8 27/09/2019 14:26:33

1023636 7 27/09/2019 11:25:09

1023637 6 27/09/2019 11:25:33

1023638 4 27/09/2019 11:25:59

1023640 2 27/09/2019 11:26:53

1023642 5 27/09/2019 11:27:17

1023643 5 27/09/2019 11:27:46

1023645 5 27/09/2019 11:28:18

1023646 9 27/09/2019 11:35:53

1023647 16 27/09/2019 11:36:21

1023650 4 27/09/2019 11:36:47

1023653 3 27/09/2019 11:37:22

1023656 7 27/09/2019 11:37:55

1023661 5 27/09/2019 11:38:24
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1023662 5 27/09/2019 11:38:57

1023667 5 27/09/2019 11:39:22

1023668 5 27/09/2019 11:39:49

1023681 9 27/09/2019 14:27:08

1023682 21 27/09/2019 11:40:17

1023683 5 27/09/2019 14:28:56

1023684 5 27/09/2019 11:41:10

1023685 5 27/09/2019 11:41:50

1023686 5 27/09/2019 11:42:33

1023687 5 27/09/2019 11:43:01

1023689 5 27/09/2019 11:43:42

1023690 5 27/09/2019 12:04:54

1023692 5 27/09/2019 12:05:32

1023693 5 27/09/2019 12:07:13

1023694 5 27/09/2019 14:30:23

1023696 5 27/09/2019 12:07:41

1023697 5 27/09/2019 12:08:02

1023698 5 27/09/2019 12:08:27

1023699 5 27/09/2019 12:08:48

1023710 30 27/09/2019 12:09:09

1023712 30 27/09/2019 12:09:31

1023713 9 27/09/2019 12:16:03

1023714 16 27/09/2019 12:16:27

1023719 9 27/09/2019 12:16:48

1023720 3 27/09/2019 12:17:19

1023721 34 27/09/2019 12:17:54

1023722 29 27/09/2019 12:18:21

1023724 28 27/09/2019 12:18:44

1023726 29 27/09/2019 12:19:11

1023750 16 27/09/2019 12:19:51

1023751 29 27/09/2019 12:21:07

1023752 30 27/09/2019 12:21:33

1023753 30 27/09/2019 12:22:01

1023754 16 27/09/2019 12:22:22

1023755 29 27/09/2019 12:22:47

1023756 30 27/09/2019 12:23:09

1023764 29 27/09/2019 12:24:11

1023807 3 27/09/2019 14:32:33

1023842 3 27/09/2019 14:49:25
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1023847 12 27/09/2019 14:50:06

1023850 16 27/09/2019 14:50:44

1023851 9 27/09/2019 14:51:08

1023857 5 27/09/2019 14:51:45

1023858 5 27/09/2019 14:52:35

1023859 5 27/09/2019 14:53:08

1023870 5 27/09/2019 14:53:40

1023908 25 27/09/2019 14:54:04

1023909 25 27/09/2019 14:54:34

1023910 25 27/09/2019 14:55:09

1023911 16 27/09/2019 14:55:40

1023912 6 27/09/2019 14:56:43

1023965 9 27/09/2019 14:57:19

1023966 9 27/09/2019 14:57:52

1023967 16 27/09/2019 14:58:29

1023969 16 27/09/2019 15:41:24

1023971 29 27/09/2019 15:41:53

1023972 9 27/09/2019 15:42:33

1023977 25 27/09/2019 15:42:57

1023988 5 27/09/2019 15:43:24

1023989 5 27/09/2019 15:43:49

1023991 5 27/09/2019 15:44:45

1023994 28 27/09/2019 15:45:08

1023996 16 27/09/2019 15:45:32

1023997 16 27/09/2019 15:45:57

1023999 3 27/09/2019 15:46:24

1024001 1 27/09/2019 15:46:47

1024004 7 27/09/2019 15:47:13

1024006 9 27/09/2019 15:47:39

1024015 2 27/09/2019 15:48:02

1024017 9 27/09/2019 15:48:46

1024019 16 27/09/2019 15:49:19

1024026 3 27/09/2019 15:49:50

1024043 5 27/09/2019 15:52:24

1024047 5 27/09/2019 15:52:44

1024117 30 27/09/2019 15:53:06

1024122 24 27/09/2019 15:56:21

1024130 3 27/09/2019 15:56:48
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1921,   30/09/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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